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A B S T R A C T

Visualization has become an accepted means for data exploration and
analysis. Although interaction is an important component of visual-
ization approaches, current visualization research pays less attention
to interaction than to aspects of the graphical representation. There-
fore, the goal of this work is to strengthen the interaction side of
visualization. To this end, we establish a unified view on interaction
in visualization. This unified view covers four cornerstones: the data,
the tasks, the technology, and the human. Addressing challenges and
questions related to these cornerstones, we develop novel concepts
and techniques for interaction in the context of visualization. In ad-
dition to providing novel solutions for individual problems, a major
contribution of this work is the comprehensive discussion of interac-
tion in visualization as a whole. This also includes the formulation of
research topics for future work with a focus on interaction.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Visualisierung hat sich zu einem unverzichtbaren Werkzeug für die
Exploration und Analyse von Daten entwickelt. Obwohl Interaktion
ein wichtiger Bestandteil solcher Werkzeuge ist, wird der Interaktion
in der aktuellen Visualisierungsforschung weniger Aufmerksamkeit
gewidmet als Aspekten der graphischen Repräsentation. Daher ist es
das Ziel dieser Arbeit, die Interaktion im Bereich der Visualisierung
zu stärken. Hierzu wird eine einheitliche Sicht auf Interaktion in der
Visualisierung entwickelt. Diese einheitliche Sicht stützt sich auf vier
Eckpfeiler: die Daten, die Aufgaben, die Technologie und den Men-
schen. Die Herausforderungen und Fragestellungen, die mit diesen
Eckpfeilern in Verbindung stehen, werden durch die Entwicklung
neuer Interaktionskonzepte und -techniken adressiert. Neben der Be-
reitstellung neuer Lösungen für individuelle Probleme, liegt ein wich-
tiger Beitrag dieser Arbeit in der ganzheitlichen Diskussion von In-
teraktion im Visualisierungskontext. Hierzu gehört auch die Erar-
beitung von Forschungsthemen für zukünftige Arbeiten mit Schwer-
punkt auf Interaktion.
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P R E FA C E

This thesis expresses my thoughts on interaction in visualization, a
topic that has accompanied me since I have started doing research in
the field of visualization. Visualization in general is concerned with
generating visual depictions of some data, model, or concept for the
purpose of helping humans to discover, to make sense, and to com-
municate. The idea is to utilize the enormous powers of the human
visual system. Our perceptual capabilities enable us to process larger
amounts of visual information and our cognitive skills allow us to
spot interesting patterns as they appear.

Interaction deals with enabling the human to more actively take
part in the process of gaining insight and extracting knowledge. In-
teraction helps us to understand the visual mapping behind a visual
representation, to realize the effect of visualization parameters, and
to get confident about the data and the features we crystallized from
them. Interaction also provokes curiosity and allows people to exper-
iment with different “what if” scenarios.

To underline the importance of interaction for human mental ef-
forts I would like to reiterate a quote that many readers might already
know:

“Tell me and I will forget.

Show me and I may remember.

Involve me and I will understand.”

— Confucian proverb, around 300 – 200 B.C.

This Confucian proverb is definitely from an age that did not know
electricity, not to mention computers or visualization. Yet it strikingly
reflects the core motivation for interaction in visualization: Involve
the users and they will understand the data more easily. When the in-
teraction is done right, understanding will not only be developed for
the data, but also for the process that generates the visual representa-
tion serving as a catalyst for knowledge crystallization. Understand-
ing the visualization process will enable people to use visualization
tools more efficiently by fine-tuning the available techniques to their
needs and tasks.

Yet, interaction is not a universal cure. Interaction comes at a cost.
In contrast to just looking at a visual representation, the user now
acts upon the impression generated by the visualization. This implies
cost for interpreting what has been seen and preparing and carrying
out the action to respond. This prompts us to take a step back and
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think more carefully about interaction and scenarios where alterna-
tive solutions might be a better choice.

Such alternatives can be analytic methods. Often we associate an-
alytic methods with algorithms to analyze the data, for example, to
extract clusters, to compute aggregations, or to identify patterns. Yet
in the context of interactive scenarios, analysis also means keeping
an eye on the user and the situation in which interaction is about to
take place. Seemingly simple information gathered from observing
the user can have a significant positive effect on how users experi-
ence the interaction.

These considerations led me to think of interaction as mediator
between the user and the computer, but a mediator that has to be
attuned to the specific characteristics of visualization. While I agree
that many questions regarding interaction are studied well in the lit-
erature, I’m convinced that interaction in visualization is a relevant
topic that deserves more attention. The goal is to reach a state where
interaction and visualization are equally strong players in the concert
of tools for people to live through the information age.

I will look at interaction in visualization from four perspectives:
the data perspective, the task perspective, the technology perspective,
and the human perspective. These perspectives direct our attention
to the key cornerstones of interaction in visualization. Taken together,
they constitute a unified view of that what needs to be considered
when engineering interactive solutions in the context of visualization.
I will address the particularities of the cornerstones by explaining two
novel approaches for each of them. My explanations will focus on in-
teraction, deliberately dedicating less space to the graphics involved
in the visualization.

I hope that this work and the contributions made in relation to
the individual cornerstones of interaction are valuable to the visual-
ization community, provide new ideas and discussion to those who
agree with me that thinking more deeply about interaction in visual-
ization is vitally important, provoke thought in those who still doubt
that, or maybe even convince them otherwise.

Christian Tominski Rostock, July 2014
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Part I

T H E I N T R O

This first part summarizes the key insights and results of
this work. A common ground of understanding will be es-
tablished by developing a unified, structured view on in-
teraction in visualization. Under the umbrella of this view,
novel interaction approaches addressing relevant open re-
search questions will be presented.





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 motivation and background

Visual representations have been used for ages as a communication
aid among human beings [244]. Nowadays, we live in a world full of
data. Technological advances have led to a situation where we collect
excessively far more data than we can make sense of. This problem
has become known as information overload [317]. As early as in the
1980s, visualization pioneers recognized the enormous potential that
modern computers would offer in terms of analytic power, graph-
ics output, and interactive manipulation to address the information
overload. McCormick et al. [250] formulated the key idea behind vi-
sualization as:

“Visualization is a method of computing. It transforms the
symbolic into the geometric, enabling researchers to ob-
serve their simulations and computations. Visualization
offers a method for seeing the unseen. It enriches the pro-
cess of scientific discovery and fosters profound and un-
expected insights.”

— McCormick et al. [250]

With this definition, McCormick and colleagues paved the way for
visualization as a distinct field of computer science in general and
computer graphics specifically. At its core, the definition brings to-
gether the capabilities of human perception and cognition and the
computational abilities of computers as the key components. Accord-
ingly, Card et al. [70] define visualization as the “use of computer-
supported, interactive, visual representations of data to amplify cog-
nition”. Or as Ware [366] puts it plainly:

“It is useful to think of the human and the computer to-
gether as a single cognitive entity, with the computer func-
tioning as a kind of cognitive coprocessor to the human
brain. [...] Each part of the system is doing what it does
best. The computer can pre-process vast amounts of in-
formation. The human can do rapid pattern analysis and
flexible decision making.”

— Ware [366]

Computer-generated visualization has always included the notion
of interactivity. However, much of the literature on visualization fo-
cuses, in fact, on the visual part, not so much on the interaction part.

3
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Data
Transformations

Visual
Mappings

View
Transformations

Visualization
Views

Visual
Abstractions

Data
Tables

Data
Source User

Figure 1.1: The visualization pipeline [70].

Many visualization publications describe in detail aspects of the vi-
sual representation, but less is reported about the design and the
engineering of interaction in visualization. Several other researchers
have taken note of this deficiency:

“Even though interaction is an important part of informa-
tion visualization (Infovis), it has garnered a relatively low
level of attention from the Infovis community.”

— Yi et al. [385]

“Until recently, the focus of InfoVis has been more on the
graphical representation and less on the interaction.”

— Fekete [118]

“Also, although interaction isn’t yet a primary theme, the
visualization research literature reflects an increasing fo-
cus on it.”

— Keefe [199]

“Unfortunately, interaction is not discussed at all in graphic
design, and even visualization textbooks tend to down-
play this angle.”

— Elmqvist et al. [112]

A possible explanation for why interactive aspects are not on equal
terms with visual aspects can be found in our model of visualization
as manifested in the visualization pipeline, of which several variants
exist [147, 70, 78, 100]. Let us take a closer look at the visualization
pipeline by Card et al. [70] as depicted in Figure 1.1.

visual aspects In terms of visual aspects, the pipeline prescribes
how data is to be transferred through several stages from a data
source to data tables, to visual abstractions, and finally to visualiza-
tion views. Data transformations, including filtering, clustering, error
correction, can be found in the early stage of the pipeline. At the heart
of the pipeline is the mapping of information to visual variables [56].
Finally, geometrical primitives and associated graphical attributes as
generated in the mapping stage are rendered to visualization views,
that is, to visual representations to be interpreted to gain insight.



1.2 goal and contribution 5

The visualization literature describes a number of criteria that must
be observed when data are transferred to visual representations. The
economic model of visualization by van Wijk [354] demands that the
benefits of using visualization as a means to gain insight outweigh
the costs involved in carrying out the process (i.e., computation and
interpretation). A necessary condition to achieve beneficial visual rep-
resentations is to consider the two key visualization criteria expressive-
ness and effectiveness as identified by Mackinlay [243]. Visual represen-
tations are expressive if they actually do express the desired informa-
tion. Effectiveness relates to exploiting the capabilities of the output
medium and the human visual system.

Taken together, the visualization pipeline and related visualization
criteria, provide widely accepted blueprints for generating meaning-
ful visual representations of data.

interaction aspects Let us now consider the aspects of inter-
action and the level of detail with which the visualization pipeline
illustrates how users are involved in the visualization process. The
particular visualization pipeline in Figure 1.1 incorporates the user in
two different roles. On the one hand, the user is the recipient of the in-
formation communicated via visualization views. On the other hand,
the pipeline suggests that the user is an active participant controlling
the different stages of the transformation from data to views.

However, in contrast to the description of visualization as a trans-
formational process across several stages, the arrows indicating inter-
action in Figure 1.1 remain vague. Not much do we learn about the
interaction itself, the interaction design, the principal interaction com-
ponents, and how interaction can be implemented in a visualization
infrastructure. This lack of details on interaction may be one reason
for the imbalance of visual aspects and issues of interactivity.

1.2 goal and contribution

The goal of this work is to address the discrepancy between visual as-
pects and aspects of interaction. To this end, we look at visualization
from an interaction perspective. We develop an encompassing view
of interaction in visualization bringing together the relevant concerns
under a common hood. Data and tasks are key factors of visualization
and likewise they are primary concerns to be considered for interac-
tion. Our unified view is completed by the human user as the recip-
ient of visual information and active participant in interactive data
exploration and analysis, as well as by the technology providing the
means for display, interaction, and computation. That said, the topic
of research of this work is to investigate interaction in visualization
comprehensively under a unified view along the four key factors data,
tasks, human, and technology
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Studying these factors individually, we contribute novel interac-
tion approaches that, taken together, strengthen interaction in visu-
alization as a whole. Addressing the data, we develop novel solu-
tions taking into account both the structure of data as well as the
spatio-temporal frame of reference in which data are usually given.
With regard to tasks, we present novel interaction techniques for vi-
sual comparison and data editing, both of which being tasks that
have not been investigated from an interaction perspective in previ-
ous studies. We introduce techniques that utilize different interaction
technologies, including regular mouse and keyboard interaction, but
also modern touch interfaces and physical interaction in front of large
high-resolution displays. Focusing on the human user, we propose
techniques for reducing interaction costs by considering inspiration
from natural interaction, by following real-world workflows, and by
integrating analytical methods.

The interaction side of visualization is also strengthened from an
engineering perspective. We develop a novel multi-threading architec-
ture that can serve as a general basis for engineering interactive visu-
alization approaches. We explain how larger interactive visualization
architectures can be designed by the example of a system for graph ex-
ploration. Our solutions incorporate modern display technology and
interaction modalities to implement novel ways of interacting with
visual representations of data.

Based on a summarizing reflection of the proposed interaction ap-
proaches, we identify directions for future research. With the uni-
fied view on interaction in visualization, with the novel interaction
approaches taking into account the data, the tasks, the technology,
and the human, as well as with the identification of open research
questions, this work significantly contributes to lifting interaction to
a level that corresponds to its undisputed importance.

1.3 outline

This thesis is divided into three parts. Part i, to which this introduc-
tion belongs, will review the basics of interaction, discuss the role of
interaction in visualization, identify the challenges to be addressed in
this work, and summarize our contributions accordingly. Chapter 2

starts with an introduction to the fundamental concepts of interaction
in general and interaction in visualization specifically. This introduc-
tion will collect different definitions that are otherwise considered
only separately. We further discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of interaction in visualization and take a look at the issue of engineer-
ing interactive visualization solutions. Building upon the fundamen-
tals and associated discussions, we identify challenges for interaction
in visualization in Chapter 3.
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In Chapter 4, we present our unified view on interaction in visu-
alization with interaction engineering as the foundation upon which
we build four cornerstones corresponding to the data, the tasks, the
technology, and the human. Along this unified view, we introduce
novel interaction approaches. The multi-threading architecture for in-
teractive visualization proposed in Section 4.1 will address interac-
tion engineering on a fundamental level. Section 4.2 will set the focus
on the data aspect, introducing novel ways of interacting with graph
structures and movement trajectories in space and time. The task as-
pect is taken up in Section 4.3, where we develop new interaction
techniques for comparison and data editing tasks. In Section 4.4, we
present tangible views and physical navigation in front of large dis-
plays as novel ways of interaction taking advantage of technological
advance. Addressing the human user, we discuss the use of event-
based methods and navigation recommendations as means to reduce
interaction costs in Section 4.5. All approaches are described in a com-
pact way, presenting the key messages with respect to interaction in
visualization.

Chapters 5–13 of Part ii collect the original publications that this
thesis builds upon. These chapters provide the details for the ap-
proaches that we summarize briefly in Sections 4.1–4.5. Except for the
correction of typographical errors, the content presented in Part ii is
identical to the original publications. The layout of figures and tables,
the typesetting, and the citations have been harmonized to match the
style of this thesis.

Part iii provides an overall summary and conclusion. Key concerns
are to derive and discuss insights about the greater picture behind
this work and to identify research topics for future work on interac-
tion in visualization.





2
B A S I C C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

This chapter takes a look at some fundamental aspects of interaction.
We will first consider general human-computer interaction, before we
shift our focus to visualization-specific questions of interaction.

2.1 human-computer interaction

A primary source of scholarly literature on interaction is the realm of
human-computer interaction (HCI) research [97, 87]. A general model
for interaction, which also applies to human-computer interaction, is
described by Norman [262], who conceptualizes interaction as a loop
of two phases: the execution phase and the interpretation phase (see
Figure 2.1). Starting with the human’s goal, the execution phase is
concerned with the formation of an intent to interact, the mental plan-
ning of the interaction, and the actual execution of the plan. Perform-
ing this first phase results in a response. Its interpretation is captured
in the second phase of the loop. This includes the perception of the re-
sponse, the mental interpretation of it, and its evaluation with regard
to the intent that induced the interaction. As both phases occasion
costs, Norman denotes them as gulfs of execution and evaluation.

Similar to the criteria expressiveness and effectiveness in visualiza-
tion, there are certain criteria that interaction has to obey for the gulfs
to be narrow. Usability [260] and user experience [154] are key cate-
gories which subsume criteria such as predictability, consistency, cus-
tomizability, satisfaction, engagement, responsiveness, and task con-
formance, to name only a few. The rationales behind many of these
criteria are also covered in a corresponding ISO standard [185].

Seeking to increase the level of conformance with these criteria,
HCI researchers have proposed several themes of interaction. Early
research focused on interaction using windows, icons, menus, and
pointers, commonly known as the WIMP paradigm [97]. A classic

Gulf of Execution → → →

← ← ← Gulf of Evaluation

Execution of
Action Plan

Formation of
Action Plan

Formation of
Intent

Human

Perception
of Response

Interpretation
of Response

Evaluation
of Response

System

Goal

Figure 2.1: The human action cycle [262].
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10 basic considerations

and most prevalent theme, also in visualization, is direct manipulation
as proposed by Shneiderman [303]. With the advent of modern inter-
action devices, new ways of interacting became possible, the so-called
post-WIMP era [349]. Tangible interaction [184] is based on interaction
with tangible objects in the real world. Beaudouin-Lafon [50] coins
the term instrumental interaction to capture the idea of using interac-
tion instruments to manipulate domain objects. Reality-based interac-
tion [187] and natural interaction [348] are the next steps in a line of
recent developments that include aspects of greater awareness of the
user and the environment in which the interaction takes place.

These models and studies from the HCI literature contribute largely
to a better understanding of the role and needs of human beings inter-
acting with computers in general. The specific aspects of interaction
in the context of visualization deserve further elaboration.

2.2 interaction in visualization

Spence [310] describes visualization as a tool to support humans in
forming mental models of otherwise difficult-to-grasp complex phe-
nomena. The fact that people form mental models suggests that inter-
action be a principal ingredient of visualization. In fact, the visualiza-
tion pipeline by Card et al. [70] includes interaction in form of a user
who controls the individual transformation stages and who receives
responses via visual feedback (see Figure 1.1).

There are several reasons why users need to have interactive con-
trol. Given today’s large and complex datasets it is usually impossi-
ble to encode all facets of all data into a single visual representation.
Therefore, an iterative process has to take place during which differ-
ent parts of the data are brought to the display with emphasis on
different facets of the data. This exploration process generally fol-
lows the information seeking mantra by Shneiderman [305], where
the user starts from an overview and then descends into the details
on demand. Interaction is the key to enable the user to steer the ex-
ploration process, thus helping to gain a broad and comprehensive
understanding of the underlying data.

Ware [367] explains interaction in visualization based on interac-
tion loops at three interdependent levels. At the lowest level, interac-
tion is concerned with basic operations of recognizing, pointing at,
or manipulating objects (e.g., moving the mouse and performing a
click to pinpoint a data item of interest). At an intermediate level, the
user combines basic low-level operations to activities of exploring and
navigating large visual data spaces (e.g., adjusting the visual encod-
ing or visiting different parts of the data). The highest level captures
processes of problem solving, which involves combining several ac-
tivities to accomplish cognitively more demanding tasks (e.g., laying
out different pieces of information for finding relations).
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low-level interaction From a conceptual point of view, dif-
ferent modes of interaction can be identified depending on how low-
level actions are performed. Spence [310] distinguishes stepped inter-
action and continuous interaction. Stepped interaction is related to dis-
crete, infrequent actions. In visualization, particularly for approaches
that implement direct manipulation [303], the interaction-feedback loop
is iterated at high frequency, continuously so to say. Continuous in-
teraction is vitally important as it facilitates examining the visualized
data with respect to multiple ‘what if’ scenarios in a short period
of time. Apparently, continuous interaction requires easy-to-execute
interactions and sufficient visual feedback, which must be provided
quickly. Elmqvist et al. [112] expand on continuous interaction and
propose the concept of fluid interaction, which integrates aspects of
promoting flow, supporting direct manipulation, and minimizing the
gulfs of execution and evaluation.

Heer and Shneiderman [161] underline the significance of the con-
tinuous and direct character of interaction in visualization: “To be
most effective, visual analytics tools must support the fluent and flex-
ible use of visualizations at rates resonant with the pace of human
thought.”

intermediate-level interaction In addition to thinking of
interaction as step-wise or continuous manual operations, it makes
sense to consider the activities carried out with actual interaction tech-
niques. Spence [310], Ward et al. [365], and Ware [367] elaborate on
classic and contemporary techniques for interacting with visual rep-
resentations and the data behind them. The examples given by these
authors document the versatility of the existing approaches. The con-
crete set of techniques to be made available to the users of a visual-
ization solution mainly depends on what the users are expected to
accomplish via interaction.

From an analysis of existing interaction techniques, Yi et al. [385]
condense seven categories of user intents for interaction: select – mark
something as interesting, explore – show me something else, reconfig-
ure – show me a different arrangement, encode – show me a different
representation, abstract/elaborate – show me more or less detail, filter –
show me something conditionally, and finally connect – show me re-
lated items. For each intent, several interaction techniques are listed
satisfying it in different ways.

Sedig and Parsons [300] expand upon these seven categories and
suggest looking at action patterns, of which they list 28 exemplars, in-
cluding unipolar actions such as selecting, navigating, searching, or
comparing, as well as bipolar actions such as collapsing/expanding,
composing/decomposing, inserting/removing, or animating/freezing.
For each pattern identified, Sedig and Parsons [300] give examples of
interaction techniques that instantiate the pattern.
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high-level interaction Similar to combining low-level oper-
ations to realize intermediate-level activities, so are the activities a
precursor to high-level problem solving, which involves setting data
into relation, comparing pieces of information, or establishing and
validating hypotheses. At this level, interaction is considered more
broadly as a catalyst for analytic thinking and discovery.

The model by Pirolli and Card [273] describes the sensemaking
process as two loops: the foraging loop and the sensemaking loop.
The foraging loop is concerned with interactively gathering and ex-
tracting information. The subsequent sensemaking loop describes the
development of mental models through schematization as well as hy-
pothesis generation and validation. Liu et al. [238] take a closer look
at the distributed cognitive processes being active when humans en-
gage in a sensemaking dialog with visually represented information.
They suggest that: “[...] cognition is more an emergent property of
interactions between an individual and the environment through per-
ception and action rather than a property bounded inside an individ-
ual.” In a related context, Liu and Stasko [237] describe interaction as
a tool for giving meaning to what is perceived, for collecting relevant
information, and extracting and storing interesting findings.

So, at the highest level, interaction is more concerned with the di-
alog of the analyst and the knowledge artifacts extracted via inter-
active visual methods. This also involves interactively coordinating
and organizing pieces of information in an analytic visual-interactive
workspace.

In the range between low-level and high-level interaction, many vi-
sualization approaches provide standard interaction techniques em-
ploying standard mouse and keyboard interaction to satisfy common
user tasks. Techniques such as brushing [52, 67] (or the enhanced angu-
lar brushing [155] or compound brushing [76]) have proved universally
useful over the years. Yet there is more to interaction in visualiza-
tion. Recent activities strive to take full advantage of interaction as
a means to integrate the user more tightly into the visual analysis
process. Corresponding challenges will be described next.

challenges of interaction The increasing importance of in-
teraction for visually driven analytical methods has led researchers
to start thinking more deeply about a “science of interaction”, a topic
that arose in the context of visual analytics – the science of analyti-
cal reasoning supported by interactive visual interfaces. Thomas and
Cook [325] see interaction as “the fuel for analytic discourse” and
convincingly explain why developing a new science of interaction is
top priority. Several research agendas have been proposed by various
researchers.

Pike et al. [269] identify research challenges for interaction, cover-
ing ubiquitous, embodied interaction, capturing user intentionality,
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knowledge-based interfaces, collaboration, principles of design and
perception, interoperability, as well as interaction evaluation. Elmqvist
et al. [112] envision future interaction research toward an interaction
exemplar repository, visualization design patterns, and visualization
criticism. Lee et al. [224] point our attention to the mismatch of avail-
able interaction technology and the level to which visualization re-
search has utilized it so far. They define research challenges related
to utilizing modern interaction modalities, providing freedom of ex-
pression, taking into account social aspects, breaking down barriers
between humans and technology, and gaining a better understanding
of human behavior.

These studies provide excellent analyses of the status quo of inter-
action in visualization and enthusiastic calls to action for more re-
search on interaction in visualization. As such, they help strengthen
the interaction side of visualization. The level to which interaction
can be raised will depend on the concrete responses to the identified
research challenges in form of new interaction concepts, models, and
techniques for visualization.

The previous paragraphs indicate that interaction is employed ex-
tensively in visualization. The diversity of user intents [385] and ac-
tion patterns [300] suggest that virtually every visualization approach
offers at least basic interaction. Research agendas have been proposed
to advance the topic of interaction in visualization. There are also
more theoretical models of interaction, describing different modes
and different levels of interacting. However, these models are often
not considered when designing and implementing interactive visual-
ization solutions. While the visual design is usually developed based
on explicitly addressing graphics design rules, the rationale behind
the interaction design at times remains vague at best, not to say it
does not exist. Addressing this deficiency by making the design of in-
teraction in visualization more explicit is a goal of this work. Further,
we address some of the challenges mentioned in the recent research
agendas.

Yet before we do so, we discuss in more detail why interaction
in visualization is special and what advantages, disadvantages, and
difficulties might be associated with interaction.

2.3 the interaction-visualization gap

Arguably there is still a discrepancy between interaction research and
visualization research [104]. Zudilova-Seinstra et al. [393] even see “a
major communication gap between HCI experts and those develop-
ing visualization algorithms and systems”. As a consequence research
results from one field do not always transfer smoothly to the respec-
tive other field. Why is this so?
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Traditionally, interaction research is focused on the human being.
Human-centered design methodologies, models of perception and
cognition, accessible devices, as well as social aspects are among the
contributions of interaction research. On the other hand, visualization
research has the focus more on the computer. Automatic extraction
of data features, algorithms for the visual mapping, and implemen-
tations of visualization systems, and high-performance graphics via
GPU acceleration are topics that can be found in the visualization
literature. This is not to say that either side neglects the user or the
computer, but undeniably the foci are different.

Yet efforts have been made to bring both worlds closer to each
other as documented by Fikkert et al. [122]. Keefe [199] states that
the “momentum recently seems to be increasing toward integrating
visualization research [...] with interaction research [...].” He further
identifies two factors that make interaction in visualization different
from classic interaction research:

• complex analysis tasks defined by a specific, highly motivated
user population and

• complex data.

Looking from a visualization perspective there is another key differ-
ence regarding the use of the visual channel. In interaction research,
the interface between human and computer is in the focus. Visual as-
pects play an important role mainly in terms of the interface design.
In other words, the visual channel is almost exclusively reserved for
the graphical interface between human and computer. In visualiza-
tion however, the visual channel has to serve both the visual represen-
tation of the data and the graphical interface at the same time. This
key difference and the resulting conflict over visual resources adds to
the already complex endeavor of developing interactive visualization
approaches.

2.4 interaction – useful or harmful?

Much has been done in recent years helping us to better understand
how interaction actually works and how it affects the ability of human
beings to extract knowledge from data. The many references cited in
the previous sections are generally in favor of interaction and recog-
nize it as a strong positive factor of visualization. But there are also
critical voices. We shall discuss this matter very briefly in order to
make the reader aware of the potential disadvantages of interaction.
This is not to cast a poor light on interaction, but rather to underline
the importance of thinking carefully about interaction in visualiza-
tion.
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useful interaction Let us start positively. The human-in-the-
loop argument is often brought forward, putting the human in the
position to make the final decisions, rather than leaving it to the com-
puter [325]. Examples of useful interaction can be found en masse in
the literature. Empirical evaluation in form of quantitative or qualita-
tive studies testify to the benefit of interaction [292, 26].

Interaction enables the human to generate or influence results in a
way that goes beyond what is computable. Wegner [372] explains why
interaction is more powerful than algorithms. His discussion is based
on a theoretical model of Interaction machines, which he demonstrates
to be more powerful than Turing machines. Such theoretical considera-
tions further strengthen the already positive picture that is generally
drawn of interaction in visualization [385, 310, 367, 161, 200].

harmful interaction On the other hand, a recent definition
of interactivity as the quality of interaction [301] suggests that there is
a spectrum of interaction with positive and not-so-positive elements.
Cooper et al. [87] identifies the mismatch between the implementation
model and the user model as a primary source of interaction problems.
In the context of visualization, the underlying models are often com-
plex and matching them is not always easy. Failing in this regard
most likely leads to bad interaction, of which several examples exist
in working visualization software prototypes, but which are hardly
reported in scientific publications.

In addition to concrete examples of bad interaction, there can be
general reservations about interaction. Tominski et al. [334] reports
on the results of a questionnaire that was carried out to assess the dis-
tribution and use of interactive visualization tools in climate research.
An observation particularly related to interaction was that there can
be a kind of mistrust in interaction in general. The participants feared
the arbitrariness of visual representations that have been generated by
interactive adjustments of thresholds or visualization parameters. The
reason was that it is no longer clear if an artifact identified in the pic-
ture is an actual feature in the data or just a pattern-by-chance. Such
statements point us to provide interaction in a balanced way, offering
flexibility, but within reasonable boundaries to avoid arbitrariness.

There are even voices that openly challenge interaction in an at-
tempt to break the myth of interaction as a universal cure. Victor [356]
discusses interaction in the context of software to learn, to create, and
to communicate, which are activities that are certainly addressed by
visualization software as well. While interaction is indispensable for
creating (e.g., constructing a CAD model), interaction for learning
(e.g., accessing information from a visual representation) “is consid-
ered harmful”. Victor argues that only as a last resort should input be
solicited from the user. Considering the costs involved in interaction
[221], this is a sensible argument. Victor’s critique mainly relates to
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the tendency of being quick with answering a particular user need
with providing a way to satisfy it interactively. But it is the task of the
system (and the designer of the system beforehand) to provide the
information needed in a particular situation. This points us to think
of interaction in a less-is-more way, and to infer, where possible, how
interaction steps can be reduced.

Still, overall a positive image of interaction shall be maintained. To
this end, we have to design and implement our approaches according
to accepted criteria and models of interaction and under considera-
tion of the requirements of visualization. In the context of large and
complex data and comprehensive analytic tasks, this is not an easy
endeavor.

2.5 engineering interactive visualization solutions

So far, we have considered interaction as a means for the user to steer
the visualization and to engage in an analytic dialog with the repre-
sented data. We also reflected on good and bad interaction, briefly
touching the domain of interaction design. Yet, interaction must also
be implemented as a workable solution in order to be actually usable
and useful. The following paragraphs will therefore review some as-
pects of engineering interaction in the context of visualization.

Capturing the technical essence of interaction, Jankun-Kelly et al.
[188] propose the P-Set Model of visualization exploration. This model
formalizes user interaction as changes of visualization parameters.
In other words, any concrete interaction is abstractly interpreted as
specification of a visualization parameter, where concrete parameters
can be manifold, e.g., the viewing angle into a 3D scene, the focus
point of an interactive lens, thresholds of a dynamic query operation,
or parameters that control a clustering algorithm.

For smooth and efficient interaction in the sense of fluid interac-
tion, visual feedback has to be generated quickly, within 50 - 100 ms
[304, 310] after a visualization parameter has been adjusted. However,
even data of moderate size can pose computational challenges. De-
pending on the adjustment made, it might be necessary to re-compute
the entire visualization pipeline, including analytical methods, visual
abstraction, and rendering of potentially many graphical primitives.
The risk for interaction is that visual feedback might lag, disrupting
the interaction loop.

Another aspect adds to the time costs for presenting visual feed-
back. As interaction involves change, we have to take care that the
users understand what is happening. Abrupt changes in the visual
display may hurt the mental model that users are developing when
exploring visual representations of data. There is evidence that in-
terpolating the parameter change and applying animation to present
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the visual feedback is a better solution [160, 276]. However, anima-
tions take time as well, and the potentially costly interpolation of
parameter changes cannot be neglected.

As can be seen from the previous discussion, interaction engineers
face a two-sided conflict. On the one hand, interaction needs syn-
chrony, which comes down to all-time responsiveness of the visual-
ization system and immediacy of the visual feedback. A system that
is unresponsive and blocked while computing is a worst-case sce-
nario for the user. On the other hand, interaction needs asynchrony
for the computation of the visual feedback and for its animation. The
difficulty is to integrate synchrony and asynchrony.

This technical issue is only one among many that need to be ad-
dressed when engineering interactive software. Letondal et al. [232]
provide a more complete list of requirements for interaction-oriented
development tools. Although their analysis is not specific to visual-
ization, it can be taken for granted that the points raised hold true
for the engineering of interaction in visualization as well. There are
already several novel approaches to aid in implementing interaction.
Examples include overcoming call-back spaghetti code via interac-
tion state machines [37] or extensions of the model-view-controller
(MVC) pattern to a model-display-picking-controller (MDPC) pattern
that makes selection, which is so important in visualization, a prime
component in the software infrastructure [85].

Despite the availability of such advanced concepts for developing
interactive software, today’s visualization solutions do not yet take
full advantages of them. This calls for facilitating the engineering of
interactive visualization through developing new methods and rais-
ing awareness of the already existing ones.

2.6 summarizing thoughts

The previous sections looked at interaction from different points of
view. We covered general aspects of human-computer interaction, dif-
ferent levels of interaction in visualization, the interaction-visualization
gap, the question of good and not-so-good interaction, as well as the
complexities of engineering interactive software. Figure 2.2 provides
a summarizing view of these aspects and shall serve as a basis for the
following discussion.

Interaction in visualization has to be approached from a human-
centered angle. In Figure 2.2, this is illustrated by a human and a
box labeled interaction design. The design of useful interaction must
consider the human sensory and motor skills as well as the data ex-
ploration activities and sensemaking tasks that humans are engaged
with.

Interaction in visualization has to be considered from a technology-
oriented perspective as well. This is indicated by a system and a box
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Figure 2.2: Summarizing model of interaction.

label interaction engineering in Figure 2.2. Engineering interaction
means transferring designs into workable tools utilizing computer
technology to manage, analyze, transform, and represent data by in-
teractive visual means.

There is a mutual dependency between designing and engineer-
ing interaction. Well-designed interaction is rendered useless with
insufficient engineering and the best architectures lie fallow without
appropriate interaction designs.

In visualization scenarios, we have to consider multiple levels of in-
teraction as illustrated in the center of Figure 2.2. These different lev-
els add to the complexity of the interplay of design and engineering.
Addressing low-level operations is fundamental because they have
definite impact on the higher levels of interaction. But focusing on
lower-level aspects alone is not sufficient. Intermediate-level activi-
ties must be taken into account and these must be put in the context
of higher-level analytic thinking.

The interdependent design and engineering of interaction in visual-
ization at multiple levels is the context to which this thesis contributes.
To give only a few examples, Chapter 5 contributes to the engineering
aspect and introduces a novel multi-threading visualization architec-
ture addressing the computational requirements for fluid interactive
visual exploration. The engineering of a larger interactive graph visu-
alization system including several visualization techniques and novel
interaction approaches is described in Chapter 6. An architecture for
combining interactive visualization with event-based methods is de-
scribed in Chapter 12.

Novel interaction designs are proposed for different visualization
scenarios. We are concerned with low-level and intermediate-level in-
teraction, and also touch aspects of high-level interaction. Examples
for novel ways of how to fundamentally interact with visualizations
are the tangible views from Chapter 10 or physical navigation as ex-
plained in Chapter 11. Novel methods for intermediate-level explo-
ration and navigation will be introduced in Chapters 6, 7, and 13

in the context of graph data and in the context of spatio-temporal
movement data. Chapter 8 introduces interaction support for more
complex visual comparison tasks. Increasing the complexity further,
Chapter 9 focuses on a semi-automatic approach for editing graphs
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with customized layouts. Higher-level analytic working is also facili-
tated by interaction across multiple coordinated views as provided by
the interactive graph visualization system CGV, which is described in
Chapter 6.

Across all levels, our goal is to develop ‘good’ interaction approaches
that are useful and usable. This implies to keep interaction costs
low by designing according to humans’ natural behavior as in Chap-
ter 8 and by integrating assistive methods as in Chapter 13. That we
achieved our goal is indicated by quite enthusiastic user feedback:
“The software is nicely implemented, everything is very harmonic.”
from Chapter 8 or “The interaction is intuitive and works very much
as expected.” from Chapter 7. Being aware of the influencing factors
and models of interaction as well as the potential down sides of inter-
action helped us to shape such positively received solutions.

A difficulty that persists is that the presented approaches can hardly
be delineated according to the aspects illustrated in Figure 2.2. This
is due to the mentioned mutual dependencies and the intertwined
nature of the topic. To establish a clearer structure we next develop a
unified view along four key aspects of interaction in visualization.
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C O R N E R S T O N E S O F I N T E R A C T I O N I N
V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

The goal of this chapter is to define a structured view on the contribu-
tions made in this thesis and with this a unified view on interaction
in visualization. Our view on interaction is centered on four corner-
stones:

• Data

• Tasks

• Technology

• Human

The first cornerstone are the data. Data are a primary concern of
visualization and so they are a key factor of interaction as well. The
second cornerstone are the tasks that have to be accomplished for a
given dataset. Data and task taken together can be considered the
core of our view. This core is flanked on the one side by the tech-
nology as the third cornerstone. The flank on the other side is taken
by the human. The human and the technology carry out the given
tasks on the data in a cooperative effort. The human is recipient of
visual representations generated by the technology. The technology
provides interaction modalities allowing the human to act upon what
is perceived from the visual representations. Sensemaking is usually
left to the human, whereas complex computations are taken care of
by the technology.

With these four cornerstones, we can better grasp the key factors of
interaction in visualization. Next, these cornerstones and correspond-
ing challenges shall be discussed in more detail.

3.1 the data

Data characteristics have long since been identified as a factor that
influences the visual design [305]. This holds true for the mapping of
data features to visual variables as well as for distinction of classes of
visualization techniques for different types of data.

In terms of the mapping as the core of the visualization pipeline
it is general practice to use visual variables [56] that suit the charac-
teristics of the data. Mackinlay [243] suggests good matches of data
and visual variables based on empirical studies by Cleveland and
McGill [82], which have been confirmed more recently by Heer and

21
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Bostock [158]. These studies tell visualization designers that, for ex-
ample, quantitative data are best visualized using the visual variables
position and length, whereas density and color hue play increasingly
important roles for qualitative data.

The distinction of classes of visualization techniques for different
types of data need not even be confirmed by empirical studies be-
cause they are ubiquitous in the visualization community. Flow vi-
sualization, volume visualization, graph visualization, geo visualiza-
tion, or time-series visualization all address a specific type of data
and are distinctly represented by established books, journals, confer-
ences, and workshops.

When we look at the interaction design of visualization approaches
and how the data characteristics are considered there, no such data-
centric view can be found. However, there is obviously a difference,
for example, between interactively navigating along the dimension
of time of time-series data and navigating in geographical space of
a dataset of movement trajectories. For another example, selecting a
subset of a numerical attribute (e.g., a closed interval around a point
of interest) is different from selecting a subset of a graph (e.g., the k-
neighborhood of a node of interest). Yet such differences are usually
not addressed explicitly. Not much is reported on how the interaction
design can be attuned to the character of the data.

There are examples of visualization approaches in the literature
that illustrate how data-aware interaction design can support users.
Techniques for interacting with visual representations of time-oriented
data [170, 173, 390] demonstrate this quite well. Yet, more research is
needed, not only for other types of data, but also for dealing with the
complexity and multifaceted character of today’s datasets.

Challenge: The interaction design of a visualization approach
should consider the characteristics of the data, very much as the
visual design already does.

3.2 the tasks

In addition to considering data characteristics, there is the issue of ad-
dressing the tasks to be accomplished with interactive visualization.
Tasks as influencing factor for the visualization design have attracted
more and more research in recent years. While classic distinctions of
high-level tasks such as exploration (i.e., forming hypotheses), con-
firmation (i.e., falsifying hypotheses) and presentation (i.e., commu-
nicating findings) are still valid [365], more fine-grained and formal
models such as proposed by Amar et al. [24], Andrienko and An-
drienko [36], or Schulz et al. [297] help us to better understand the
role of tasks in the visualization design process.

There are examples of visualization approaches that explicitly make
the visual design dependent on the tasks. Tominski et al. [331] use dif-
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ferent color scales for identification and localization tasks. Compari-
son tasks are supported through combining individual color scales
into a global color scale. As a result, the user is presented with a
visual representation that suits the nature of the task at hand.

Again, we do not have such a task-driven view on the interaction
side of visualization. There are first studies that investigate which
user intents are supported by existing interaction techniques. For ex-
ample, Yi et al. [385] associate dynamic query controls [19, 304] with
the user intent filter – show me something conditionally. Yet, these stud-
ies come as an afterthought. We still lack understanding of how to
design the interaction according to given tasks. This does not mean
that existing techniques do not work. In fact, there are many exam-
ples of interactive solutions that superbly support users in carrying
out visualization tasks. But the design process, including addressed
tasks, suitable concepts and alternatives, as well as implementation
models, is often not disclosed. This leads to a situation, where inter-
action techniques appear to be the result of ad-hoc decisions of the
visualization author.

A task-centric view on interaction in visualization is needed to bet-
ter attune interaction to what the users actually aim to accomplish.
Recent studies confirm this thinking. For instance, Sedig and Parsons
[300] extend the work of Yi et al. [385] and describe a rich set of pat-
terns of interaction for complex cognitive activities with visual rep-
resentations. But still more research is needed to cover tasks more
comprehensively. A particularly relevant aspect not included in cur-
rent studies is research on combining the task of interactive visual
exploration and the task of visual manipulation (or editing) of data
[48, 197].

Challenge: Tasks of analytic data exploration and manipulation
need to become a determining factor for the design of interaction
in visualization.

3.3 the technology

When we look at the settings in which visualization tasks are primar-
ily carried out these days, we will most certainly see the classic setup
where a user is sitting at an off-the-shelf desktop computer. A regular
display shows visual representations, while mouse and keyboard are
used for interacting with the system. This setup has been predomi-
nant for years. Yet, new technologies have emerged in terms of both
display devices and interaction modalities.

Modern display devices, such as large high-resolution displays or
small hand-held displays, have been addressed in the visualization
literature by means of adapting existing visualization approaches or
devising new ones [150, 387, 124, 386]. Modern interaction technolo-
gies, such as multi-touch interaction or tangible interaction, create a
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similar need for rethinking existing visualization solutions with re-
gard to interaction. There are already approaches that address this
need [360, 211, 388]. Yet novel interaction modalities only slowly find
their way into the visualization domain, although they considerably
broaden the spectrum of what is possible. For example, dissolving
display boundaries and blending display and interaction into a sin-
gle interactive-visual medium enables us to make Sheiderman’s [303]
direct manipulation truly direct. Forming mental models based on
interactively exploring and manipulating data directly under one’s
fingertips appears to be quite a promising prospect.

However, as discussed by Tominski et al. [335] and Lee et al. [224]
there is a gap in terms of promising new possibilities on the one hand,
but only little integration of these possibilities into visualization re-
search and applications on the other hand. Taking advantage of novel
technologies is, however, not a straight-forward task. Developing in-
teraction for classic devices is already a complex matter, and taking
additional technologies into account further increases the demands
in terms of both designing interactions and actually implementing
them. Finding appropriate combinations of display technology and
interaction modalities and seamlessly integrating the technology into
visualization workflows will be key concerns.

Challenge: Interaction in visualization should take advantage of
technological progress by integrating modern display devices and
interaction modalities.

3.4 the human

From the early beginnings, visualization has considered effectiveness
vitally important. The effectiveness criterion demands that visual rep-
resentations be designed so as to heed the characteristics of the hu-
man visual system [243]. Contemporary research continues to investi-
gate human aspects as documented by Kerren et al. [204] and Huang
[175] in the context of human-centered or human centric visualiza-
tion.

From an interaction point of view, usability [260] and user expe-
rience [154] are key factors to be considered. In the context of inter-
action in visualization, this means that we have to keep an eye on
the costs involved when users interact with visual representations
of data. Lam [221] categorizes costs with respect to Norman’s [262]
seven stages of interaction. Her framework identifies costs to form
goals, to form system operations, to form physical sequences, to exe-
cute sequences, to perceive state, to interpret perception, and to eval-
uate perception.

Elmqvist et al. [112] specify several requirements for interaction in
visualization. These requirements demand that interaction be fluid in
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terms of the performance of actions, the presentation of smoothly ani-
mated visual feedback, and in terms of switching seamlessly between
different tasks as they occur in visualization applications.

Keefe and Isenberg [200] go one step further and argue for natural
user interfaces in visualization. In doing so, they pick up a hot trend
from HCI research in natural interaction [348, 375]. Although the term
natural is still debated among researchers, the overall goal is generally
agreed upon: Make interaction with the computer more akin to how
humans interact naturally in the real world.

The essence of all these efforts is to make Norman’s [262] cycle of
action and interpretation of the result smooth and efficient. More con-
cretely, the interaction has to be designed so that it can be executed
effortlessly and the visual feedback must be easy to interpret, even
with feature-rich data visualizations in the background. Keeping the
costs low will enable us to keep the user in the flow, which increases
efficiency in working with interactive visualizations, and which can
also improve the user experience when carrying out data analysis or
data exploration tasks.

Reducing costs, maintaining fluid interaction, and striving for nat-
uralness are all challenges related to the human interacting with visu-
alization tools. While we are now at a point were awareness of these
issues is increasing with first results actually being published, there
are still many unsolved problems to be addressed.

Challenge: Interaction in visualization needs to pay attention to
interaction costs in order to narrow the gulfs of interaction and
achieve fluidity and naturalness.
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Figure 3.1: Unified view based on the cornerstones of interaction in visual-
ization.

A summarizing illustration of the cornerstones constituting the uni-
fied view on interaction in visualization is presented in Figure 3.1. In
the next section, we will further elaborate on these cornerstones as
the structure for the contributions made in this thesis.
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N O V E L A P P R O A C H E S O F I N T E R A C T I O N

Structured according to the cornerstones of data, tasks, technology,
and human, the following sections will introduce novel approaches
of interaction in visualization. For each section, the focus will be set
on a specific cornerstone. In addition to focusing on individual cor-
nerstones, we will also establish connections across them, illustrating
the overarching character of the proposed solutions.

The beneficiaries of these solutions are mostly the human users.
They are the ones who have to work on their tasks related to their
data using the technology available to them, and hopefully their work
will be effective and effortless thanks to good interaction design and
appropriate interaction engineering.

Yet, in another role, humans also act as the designers and the engi-
neers. Addressing their needs and providing supportive approaches
and infrastructures is a challenge in its own right [201, 86]. Still this
thesis also contributes to easing the human engineer’s life by provid-
ing a novel model for a multi-threading architecture. This architecture
can serve as a foundation for interactive visualization solutions, from
which in turn, end-users can profit as well.

Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the cornerstones of interaction
in visualization and associated sections and chapters. The sections in
this chapter offer brief summaries of the contributions to be explained
in full detail in the later chapters based on the original publications
underlying this work. We start in the next section with addressing
interaction engineering as the basis for usable interaction in visual-
ization.

Interaction Engineering
Sect. 4.1 – Ch. 5

Data
–

Sect. 4.2
–

Ch. 6 & 7

Tasks
–

Sect. 4.3
–

Ch. 8 & 9

Technology
–

Sect. 4.4
–

Ch. 10 & 11

Human
–

Sect. 4.5
–

Ch. 12 & 13

Interaction in Visualization

Users

Engineer

Figure 4.1: Overview of our contributions to interaction in visualization.
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4.1 architecture for efficient interactive visualization

The basis for any useful interactive visualization is an architecture
that realizes the interaction-feedback loop efficiently. Heer and Shnei-
derman [161] express the following concerns regarding the engineer-
ing of efficient visualization infrastructures:

“Especially for large datasets, supporting real-time inter-
activity requires careful attention to system design and
poses important research challenges ranging from low-
latency architectures to intelligent sampling and aggrega-
tion methods.”

— Heer and Shneiderman [161]

Bringing in line synchrony (related to responsiveness and immedi-
acy of the visual feedback) with asynchrony (related to the time cost
involved to generate and present the visual feedback) has already
been identified as a major challenge. A straight-forward implemen-
tation of the classic visualization pipeline will not be helpful in this
regard. Any computation along the pipeline that fails to deliver re-
sults within interactive response time (ca. 50 - 100 ms for continuous
interaction) will disrupt the interaction-feedback loop, and thus hin-
der fluid interactive analytic work. What is needed is an architecture
that can cope with complex, time-consuming computation and is able
to react to interactive user requests at any time, while providing vi-
sual feedback as rich as possible. Utilizing the advantages of modern
multi-core processors would be one option. However, developing in-
teractive multi-threading solutions is notoriously difficult and prone
to manifold implementation errors [226].

contribution To avoid these difficulties and to make implement-
ing multi-threading less error-prone, we designed a general multi-
threading architecture around the concepts of early thread termination
and layered visualization. Using multiple computing threads accommo-
dates the need for asynchrony, and early thread termination accom-
modates the need for synchrony. Using multiple visualization layers
makes it possible to scale the richness of the visual feedback accord-
ing to the available computing resources.

The conceptual model of the general multi-threading architecture
is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The architecture consists of four princi-
pal components: two storage components (the input storage and the
output storage) plus two processing components (the event handler
thread and the visualization threads).

The input storage consists of the data to be visualized and the visu-
alization parameters, which is in line with the P-Set Model [188]. The
output storage holds the visual representations. These include the vi-
sual feedback and the data visualization. The visual representations
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Figure 4.2: Architecture of multi-threaded visualization.

are not necessary complete, but can be partial if a computation had
to be terminated early due to user interaction.

In terms of the processing components, the architecture is based
on separations of concerns to be able to cope with synchrony and
asynchrony. The key to responsiveness is the dedicated event handler
thread. The only responsibilities of this thread are to receive inter-
action input events from the user and to perform signaling opera-
tions with respect to the other components of the architecture. The
visualization threads are responsible for transforming input data and
parameters into visual output. The visual output is subdivided into
multiple layers according to different strategies (e.g., semantic layers,
incremental layers, or level-of-detail layers). Using multiple layers en-
ables the architecture to provide rich and scalable visual feedback,
and to avoid redundant computations by reusing cached results that
remain valid after a user interaction.

results and discussion Empirical studies confirm that the ar-
chitecture offers significant performance improvements, and hence
provides a good basis for implementing interactive visualization solu-
tions. The clear structure of the architecture further helps in avoiding
typical programming errors that occur when multiple threads are in-
volved. Successful installments of the architecture [329, 98, 271, 332]
testify to its usefulness and general applicability across programming
language boundaries.

The developed architecture is a contribution to the engineering
side of interaction in visualization and affects interaction on all levels.
More details on the architecture in general and the early thread termi-
nation and layered visualization in particular along with a discussion
of design choices and empirical studies can be found in Chapter 5.
An actual system instantiating the architecture is described in Chap-
ter 6. The visualization tools mentioned in Chapter 12 have also been
built on the multi-threaded approach.

The currency of the topic of efficient architectures for interactive vi-
sualization remains unbroken. The visualization research community
continues to address this and related challenges via new concepts,
data structures, and implementations [392, 239, 178, 235, 88].
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4.2 data characteristics and interaction

The previous section laid out a foundation upon which one can con-
sider interaction according to the four cornerstones of data, tasks,
technology, and human.

The first cornerstone to look at is the interplay of data characteris-
tics and interaction approaches in visualization. There are a number
of standard interaction techniques that work well without consider-
ing the data characteristics. One such technique is brushing [52, 67,
155, 76], which is related to low-level selection. At intermediate and
higher levels of interaction, it becomes more important to take the
characteristics of the data into account.

Here we assume a data model similar to the one proposed by
Kreuseler and Schumann [218]. Data are defined as data entities that
are associated with quantitative or qualitative data values, and the
data are characterized by:

1. the data’s structure and

2. the data’s frame of reference.

The structural aspect captures relations among data entities. Struc-
tures can be described as graphs in a most general sense. The data’s
frame of reference captures the spatial and temporal context in which
the data have been collected or generated.

We contribute novel interaction approaches that particularly con-
sider the structure inherent in the data and the spatial and temporal
dependencies of data. Our focus will be on novel navigation tech-
niques and interactive lenses for graph data. Addressing complex
spatio-temporal data, we present a novel approach to interactively
exploring movement trajectories. Our approaches are both, designed
according to the data characteristics and engineered so as to exploit
the data characteristics.

4.2.1 Interacting with Visual Representations of Graphs

In recent years, graphs have gained increasing importance in many
fields of study. A graph is a universal model that helps structuring
and relating entities of interest, be it enzymes in biomedical networks,
people and their social behavior, or simply pieces of information. The
increased importance of graphs led to an increased demand of inter-
active visualization approaches for graph data, taking into account
the many different applications scenarios in which graphs occur.

Classic graph drawing has been mainly concerned with generating
layouts of graphs according to different aesthetic criteria [47, 319]. As-
pects of interaction with graphs and their visual representations have
attracted only little attention, but this topic is becoming increasingly
relevant. McGuffin and Jurisica [252] state that:
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“[...], there remains a significant need for users to be able
to interactively manipulate such graphs, [...]”

— McGuffin and Jurisica [252]

As documented in a recent survey by von Landesberger et al. [361],
graph visualization approaches have begun incorporating more ad-
vanced interaction techniques. But still, supporting the navigation
and exploration of complex graphs with appropriate interactive meth-
ods remains important.

contribution Addressing this need, we develop novel interac-
tion techniques for navigating and exploring node-link graph layouts.
What we call radar view and edge-based traveling are interactive visual
tools for easy navigation with a preview of what can be expected to
be found in the direction of traveling. Novel interactive lenses will
be presented as tools for graph exploration. The local-edge lens and
the layout lens can be used to tidy up edge clutter and to create local
overviews of the neighborhood of nodes of interest on demand.

techniques for navigating graphs Large graph layouts are of-
ten presented in zoomable spaces [53], which implies that usu-
ally only a fraction of the data is visible at a time. When nav-
igating in such space, users have to be supported in finding
answers to the questions “Where can I usefully go?” and “What
lies beyond?” [310]. The radar view provides an answer to these
questions.

As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the radar view is a technique that
provides a look-ahead in the direction of navigation. All off-
screen nodes that fall into the radar are projected onto the view
border to make them visible to the user. The radar automati-
cally follows any change of direction initiated by the user. This
way, the user can quickly acquire an overview and navigate to
potentially interesting candidates to be visited next.

Direction of 
Navigation

(a) Navigating without radar view.

Direction of 
Navigation Radar

(b) Navigating with radar view.

Figure 4.3: The radar view.
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Yet, covering larger distances can be cumbersome and time con-
suming. This is where edge-based traveling comes into play. The
key idea is to utilize the structure of the graph as a kind of rail-
way system across which the user can travel easily from one sta-
tion to another. By simply clicking on edges, the user can cover
larger distances in the layout effortlessly. Smooth and efficient
animation [355] makes the navigation steps comprehensible.

lens techniques for graph exploration Even sophisticated
algorithms cannot guarantee that layouts of larger graphs are
clutter-free and that adjacent nodes lie close together. So, users
exploring a graph may encounter edge clutter and investigating
a node’s connectivity may be complicated due to widely dis-
tributed neighbors. The interactive graph lenses presented next
enable users to overcome these difficulties.

(a) Edge clutter. (b) Local-edge lens clears edge clutter.

Figure 4.4: The local-edge lens.

The local-edge lens, as illustrated in Figure 4.4, is designed so as
to tidy up the lens area. Technically, the lens clips off all edges
that pass the lens without actually connecting to a node within
the lens. Such a local operation effectively clears the view, en-
abling the user to uncover and investigate edges within a local
focus area. By dimming the visible context outside of the lens,
the viewer’s attention is further directed to the lens focus.

The layout lens supports the exploration of node neighborhoods,
which are quite often not visible at a glance. To this end, the lens
generates local neighborhood overviews by temporarily adjust-
ing the graph layout based on the weighted distance between
nodes and the center of the lens. Approaching a node with the
lens and finally centering the lens on top of it results in the
complete neighborhood of that node being visible within the
lens. When the lens is deactivated, all nodes return to their orig-
inal position. Figure 4.5 illustrates the effect of the layout lens
in contrast to the local-edge lens. While the local-edge lens al-
lows the user to see edges better, the layout lens further offers a
better view on nodes.
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(a) No lens: Connectivity
remains unclear.

(b) Local-edge lens: Edges
are visible, but neigh-
bors are not.

(c) Layout lens: Neigh-
borhood visible at a
glance.

Figure 4.5: The layout lens.

results and discussion In summary, our intermediate-level
interaction techniques solve common problems occurring when nav-
igating and exploring graphs and they do so by utilizing properties
unique to graphs.

Edge-based traveling makes use of the graph structure to ease nav-
igation between connected nodes that are far apart in the layout. The
radar view augments navigation by providing a useful outlook on
what lies beyond the currently visible part of a graph’s layout. Both
techniques are user-centric in the sense that the users change their
point of view onto the graph. The proposed interactive lens tech-
niques shift the graph elements (i.e., nodes and edges) into the focus
of the interaction. By taking advantage of the connectivity informa-
tion of graphs, the lenses generate locally adapted views that grant
access to information that is otherwise not visible at a glance.

With these interaction techniques specifically designed for graph
data, we already see a connection to the second cornerstone of this
thesis, the tasks. For example, the edge-based traveling and the layout
lens address tasks regarding path tracing and connectivity, which are
relevant only in the context of graphs [223].

Chapter 6 will show how our techniques are put to use in a larger
graph visualization system to facilitate higher-level exploratory and
analytic tasks. Informal feedback of users of this system indicates that
the proposed solutions are indeed helpful. Our techniques are also
well received by other researchers as documented by their inclusion
in a recent survey on graph visualization [361]. The same survey also
states that interaction with graphs will be a topic of continued interest.
This is confirmed by recent advances, such as context-aware graph
navigation [135], interactive graph matching [153], or novel off-screen
techniques [126].

For the next section we maintain a data-oriented view on interac-
tion, but we make as switch from considering the data’s structure to
investigating the data’s spatio-temporal frame of reference.
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4.2.2 Interacting with Spatio-Temporal Movement Trajectories

A general goal of visualization is to show data in their frame of refer-
ence. Accepted methods exist for showing data in a spatial frame of
reference [215] and for visualizing data according to time [21]. Spatio-
temporal movement trajectories are data for which both space and
time are relevant. Existing approaches already address the difficulty
of showing space, time, and movements within a single interactive
visual interface [220, 377, 176, 144].

A particular challenge that remains is to assist users in studying
data attributes describing properties of movements (e.g., speed, ac-
celeration, or sinuosity) in the context of where and when the move-
ments took place. Addressing this challenge, we developed a hybrid
2D/3D representation of trajectories. Novel intermediate-level inter-
action techniques support spatial navigation and a novel interactive
lens acts as a query tool for temporal information.

contribution As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the visual design of
our solution is based on stacking individual 3D trajectories bands on
top of each other along the third display dimension. This makes the
trajectories individually distinguishable and data attributes can be
color-coded along the trajectory bands. Trajectories are additionally
represented as 2D trace lines rendered directly on a 2D map, which
facilitates maintaining the spatial context.

Figure 4.6: Trajectories as 3D color-coded bands stacked on top of a 2D map.

Balancing attribute visibility along 3D bands and visibility of the
spatial context with respect to the 2D map as well as integrating tem-
poral aspects are challenges to be addressed by appropriate interac-
tion techniques. To this end, we designed dedicated context-dependent
2D/3D spatial navigation and an interactive time lens, which taken
together account for the spatial and the temporal character of the
data.
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context-dependent 2d/3d spatial navigation We combine
classic 2D drag and drop gestures with different types of 3D
navigation, including orbiting, fly-through, and look-around. By
user observation, we determined that an object-centric naviga-
tion of the scene made the most sense. This prompted us to
promote translate-world and orbiting interactions to most simple
drag operations. As a novel solution we devised the elevator,
which takes the viewer to any level of the stack of trajectory
bands by rotating the mouse wheel.

A key to easing spatial navigation is to consider the context in
which it takes place: Is a particular location on the 2D map of
interest, is a specific point in a 3D trajectory band of concern, or
can we assume a less focused interaction intent? A simple way
to determine the context is to consult the position of the cursor
in the visualization scene. Depending on the identified context,
automatic adjustments are made, including setting the center
around which to orbit and correcting the speed with which to
fly through the scene. Further, we enhance the elevator depend-
ing on the current context. When a user is investigating a 2D
trace line on the 2D map, triggering the elevator is interpreted
as the user’s intent to visit the corresponding 3D trajectory band
for closer inspection. Upon recognition of this intent, a shortcut
takes the user directly to the position of the trajectory in the
stack, no matter how high it may be.

The aforementioned techniques address the navigation of the
spatial frame of reference. How temporal aspects can be inte-
grated via an interactive lens will be explained next.

integrating time through the time lens To avoid overload-
ing the visual display, we pick up the idea of interactive lenses
[58], whose usefulness has already been demonstrated in the
previous section in the context of graph data. Now we use an
interactive lens, called the time lens, to provide on-demand ac-
cess to temporal information.

As integrating the temporal aspect in full detail is not possible,
we restrict it to a user-defined spatial query region. Condens-
ing the temporal aspect further, we apply temporal aggrega-
tion according to the structure of time [21]. As illustrated in
the lower right corner of Figure 4.7, the time lens is embedded
into the visualization as a circular display. The center shows a
scaled duplicate of the spatial query region and the outer ring
shows the temporally aggregated information as color-coded
histogram bins. Additional links establish a more direct connec-
tion between the spatial aspect (shown as dots in the interior)
and the temporal aspects (shown as temporal scale at the ring).
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Figure 4.7: The time lens represents temporally aggregated information.

By adjusting the query region and by switching between dif-
ferent temporal aggregations, the user can interactively control
for which part of the data additional temporal information is
displayed and how detailed the information will be.

The particular time lens in Figure 4.7 reveals that movements in
the selected region occur only on weekdays, but not on week-
ends (empty bins). The highlighted trajectory represents a move-
ment that took place later on a Friday as indicated by the links
accumulating at the evening hours of the Friday bin.

results and discussion Positive user feedback indicates that
our interactive approach to exploring movement data in their spatio-
temporal frame of reference is useful and usable. By combining differ-
ent spatial navigation techniques and enhancing them with context-
awareness, we are able to make navigation easy, even in a complex
hybrid 2D/3D setting. The time lens as a dynamic interactive tool al-
lows users to derive statements regarding the data’s dependency on
time, which is otherwise not possible. In summary, designing inter-
action techniques according to the particularities of the data’s frame
of reference allows the user to gain a balanced understanding of the
complex interplay of space, time, and movement attributes.

Yet, for larger datasets our interaction techniques alone are not suf-
ficient. Analytic methods are required to support the visual-interactive
part. In their recent book on visual analytics of movement, Andrienko
et al. [35] state that new methods of visualization need to be com-
bined with new methods of algorithmic data analysis. The book picks
up our visual-interactive solution and puts it to use in a larger visual
analytics framework. Chapter 7 will provide more details demonstrat-
ing the benefits of combining analytic, visual, and interactive means
for exploring and analyzing movement data.
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4.2.3 Summarizing Remarks

In the previous sections, we elaborated on approaches taking into
account the first cornerstone of interaction in visualization, the data.
Looking at the data’s structure and the data’s frame of reference, we
have seen how addressing the requirements imposed by the data (e.g.,
integrating space, time, and data attributes), on the one hand, and
utilizing the characteristics of the data (e.g., navigating based on the
structure of graphs), on the other hand, helped to design and engineer
useful interaction techniques.

While focusing on the data aspect, we have also included aspects
related to the other cornerstones considered in this thesis. In terms of
the tasks, we addressed path-tracing and connectivity-related tasks,
which are unique to graphs. Exploring movement trajectories, involves
tasks such as behavior characterization, behavior search, and behav-
ior comparison. Technology-wise the presented techniques address
regular visualization workspaces. Yet the implementation of the tech-
niques exploit modern multi-core processors via the architecture pre-
sented in Section 4.1 and GPU acceleration to provide visual feed-
back quickly. In terms of the cornerstone related to the human, the
techniques for navigation based on a graph’s structure, the context-
aware 2D/3D spatial navigation, and the elevator shortcut demon-
strate quite well the benefit of fluid and cost-efficient interaction.

An interesting observation that can be made is the recurring pat-
tern of lenses as interactive tools to support the user in carrying out
specific tasks in complex visualization settings [339]. In later sections
of this work, we will see that lenses are indeed a kind of universal
method applicable in different scenarios, for example, to assist in the
task of editing graphs as described in Section 4.3.2.

4.3 task-specific interaction techniques

Interaction in visualization is not only related to the data being visu-
alized, but also to the reason that motivates the user to take actions.
This brings us to the second cornerstone of interaction in visualiza-
tion, the tasks.

Previous work on tasks in the context of visualization is mainly
concerned with designing the visual representations in a task-depen-
dent way [297]. However, not only the visual design is dependent
on tasks, but so is the interaction design. Ware [367] declares the
following:

“The optimal navigation method depends on the exact na-
ture of the task.”

— Ware [367]
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There are already retrospective views that list different interaction
techniques for different visualization tasks [385, 300]. These reviews,
however, do not describe the design of the interaction according to a
given task. What they indicate though is that there are still tasks that
are under-researched from an interaction perspective. The goal of this
section is to close this gap in the literature.

While Ware’s above statement makes clear that interaction has to be
task-specific at the intermediate level of navigation, we illustrate that
designing for the task at hand is beneficial at higher levels of more
complex interaction as well. For our discussion, we make a distinction
between:

• interaction for consuming the data and

• interaction for producing the data.

A typical visualization task where data is consumed by the user
in various ways is visual comparison. Yet, visual comparison is not
specifically addressed by existing interaction techniques. To better
support visual comparison tasks, we propose novel interaction de-
signs inspired by natural comparison behavior. For the second part
of this section, we study interaction for producing data via editing.
In particular, we address the editing of graphs with customized lay-
outs, a task for which practical interaction solutions are scarce. To
fill this gap, we introduce a semi-automatic approach, called EditLens,
combining interaction with automatic computation.

4.3.1 Interaction for Comparison Tasks

Visual comparison is among the most relevant visualization tasks. It
encompasses comparing multiple data values, groups of values, and
also spatial regions or temporal intervals where specific data occur
[36]. Based on comparisons, users may formulate hypotheses about
the data and draw corresponding conclusions, which indicates the
high-level nature of the task.

A recent survey on this topic by Gleicher et al. [140] underlines
the importance of comparison in visualization scenarios. Most of the
solutions collected in that survey focus on supporting comparison by
visual means, such as specific visual encoding or particular visual lay-
outs. The survey also mentions interaction as an integral part, but of-
ten only rather basic interaction complements the customized visual
solution. So far, no dedicated interaction techniques for comparison
tasks are known in the literature. Next we introduce a specifically de-
signed and generally applicable interaction approach for supporting
visual comparison.

contribution Visual comparison can be considered higher-level
interaction (see Section 2.2). It typically involves three phases. First,
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pieces of information to be compared are identified and selected. Sec-
ond, the selected pieces are arranged in a way suitable for the com-
parison. Third and finally, the actual comparison is carried out. These
three phases must be supported by an appropriate interaction design.

Our solution is inspired by humans’ natural comparison behavior.
When a person compares information printed on paper, one can ob-
serve the following basic strategies:

• Side-by-side comparison: Sheets of paper are moved on a table
until they are arranged side by side to facilitate comparison.

• Shine-through comparison: Sheets of paper are stacked and held
against the light to let information shine through and blend.

• Folding comparison: Sheets of paper are stacked and individual
sheets are folded back and forth to look at one or the other sheet
in quick succession.

We design a novel interaction approach based on these natural com-
parison behaviors. To this end, the involved natural components and
procedures have to be mimicked by virtual counterparts on the com-
puter. In terms of the components, the workspace for the comparison
is a zoomable visualization space based on the idea of zoomable user
interfaces [53] and sheets of paper are replicated as visualization views
that reside in this space.

In terms of the procedures, the first phase of comparison tasks is
the selection of pieces to be compared. This is supported by enabling
the user to mark relevant parts of a visualization view and to cre-
ate new views of the marked parts. The newly created views are de-
tached from their parent views, but their parent-child relationship is
preserved in a view hierarchy. The second phase is the arrangement
of the pieces to be compared. By moving views in the visualization
space, the user can create any arrangement suitable for the later com-
parison. We integrate snapping methods to assist the user in arrang-
ing the views. The actual comparison is phase three. The assisted in-
teractive arrangement already supports the natural side-by-side com-
parison. Shine-through comparison is realized via alpha-blending of
stacked views. A specifically designed folding interaction enables the
user to replicate the folding comparison behavior in the virtual visu-
alization space. Figure 4.8 illustrates this with a visual representation
of trajectory attribute data as discussed in the previous section.

Our interaction approach is completed with additional visual cues
that indicate where views have been detached from their parent views
and that explicitly visualize aggregated differences among overlap-
ping views. Moreover, interaction shortcuts have been integrated to
assist the user in covering larger distances when navigating or arrang-
ing views.
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Figure 4.8: Folding for comparing color-coded trajectory attribute data.

results and discussion With our approach, we are the first
to develop a dedicated interaction design for the task of visual com-
parison. By analyzing this task and subdividing it into three phases,
we were able to break down the complex problem into easier-to-
solve smaller subproblems. Each phase is supported by correspond-
ing interaction techniques that draw inspiration from human behav-
ior. Given their natural origin, we hypothesized that the developed
techniques are intuitive and easy to use. This was confirmed in a
qualitative user study with 18 participants. Quite positive feedback
suggests that our approach “feels realistic” and is even considered
“better than natural comparison”. More details about the user study
and the obtained results are described in Chapter 8.

An important characteristic of the proposed solution is that it is
engineered so as to be generally applicable for many types of data.
At the same time it is customizable to the particularities of specific
data. Generality is achieved by operating at the pixel stage of the
visualization pipeline. Operating at the data stage allows us to pro-
vide dedicated interaction support for specific data. As illustrated in
greater detail in Chapter 8, we did this for the example of data that
come in tabular form (e.g., relational data or matrices). It is left for
future work to further extend our solution with data-specific interac-
tion techniques, for example with the ones for graphs or movement
data described earlier in Section 4.2.

With the interaction approach for visual comparison, we have ad-
dressed a task for which the user consumes information in different
ways. The next section will address a task during which the user acts
as a producer of information.
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4.3.2 Interaction Support for Editing Tasks

Visualization users U typically engage in tasks where they receive vi-
sual representations V of data D with the goal to gain insight [353],
or short D → V → U. Yet, there are situations in which users have
to manipulate data, for example, to insert missing items, update erro-
neous data values, or delete obvious outliers. Such data editing tasks
should be supported through means of visualization as well [48], so
that D↔ V ↔ U.

However, there is a gap between visual data exploration and edit-
ing. Visual exploration focuses on interactive control of the visualiza-
tion process V ← U, as documented several times in the previous
sections. Data editing D ← U is usually a manual, cumbersome, and
time-consuming process [197]. In general, D ← U and V ← U are
separate tasks that are carried out with separate tools. This not only
disrupts the user’s workflow, but also requires costly mental context
switches, which make the whole procedure prone to human error.

To close the gap between exploration and editing, we have to con-
sider the high-level character of editing tasks as well as the specifics
of the data to be edited. To address the complexity of the task, we pur-
sue a semi-automatic approach: Otherwise purely interactive editing
is supported by automatic methods. As an example for the data to
be edited, we focus on graphs with customized layouts, more specifi-
cally on the graph structure. This allows us to design our solution in
a task-specific and data-specific manner.

contribution The visual basis of our approach is an orthogo-
nal node-link representation. It shows the structure of the graph, tex-
tual labels for graph nodes, and optionally data attributes via color-
coding. The node-link representation is embedded in a zoomable
space that provides the necessary interaction techniques for explor-
ing the graph.

To enable the user to edit the graph’s structure and its layout, we
developed an interactive lens, called EditLens. While previous work
considered lenses mainly as a tool to provide alternative visual rep-
resentations [339] (see also the lenses for graphs and trajectory data
from Section 4.2), the EditLens is a tool to insert, update, or delete
data items. In the context of graphs, the data items to be edited are
nodes and edges.

Inserting a new node or edge into an already existing complex
graph layout is usually a demanding task. In our particular scenario,
the graph layout is custom-made and obeys certain application de-
pendent constraints (e.g., specific types of nodes must be located in
dedicated regions of the layout). Editing such graphs requires find-
ing adequate positions for nodes to be inserted and may also involve
routing edges through the already established complex layout.
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relations are discovered and reported in the literature, the network
is edited to include the newly available information. Yet, as further
described in Chapter 9, the scientists’ manual editing workflow is
cumbersome and time-consuming.

In a small qualitative study with two experts and two non-expert
users, we compared the standard editing procedure with editing when
using the EditLens. The collected feedback was generally positive and
in favor of the EditLens. The participants expressed this in statements
such as “the EditLens is very useful and can clearly reduce the edit-
ing effort” and “the automatic suggestion of node positions and edge
routes is obviously beneficial.”

With the EditLens, we significantly narrow the gap between data
editing and data exploration in the sense of D ↔ V ↔ U. Our con-
crete implementation focuses on the structure of graphs with orthog-
onal layouts. This leaves two key aspects for future research. First,
the EditLens could be extended to support the editing not only of the
graph structure, but also of data values associated with nodes and
edges. Second, editing based on alternative visual representations
other than an orthogonal node-link diagram (e.g., bundled edges or
matrix representation) could be investigated. Initial studies in this
direction have already been carried out in the context of a master’s
thesis [362].

While the editing of node-link diagrams is a research challenge
in its own right [125], broadening the scope of future investigations
bears the potential of extending the EditLens to a general editing tool,
not only for graphs, but for other types of data as well.

4.3.3 Summarizing Remarks

In this section, we have shown how interaction can be designed tak-
ing into account the second cornerstone of interaction in visualization,
the tasks. We considered high-level interaction to support two funda-
mentally different types of tasks: tasks that involve the consumption
of data and tasks that are related to the production of data. As con-
crete task instances we studied visual comparison and data editing.
Paying attention to the procedures and workflows behind these tasks,
we were able to design and implement interaction approaches that
actually support users in carrying out their work. Positive user feed-
back testifies to our solutions’ utility.

From the two approaches described, we can also see connections to
the other cornerstones. Our EditLens has been designed specifically
for graphs with customized layouts, which confirms the importance
of the data as a cornerstone. While our solution for visual comparison
is generally applicable in terms of the data to be compared, we yet
have indicated that specific customization to particular data character-
istics can be sensible and useful. An obvious link to the cornerstone
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related to the human user is the interaction design based on natural
comparison behavior. By closely following humans’ natural compar-
ison strategies, we obtained a solution that is intuitive and effective.
Also the EditLens adheres to a user-centered design as it has been
developed in accordance with the editing workflow and the needs of
real users working on a real-world problem.

Speaking in terms of technology, we began to make a shift from
classic mouse and keyboard interaction for the comparison approach
to multi-touch interaction for the EditLens. In the latter case, touch
interaction was positively received by the users, as they can directly
manipulate the data under their fingertips. Thanks to the region-
oriented EditLens, typical precision problems with touch interaction
do not even surface in our solution, as precision is taken care of by
automatic methods. This already hints at the importance of consider-
ing technological aspects when designing interaction solutions. In the
next section, we further explore the utilization of modern interaction
technology in the context of visualization.

4.4 utilizing modern technology for interaction

With data-specific and task-centric interaction as dealt with in the two
previous sections, we have covered the core of interaction in visualiza-
tion. As illustrated in Figure 3.1 back on page 25, this core is flanked
by the technology on the one side and the human on the other side.
Both of these flanks will be addressed in the following, the technology
in this section and the human in the next section.

Undeniably, the technology plays a key role in interactive visualiza-
tion, because it provides the facilities to display visual representations
as well as the means to interact with them. Typically, the technical
setup for visualization applications is a regular desktop computer to
which a regular display as well as a mouse and a keyboard are con-
nected. In this section, we go beyond mouse and keyboard interaction
and regular displays, as called for in recent research agendas in the
context of interaction technology and visualization [335, 224, 183].

The previous sections already indicated the immense size of the de-
sign space for interaction techniques in visualization scenarios. New
display devices and modern interaction modalities add further pos-
sibilities with their own individual strengths and weaknesses. It is
beyond the scope of this section to comprehensively discuss all pos-
sible options. Our considerations are focused on the two principal
ways of establishing an interaction channel between the user and the
computer:

• tracked objects – users manipulate objects that are tracked and

• tracked humans – users themselves are tracked.
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While mouse and keyboard are the classic input devices, our goal is
to illustrate alternative means of using tracked objects for interaction.
To this end, we discuss tangible views as a novel way of interacting
with visual representations of data. At the same time, tangible views
are a novel form of lightweight displays that offer new possibilities
for visualization applications. As an example where users are tracked,
rather than objects, we look at interaction in front of a large high-
resolution display wall. In particular, we investigate how tracking the
user’s position and viewing direction can support graph exploration
on such large displays.

4.4.1 Tangible Views for Interaction and Visualization

Direct manipulation as advocated by Shneiderman [303] is a most
prevalent theme of interaction in visualization. Many visualization
approaches are designed so as to allow the user to directly manipu-
late the visual representation or the underlying data.

Yet, often the term direct just means that manipulations affect the
visual object directly under the pointer, which is a quite limited inter-
pretation of directness. In fact, standard interaction is rather indirect:
the pointer is typically controlled with a mouse, whereas visual feed-
back is shown on the display. Therefore, researchers have started to
explore how truly direct interaction with touch-enabled devices can
effectively support visualization approaches [182]. Here, we expand
upon basic touch-interaction on a display and propose a novel method
for interaction with the display. By doing so, we extend the vocabulary
for interaction with visual representations of data.

contribution The starting point for our approach is a horizon-
tal touch-enabled tabletop device. The tabletop serves to visualize the
data and to receive touch input from the user. In this setup, visualiza-
tion and interaction remain in the horizontal 2D tabletop plane. Our
idea is to utilize the 3D space above the tabletop to provide enhanced
visualization and interaction functionality.

We extend the concept of the PaperLens [312] to what is called tan-
gible views. Tangible views are lightweight “devices” that act as addi-
tional displays in the 3D space above the tabletop. In a most simple
instantiation, a tangible view can be a piece of cardboard onto which
a projector transmits visualization content, in which case the display
is passive. A tangible view can also be active, that is, it is capable
of displaying graphical content on its own without the help of an
external projector, for example, a tablet device.

Irrespective of being passive or active, the key characteristic of tan-
gible views is that they are spatially aware. Through constant track-
ing of the tangible views, the system is always aware of their position
and orientation in 3D space. This opens up new possibilities for in-
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Figure 4.10: Tangible views applied for visual comparison of a matrix.

teraction. The interaction vocabulary of tangible views includes basic
translation and rotation in 3D as well as gestures of flipping, tilting,
and shaking. By providing tangible views that are distinguishable by
shape or appearance it is possible to create an interaction toolbox,
where users can infer interaction functionality from the look of a tan-
gible view. Multiple tangible views can be applied simultaneously,
each adds further display space for visualization purposes.

Developing an extended interaction vocabulary is only one part of
the contribution. The second part is to appropriately map the vocabu-
lary to typical interactions in visualization scenarios. Here, we take a
brief look at an application of tangible views for visual comparison of
graph data. We chose this example as it is interesting to see the novel
way of tangible interaction applied to visual comparison in contrast
to the visual comparison approach based on classic mouse interaction
as introduced earlier in Section 4.3.1.

How visual comparison can be carried out using two tangible views
is depicted in Figure 4.10. The tabletop shows as the background vi-
sualization a color-coded graph matrix. In order to select two sub-
matrices to be compared, the user moves two tangible views horizon-
tally above the tabletop. A freeze gesture is carried out to fix the selec-
tion. This allows the user to arrange both tangible views side by side
for closer inspection and comparison. Once the views are sufficiently
close to each other, the system recognizes the user’s comparison inten-
tion and indicates by a colored frame (green in our case) the overall
aggregated similarity of the sub-matrices. Shaking the tangible view
releases the freeze and the user can select sub-matrices anew.
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results and discussion As illustrated by the visual compar-
ison application, tangible views offer a novel and intuitive way of
interacting with visual representations of data. This is true not only
for comparison tasks and graph data, but for a broad range of visu-
alization problems. In Chapter 10, we apply tangible views in a num-
ber of case studies including sampling in parallel coordinates, fisheye
magnification in scatter plots, exploration of hierarchical graphs, and
spatio-temporal data analysis with space-time cube. These case stud-
ies further explore and demonstrate the usefulness of the introduced
extended interaction vocabulary.

From a conceptual point of view, with designing tangible views,
we obtained three key results related to interaction and visualization.
First, tangible views integrate display and interaction device. The user
interacts directly with the tangible view to satisfy an interaction in-
tent. Interaction on tangible views or the tabletop display can provide
additional functionality. Second, tangible views enhance common 2D
interaction with tangible 3D interaction above a tabletop display, thus
extending the typical interaction vocabulary for visualization. Third,
the enhanced interaction vocabulary and extended physical display
space allow us to create a tangible experience of otherwise purely vir-
tual visualization concepts, including overview+detail, focus+context,
and coordinated multiple views as well as various visualization tech-
niques for different types of data and different tasks.

Still, the approach of tracking tangible views in 3D also raises ques-
tions regarding the precision of interaction and fatigue of users op-
erating multiple tangible views. Investigating these issues requires
extensive user studies and is ongoing research. First results in this
direction have been published by Spindler et al. [314]. They indicate
that tangible views are indeed a promising alternative when interact-
ing in and with layered information spaces, which are common in
visualization scenarios.

By the example of tangible views, we illustrated the usefulness of
novel interaction technology where users manipulate tracked objects.
Next we describe how tracking the user, rather than objects, can sup-
port visualization on large high-resolution displays.

4.4.2 Interaction for Visualization on Large High-Resolution Displays

In the previous section, we used tangible views and a tabletop de-
vice to display visual representations of data. These and other dis-
play devices with conventional pixel resolution are typically limited
in the amount of information that can be shown. In the era of big
data, new solutions are needed to support the visualization on large
high-resolution displays.

Thanks to technological advances, high-resolution displays are now
becoming available to a broader range of users. The increased physi-
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cal size and pixel resolution offered by such displays has obvious ad-
vantages for visualization applications, because much more informa-
tion can be presented. Yet with increased size and number of pixels,
there are also new challenges to be addressed in terms of visualiza-
tion and interaction. Andrews et al. [28] point out that:

“Replacing the conventional monitor with a large high-
resolution display creates a fundamentally different envi-
ronment that is no longer defined purely in terms of the
technical limitations of the display, creating a new collec-
tion of design opportunities, issues, and challenges.”

— Andrews et al. [28]

In our work, we rely on standard visualization techniques, allowing
us to fully concentrate on novel ways of interacting with information
presented on a large high-resolution display. More concretely, we de-
scribe how the user’s physical navigation in front of a display wall
can be utilized to support the exploration of hierarchical graphs being
displayed at different scales.

contribution We visualize graphs as standard node-link repre-
sentations on a large high-resolution display wall. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.11, the wall consists of 24 individual displays covering an area
of 3.7 m × 2.0 m with a total resolution of 11,520 × 4,800 which
amounts to 55 million pixels. The graph we visualize is a hierarchical
graph with different levels of abstraction. In standard visualization
environments, individual levels of abstraction are typically accessed

Figure 4.11: Exploring a graph on a large high-resolution display wall.
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via the mouse (e.g., by expanding or collapsing nodes). In our sce-
nario, this is obviously impractical due to the large distances that
would need to be covered with the mouse across multiple displays.

Therefore, we developed a solution where the exploration of the
graph is steered by the user’s physical movement in front of the large
display. Head tracking is used to acquire information about the user’s
position and orientation (6 degrees of freedom). This information is
utilized in two alternative approaches: the zone technique and the lens
technique.

For the zone technique, the space in front of the display wall is sub-
divided into multiple zones with increasing distance to the display.
Each zone corresponds to a level of abstraction of the graph. When
the user moves toward the display, the graph is visualized at greater
detail. This approach corresponds to natural human behavior. When
interested in details, humans typically step up to the object of inter-
est to study it in detail. In order to obtain an overview, the user can
step back. Stepping backward into zones farther away from the dis-
play automatically adjusts the visualization to show higher levels of
abstraction.

While the zone technique can be used to globally steer the level
of abstraction, the lens technique has been designed to enable the
user to access details for local parts of the graph. To this end, we
utilize the tracking information about the orientation of the user’s
head to estimate where the user is looking. Using this estimation we
position an interactive lens on top of the regular graph visualization.
Nodes that are inside the lens are automatically expanded to reveal
more detailed information. The lens technique enables the user to
scan the graph in a focus+context fashion by simply moving the head
around. Filtering the tracking input and smoothly animating node
expand and collapse operations help to maintain a reasonably stable
visualization and to avoid flickering caused by natural head tremor.

In addition to controlling the level of abstraction, we also evaluate
the user’s distance from the display to derive a suitable labeling of
the graph items on the display. A user standing close to the display is
presented with more and smaller labels. When looking at the display
from a greater distance, the user will see fewer, but larger labels.

results and discussion Preliminary user feedback has been
collected in a pilot study. Eight participants explored a graph using
the zone technique and the lens technique. Ease-of-use of the inter-
action and readability of the visualization was confirmed by all par-
ticipants. The zone technique was reported as the approach that is
easier to use, but on the other hand, the lens technique offered more
control over where increased detail is to be shown. Suggestions for
improvements included easier calibration and further stabilization of
the lens technique.
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Overall, we can conclude that physical movement in front of a large
display can be a promising alternative in cases where classic means
of interaction are impossible to apply. The large size of the display
simply renders incremental mouse interaction infeasible. In contrast,
physical movement better matches the scale of the display. Moreover,
physical movement corresponds with natural interaction with real-
world objects and hence it is intuitive and easy to carry out.

With our work, as further detailed in Chapter 11, we considered
the relatively simple interaction task of adjusting the level of abstrac-
tion of a graph visualization. Yet, recent research results indicate that
utilizing modern display and interaction technology can be benefi-
cial also for higher-level sensemaking in large high-resolution display
workspaces [113, 27].

4.4.3 Summarizing Remarks

As we have seen, addressing technological aspects typically involves
studying interaction at a low level of basic ways of transmitting in-
teraction intents from the human user to the computer. We presented
two novel approaches to interaction in visualization, one based on
tracking tangible views above a tabletop display, the other based on
tracking the user in front of a large display wall. Using the low-level
tracking information, we derived several techniques for intermediate-
level interaction with visual representations of data.

With tangible views we significantly extend the interaction vocabu-
lary for visualization applications and at the same time tangible views
offer more space for displaying information. With physical navigation
we match the scale of the interaction and the scale of the display in
order to enable the exploration of mega-pixel visual representations
of graphs at different levels of abstraction. Both approaches indicate
that there is much potential in adopting modern technologies for vi-
sualization applications. With this thinking we are in line with recent
efforts of the visualization community to go beyond regular displays
and standard mouse and keyboard for visualization and interaction
[28, 224, 183, 190].

Even when focusing our attention on the technological aspects of
interaction, we see that the cornerstones of the data and the tasks are
of high relevance. For the tangible views approach (see Chapter 10 for
details), this is reflected by a number of case studies that take advan-
tage of our extended interaction vocabulary for supporting different
interaction tasks (e.g., parameter adjustment, navigation, comparison)
on different types of data (e.g., multivariate data, spatio-temporal
data). The case studies also include the exploration of hierarchical
graphs, the very same data and task that we also addressed when
we studied physical navigation in front of a large display wall. The
CGV system described in Chapter 6 also supports the exploration
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of hierarchical graphs, but uses classic mouse interaction for this pur-
pose. An interesting question for future research would be to compare
graph exploration using tangible views, physical navigation, and clas-
sic mouse interaction. Investigating this question will help us develop
an understanding of which technologies are best suited to support the
human user. In the next section, we take a closer look at approaches
focusing on the human in the visualization and interaction loop.

4.5 the human user and the gulfs of interaction

The final cornerstone of interaction in visualization as considered in
this work is the human. The human user is the source of interac-
tion intents and at the same time the sink for visual information. As
discussed in the previous section, interaction for different tasks and
visualization of different data are mediated by different interaction
and display technologies.

Developing interaction with a focus on the human user involves
addressing aspects of fluidity, naturalness, and cost efficiency of the
interaction. All these aspects have already been covered implicitly in
the previous Sections 4.2–4.4. The easy navigation based on graph
structures, the context-aware 3D navigation of trajectory data, the
interaction for visual comparison inspired by natural behavior, the
data editing approach that follows real-world users’ workflows, the
approach that makes interaction for visualization tangible, and the
natural physical navigation in front of a large display have all been
designed with the human user in mind, implicitly in one regard or
the other. The multi-threading architecture from Section 4.1 provides
a technical basis for fluid and smooth interaction.

In this section, we explicitly address the human user and we fo-
cus on reducing the costs involved when users interact. Lam [221]
attributes interaction costs in visualization to the two gulfs in Nor-
man’s [262] interaction-feedback loop:

• gulf of execution – carrying out the interaction and

• gulf of evaluation – understanding the visual feedback.

The following paragraphs present approaches that aim to narrow
these gulfs by considering analytic methods to assist in interactive vi-
sualization. In terms of the gulf of execution, we propose to use event-
based concepts to automate certain actions that otherwise would need
to be performed manually. In terms of the gulf of evaluation, we
address typical questions arising when users navigate larger infor-
mation spaces: “Where can I go now?” and “Where should I most
usefully go?”. We develop a degree-of-interest (DOI) approach that
presents the user with navigation recommendations that help to make
an informed decision on where to navigate next.
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4.5.1 Reducing Interaction with Automatic Event-Based Concepts

Interaction in visualization has been advocated throughout this work
as a means to empower the human user to control the visualization as
needed for the data and the tasks at hand. Yet in Section 2.4, we also
indicated that interaction is not a universal cure and that interaction
can be a burden to the human user. So it makes sense to critically
question all interactive input that visualization tools solicit from the
user [356]. After all, it is the task of the visualization to present rel-
evant information effectively and expressively, and not primarily the
task of the human user to parameterize the visualization appropri-
ately to achieve this.

Thinking about reducing user interaction to a reasonable and use-
ful minimum implies that we also have to look for alternative sources
of input to be able to derive visual representation that still reflect the
user’s needs. One such source of information is the data itself and
patterns of interest residing in the data. Knowing that certain parts
of the data are of special interest to the user, we can automatically
trigger adjustments of the visual representation to emphasize these
interesting parts without the need of user interaction.

contribution In order to automate the adjustment of visual rep-
resentations according to user interests, we developed a novel event-
based approach to visualization. The approach comprises three stages:
event specification, event detection, and event representation.

The event specification is concerned with defining event types that
formalize the notion of “interesting parts of the data”. We use pred-
icate logic formulas to express three different kinds of event types.
Addressing the relational data model, the user can specify tuple event
types (e.g., tuple values exceed a certain threshold) and attribute
event types (e.g., data attribute with the highest value). In order to ad-
dress changes over time, we also support sequence event types (e.g.,
sequence of days with rising temperature). Composite event types
can be compiled using set operators.

The second stage is the event detection. At this stage, the data un-
der investigation are searched for matches of the interest expressed
via event types. Different algorithms are involved at this stage, in-
cluding query mechanisms for relational databases as well as search
algorithms for sequence patterns. Efficiency of these algorithms is
of importance, because the search has to be carried out upon every
change of the data. This is particularly critical for dynamic data that
undergo frequent changes. Once the event detection reports matches
in the data, actual event instances are created. Event instances bear
three important pieces of information: (1) the fact that something in-
teresting has been found in the data, (2) where in the data interesting
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to focus on the data of interest. A red frame signals the fact that events
have been detected. The improved parameterization is the result of an
automatic reaction to an event and as such does not require any user
interaction. As a consequence, the gulf of execution is reduced.

It is important to understand that the gulf is reduced, not overcome.
Still user input is needed: the description of interests in the form of
event types. But this can be done in a one-time pre-process. Chap-
ter 12 elaborates on three different levels of support for the event
specification: direct specification of event types, parameterization of
event type templates, and selection from an event type collection. In
addition to describing event types, there is the need to define appro-
priate automatic parameter adjustments, which is typically a task for
the visualization designer. Although this is a one-time pre-process
as well, authoring parameter adjustments for various visualization
techniques and for different event types poses a significant challenge
calling for further investigation in future work. An interesting ques-
tion to be studied would be to derive rules or guidelines on what
visualization parameters are needed and how to adjust them in or-
der to obtain visual effects that meet the requirements of the event
representation.

We have seen that event-based concepts can be a useful comple-
ment to interaction in visualization. Automatic reaction to events of
interest can reduce the gulf of execution. An approach to narrow the
gulf of evaluation will be presented in the next section.

4.5.2 Navigation Recommendations for Informed Interaction

The gulf of evaluation relates to the costs arising when interpreting
the visual feedback resulting from interacting with the visualization.
Particularly during data exploration evaluation costs might accumu-
late, because exploring the data generally means carrying out a num-
ber of interactive navigation steps [131], which all ensue evaluation
costs. Consider, for example, the techniques for navigating along the
structure of graphs as presented in Section 4.2.1. After taking a nav-
igation step the user has to evaluate the updated visual representa-
tion of the graph structure. Typical questions that users might ask
themselves include: “Where am I in the structure?”, “What structural
patterns can I see here?” or “How is what I see related to what I’ve
seen before?”.

Spence [310] further lists the questions: “Where can I go?”, “What
lies beyond?” and “Where can I usefully go?”. Our goal is to sup-
port the user in answering these questions. To this end, we compute
and present recommendations to the user. Recommendations have al-
ready proved useful for supporting users in selecting visualization
approaches [141]. We propose recommendations to reduce evaluation
costs during interactive navigation in hierarchical graphs.
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There are two types of navigation for hierarchical graphs. Horizontal
navigation relates to navigation to different locations in the graph lay-
out. Typical operations that support horizontal navigation are zoom-
ing and panning to adjust the view on the graph layout. Vertical nav-
igation denotes navigation between different levels of abstraction of
hierarchical graphs. As such, vertical navigation changes the degree
of detail shown in the graph layout. Different levels of abstraction can
be accessed level-wise, as for example for the zone-technique from
Chapter 11 or by expanding or collapsing individual nodes, as real-
ized in the CGV system described in Chapter 6.

contribution We propose a novel approach that supports hori-
zontal and vertical navigation by recommending nodes that are worth
visiting next. The general procedure is as follows. First, we deter-
mine a set of nodes as recommendation candidates. Second, the can-
didates are ranked and the top-ranked nodes are selected as actual
recommendations. Finally, the selected recommendations are commu-
nicated visually to the user.

For building the set of recommendation candidates, we consider
the “neighborhood” of the current exploration situation, that is, the
context of the visualization content currently visible on the display.
As illustrated in Figure 4.13, the neighborhood can be defined in
different terms: structural neighborhood, spatial neighborhood, and
data neighborhood. The structural neighborhood is based on the k-
neighborhood of the graph. The spatial neighborhood is defined in
terms of node positions in the graph layout. A data neighborhood
can be determined based on similarity among the attribute values as-
sociated with the graph nodes. Restricting the recommendation candi-
dates to a local neighborhood has two advantages. First, it is guaran-
teed that the candidates are related to the part of the graph currently
visible. Second, the neighborhood is much smaller than the dataset
as a whole, which eases the ranking of the candidates.

To determine where the user can usefully go, we need a definition
of what useful means. An effective concept in this regard is the degree
of interest (DOI) [350]. We use the common API (a-priori interest), UI
(user interest), and DIST (distance to focus) components to define the
degree of interest. As a fourth component, we add the new KNOW

Structural Spatial Data
Focus reflecting the current 
state of the exploration

Neighborhood containing
recommendation candidates

Entities not considered
as candidates

k-neighborhood

current view

view neighborhood

value range

Figure 4.13: Neighborhoods for collecting recommendation candidates.
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component, which models interest degradation for nodes that have
already been visited. All components can be weighted to fine-tune
the DOI computation. With an appropriate DOI specification, we can
compute and assign DOI values to all recommendation candidates
and rank them accordingly. The top-ranked candidates are selected
as actual navigation recommendations to be presented to the user.

Navigation recommendations are additional pieces of information
that need to be conveyed to the user, on top of the communication
of the actual data. We designed visual cues that aim to subtly indi-
cate the recommended target nodes. For horizontal navigation, target
nodes can be on-screen or off-screen. On-screen targets are marked
with rings, whereas off-screen destinations are hinted at by visual
cues called enriched wedges. Both rings and enriched wedges can fur-
ther visualize the DOI values assigned to the recommended nodes.
For vertical navigation, targets are naturally at levels of abstraction
different from the current level, and hence they are definitely not vis-
ible. Therefore, recommendations for vertical navigation are attached
to anchor nodes whose expansion (or collapse) would bring the rec-
ommended target to the display. Subtly pulsing rings around anchors
suggest that an expand (outward pulsing) or a collapse (inward puls-
ing) operation will uncover a target of interest.

results and discussion The navigation recommendations as-
sist the user in making informed navigation decisions. Thanks to the
DOI concept, we are able to recommend targets that reflect the user’s
interest, provided that the DOI components are appropriately defined
and weighted. The design of the visual cues that hint at the recom-
mended targets follows a defensive strategy in order to only mini-
mally interfere with regular data exploration. Only when users have
difficulties in determining a good next navigation target on their own
should their attention shift to the navigation recommendations.

A proof-of-concept implementation of our approach has been incor-
porated into the graph visualization system CGV (see Chapters 6 and
13 for more details). The implementation has been tested with dif-
ferent hierarchical graphs of moderate size (hundreds of nodes and
thousands of edges). The tests indicate that the approach in general
is also technically feasible. Navigation recommendations could be ex-
tracted from the graphs on-the-fly, while the computations were not
hindering any regular exploration activities of the user.

Still a difficulty is to appropriately outfit the DOI function. The
components API, UI, and DIST can be defined in accordance with
existing work [350]. However, our initial definition of the KNOW
component to capture what parts of a graph have already been ex-
plored is rather rudimentary. A promising alternative could be to use
gaze-controlled approaches, for example, based on the work recently
published by Okoe et al. [266].
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4.5.3 Summarizing Remarks

In this section, we addressed the human as the fourth cornerstone of
interaction in visualization. With event-based visualization and nav-
igation recommendations, we presented two approaches to reduce
the gulfs of execution and evaluation of Norman’s [262] interaction-
feedback loop. Interestingly, both approaches are, in a sense, in con-
trast to our previous focus on interactive solutions, because at their
core they are analytic methods: finding interesting events in the data
and determining interesting navigation targets. What this contrast il-
lustrates quite well is that it definitely makes sense to critically ques-
tion interaction and investigate alternative methods to improve visu-
alization. So, the proposed solutions close the circle to the discussion
on useful and harmful interaction from Section 2.4.

Of course complementing interaction with our solutions raises ques-
tions related to balancing automatic and interactive methods. Such
questions have to be answered individually depending on the applica-
tion scenario and user expertise. For example, Cooper et al. [87] state
that casual users need basic functionality, that experienced users tend
to explore enhanced functionality, and that expert users seek ways to
automate tasks. Although these statements provide some indication,
it is left for future work and longitudinal studies to more thoroughly
investigate guidelines on balancing interaction and automatisms.

A second concern, not only relevant to our solutions, is the need to
appropriately estimate user interest. Both approaches presented here
depend on the existence of suitable definitions of user interest: event
types and DOI specification. Yet in real-world applications, these def-
initions might turn out to be difficult to set up. Therefore, it makes
sense to continue researching alternative means for estimating user in-
terest, where gaze-based approaches appear particularly promising.

Overall, we can conclude that addressing the human is vitally im-
portant for interaction in visualization. Here we focused on the hu-
man as the user of interactive visualization tools. On the other hand,
we mentioned that the human can also be in the role of the visualiza-
tion engineer. With the multi-threading architecture from Section 4.1,
we already provide support for the human engineer. Our event-based
approach to visualization adds to this support, because it provides
a conceptual model according to which visualization engineers can
enhance other visualization techniques with automatic parameter ad-
justments.

For the future, we see an increased relevance of complementing
interactive visualization with assistive methods. Under the umbrella
of guidance in visualization, ongoing research investigates how the
human can be supported at different levels, including guidance to
visualize data effectively, guidance to assign tasks to the right user,
and guidance to employ suitable technologies [298].
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4.6 summary

In this chapter, we presented 1+8 novel approaches related to inter-
action in visualization. We started out with a multi-threading archi-
tecture laying out a technical foundation for interactive visualization.
Then the four cornerstones of interaction, the data, the tasks, the tech-
nology, and the human, were addressed with two novel approaches
each. We presented techniques for intermediate-level interaction with
graph data and movement data. Higher-level interaction support was
discussed in relation to visual comparison and data editing tasks. Ad-
dressing modern technology, we investigated low-level tracking of
tangible views above a tabletop and tracking of users in front of large
displays. Finally, we proposed two approaches to reduce the gulfs of
interaction for the benefit of the human user.

All approaches were described in a compact fashion focusing on
key aspects and on establishing connections among the cornerstones
of interaction. The following Part ii of this work contains the original
publications that provide the details behind the approaches discussed
briefly in this chapter. An overall conclusion and discussion of the
topics covered in this thesis along with an outlook on future work
in the context of interaction in visualization will be given in Part iii,
which starts on page 273.



Part II

T H E C O R E

This part collects the original publications underlying this
work. The following chapters complement the compact de-
scriptions from Sections 4.1–4.5 by providing additional
details and discussions. Each chapter will start with a
brief summary of the contribution, the original abstract,
and the reference to the original publication. The chapters’
contents are identical to the published articles, except for
layout of figures, typesetting, correction of typographical
errors, and harmonization of the citations.
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A M U LT I - T H R E A D I N G A R C H I T E C T U R E T O
S U P P O RT I N T E R A C T I V E V I S U A L E X P L O R AT I O N

contribution This chapter makes a contribution to support the
engineering of interaction in visualization. A multi-threading archi-
tecture for visual exploration is developed. The goal is to exploit the
capabilities of modern multi-core CPUs to provide rich visual feed-
back in a timely manner. As such the architecture addresses the con-
flict of synchrony and asynchrony, which is clearly a low-level con-
cern with impact on all higher levels of interaction.

abstract During continuous user interaction, it is hard to pro-
vide rich visual feedback at interactive rates for datasets containing
millions of entries. The contribution of this paper is a generic architec-
ture that ensures responsiveness of the application even when dealing
with large data and that is applicable to most types of information vi-
sualizations. Our architecture builds on the separation of the main ap-
plication thread and the visualization thread, which can be cancelled
early due to user interaction. In combination with a layer mechanism,
our architecture facilitates generating previews incrementally to pro-
vide rich visual feedback quickly. To help avoiding common pitfalls
of multi-threading, we discuss synchronization and communication
in detail. We explicitly denote design choices to control trade-offs.
A quantitative evaluation based on the system Visplore shows fast
visual feedback during continuous interaction even for millions of
entries. We describe instantiations of our architecture in additional
tools.

original publication [272] — H. Piringer, C. Tominski, P. Muigg,
and W. Berger. A Multi-Threading Architecture to Support Interactive
Visual Exploration. IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics, 15(6):1113–1120, 2009.

61
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5.1 introduction

Exploration of unknown data is an important task in the context of
information visualization. Explorative tasks are different from pre-
sentation tasks in that they require frequent changes of the view on
the data. This includes both, navigation between different data sub-
sets and adjustment of parameters that control the visual mapping.
Multiple coordinated views [363], dynamic queries [304], and direct
manipulation [303] are key concepts to support visual exploration.

For smooth and efficient exploration, the ensemble of analytical,
visual, and interaction methods has to generate results in a timely
manner (within 50 – 100 ms [304, 310]). However, even moderately
sized data can pose computational challenges. Computing a graph
layout of a few hundered nodes or rendering a data set with a few
thousand data records as a parallel coordinates plot may take a few
seconds on a desktop computer. For discrete interaction (e.g., a single
click on a button) delays or temporary loss of responsiveness might
be acceptable, because interaction occurs at low frequency.

However, research in human-computer-interaction has long been
emphasizing the significance of continuous interaction as a require-
ment of interactive systems to support native human behavior [116].
This is in particular true for information visualization, because exam-
ining multiple ‘what if’ scenarios is a key aspect of exploratory data
analysis [310]. A scenario could, for example, refer to setting a model
parameter to a certain value. For discrete interaction, the user has to
explicitly specify scenarios of interest in a successive manner. This
approach provides no information about properties between two sce-
narios and it requires much time to explore parameter ranges. Con-
tinuous interaction, on the other hand, allows the user to explore any
range in any speed and reduces the risk of losing interesting scenar-
ios. During continuous interaction, two important requirements are
to keep the application responsive and to provide a sufficient amount
of visual feedback. What ‘sufficient visual feedback’ refers to depends
on the visualization and the purpose, but definitely involves showing
a representation of the data.

Many approaches provide a fixed amount of feedback during a
continuous user interaction. However, as the available computation
time per update can hardly be predicted generically and may vary
due to caching and scheduling effects, such approaches suffer from
one of two drawbacks: 1) time is left unused and less visual feedback
is provided than possible or 2) single updates take longer than the
time between consecutive user events. In the second case, the applica-
tion responsiveness may degrade severely if visualization generation
happens in the same thread that is responsible for receiving events.

Therefore, some systems (e.g., Improvise [370]) parallelize these
tasks using multi-threading. Although multi-threading makes use
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of commonplace multi-core technology and is thus desirable, imple-
menting multi-threaded programs is difficult [226, 253] and involves
many potential pitfalls which have not sufficiently been addressed
in the context of interactive visualization so far. Moreover, multi-
threading by itself neither guarantees responsiveness due to poten-
tial blocks caused by thread synchronization, nor does it ensure rich
visual feedback at interactive rates.

As contribution of this paper, we propose a generic multi-threaded
visualization architecture that should help to avoid pitfalls related to
multi-threading. It has been designed to meet the following goals:

• Guarantee responsiveness to the user at all times, i.e., avoid per-
ceivable delays of the GUI

• Provide visual feedback as quickly as possible, i.e., keep the la-
tency between interaction and visual feedback below 100 ms [304]

• Provide as much visual feedback as possible

• Scale to data sets with several millions of data items

• Scale with regard to multiple views

• Support most common types of visualizations

• Be applicable regardless of environment or language

Where goals are conflicting, we explicitly outline and discuss par-
ticular design choices. This architecture has been shaped based on
experiences in implementing several visualization systems and tools,
including SimVis (C++) [99], Visplore (C++) [271], CGV (Java) [332],
and VisAxes (C#) [329].

In the next section, we take a look at related work. Section 5.3 de-
scribes our architecture, including details related to multi-threading.
We present a quantitative evaluation based on the system Visplore

in Section 5.4. We close with a discussion about design choices, fur-
ther instantiations of our architecture, and ideas for future work in
Section 5.5, and a conclusion in the last section.

5.2 related work

We structure the discussion of related work into non-parallel tech-
niques for achieving rapid visual response, concurrency and parallel
programming in general, and multi-threading in interactive visualiza-
tion in particular.

5.2.1 Non-Parallel Techniques for Rapid Visual Response

Without parallelizing event handling and the generation of visual re-
sults, constantly updating the entire visualization during interaction
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does not scale for large data as both the update frequency and the ap-
plication responsiveness degrade significantly. Therefore, many sys-
tems provide only a fixed (usually minimalistic) amount of feedback
during continuous interaction to ensure responsiveness. For exam-
ple, the commercial system Tableau shows only an elastic rectangle
during dynamic query operations, whereas the query evaluation is
triggered only after releasing the mouse button.

Tanin et al. [321] describe optimizations to dynamic queries. They
pre-compute the set of affected items for each pixel position of a slider.
During slider movement, newly selected data items are displayed on
top of the visualization, whereas removed items are drawn with the
background color. Several visualization systems implement this ap-
proach (including Spotfire and Treemap4). However, as noted by
Fekete [117], the restriction to pixel precision is often not tolerable.
Fekete also points out that query optimizations alone can not guaran-
tee responsiveness, because the limiting factor is usually the render-
ing.

One way to speed up rendering is to use abstraction methods,
which can operate in data space to reduce data size (e.g., sampling
[106]) or in view space to accelerate the rendering (e.g., binning [265]).
However, performing costly computations (e.g., clustering) for large
data may cause a temporary loss of application responsiveness. More-
over, while abstraction methods can emphasize important informa-
tion better as compared to indiscriminately showing all items, they
necessarily imply a loss of details, which is not always acceptable.

5.2.2 Concurrency and Parallel Programming

Many real-time graphics applications (e.g., games) exploit the par-
allelism of modern graphics hardware to achieve interactivity when
transforming geometric or volumetric data into images. In informa-
tion visualization, Fekete and Plaisant [119] investigated methods
based on hardware acceleration to interactively visualize a million
data items in scatter plots and treemap visualizations. Besides ren-
dering performance, non-standard visual attribute mappings support
perception, and appropriate interaction methods are integrated. How-
ever, while definitely useful for particular visualization and interac-
tion techniques, transferring all steps of the visualization pipeline to
the GPU is not always possible.

Chan et al. [74] developed a client-server system for exploring mas-
sive time series. Interactivity is maintained by delegating data queries
to eight multi-processor database servers and by applying caching
and pre-fetching mechanisms. To guarantee smooth interaction, con-
straints are derived from the capabilities of the employed hardware
and software, and limit the distance that a user is allowed to travel
per exploration step. It remains unclear how far such large-scale ar-
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chitectures downscale to desktop PCs. Moreover, concurrency is not
mentioned with regard to mapping and rendering steps. Chan et al.
argue that the time required to map and render the data is negli-
gible compared to query computation time, which contradicts the
aforementioned claim by Fekete [117]. Obviously, the position of the
bottleneck depends on the platform, the data size, and the type of
both visualization and user interaction. Approaches that assume any
of these factors as given can not solve the problem of guaranteeing
responsiveness and maximizing feedback in general.

Parallelism and concurrency in a general sense are key topics of
computer science and subject to ongoing research. There are numer-
ous highly non-trivial related issues involving synchronization, com-
munication, scheduling, consistency, deadlock prevention, data and
task parallelism, performance, and scalability. In case of multi-thread-
ing, the advantages like utilizing commonplace multi-core architec-
tures come at the expense of increased system complexity and higher
implementation costs [226]. Automatic support (e.g., OpenMP or In-
tel Threading Building Blocks) provides help for exploiting paral-
lelism for particular computations, but does not scale to parallelizing
application-wide tasks like separating user input from generating vi-
sualizations. This problem has recently been termed as the Multicore’s
Programmability Gap [253].

Defining design patterns for particular problems has proven a good
approach to cope with this complexity. Schmidt et al. [294] describe 17

patterns for concurrent and networked objects, covering event hand-
ling, synchronization, and concurrency. Similarly, Mattson et al. [248]
define a pattern language for parallel programming, which is struc-
tured as dealing with finding concurrency, algorithm structure, sup-
porting structures, and implementation mechanisms. More recently,
Herlihy and Shavit [167] summarize the theory when programming
for multiple processors and describe practical implementations for
concurrent data structures. Many of the patterns and topics described
in these books are applicable to systems for visual data analysis. Some
patterns are partly related to the architecture as proposed in this pa-
per (e.g., the Active Object design pattern [294]). However, the scope
of most patterns is very general and none of these books addresses
the requirements regarding responses to user interaction nor visual-
ization aspects.

5.2.3 Multi-Threading in Interactive Visualization

Parallel algorithms and systems play an important role in scientific vi-
sualization. Besides approaches tailored towards dedicated graphics
hardware or supercomputing environments, multi-threading is fre-
quently used. However, many techniques focus on exploiting data
parallelism by parallelizing the processing of data blocks [222]. On
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a task level, computations in SciRun [194] are multi-threaded and
do not block the GUI, but are typically not designed for early can-
cellation due to new input. The system ParaView [73] separates the
VTK-based processing engine from the user interface by running both
in different processes, and it relies on Tcl scripts for inter-process com-
munication. Due to the design of ParaView to scale to client/server
environments and batch processing, it supports only two static levels-
of-detail – one during interaction and one for still images, and does
not address early termination due to frequent user interaction. While
there are also numerous approaches for progressive visualization,
most of them focus on a dedicated visualization technique like vol-
ume rendering [69]. For this purpose, most approaches specifically
tune the internal representation of the data to maximize performance.

In contrast, information visualization tools typically can not make
as many assumptions about the data while offering the user many
options to control the visualization pipeline. Unfortunately, little at-
tention has been paid to multi-threading in information visualization
literature so far. Heer and Agrawala [157] note that an important is-
sue in implementing the Scheduler pattern is to handle concurrency,
but no information concerning communication and synchronization
is given. Their framework prefuse [162] offers a scheduler mecha-
nism to execute costly computations in a separate thread, e.g., to drive
animations. The XmdvTool uses multi-threading only for asynchro-
nous data pre-fetching [101]. Our review of open source visualization
software showed that The InfoVis Toolkit [117], Processing [129],
and Mondrian [323] do not employ multi-threading at all.

The visualization system Improvise [369, 370] focuses on a generic
approach for coordinating multiple views. It uses shared objects (Live
Properties), a visual abstraction language (Coordinated Queries), and
other coordination patterns including containment patterns that are
related to semantic layers which will be discussed in Section 5.3.2. Im-
provise implements asynchronous displays based on retarding worker
threads to allocate as much resources as necessary to the user inter-
face thread (called throttling [371]). The authors also propose caching
of visualization tiles and other enhancements to improve performance
and interactivity during exploration. However, most aspects related
to multi-threading are specific to Java. No details are provided on
thread synchronization, early termination of updates, or on exploit-
ing multi-threading for maximizing visual feedback. Moreover, the
scalability to millions of data records remains unclear as "Interactive
Performance" has been listed as future work [370].

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no generic architecture
for inherently multi-threaded information visualization of large data,
as many details about multi-threading have been left unpublished for
information visualization systems. However, we believe that such an
architecture could significantly facilitate the development of highly
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our architecture. It shows involved threads and data,
how threads access this data, and how the application thread
controls the visualization threads.

interactive information visualization tools, which combine respon-
siveness and rich visual feedback even during continuous user in-
teractions. The importance and the current need for reusable archi-
tectures for visual data exploration are also documented by the fact
that Visual Analytics Infrastructures has been established as a dedicated
working package in the ongoing European project VisMaster [10].

5.3 multi-threading visualization architecture

We first provide an overview of our architecture before discussing
its details in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. The architecture builds on the
separation of the main application thread and visualization threads
(see Figure 5.1). The application thread is responsible for managing
user requests in the event loop using event handlers. To keep this loop
alive, event handlers are restricted to perform inexpensive tasks only,
i.e., changing visualization parameters and triggering updates. Costly
computations are delegated to visualization threads. In a multiple
view environment, each view has its own visualization thread.

Especially during continuous interaction, updates in progress will
frequently become irrelevant due to the arrival of new events. There-
fore, the visualization thread checks repeatedly if it may proceed or
should terminate early. For this purpose, we use a thread state ob-
ject that serves as central point of communication. Depending on the
semantics of the event, the execution of event handlers may be con-
current to the execution of the visualization thread (asynchronous),
or mutually exclusive (synchronous).
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The visualization is subdivided in image space into layers, and the
visualization pipeline is processed separately for each layer. We will
see later on that the term “layer” is used in a broader sense. Layers
serve as partial visual results and can – in addition to partial results
in data space – be reused across multiple executions of the visualiza-
tion thread. Upon (early) thread termination, layers that have been
validated so far can be displayed to provide as much visual feedback
as possible and as early as possible.

5.3.1 Early Thread Termination

Our approach to support continuous interaction is to provide dy-
namic visual feedback by adapting the amount of detail to the avail-
able computation time. In general, this time is known only a poste-
riori, i.e., when it has elapsed due to receiving new input. Receiving
this input, however, must be possible and not hindered by generating
the feedback itself, which implies performing both tasks in parallel.
It thus requires a multi-threaded architecture of each visualization.

According to the Active Object design pattern [294], invocation on
an object should occur in the client’s thread of control, whereas exe-
cution should occur in a separate thread. In our context, the ’object’ is
an interactive visualization, ’invocation’ refers to event handlers for
processing change notifications which are typically triggered by user
input, and ’execution’ means processing the visualization pipeline as
widely accepted reference model [78] to generate visual results. Con-
sequently, our visualization architecture maintains a single dedicated
visualization thread T per view (maintaining multiple threads per
view is discussed in Section 5.5). Changes of parameters along the
pipeline affect the final image and thus need to trigger a new execu-
tion of the pipeline. In this case, T must abort its current execution
(if running) and eventually start processing the pipeline anew. We
call this paradigm Early Thread Termination (ETT), as an execution
may be aborted before T has finished the final image. During execu-
tion, T must repeatedly check for the permission to proceed. Besides
necessary clean ups like freeing resources, it must abort once this
permission is no longer granted.

The time between requested and actual thread termination incurs a
certain latency L. Minimizing L is a central aspect of ETT and requires
checking for abort at a high frequency. It is therefore an important re-
quirement that checking is inexpensive, which is generally possible
as explained below. When accessing data sequentially, performing a
check after every few thousand entries is usually sufficient. In general,
T should check at least 10 to 20 times per second to achieve interactive
response rates [304, 310], but preferably even much more often. How-
ever, it can become impossible to guarantee a high frequency when
calling to foreign APIs, which is admittedly a potential limitation of
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ETT. In order to lessen the practical impact of this problem in particu-
lar and to make the responsiveness of the application less dependent
on L in general, an important observation is that changes (i.e., events)
are critical with a different degree. Some changes require an ordered
communication between the handler and T while others do not. We
distinguish synchronous and asynchronous handling.

Synchronous event handling (see Figure 5.2) enforces a mutually ex-
clusive execution of the handler and T . This implies that handlers
need to stop T , and must wait for this stop to occur before proceed-
ing and eventually re-starting T . Synchronous event handling ensures
that any subsequent execution of T is aware of the change.

Asynchronous event handling (see Figure 5.2) also tells T to stop ex-
ecution, but does not wait for this to occur. After committing the
change, which potentially involves modifying parameters, the han-
dler states that T needs to be restarted as soon as possible and returns.
A current execution of T may notice the effects some time afterwards.

Basically, all changes could be handled synchronously. However,
the performance of a synchronous handler – and thus the responsive-
ness of the application – depends directly on L, whereas asynchro-
nous handlers are independent of L and typically do not block the
event-handler thread. With regard to responsiveness, asynchronous
handlers are therefore preferable and should be used for uncritical
changes like modified parameter values. On the other hand, some
events require synchronous handling, for example, when objects or
data must no longer be accessed (e.g., due to deletion). In practice,
visualizations will need both synchronous and asynchronous event
handling.
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It is a potential problem of ETT, that if an execution is constantly
aborted before completing any result, no result will be delivered at
all. In general, redundant computation across multiple executions of
T should be avoided. It is therefore an important issue to:

1. identify partial results along the visualization pipeline, which
can be cached and potentially reused across multiple execu-
tions,

2. maintain a state of validity V[1..n], one for each partial result,

3. minimize the impact of changes by invalidating only those ele-
ments of V , where the respective result directly or indirectly
depends on changed parameters.

Section 5.3.2 discusses this concept in detail in the context of in-
teractive visualizations. For now, it is important that V is part of the
communication between event handlers and T . Moreover, the commu-
nication involves the requested state of T , referred to as S. Figure 5.2
illustrates, how S is accessed and modified by involved threads over
time for both synchronous and asynchronous changes. As a funda-
mental idea of ETT, T repeatedly checks the state of S. Stop tells T to
terminate execution. Restart also tells T to terminate its current ex-
ecution, but to immediately restart a new one. Figure 5.2 also shows,
how L directly affects the duration of synchronous handlers, which
are blocked until T has reached the state Stopped. In order to prevent
deadlocks and livelocks, it is generally not recommendable for T to
directly or indirectly trigger events itself.

As for all parallel systems, synchronization is important for ETT in
order to avoid race conditions. The following points of synchroniza-
tion can be identified:

• Between event handlers and T , as discussed above.

• Between different event handlers. If changes may occur in more
than one client thread, event handlers themselves must be mutu-
ally exclusive in order to provide a predictable communication
between each handler and T .

• Access to S between all handlers and T . As an important excep-
tion, if access to S is atomic (i.e., S is always accessed in one
piece as is typically the case for basic data types), checking S
for abort – i.e., read access – does not need synchronization, un-
less S is subsequently written in dependence of the result. This
explains why checks for thread termination are usually cheap,
meeting a requirement of ETT.

• Access to V between asynchronous handlers and T . For syn-
chronous handlers, V is implicitly synchronized and thus does
not require explicit synchronization.
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• Access to local (i.e., view-specific) parameters along the visual-
ization pipeline which are written by asynchronous handlers
and read by T . However, synchronization of access is not suf-
ficient to guarantee that the same state of parameters is used
throughout one execution of T . To ensure this, T must maintain
a local copy of those parameters which are potentially modi-
fied by asynchronous handlers. This is a major disadvantage
of asynchronous handlers. Local parameters modified only by
synchronous handlers are implicitly synchronized by the mutu-
ally exclusive execution. T does therefore not need to maintain
a local copy of them. For this reason, modifications of memory-
intensive local parameters (e.g., local derived data or a local
selection state) typically require synchronous handling.

• Access to global (i.e., application-wide) parameters. Such param-
eters may change outside the execution of handlers of the par-
ticular visualization. In a multi-view environment, global pa-
rameters refer to the very information linking the views and
thus include the data to be visualized itself. However, concur-
rent read access to global parameters by multiple views is nec-
essary, because a synchronization of read-access to data would
otherwise prevent concurrent processing of multiple visualiza-
tions, blocking all but one. It would thus eliminate responsive-
ness. Maintaining a local copy for each view is not practicable
for large data. As a solution, changes to global parameters re-
quire two notifications: One synchronous notification preceding
any modification, which forbids access, and one asynchronous
notification permitting access when the modification is finished.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that although ETT is discussed in the
context of visualizations in this paper, it is not limited to them. ETT
can be applied to the design of any kind of objects that need to com-
bine expensive computations with potentially frequent state changes
due to interaction (e.g., ad-hoc queries or derived data columns).

5.3.2 Layered Visualization

As explained in Section 5.3.1, identifying and reusing partial results
during the execution of the visualization thread is necessary to avoid
redundant computation. This section discusses potential approaches
to identify such partial results in the context of interactive visualiza-
tions, and how partial results help to display a dynamic amount of
detail during continuous interaction.

A key idea is to subdivide the final image into separate passes
through the visualization pipeline (referred to as “layer”), and to pro-
cess one layer after the other. Each layer provides additional informa-
tion and thus increases the amount of detail. It is important that the
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processing order may be chosen independently of the display order
to prioritize important information for previews, as discussed below.
In contrast to decomposing work in data space, which is often not
possible in information visualization (e.g., computing graph layouts),
layering is thus a concept for decomposing results in view space. For
most visualizations, it is possible to identify one or more types of
layers:

• Semantic layers are semantically different parts of the visualiza-
tion. Typical examples include the background (e.g., an image,
a map, a grid, etc.), all visible data items, those items selected
by an ad-hoc query, and overlays providing detail-on-demand
like labels or precise values [370]. It is reasonable to process se-
mantic layers by decreasing relevance or increasing effort. For
example, processing the layer of selected items (“focus”) first
will typically be less effort than considering all items (“context”)
and may already provide the most important information.

• Incremental layers can be identified in item-based visualizations
(like scatter plots or parallel coordinates) by subdividing the
data into disjunctive subsets and treating each subset as layer.
Each incremental layer contains a sampled version of the data
and the accumulation of all layers represents the entire dataset.
A desirable feature is to ensure a sampling distribution that con-
serves important properties of the final image as soon as possi-
ble, i.e., in the layers being processed early. Desirable properties
could be a size or a relative distribution similar to the final im-
age. This aspect boils down to determining an index that speci-
fies the order in which data entries are to be dealt with.

• Level-of-detail (LoD) layers provide visual representations of the
same data with different complexity and rendering cost. In con-
trast to incremental layers, more detailed LoD layers may re-
place coarser layers, which are consequently not part of the final
image. For example, a tree-map showing a hierarchy depth of
four might be used instead of one showing only two hierarchy
levels [60]. The design space for level-of-detail layers is large
and includes abstraction in both view and data space. A view
space-based approach could be to reduce the rendering quality for
early layers, possibly in addition to displaying a sampled ver-
sion of the data. Examples include disabling anti-aliasing and
reducing geometric resolution. As example of a data space-based
approach, lower levels of details might display features of the
data like major trends, clusters, and outliers, or may use aggre-
gation (e.g., bin maps) to reduce the rendering effort [265]. As a
special case of LoD layers, iterative layers refer to visualizing in-
termediate results of an iterative algorithm, as for example the
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computation of a graph layout. In this case, each new layer (i.e.,
each iteration) typically replaces any previous iteration.

Once the final image could be completed, it is shown to the user.
According to the ETT paradigm, the work is aborted whenever rel-
evant parameters have changed. However, it is an important design
choice, how visual feedback can be provided even in cases when the
visualization thread could not complete.

design choice 1 : immediate feedback vs . feedback on ter-
mination. Immediate feedback updates the display whenever a layer
could be completed. As advantage, feedback is given early and is
guaranteed to be up-to-date. As disadvantage, the composition of
each image is exposed to the user and produces potentially disturb-
ing flicker, which could be misinterpreted as data artifacts in ex-
treme cases. In contrast, feedback on termination updates the display
just before thread termination to show all valid layers, i.e., the high-
est amount of detail that could be dealt with in between two con-
secutive user interactions. The advantage is that only one image is
generated per execution of the visualization thread, which reduces
flicker significantly. As disadvantage, it might take longer until feed-
back is provided – in particular, if the execution is not aborted. The
number and the type of layers and the effort for generating the final
image are critical factors in the decision for one approach.

design choice 2 : type , number , and ordering of layers .
In general, the number of visual layers increases with the complexity
of a visualization. A single layer is most likely sufficient for basic bar
charts, whereas a subdivision of parallel coordinates discriminating
multiple selections and providing overlays could involve several se-
mantic layers, which could in turn consist of LoD layers. Layers can
thus be organized hierarchically. In this case, it is a design decision
whether to prioritize level-of-details over semantic layers or vice versa.
Apart from semantic dependencies, a processing order of layers may
also be implied by internal dependencies between layers. For exam-
ple, layers showing data items may depend on the layer showing the
grid to determine the ranges of all displayed data dimensions.

An important decision for item-based visualizations is whether to
provide fine-grained incremental visualization (i.e., a large number of
incremental layers), or a fixed – typically small – number of LoD lay-
ers. The first case maximizes the average amount of provided detail
(e.g., the number of shown items), yet it also increases the variation
in the amount of details over time. This might create the impression
of flicker even if a single image is shown per execution of the visu-
alization thread. The second case is more stable with respect to the
visual feedback, yet also reduces the possibility to adapt the amount
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Figure 5.3: Caching and early feedback of layers. Two user events (handled
synchronously) interrupt the computation and invalidate layers.
Visual feedback is provided on thread termination.

of detail to the available computation time. This shows a trade-off
between the amount of detail and stability.

design choice 3 : caching concepts . In order to avoid re-
dundant computations, layers also represent reusable partial results.
According to the model as proposed by Chi [78], different parameter
adjustments affect different stages of the visualization pipeline. For
example, changing a color could just require a redraw of already fil-
tered, projected and possibly aggregated data. Performing just the
rendering may thus be magnitudes faster than processing the entire
visualization pipeline. We refer to this type of reuse as caching results
in data space, which is related to lazy evaluation and demand-driven
pipelines in visualization literature [222]. It is particularly useful for
types of visualizations where computing internal representations of
the data is relatively expensive as compared to the rendering itself,
and where these representations consume a limited amount of mem-
ory. Examples include pivoted values of categorical data, aggregated
representations as generated by binning continuous data, and the
state of iterative algorithms (e.g., for graph-layout and clustering).

On the other hand, some changes affect the entire visualization
pipeline, but only for a particular (semantic) layer. For example, ad-
hoc queries may require a frequent re-processing of the selected data
(“focus”), but may have no impact on the visualization of the entire
data (“context”) or other visual elements like the grid. In this case,
it is advantageous to cache results in view space for each layer inde-
pendently. Figure 5.3 illustrates caching and reuse of layers from the
point of view of the user, the involved threads, and the layers as well
as their validity. In this example, events are handled synchronously,
feedback is provided on abort, and the validity is assumed on a per-
layer basis, i.e., not taking partial results along the pipeline into ac-
count.

The additional complexity for implementing item-based visualiza-
tions using layers as compared to naive implementations can be sum-
marized as:
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• Invalidate affected layers instead of redrawing everything.

• Support multiple iterations through arbitrary subsets of the data
instead of processing all items in one pass. In the case of mul-
tiple selections, for example, iterate through the data once for
each selection (and once for all entries), instead of mapping the
selection state of each entry to visual attributes like color or
size within a single pass. As data records may appear in mul-
tiple layers, more significant layers must be shown on top of
less significant ones. In particular, it is often desirable – though
not required – that the visual representation of a selected item
occludes its representation as non-selected item.

• Render layers to off-screen buffers and blend them together in-
stead of drawing directly to screen. In practice, this is more
easy to implement for 2D visualizations. In 3D, a composition
in view space is generally harder to realize due to the additional
depth-information necessary for correct occlusion handling.

• Check for thread termination regularly.

In our experience, these issues apply to all types of item-based vi-
sualization (scatter plots, parallel coordinates, time-series views, etc.).
Sorting the items by their selection state or grouping them by iden-
tical rendering parameters is usually even necessary without explicit
layering. The additional complexity imposed by semantic layers is thus
usually (much) less than 20% in terms of lines of code. For incremen-
tal layers, the main effort lies in identifying an index for fair sampling
(i.e., shuffling rows appropriately). Implementations of incremental
layers typically require a single off-screen buffer where new visual
output is added. For LoD-layers, the additional complexity may range
from negligible (e.g., just disabling anti-aliasing) to considerable for
cases that require the computation of features of the data like clusters.

5.4 evaluation

This section evaluates the proposed architecture. The goal is to demon-
strate its applicability and its possibilities to support visual explo-
ration of large data. All tests have been conducted on consumer hard-
ware: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU with four cores at 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of main
memory, and an NVidia Geforce 8800 GTS graphics card. Windows
XP Professional x64 Edition was used as operating system.

As test dataset, we used a multivariate CFD-simulation of a two-
stroke engine. The data table consists of 14.589.282 rows and 50 col-
umns (approx. 5.3 GB), which are mostly physical properties like tem-
perature or pressure. One row in the data table represents one cell of
the model geometry at one particular discrete time-step of the sim-
ulation. Previous analyses of the dataset have been conducted using
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the SimVis system [98], which also implements the proposed architec-
ture (see Section 5.5). The focus of this evaluation is on performance
issues with respect to maximizing visual feedback during continuous
interaction for data of such non-trivial size.

We performed all tests in a system for visual exploration, termed
Visplore. It provides more than 10 different visualizations, which are
partly standard (e.g., 2D and 3D scatter plots, parallel coordinates,
histograms, etc.) and partly specific to certain application tasks [271].
All views implement the proposed architecture to support continu-
ous interaction and early visual feedback. Multiple views are linked
by ad-hoc selections and derived data columns, whose evaluation also
utilizes the ETT paradigm. Visplore is written in C++, it uses GTK+
as GUI library and OpenGL for rendering. The system has success-
fully been applied to analyze data of numerous application domains
and is going to be released as part of the software suite of our com-
pany partner AVL List GmbH in 2009. However, the focus of this
evaluation is to demonstrate the possibilities of our architecture, not
to compare Visplore as such against any other system.

We discuss two examples of continuous interaction, which cover
important cases: (1) The interaction concerns a single view, yet en-
tails performing the mapping and the rendering stage of the visual-
ization pipeline for the entire data. (2) The interaction concerns multi-
ple views, but affects a single semantic layer. The implementations of
the involved views also cover different options for the design choices
1 and 2, as explained below.

For the first example, we drag a slider to restrict the value range dis-
played on the X-axis of a 2D scatter plot. For the evaluation, we stored
the interaction sequence as a macro (which takes 12 seconds) and re-
played it with four different implementations to highlight trade-offs
in the design space.

• Case 1.1 A single-threaded implementation as example of a naive
approach, i.e., each change entails a redraw of the entire visual-
ization in the same thread as used for handling events.

• Case 1.2 An ETT-based implementation providing immediate vi-
sual feedback for two static LoD-layers as example of a common
case in many visualization systems. The first layer consists of a
sampled subset of 32.768 data items without point smoothing
and without transparency, the second layer is the entire dataset
using point smoothing and transparency for visualizing density.

• Case 1.3 An ETT-based implementation providing early visual
feedback of fine-grained incremental layers as example of max-
imizing visual detail. The visualization pipeline is processed
separately in blocks of 4096 rows and the visualization thread
checks for abort after each block. The view provides feedback
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Case 1.1 Case 1.2 Case 1.3 Case 1.4

avg. # events handled / s 4.1 36.3 35.9 35.6

avg. # visual updates / s 4.1 13.2 35.9 0

min. # visual updates / s 3 9 18 0

min. items shown / update 100% 0.2% 0% 0%

q25 of items shown / update 100% 0.2% 3.5% 0%

avg. items shown / update 100% 0.2% 8.8% 0%

q75 of items shown / update 100% 0.2% 10.8% 0%

max. items shown / update 100% 0.2% 97.1% 0%

Table 5.1: Results for example 1 – restricting a slider.

on termination, displaying all data handled so far, and on com-
pletion of the entire data set.

• Case 1.4 An ETT-based implementation without preview visu-
alization, i.e., visual results are only shown if the thread com-
pleted the entire visualization. This case has been chosen as ex-
ample of evaluating the effect of multi-threading without layer-
ing.

We use several indicators. Responsiveness is quantified by the aver-
age number of user events that could be handled per second during
the interaction. The frequency of visual feedback is given by the av-
erage and the minimal rate at which the visualization is updated per
second. The amount of feedback and its variation – indicating flicker
– is given by the minimal, average, and maximal percentage of shown
data per update as well as the percentage of data that could at most
be shown for 25% and for 75% of the frames (i.e., quantiles). Table 5.1
shows the results for the time between the start and the end of the
interaction.

In case 1.1, feedback is given at a very slow rate. Even worse, the ap-
plication is hardly responsive during the interaction. All other cases
show that multi-threading ensures responsiveness of the application.
Comparing case 1.2 to case 1.3 highlights the trade-off between min-
imizing flicker and maximizing visual feedback. In case 1.2, flicker
does not occur at all because the visualization is updated only if the
first LoD-layer could finish while the entire visualization (i.e., the sec-
ond LoD-layer) could never complete. However, both the frequency
and the average amount of visual feedback are significantly lower
than in case 1.3, where even the minimal update rate of 18 is clearly
faster than the desirable frequency of 10 (= 100 ms per update), and
where a considerable percentage of the data (8.8%, i.e., 1.2 million
items) is displayed on average – the best values are close to showing
the entire dataset. On the other hand, the feedback sometimes drops
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No Caching of Layers Reusing Layers

Figure 5.4: Example 2: comparison of an ad-hoc selection of entries beneath
the mouse cursor in a multiple view setup for two implementa-
tions of parallel coordinates. The response time is equally low
in both cases, but the amount of detail is much higher when
caching and reusing layers.

to displaying the grid without data and flicker is generally high in
case 1.3. Case 1.4 does not provide any feedback on the data, because
at no point during the 12 seconds of interaction, the visualization
thread is able to process the entire data in between two consecutive
user events. This highlights the importance of early visual feedback.
However, even case 1.4 is arguably superior to case 1.1, as it ensures
responsiveness (i.e., the slider is updated continuously) and pausing
the slider movement without releasing the mouse button would give
the visualization thread the time to generate visual feedback. In prac-
tice, Visplore uses case 1.3.

For the second example, we drag an ad-hoc selection in a 2D scatter
plot and highlight the selected data items in a linked parallel coordi-
nates view showing 5 axes (see Figure 5.4). Besides other types of
queries, Visplore offers an instant ad-hoc query (referred to as Focus)
that always selects all data items under the mouse cursor. The Focus
is pre-computed for all possible mouse-positions of a view, which
reduces its evaluation to a look-up operation. However, each view
needs to update frequently (i.e., on every mouse move) to reflect Fo-
cus changes. For the evaluation, we again stored an interaction se-
quence as a macro, this time a continuous mouse movement of 23

seconds, which causes frequent Focus updates. The macro has been
tested against the following four implementations of parallel coordi-
nates.

• Case 2.1 A single-threaded implementation without caching any
partial results as example of a naive approach where each change
necessitates processing the entire visualization pipeline in the
application thread
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Case 2.1 Case 2.2 Case 2.3 Case 2.4

avg. events handled / sec. 0.2 20.1 13.5 8.8

min. response time (sec.) 6.7 0.03 0.03 0.03

avg. response time (sec.) 12.1 0.07 0.09 0.09

max. response time (sec.) 13.4 0.23 0.25 0.14

average data shown 100% 0.05% 100% 100%

Table 5.2: Results for example 2 – linked ad-hoc selection.

• Case 2.2 An ETT-based implementation without caching any
partial results. However, the Focus is processed first and is im-
mediately displayed to provide visual feedback.

• Case 2.3 An ETT-based implementation caching the image of the
Context layer, i.e., the semantic layer displaying all data items,
and reusing this images as long as the layer stays valid. The
comparison of case 2.2 to case 2.3 is intended to emphasize the
effect of caching.

• Case 2.4 Same as case 2.3, but single-threaded to evaluate the
effect of caching separately

The average number of events that could be handled per second
during the interaction quantifies the responsiveness of the applica-
tion. The minimum, maximum, and average response time indicate
the latency between changing the Focus and providing visual feed-
back. The average amount of shown data refers to the number of
visualized items. In contrast to example 1 where continuous move-
ment triggers updates constantly, the frequency of visual feedback is
not a reasonable indicator in example 2, as moving the mouse cursor
through empty space does not trigger updates. Table 5.2 shows the
results.

For case 2.1, interaction is practically impossible as the system
blocks for several seconds at each mouse move. For the cases 2.2
and 2.3, the system stays responsive and visual feedback is provided
quickly. However, case 2.2 only displays the Focus most of the time,
as illustrated by the left image in Figure 5.4 while the entire visualiza-
tion is only shown when the Focus is not updated for some time. Case
2.3 on the other hand always displays the entire visualization due to
reusing the cached image of the Context as shown by the right image
in Figure 5.4. The results of case 2.4 are similar to those of case 2.3.
This is not surprising considering that by re-using the image of the
Context, not much work is left to be done. However, interactions in-
validating the Context degrade the responsiveness as badly as shown
for case 2.1.

Concluding, this evaluation demonstrates that the proposed archi-
tecture successfully preserves responsiveness of the application while
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providing visual feedback during continuous user interactions even
for a dataset of 14.5 million items. It also shows that ETT, previews,
and caching must work together to achieve this goal. Although not
shown in this evaluation, our architecture also scales with respect
to a large number of views. For informal evidence we refer to pub-
lications related to the systems implementing the architecture (for
example [99]).

5.5 discussion and future work

Three important yet contradicting objectives of our architecture are:

• to minimize the latency between interaction and visual feedback,
which is equivalent to maximizing the frequency of updates

• to maximize the amount of detail shown upon ETT

• to minimize the variation of the amount of shown detail in order
to provide a stable image.

The design choices 1 and 2 have been explicitly denoted, because
they allow for trading off these objectives against each other: (1) Pro-
viding immediate feedback for each completed layer minimizes la-
tency while it maximizes flicker – especially in the case of fine-grained
layering. (2) Utilizing many layers allows for minimizing latency and
maximizing detail, but the flicker is usually significant.

Another option for trading off latency against preview details con-
cerns the handling of asynchronous events. As requests by asynchro-
nous handlers are less critical than those issued by synchronous han-
dlers, they can be ignored for some time. For example, it seems rea-
sonable to finish and to display costly visual results which are almost
complete when receiving a request for thread termination.

Design choice 3 is essential for adapting the architecture to a wide
range of visualizations. Caching of results in view space is impor-
tant where rendering is expensive, as for item-based visualizations.
Caching results in data space is suitable in case of expensive com-
putations yet potentially cheap rendering. For example, visualizing a
large data warehouse may require aggregating billions of data rows
for generating little output like a bar chart. Although less obvious
than for costly rendering, early visual feedback is also possible in this
case: the final results could repeatedly be estimated and displayed
during the computation based on already considered data.

The most important limitation of our architecture is the need to
frequently check for termination. As already mentioned, this may
become impossible when passing control over to foreign APIs for
a long time. This is particularly critical for synchronous changes as
it compromises responsiveness much like a single-threaded architec-
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ture. Asynchronous changes preserve responsiveness, but the latency
of visual feedback may still be disturbing.

It may seem reasonable to spawn a new visualization thread for
each asynchronous event (synchronous changes must wait for thread
termination anyway). However, we decided against this option, be-
cause our practice has shown that gains are small compared to a sig-
nificant increase in complexity. While synchronization is complex for
a single visualization thread, it becomes worse for multiple threads.
Redundancy increases too, as each thread requires a copy of all local
view parameters. Furthermore, it is not reasonably possible for graph-
ics APIs that do not support concurrent access to the same rendering
context (e.g., OpenGL). In such cases, maintaining a single thread
per view avoids the significant overhead caused by context switches,
which is incurred when using a common thread pool for multiple
views.

The proposed architecture has been implemented in several sys-
tems besides Visplore (see Section 5.4). The SimVis visualization
framework [99] is mainly used in the context of 3D or 4D simulation
data. Multiple linked views are provided to the user, allowing for
interactively selecting and viewing data in different attribute spaces.
Multiple of these views implement ETT to maintain responsiveness
even when visualizing hundreds of millions of data entries. Attribute
views such as scatter plots or time series visualizations [257] all sup-
port asynchronous as well as synchronous thread termination and
use cached background layers to provide feedback to the user during
continuous interaction. The 3D visualization capabilities of SimVis

also rely on concepts presented in this work to perform progressive
rendering as well as level of detail rendering during continuous in-
teraction using a multi-resolution approach. When dealing with very
large data, a common approach is to access data in blocks [222] which
are guaranteed to be in memory while the rest may be swapped to
disk (known as out-of-core visualization). Both Visplore and SimVis

perform active memory management, which shows that out-of-core
visualization is compatible with our architecture. Switching blocks
even provides a dedicated point to check for thread termination.

CGV is a system for interactive exploration of graphs [332]. It uses
multiple linked views to show different aspects of clustered graphs.
Early thread termination is used for instance in the graph splatting
view. Because the performance of graph splatting depends not only
on the number of data items, but also on pixel resolution, the view
uses a level-of-detail layering and renders the splat progressively at
increasing resolutions. Continuous interactions as for instance drag-
ging a noise level slider or a threshold slider are guaranteed to stay
responsive and feedback is provided quickly.

Axes-based visualizations map data values to positions relative to
well-arranged visual axes. The Time Wheel [329], for example, allows
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among other interactions for continuous rotation of data axes around
a central time axis. Interactive visual feedback is crucial in this case
to help users maintain the mental map. Therefore, ETT and layering
are applied for the Time Wheel. It is subdivided into semantic layers:
axes layer, labels layer, preview layer, and data layer, which are drawn
in this order. As a result, the basic shape of the visualization (i.e., the
axes), labels, and a sampled version of the data are visualized early,
while the entire data set is processed in the background.

We see multiple directions for future work. First, the design space
potentially involves more than three design choices as discussed in
this paper, and a systematic coverage would be very helpful. Second,
the aspect of flickering needs more thorough research, including a
user-evaluation about how much flickering is considered acceptable.
New approaches could strive for minimizing flickering while still pro-
viding much visual feedback, e.g., by ignoring asynchronous changes
for some time or by fading the images of consecutive updates. Third,
it still remains a challenge to achieve rich visual feedback during con-
tinuous interaction in a distributed environment.

5.6 conclusion

Continuous user interaction is important in information visualization
to support smooth data exploration. A key concern is to preserve re-
sponsiveness and to provide rich visual feedback at the same time.
Realizing this in practice is difficult, however, as it requires paral-
lelism of application tasks which involves many non-trivial details.

We proposed a generic multi-threaded architecture to support con-
tinuous interaction and to help avoiding pitfalls. As illustrated by
the evaluation, our architecture scales with respect to data size and
the number of views. It is applicable to many types of visualizations
regardless of a particular platform, programming language or graph-
ics API, as instantiations in several visual analysis systems and tools
show. GPU-based rendering is supported, but not required.

We identified and discussed three major design choices to allow
others to adapt the architecture to particular visualization needs and
to trade off latency against the amount of detail and the stability of
visual feedback during continuous interaction. We also discussed in
detail communication and synchronization aspects of our architec-
ture as key issues of any multi-threaded program. We believe that
our architecture will facilitate the development of highly interactive
information visualization tools, and that it will help to promote rich
visual feedback during continuous user interactions.
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C G V – A N I N T E R A C T I V E G R A P H V I S U A L I Z AT I O N
S Y S T E M

contribution This chapter makes a contribution to the design
of interaction by introducing novel techniques for interacting with
graph data. The techniques address intermediate-level exploratory
tasks on graphs. This chapter also contributes to the engineering of in-
teraction by implementing the architecture presented in Chapter 5 as
a larger system for interactive graph visualization. With its multiple
views, the system supports even higher-level analytic activities.

abstract Previous work on graph visualization has yielded a
wealth of efficient graph analysis algorithms and expressive visual
mappings. To support the visual exploration of graph structures, a
high degree of interactivity is required as well.

We present a fully implemented graph visualization system, called
CGV (Coordinated Graph Visualization), whose particular emphasis
is on interaction. The system incorporates several interactive views
that address different aspects of graph visualization. To support dif-
ferent visualization tasks, view ensembles can be created dynami-
cally with the help of a flexible docking framework. Several novel
techniques, including enhanced dynamic filtering, graph lenses, and
edge-based navigation are presented. The main graph canvas inter-
actions are augmented with several visual cues, among which the
infinite grid and the radar view are novel. CGV provides a history
mechanism that allows for undo/redo of interaction.

CGV is a general system with potential application in many sce-
narios. It has been designed as a dual-use system that can run as a
stand-alone application or as an applet in a web browser. CGV has
been used to evaluate graph clustering results, to navigate topologi-
cal structures of neuronal systems, and to perform analysis of some
time-varying graphs.

original publication [332] — C. Tominski, J. Abello, and H.
Schumann. CGV – An Interactive Graph Visualization System. Com-
puters & Graphics, 33(6):660–678, 2009.
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6.1 introduction

In many application fields, visualization techniques have been rec-
ognized as a potential tool to order, manage, and understand large
data. Interaction has long since been an important aspect in infor-
mation visualization [303, 19]. More recent work confirm its rele-
vance [212, 364, 385]. It is becoming apparent as stated by Thomas
and Cook [325] that: “Visual representations alone cannot satisfy an-
alytical needs. Interaction techniques are required to support the dia-
logue between the analyst and the data.”

Interaction in general can be thought of as being driven by some
computational serving process that is able to produce within a “small”
time frame a “verifiable” answer to a client’s query that is formulated
in a language common to both the server and the client. Following
even this very limited thinking, it is clear that designing interactions
in information visualization is a challenging task in several respects:

• First, there is no common “query language” between a visual-
ization system and the human user.

• Second, the time frame used to judge the quality of interactiv-
ity is very small. Due to the high involvement of the human
visual system what this time frame should be is not really well
understood.

• Third, what the data encoding (i.e., the visual representation)
shall be is a current research endeavor.

• Fourth, verification of the quality of visual feedback provided
by a visualization system to a human is still a largely subjective
endeavor that is highly domain dependent.

In the case of graph visualization systems the challenges are very
unique but not as challenging as those of general visualization sys-
tems or even those of general information visualization. The reasons
are the following: The data model is well specified (i.e., graphs) [96];
there are fundamentally not too many visual representations to choose
from (i.e., some flavor of low dimensional node-link diagrams or
matrix-tensor representations) [47]; the fundamental objects of dis-
course are nodes, edges, and patterns obtainable from them as sets or
sequences (e.g., subgraphs, induced subgraphs, paths, cycles) [223];
and finally graphs are amenable to filtering and aggregation opera-
tions that preserve certain properties at large scale [168, 13, 12].

Our focus is on interactive system building rather than on promot-
ing any particular set of visual tools. The fundamental problem we
address is how to visually interact with a graph that is too large to
fit on the available screen. We present a graph visualization system
called CGV (Coordinated Graph Visualization) whose primary focus
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is on interactivity. CGV is based on our personal experiences devel-
oping tools to extract information from a variety of “large” graphs
arising in industrial and academic settings, including telecommunica-
tions, search engine, and biomedical data. We have been facing disk
resident multi-attribute labeled graphs that do not fit in the available
RAM (i.e., semi-external or fully external graphs [14]). The graphs
have been typically sparse, low diameter, and with high clustering
coefficients. Typical questions have revolved around informal notions
like “global graph views”, “high density graph regions”, “induced
sub-graphs on subsets of vertices whose associated attribute values
satisfy a Boolean formula”, and visual access to the neighborhood of
a given vertex.

Fortunately, global graph views are well encapsulated by the no-
tion of maximal antichains in a hierarchy tree (see [12] and Section 6.3);
each node in a maximal antichain corresponds to a “graph region”,
and induced subgraphs can be viewed as the result of specialized
range filters. This suggested to base the system on hierarchy tree com-
putations and methods to extract graph macro-views that are small
enough to fit on the available screen [15], where they are shown as
multi-linked visual representations together with mechanisms to fil-
ter nodes and edges via range sliders.

To achieve scalability two special RAM resident macro-views (Top
and Bottom) are used in conjunction with a fast disk index that is trig-
gered by the Bottom macro-view. The Top and Bottom macro-views
are parameterized by the amount of RAM available. Their views
can be panned, zoomed and tagged for future reference. Panning
has been enhanced by a special radar view introduced in [333]. Vi-
sual access to the neighborhood of a point required the introduc-
tion of special lenses and edge-driven navigation (first introduced
in [330, 16] and considered later on in [256]). To ensure interactivity,
multi-threading became a necessity. To reach a wide user base and
to facilitate future system evaluation CGV has been designed as a
dual-use system that can run as a stand-alone application or as an
applet in a web browser. To our knowledge, there is no single turn
key system that offers to an unsophisticated user the “large” graph
visualization and navigation facilities offered by CGV.

In summary, any system for visualizing large graphs has to per-
form the following three tasks:

1. Build a graph hierarchy of logarithmic depth and bounded de-
gree and extract from it graph macro-views that fit on the avail-
able resources.

2. Come up with multiple linked visual representations of a given
hierarchy tree and its associated macro-views at a multi-scale
level.
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3. Devise visual interaction mechanisms that allow users to pan
a large macro-view and to navigate among macro-views in a
smooth fashion.

We describe how each of the three tasks is implemented in CGV,
compare our system to a selection of existing systems, and provide
feedback from early adopters. CGV’s predecessor is the system ASK-
GraphView [15]. To achieve flexibility, we opted for a modular multi-
ple view design instead of a monolithic architecture.

6.1.1 Main Contributions

CGV’s design allows for integration of synchronous and asynchro-
nous computations. This is a necessary requirement for interactive
systems to be able to generate and present users with feedback across
multiple views in a consistent, uniform and timely manner.

Besides standard visual graph representations (i.e., node-link dia-
grams, matrix views, graph splatting), CGV uses focus+context hier-
archy views to drive overall navigation. These views include a textual
tree representation, two color-coded representations, and a projection
of the hierarchy onto a 3D hemisphere. These views are complemen-
tary.

One of the system’s novelties rests on the tools provided to interact
in a coordinated fashion with these visual representations of “large”
multivariate graphs at different levels of abstraction. Commonly ac-
cepted pan and zoom operations, are enhanced with pan-wheel inter-
action and edge-based navigation. These are augmented with visual
cues that include smooth viewport animation together with a novel
use of an infinite grid and a look ahead radar view. At the most re-
fined level of granularity, CGV offers a variety of lenses that help
reduce node and edge clutter. This is a feature we have not seen in
existing graph visualization systems. Data filtering in CGV is aided
by an interface to compose complex filters out of basic range sliders
and textual filters.

CGV provides a history mechanism to allow for undo/redo of in-
teractions. This is a feature rarely seen in current graph visualization
systems.

In summary, CGV incorporates traditional and non-traditional in-
teraction techniques to support the exploration of graphs at different
levels of abstraction. One of CGV’s strengths is its extensibility and
ease of maintenance. CGV is implemented in Java and can be oper-
ated as a stand-alone desktop application across multiple platforms
or as a visualization client in a web browser.
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6.1.2 Paper Overview

In Section 6.2, we describe how we follow the Model-View-Controller
design to meet our specific interactivity needs. CGV’s data model
is discussed in Section 6.3. The different views provided by the sys-
tem are the subject of Section 6.4. Section 6.5 details the set of user
tools that the system offers to interact in a coordinated fashion with
multi-scale visual representation of large graphs. It also discusses
visual augmentation of interactions, the user interface, and the his-
tory mechanism provided by CGV. Section 6.6 compiles a list of com-
mon interaction mechanisms and details the extent at which they are
supported by CGV and four other graph visualization systems. Sec-
tion 6.7 describes how early adopters feedback helped improve CGV.
In Section 6.8, we conclude and point out some directions of further
research. Sections 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the use of the system in two
case studies.

6.2 cgv’s design and architecture

6.2.1 Overall Goals

The literature offers a wealth of sophisticated algorithms for graph vi-
sualization. When such algorithms have to work in concert with each
other and with different interaction methods, architectural aspects
become important. In this section, we discuss related challenges and
give an overview of how CGV addresses them.

One of the major challenges in graph visualization stems from the
sheer size of readily available multi-attributed data. We refer to the
size of a data set as the number of objects that it contains, e.g., the
overall number of nodes, edges and labels for the case of string la-
beled graphs. The problem of visualizing large graphs (without ex-
plicit consideration of node or edge attributes) has been addressed
in previous work (see [168, 13, 12] for a review). The basic idea is to
transfer the big and hard to solve visualization problem to one that is
scalable and amenable for interaction at different levels of abstraction.
This is achieved by computing a hierarchy on top of the raw graph
data (see Section 6.3). The hierarchy provides access to specially se-
lected macro-views of the graph and is the backbone for interactive
information drill-down.

In the case of graph data where the elements have associated a vec-
tor of attributes, multiple view approaches enable users to look at the
data from different perspectives (see Section 6.4). The use of multi-
ple coordinate views in a more general setting has been documented
in [363, 370]. For exploratory analysis, users need to switch the per-
spective frequently. Therefore, it is crucial to provide means to navi-
gate between different size data subsets and different data attributes.
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Current graph visualization systems offer standard interaction (e.g.,
brushing, zoom & pan) to support basic data navigation. Large and
more complex data demand for better support.

Our goal has been to enhance existing interaction mechanisms to
aid visual graph exploration. This is partially achieved by providing
flexible interaction access to different data views. A critical aspect
we have dealt with is the integration of synchronous interaction with
otherwise asynchronous computations.

In summary, at a very high level the major driving issues behind
our design decisions were:

• Flexible access to different views of the data,

• Enhanced interaction methods for graph exploration,

• Visual augmentation of interaction methods, and

• Integration of synchronous interaction with asynchronous com-
putations.

Further decisions were made based on [320, 157].

6.2.2 System Design

To achieve the aforementioned goals, we follow the Model-View-Con-
troller (MVC) design [217] as the basis for CGV. It dictates a strict
separation of the data model, the views on the model, and the controllers
that regulate interaction.

The basic elements of CGV’s data model are attributed nodes and
edges that constitute a graph hierarchy (see Section 6.3). This graph
hierarchy allows for multi-scale access to large graphs. It is the fun-
damental data structure for interactive navigation between different
data subgraphs. We use the decorator pattern [133] to equip nodes and
edges at runtime with view-specific information depending on the
visualizations used. Since not only the data determine the visual out-
put, but also the visualization parameters, CGV integrates them in
the data model. Making visualization parameters first-class objects
becomes a necessity for the development of flexible, enhanced inter-
action.

CGV provides several dedicated views. Each view is designed as
a monolithic interactive component that implements its own visual
mapping and rendering as well as a common interface to access and
alter data and visualization parameters (see Section 6.4). This allows
us to utilize different graphics engines simultaneously to drive the
visualization. We use Java2D for 2D views and rely on Java OpenGL
Bindings (JOGL) for 3D views. To be flexible in choosing perspectives
on the data, we opted for a design that is based on dynamic view com-
position, rather than on a hard-wired layout of visual components. In
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the default setup, six different views offer a broader perspective on
a single data model. Users can create alternative view arrangements
for different visualization tasks and store them for later reuse. To sup-
port visual comparison of two or more data models, several instances
of CGV can be executed.

Controllers regulate interaction with the data model and its views
(see Section 6.5). In information visualization, interaction is modeled
as adjustment of the data model, which includes the raw data and its
visualization parameters [188]. Adjustments can be conducted in two
different ways: by direct manipulation and via a dedicated graphical
user interface. We further distinguish between interactions that are
coordinated and, hence, have global effect (e.g., dynamic filtering),
and interactions that are not coordinated, i.e., have local effect (e.g.,
changing the zoom level of a view). To achieve a high degree of con-
sistency among interactions, especially for those with global effect,
the system follows a common interaction policy that ensures that a
physical interaction (e.g., double left click) results in the same effect
(e.g., expansion of a node) in all views.

To assist the user in interactively exploring the data and the param-
eter space of a visualization, CGV incorporates a history mechanism
for undo and redo of interactions. Our implementation is based on
the command pattern [133], which avoids holding duplicates of the
data model in memory.

To ensure system responsiveness, CGV implements a threading
component that is responsible for handling asynchronous computa-
tions. It has been designed as a worker queue that allows for the
necessary level of control to handle synchronous interaction requests.
However, there is no general rule to decide this. It is the task of the
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Figure 6.1: The Model-View-Controller architecture of CGV.
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developer to incorporate proper synchronization points to allow for
intermediate feedback and cancelation of long running computations.
Careful implementation is necessary to avoid race conditions and
deadlocks. This non-trivial task is currently not well supported [226].
The class SwingWorker of Java 1.6 provides some assistance – this is
the main reason for using this most recent version of the Java lan-
guage.

To target a broad user base, we developed a dual-use system that
can be run as a stand-alone application or as an applet from a web
browser. As recent developments like for instance ManyEyes [357]
have shown, web-based systems are a good choice to reach users and
foster collaboration. Figure 6.1 summarizes the architecture of CGV.
Its key elements are:

• Threading (worker queue for asynchronous computations)

• Model (graph hierarchy and visualization parameters)

• View (various visualization techniques)

• Controller (data and views interaction)

• User interface (docking framework, parameter panels, and tool-
bars)

6.3 data model

CGV operates on data organized as a multivariate graph G = (V ,E)
where V ⊆ {A1

V × . . . × An
V } is a set of attributed nodes and E ⊆

(V × V)× {A1
E × . . .×Am

E } is a set of attributed edges. Ai
V : 1 6 i 6 n

and Ai
E : 1 6 i 6 m are domains of node attributes and edge attributes,

respectively. The attributes can encode quantitative or qualitative val-
ues. Some of them may be computed by the system itself (i.e., degree
of a node or flow on an edge) or may come from external sources (i.e.,
a textual label). Conceptually one can extend attributes to subsets of
nodes and edges. In the case of numerical attributes some form of ag-
gregation function provides a way to associate a meaningful value to
a node or edge set (i.e., sum, max, min, average, mean, centrality, ec-
centricity, etc.). In the case of qualitative string labels the computation
required to obtain such group labels varies in complexity depending
on the application.

Since interactivity is at the essence we rely on methods presented
in [13] and [15] to handle computationally and visually large graphs.
The main data structure used is a graph hierarchy H over the nodes
of G, i.e., a rooted tree whose set of leaves is in one to one corre-
spondence with the nodes of G. Non-leaves of the graph hierarchy
are sometimes called macro-nodes or cluster nodes. Central substruc-
tures in a graph hierarchy are maximal antichains, which are “cuts”
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(b)(a)
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Figure 6.2: Different edge representations in the main graph view – (a) Plain
edges; (b) Proportional edges; (c) Bundled edges.

through the hierarchy tree, or put differently, they are maximal collec-
tions of hierarchy nodes such that no pair is a descendant of the other.
Each maximal antichain represents a partition < V1, . . . Vk > of V . It
determines a macro-view of G with k nodes where node i represents
the set Vi ⊆ V . Details on the construction of H and on determining
“good” macro-views can be found in [15]. The system can work with
pre-computed graph hierarchies as well, which is important in certain
application scenarios.

6.4 visual methods

The different aspects of graph hierarchies we address here require
multiple views on the data. We need views to communicate the gen-
eral macro structure of G, dedicated tree visualization techniques to
represent the graph hierarchyH, and overviews to preserve the user’s
mental map. Moreover, quantitative and qualitative attributes, such as
weights, statistical meta data, or labels need to be displayed. In this
section, we briefly describe purpose and characteristics of the pro-
posed views. Most of them are instantiations of known approaches,
so we refer interested readers to the original publications for more
details.

6.4.1 Main Graph View

At any point in time CGV displays in its main canvas a node-link
representation of a macro-view of the graph G (see Figure 6.2). Cur-
rently, we use classic spring embedders [47], squarified treemap lay-
outs [65], and LinLog layouts [261] depending on the characteristics
of the graph region being examined. To reduce computation time, lay-
outs are lazily created, i.e., layout information is computed only for
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Figure 6.3: Two alternative representations of the hierarchy view.

those portions of the graph that are currently being explored. Users
can reposition the displayed nodes to improve the layout interactively.

In this view, nodes are represented as spheres. Color and size of the
spheres are used to encode numerical attributes on demand accord-
ing to user specifications. Additional iconic shapes can be attached to
the spheres to convey structural properties of the sub-graph induced
by a node. Edges can be represented in three ways (see Figure 6.2).
First, a classic straight line representation can be used to visualize con-
nectivity. Second, CGV represents an edge as a line whose thickness
at the source node and at the target node is proportional to the rela-
tive amount of edge weight that the edge contributes to the sum of
all edge weights at the source node and the target node, respectively.
This proportional encoding results in tapered edge shapes that indicate
the “information flow” in a network. Third, edge bundling and con-
vex hulls are used to de-clutter the view and to emphasize nodes
cluster affiliation. String labels provide textual information (see Sec-
tion 6.5.6). A novelty is that the displayed graph layout can be easily
tiled for individual printing. These tiles can be manually assembled
as a large poster for presentations or off-screen collaborative data
analysis.

6.4.2 Hierarchy Representations

CGV uses the following coordinated views to represent the graph
hierarchy H, which is the backbone for the navigation between differ-
ent macro-views of G. These views give an overview of H, represent
the current level of abstraction (i.e., maximal antichain), and visualize
selected node attributes (qualitative or quantitative).
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Figure 6.4: The textual tree view shows labels that can be optionally magni-
fied by a fisheye transformation.

hierarchy views Two alternative representations of the overall
topology of H are offered that follow Reingold-Tilford layouts [283].
One representation uses triangles the other dots and lines (see Fig-
ure 6.3). In both cases, a superimposed polyline indicates the cur-
rent antichain. Color coding is applied to visualize a selected node
attribute. While the triangle-based representation makes it easier to
recognize colors and, hence, to grasp an overview of the value dis-
tribution, the mapping to dots and lines is better suited to convey
structure.

textual tree view This view (see Figure 6.4) complements the
hierarchy view in that it presents textual labels of the nodes of H
(which is not possible in the hierarchy view). The expanded and col-
lapsed nodes in the view represent the current maximal antichain.

magic eye view The magic eye view is based on a Walker lay-
out [66] that is projected onto a 3D hemisphere. It was originally
developed as a focus+context technique for hierarchies [218]. We ex-
tended the original design to visualize selected cross-edges among
nodes of the hierarchy by representing them as arcs spanning around
the hemisphere surface (see Figure 6.5, left). With this extension, the
magic eye view represents both the graph hierarchy H and selected
edges of a macro-view of the underlying graph G. As an alternative,
users can also switch to a 2D representation of the radial tree layout
(see Figure 6.5, right).
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Figure 6.5: The magic eye view represents cross-edges in addition to the
edges of the graph hierarchy in 3D or 2D.

6.4.3 Complementary Overviews

The aforementioned views are all suited to see details of nodes and
edges of the hierarchy H and the underlying graph G. To help users
maintain an overall mental map of the data two additional represen-
tations are incorporated:

splat view This view represents the layout of a macro-view of the
underlying graph G in condensed form as a color-coded map [352].
It is helpful in spotting quickly dense layout regions, even if the avail-
able screen real estate is limited (see Figure 6.6, left). As an alterna-
tive to the default rainbow color scale, users can opt to use a gray
scale encoding to avoid the disadvantages inherent in rainbow color
scales [62].

matrix view Alternatively, CGV uses a matrix representation to
give an overview of the edge weight distribution of a macro-view of
G (see Figure 6.6, right). The weights are color-coded in the matrix
cells using a yellow to red color scale; gray is used to color those
cells where no corresponding edges exist. The main diagonal cells
are used to color-code node characteristics, which in the case of clus-
tered graphs may be taken to represent edge density in the cluster.
This helps users in spotting dense clusters that may be interesting to
explore next.

6.4.4 Remarks on Views

This section provided an overview of the different views available in
CGV. In addition to these views, which all represent connectivity and
edge/node attributes the system provides several meta views. They
contain meta information like statistics about the data set, detailed
textual descriptions of node properties, search results, or the current
system status. Meta views provide users with assorted context infor-
mation that assists in the exploration process.
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Figure 6.6: The splat view (left) provides a condensed overview of the graph
layout. The matrix view (right) visualizes edge weights and edge
density.

It is worth mentioning that the graph view, the hierarchy view and
the textual tree view are endowed with fisheye-based focus+context
representations that allow users to access detailed information quickly
without loosing the overall context [330]. This capability greatly en-
hances readability of colors and labels and it is particularly useful for
browsing visually large data sets. The magic eye view is by design a
focus+context technique.

The architecture of CGV enables different assemblies of views (see
Section 6.5.7). This mechanism can be used to provide customized
view arrangements depending on the application context and the vi-
sualization task.

6.5 interaction

For visual data exploration, interaction is a necessity. Since explo-
rative analysis tasks can be many-faceted, an a-priori decision for
a particular visual mapping is impractical. Well-designed interaction
helps users choose relevant data subsets and adjust the visual map-
ping to suit a particular course of visual exploration. To that end,
CGV provides several ways of interacting with the data and their vi-
sual representations.

6.5.1 Coordinated vs. Uncoordinated Interaction

Our system distinguishes between coordinated and uncoordinated
interaction. Uncoordinated interactions are those that are local to a
particular view. For example, there is no need to coordinate changes
of visualization parameters (e.g., color scale or font size) across views,
because each view is monolithic and implements its own mapping
strategy and has visualization parameters that are independent of
other views.

In contrast, coordinated interactions are those that change the global
perspective on the data, that is, all views are consistent in what they
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represent (but not how). Operations on the data model like filtering
graph elements or choosing a different macro-view are examples of
coordinated interactions. CGV implements coordinated interactions
as follows. When a user performs an interaction in a view, the request
is propagated to a controller that in turn notifies all other views of the
pending operation. This gives all views the opportunity to take any
actions required to prepare for the pending interaction. After that, the
controller performs the interaction on the data model, which might
include scheduling costly calculations on the worker queue (e.g., lay-
out computations). Once the work is done, the controller informs all
views about the particular change, the view having initiated the inter-
action being informed first. Each notified view updates itself to react
to the change in the data model. Again, this can involve computations
that need to be asynchronous (e.g., layout generation or animation).
Given the multitude of views that can initiate this procedure, it is nec-
essary to follow a consistent common interaction policy. For instance,
a double left click on a node should result in expansion of the node,
no matter in which view the double click was performed.

6.5.2 Basic Interactions

In any visual interactive system we can think of, interaction presup-
poses some form of object selection [378], together with mechanisms
to temporarily lock a view focus and to coordinate data and visual
operation updates across multiple views. Next we present a more or
less high level description of fundamental CGV interactions. To con-
vey an impression of how these basic interactions can be applied by
users, they are presented in an order that resembles a real usage sce-
nario, rather than in an order that relates to interaction complexity.

zooming , panning , and fisheye magnification One com-
mon interaction is to adjust the viewport to a level of graphical ab-
straction that suits the task at hand. This includes zooming and pan-
ning operations as well as scrolling. In situations where only a quick
view on details is sufficient, users can shortcut viewport adjustments
by using dynamic fisheye magnification techniques (in the hierarchy
view, the textual tree view, and the graph view).

identify Once users have found suitable viewports they usually
want to identify the visualized data objects. This can be accomplished
by hovering the mouse cursor over visual elements in any view. The
identified object is highlighted in all visualizations and its detailed
information is shown in a dedicated meta view.

locate Making an identified data object visible in all views is
cumbersome if this has to be done by adjusting all viewports sep-
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arately. As a novel alternative to manual viewport adjustment, we
implement the locate interaction, which is activated by a left click. Its
purpose is to broadcast to all the views the fact that a data object
has become the focus of interest in a particular view. When a view
receives notification of this type of interaction it is obliged to adjust
itself so that the involved data object becomes visible. This operation
is particularly useful in cases when users spot an “interesting” ele-
ment in one view and want all other views to automatically focus on
the same element.

lock/unlock To help users stay focused on an identified data
object, it is possible to lock it (ctrl+left click). In lock mode the fo-
cus is fixed and any request to change the focus is neglected (i.e.,
hover is deactivated) until the lock is released by an unlock operation
(ctrl+right click). While being in lock-mode, CGV can provide fur-
ther interactions that work only with the fractional size of the focus,
but would be hard to apply to all or even a subset of the data objects.
One such interaction is edge-based traveling, which we describe later.

brushing Setting a primary focus on a single data object via lock-
ing is complemented by brushing, which can be used to set a sec-
ondary focus on multiple data objects by holding shift and using the
left mouse button (click or drag). Since there is no restriction on the
number of brushed elements, CGV highlights them sparingly to avoid
cluttering (i.e., using little screen space and few visual attributes).

expand/collapse Since CGV’s basic data structure is a graph
hierarchy, expand and collapse can be used to interactively change the
macro-view of the graph, i.e., to control the information drill-down.
The expand operation (double left click) provides access to more de-
tails by replacing a selected node with a layout of its induced sub-
graph. Collapse is the inverse operation (double right click) and can
be used to get back to an overview.

visualization parameter adjustment All views provide
some mechanism to adjust visualization parameters either by direct
manipulation (e.g., mouse wheel rotation) or by entering values in a
user interface. In Section 6.5.7, we discuss the interface facilities that
CGV offers in this regard.

In contrast to visualization parameter adjustments (which are un-
coordinated), identify, locate, lock/unlock, brushing, and expand/col-
lapse are coordinated interactions. All these basic interactions are sup-
ported by all views. In the previous descriptions, we also indicated
the common interaction policy that all views should follow: The left
mouse button is associated with “positive” interactions (e.g., identify,
locate, lock, brush, expand), while the right mouse button handles
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“negative” interactions (e.g., unlock, de-brush, collapse). This distinc-
tion has been made to help users apply the interactions consistently,
even though the views are quite different.

6.5.3 Dynamic Filtering

When exploring a graph with respect to certain attributes, it can be
very helpful to dynamically filter out irrelevant nodes and edges [19].
Depending on view characteristics and visualization tasks, two alter-
natives exist to display filtering results: filtered objects can be dimmed
or they can be made invisible. Dimming objects is useful in views that
maintain an overview, where all information needs to be displayed
at all times, but filtered objects need only to be indicated. Making
objects invisible is useful in views that notoriously suffer from clut-
tering.

basic dynamic filtering Elementary filters are commonly ap-
plied to describe conditions that must be satisfied for an object to pass
through. Range sliders are an effective mechanism to filter by any par-
ticular numerical attribute. These include exogenous data or numeri-
cal attributes computed by the system like degrees, peeling numbers,
or weights. In addition to range sliders, CGV provides a textual fil-
ter that extracts objects with specified labels. Both basic filters allow
users to specify manifold filter conditions by simply moving a slider
or typing letter strings. Further elementary filters can be integrated if
required.

enhanced dynamic filtering For complex data sets where
nodes and edges are associated with a multitude of attributes, rely-
ing solely on elementary filters is not sufficient. The next natural step
is to combine elementary filters to provide some form of multidimen-
sional data reduction. The usefulness of this approach is discussed
in [99]. In CGV, composite filters can be created by logically combin-
ing elementary filters. A logical AND combination generates a filter
that can be passed only if an object obeys all conditions. An object
passes a logical OR filter if it satisfies any of the composed filter con-
ditions.

The question that needs to be answered is how to enable the user
to create composite filters dynamically during runtime. While other
systems offer only fixed filter combinations or require users to enter
syntactic constructs of some filter language, CGV implements a visual
interface where the user can visually specify logical combinations of
filters. The interface can be operated in two modes – basic and ad-
vanced. In basic mode, only the elementary filters can be adjusted,
whereas the structure of the filter (i.e., the logical combinations) is
fixed (see Figure 6.7 (a)). In advanced mode, the structure of a filter
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Figure 6.7: Enhanced dynamic filtering via a logical combination of five ele-
mentary filters – (a) Basic mode; (b) Advanced mode.

is subject to change (see Figure 6.7 (b)). This allows users to compile
more complex filters, which can be conserved for later reuse once they
have proven useful. The advanced mode is kept at a steerable level
by following the sieve metaphor, according to which objects have to
pass the filters from top to bottom. The sieve is modeled as a sin-
gle logical AND combination of an arbitrary number of logical OR
combinations, which in turn contain arbitrary elementary filters. The
elementary filters involved in an OR combination are arranged hor-
izontally, indicating that an object can pass any of them. The AND
filter is represented as vertical arrangement of the participating OR
combinations, indicating that an object has to pass all of them. Note
that the restriction to the sieve metaphor only affects the user inter-
face. Internally any logical combination of filters is possible.

Figure 6.7 shows an example of a filter that can only be passed
by nodes that have an attribute value named mrv in the interval
[−1.5;−1.0], and that contain in their labels the terms “bohr” or “ein-
stein”, and that have a degree between 11 - 17 or a node weight (wv)
between 14 - 34:

mrv ∈ [−1.5;−1.0] ∧

“bohr” ⊂ label ∨ “einstein” ⊂ label ∧
degree ∈ [11; 17] ∨ wv ∈ [14; 34].

As an illustration of the flexibility of these filters consider the ex-
ploration of time varying multi-graphs. Browsing with respect to time
is a typical task when exploring such data. By modeling time as an
attribute one can associate a range filter to it and use a correspond-
ing time slider to obtain a sequence of time varying snapshots of the
graph’s evolution (an implementation of a dedicated time slider is
not necessary).

6.5.4 Graph Lenses

Dynamic filtering provides a means to globally adjust what is be-
ing displayed in CGV’s views. For more local interaction, we apply
interactive lenses. Although lenses are recognized as useful tools to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.8: Interactive graph lenses – (a) View with a focused node; (b) The
local edge lens removes edge clutter; (c) The layout lens gathers
nodes that are adjacent to the focus node, but might be scattered
in the layout; (d) The composite lens combines (b), (c), and a
fisheye lens to tidy up the lens area, gathers relevant nodes, and
spreads those that get accumulated in the lens center in a single
operation.

support visual exploration [58, 324], they have been considered only
recently for graph visualization [330]. In CGV, lenses are used in the
main graph view to locally tidy up layout regions that are cluttered
and to generate local overviews. They can be switched on/off by a
single click and can be moved around using drag and drop.

local edge lens A lens that operates on the rendering stage is
the local edge lens [330]. It is used to unveil the connectivity of nodes
when the visual representation is cluttered with edges. To tidy up
a lens perimeter, we consider as relevant only those edges that are
adjacent to nodes inside the layout area covered by the lens. During
rendering we apply stencil buffering to allow only relevant edges to
be displayed in the lens view. Compare Figure 6.8 (b) to Figure 6.8 (a)
to see the effect of this lens.

layout lens Consider the example depicted in Figure 6.8 (b). The
application of the local edge lens clearly reveals that the focused node
is connected to eight neighbors. However, only five of them are visi-
ble in the current viewport. To discern the characteristics of the other
three neighbors, the user would have to navigate to each of them
manually – a costly procedure that is common in known graph vi-
sualization systems. To address this and similar exploration tasks,
CGV provides the layout lens, which is a generalization of the bring-
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neighbors-lens introduced in [330]. Its purpose is to adapt the graph
layout to gather nodes that exhibit certain similar characteristics, but
that might be scattered in the layout (e.g., as the set of neighbors in
Figure 6.8 (b)). When applying this lens, nodes change their position
according to the lens position and the lens perimeter. While mov-
ing the lens towards a focus node, the affected nodes are attracted
towards the lens. When the lens reaches the position directly above
the focus node, all affected nodes become located within the lens
perimeter, with the node originally farthest away now on the lens
perimeter. Figure 6.8 (c) shows that this generates a local overview of
the focus node and the affected nodes (including the three previously
unknown neighbors). While the focus node is simply defined as the
node nearest to the center of the lens, affected nodes can be deter-
mined in different ways. Currently, we limit ourselves to affect nodes
that are neighbors of the focus node in the current macro-view. In this
sense, our current implementation can be termed topological, but one
could think of extending the current capabilities to provide semantic
lenses based on similarity of nodes as long as smooth interactivity is
maintained.

fisheye lens A lens that is useful to temporarily separate local
accumulations of nodes and to reduce node clutter is the fisheye lens.
It operates on the node positions only, not on node sizes.

composite lens The layout lens can sometimes accumulate too
many nodes in a local region (see Figure 6.8 (c)). The composite lens
resolves this problem by superimposing the effects of the local edge
lens, the layout lens, and the fisheye lens in one operation. It tidies
up the lens area, gathers relevant nodes, and spreads those that get
accumulated in the lens center as depicted in Figure 6.8 (d).

The on-demand character of the described lenses make them an in-
teresting alternative to resolve visibility issues (i.e., edge clutter, out-
of-view objects, and node accumulation) in cases where classic zoom
and pan are impractical or cumbersome to apply. CGV’s architecture
allows to programmatically place lenses in the graph layout, for in-
stance to emphasize interesting data elements.

6.5.5 View Space and Data Space Navigation

Navigation of the view space is an essential task during visual explo-
ration. A fairly standard approach not only in graph visualization is
to let users grab a view and drag it as necessary. Though being a very
natural and intuitive interaction, it implies higher physical costs in
terms of mouse mileage [151]. CGV alleviates these costs by provid-
ing alternative navigation methods: pan-wheel navigation for the view
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space and edge-based traveling as a dedicated data space navigation
method.

pan-wheel navigation In contrast to common pan or scroll op-
erations, for which users know the specific position to where they
want to go, the pan-wheel interaction allows users to travel the view
space freely when no particular graph region needs to be reached.
This opens up the possibility of spotting “interesting” areas for fur-
ther inspection via zooming into more specific regions. Pan-wheel
navigation is activated by simply holding the left mouse button and
dragging the mouse to specify direction and speed of the naviga-
tion. The pan-wheel navigation can optionally be augmented with
a radar view as described in Section 6.5.6. As interesting aspect for
future work will be to integrate speed-dependent zooming, which
has shown to be effective for larger view spaces [83].

edge-based traveling Current graph visualization systems of-
fer only limited support for data space navigation. Most systems map
the task of data space navigation to one of view space navigation. But
graphs offer a well-defined structure, which should be utilized for
data space navigation. CGV follows this idea and provides a naviga-
tion method called edge-based traveling [16]. It operates on the struc-
ture of the currently explored macro-view of G and allows users to
explore the macro-view’s structure by performing a series of simple
mouse clicks. To activate edge-based traveling, the user has to lock
on a node u. After that it is possible to click any edge adjacent to u.
From then on there are two options to follow: travel or preview. The
user can left click an edge to travel to the node v that is connected via
the clicked edge (u, v). This is implemented as a composition of the
following basic operations: unlock u, locate v, and lock v. The first un-
lock operation is a prerequisite. The locate operation causes all views
to center on v. The final lock operation ensures that edge-based trav-
eling can proceed further from the just focused node v. Since not all
nodes that can be reached via edge-based traveling are necessarily
visible in the graph view, users sometimes do not know where they
will be traveling when clicking an edge. In such cases, the preview
mode helps. Users can right click an edge (u, v) to center it in the
view so that both u and v become visible. In the preview, users can
decide to actually perform edge-based traveling via a left click or to
abort the preview and return to the original view by right clicking a
second time. Both preview and traveling are augmented with smooth
viewport animations (see Section 6.5.6). This edge-driven navigation
is a novel interaction mode that to our knowledge has not been incor-
porated in previous systems. In combination with appropriately set
filters and lenses, it is a useful tool to explore large graph layouts in
concert with very localized data characteristics.
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6.5.6 Visual Augmentation

Interactions can encapsulate complex semantics, which are not imme-
diately apparent to users. To make CGV’s interactions more under-
standable and efficient to use, they are augmented with visual cues.
The goal of this section is to illustrate the potential of such visual
cues.

use of animation Animation is a helpful tool to support the
user’s mental map [160, 276]. We apply two kinds of animations. One
is view-centric and augments the navigation in the view space; the
other is data-centric and augments the transition between different
levels of abstraction.

Viewport switches are caused among others by zoom and pan op-
erations, locate interactions, and edge-based traveling. When interact-
ing with large graph layouts, viewport switches can be difficult to
comprehend. CGV’s graph view applies smooth viewport animation
following the method described in [355]. During animation the view-
port is parametrically interpolated between origin and destination.
It is simultaneously slightly enlarged to facilitate the overview. The
length of the animation is determined by the distance between origin
and destination.

The data-centric expand and collapse interactions change the level
of abstraction by exposing new nodes or removing some of them.
Since this changes the layout of nodes and edges significantly, smooth
animation is applied in the textual tree view and the graph view. This
is implemented as an interpolation between the position of a newly
exposed node and the position of its parent node. Expand animations
appear as if nodes emanate from their parent, whereas collapse ani-
mations work the opposite way. These animations are time-bound,
that is, they are finished within an assured time frame. We figured
500ms and 2s to be good time frames for the textual tree view and
the graph view, respectively. However, these values heavily depend
on user preferences, and thus, are subject to parameterization.

Both kinds of animation can be interrupted by the user at any point
(recall synchronous interaction vs. asynchronous animation). While
expand and collapse animations immediately switch to the final re-
sult upon interruption, the viewport animation just stops. This gives
users the option to pause if they spot something interesting during
the animation.

While animation in a single view is a well-investigated solution, a
question remains for multi-view systems: Can animation really be
useful if we animate multiple views simultaneously? Users could
hardly follow all changes, and animation could lead to confusion
rather than support [344]. Therefore, all animations in CGV are queued
and played one after the other. The view that has been the source
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Figure 6.9: The infinite grid – The image series shows how the grid changes
when zooming into a cluster of nodes.

of an interaction (i.e., is in the user’s focus) is animated first. Possi-
ble extensions of this very basic animation scheduling could account
for proximity and sizes of views to prioritize larger neighbors of the
source view and neglect animations of distant views, which can be
necessary for a larger number of views.

infinite grid CGV’s main graph view visualizes the general struc-
ture of a macro-view of G and uses node size to encode a selected
node attribute. To maintain expressiveness, node sizes are kept fixed
during zooming operations. However, this impairs perception of close-
ness and distance of nodes in the layout during zooming, because size
is an important visual cue to judge them. To overcome this disadvan-
tage, we use a novel grid display termed infinite grid that provides a
form of visual reference for the perception of distances. An ordinary
grid is not sufficient, since the layout coordinates span several mag-
nitudes (due to incremental layout computation). The infinite grid
shows a primary grid for the magnitude of the current zoom level.
A secondary grid is sketched in a dimmed color to indicate the next
lower magnitude. When the zoom level is increased the secondary
grid smoothly takes on the fully saturated color of the primary grid.
At a certain point, the secondary grid fully resembles the primary
grid and replaces it, and a new very dimmed secondary grid appears
(see Figure 6.9). This procedure works analogous when decreasing
the zoom level. Our current users found the infinite grid particularly
helpful to judge distances during viewport animations, which per-
form a smooth change of the zoom level.

radar view We introduced the pan-wheel navigation as a method
for navigating in CGV’s main graph view. A weak spot of this ap-
proach is that users are unaware of what they might discover during
the course of the navigation. To address this concern, pan-wheel nav-
igation is augmented by providing users a novel look ahead guide
of what is coming next in the current travel direction. Look ahead
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(a) (b)

Direction
of panning

Figure 6.10: The radar view is designed as to project off-screen nodes to the
viewport. This provides guidance during pan-wheel interaction
toward possibly interesting spots in the data. (a) Navigation
without radar view; (b) Navigation with radar view.

guidance has recently been suggested for visualization on mobile de-
vices [146], but has not yet been proposed for graph visualization.

What we call the radar view [333] shows a semi-transparent circular
sector that emanates from the center of the view to infinity and that is
aligned with the selected navigation direction of the pan-wheel. The
sectors’s central angle can be parameterized. We currently use a fixed
angle of 90◦. Dynamically changing the angle depending on traveling
speed is also feasible, but it is not currently implemented. During pan-
wheel navigation, all nodes that fall into the circular sector, but are
currently not within the viewport, are projected to the borders of the
viewport so that they become visible. The different sizes and colors
of the projected nodes provide a look ahead mechanism of what will
be found in the current navigation direction. Users can use this as a
guide to adjust their travel direction with the pan-wheel. The radar
view then adjusts itself accordingly. Figure 6.10 illustrates pan-wheel
interaction with and without the radar view.

labeling Labeling is an important visual cue. It helps users es-
tablish connections between visualized data characteristics and par-
ticular data objects identified by some textual labels (e.g., the larger
red-colored node (characteristics) represents “Einstein’s work” (object
label)). This is one of the reasons for treating string labels as first-class
objects in the data model and in the system views.

In particular, labels are always embedded explicitly in a visual rep-
resentation if they do not occlude the view. The textual tree view
representation of the graph hierarchy H can be seen as a complete
taxonomy of the underlying graph data in label space. Coordinated
linking of any view with the textual tree view together with the text
search facility makes the connection between the displayed data ob-
jects and their string labels quite apparent. CGV strictly adheres to
the policy of always highlighting node labels when corresponding
nodes are activated in any view.
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Because avoiding occlusion among labels and between labels and
other visual features is a computationally complex task, the main
graph view and the magic eye view display labels in a selective man-
ner only. The magic eye view shows labels for the currently high-
lighted node, and only optionally for its ancestors or for nodes con-
nected via cross-edges. This keeps labeling costs at a manageable
level. The graph view follows a global labeling strategy, that is, it
tries to label as many nodes as possible. If “enough” display space is
available, labels get attached to nodes directly. Otherwise, it attempts
to label ancestors with aggregated labels (visually differentiated by
font type and size, see Figure 6.2). This simple strategy accounts for
label density, i.e., the number of labels per available screen space. The
net effect is that overviews show few aggregated labels only. During
zooming, the labeling is refined and labels are displayed in an incre-
mental fashion according to the zooming level.

6.5.7 User Interface

Interactive visualization using multiple views requires a well designed
user interface. This includes both, the arrangement of views on the
display and the interface to allow users to parameterize views.

The integration of visualization parameters in CGV’s data model
allows us to export them via two different user interfaces (see Fig-
ure 6.11). One is a panel that lists all available parameters using stan-
dard widgets (e.g., buttons, sliders, etc.). Users can adjust parameters
to their needs and optionally apply the changes to get visual feed-
back. We refer to this as asynchronous parameterization. But there
are certainly parameters that are used more often than others during
interactive visual exploration. To ease the adjustment of important
parameters, we provide instant access via a toolbar that processes re-
quests for parameter changes immediately; we call this synchronous
parameterization. Recently, it has been shown that duplicating impor-
tant functionality from an all-encompassing control panel to an ex-
posed position (e.g., a toolbar) is a useful way to drive adaptable user
interfaces [132]. In CGV, the toolbar can be considered to be adapted
to the common user, whereas the panel for setting all visualization
parameters is for advanced and expert users only.

When it comes to arranging multiple views on the display, there
are two extremal positions one can take. One is to use a fixed ar-
rangement that has been designed by an expert and has been proved
to be efficient. The other is to provide users with the full flexibility
of windowing systems, allowing them to move and resize views dy-
namically. Both extremes have their pros and cons and are actually
applied in the literature, e.g., [15] for fixed arrangement and [40] for
full flexibility. We do not go for either extreme, but instead make use
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: User interface for visualization parameters – (a) All-
encompassing settings panel; (b) Toolbar for quick access to im-
portant parameters.

of a docking framework1. The main reason is that docking maintains
flexibility, but imposes certain order in terms of what arrangements
are possible. Preferably, views should not overlap partially; a view
should either be visible or not. To achieve this, the available screen
space is partitioned into regions, each containing one or more views.
The regions can be resized and moved as long as the arrangement
remains a partition, i.e., remains overlap-free. A region that contains
multiple views provides an interface to switch between them (usually
tab-based). Partially visible views can thus be avoided. Figure 6.12,
6.13, and 6.14 (see last pages of this chapter) show possible arrange-
ments of the views provided in CGV. The docking framework we use
also allows for predesigned arrangements. This is a requirement for
user-centered and task-oriented visualization. By default CGV uses
an arrangement of views that is suited for visual exploration, which is
similar to that in [15]. We have also experimented with other view ar-
rangements for specific tasks or data sets, as for instance for browsing
through time-varying graphs. Besides relying on pre-designed view
arrangements, experts or users can design their own customized ones
and store them for later reuse. This is a useful feature that allows for
easy adaptation of CGV to domain- and task-specific needs.

6.5.8 Interaction History

As described in [305], keeping a history of user interactions supports
iterative visual exploration. This allows users to undo operations that
were performed by accident or that yielded unsatisfactory results.
Even though history mechanisms have long since been recognized
as important in the HCI community (e.g., [17]) and are gaining im-

1 See www.infonode.net for details.

www.infonode.net
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portance in the visualization community (e.g., [95, 219, 188]), they are
rarely present in current graph visualization systems.

We provide for basic undo and redo to close this gap. A history
manager enables us to keep track of interactions and to undo them.
Undone interactions can be redone, unless a new interaction is exe-
cuted, which causes the history manager to dispose of all previously
undone interactions. This behavior resembles a linear history as pro-
vided in many computer applications (e.g., web browsers).

Currently, CGV’s history mechanism supports commands that are
deterministic and do not require a copy of the whole data model to
undo them (e.g., brushing as well as expand and collapse operations
(see Section 6.5.2). Synchronous parameterization performed via the
toolbars of CGV’s views (see Section 6.5.7) is logged and can be un-
done. This helps users tune different parameter settings that best suit
their visualization task.

In summary, CGV supports visual graph exploration by integrat-
ing standard and enhanced interaction techniques. Some of the inter-
actions introduced in this section can be applied in other visualiza-
tion contexts (e.g., the user interface to create advanced filter queries
during runtime, the radar view as a look-ahead guide for off-screen
objects, or the infinite grid as a spatial reference). We compare CGV
to selected graph visualization systems in the next section.

6.6 related work

A wide range of graph visualization software has been and is still be-
ing developed. These include general graph libraries like JUNG (Java
Universal Network/Graph Framework) [6] or JGraphT [5], which
focus on algorithms and data structures, but consider visualization
more or less as an add-on. Dedicated graph visualization tools like Wal-
rus [11], HyperTree [4], or Vizster [159] focus on the implementation
of a single visualization approach. Multiple-view systems like Impro-
vise [370] or Tableau [9] integrate several visualization approaches,
but are often focused on data visualization, rather than graph visu-
alization. More general information visualization frameworks like the In-
foVis Toolkit [117] or Prefuse [162] (and recently VTK [381]) provide
the platform to develop graph visualization software, but they are not
self-contained ready-to-use systems.

Given the wealth of software out there, the reader might ask what
makes CGV special or in what aspects does CGV differ from other
systems. It is beyond the scope of this work to compare CGV with an
exhaustive list of visualization software. Instead, we elaborate on the
strengths and weaknesses of CGV compared to selected approaches
keeping our focus on graph visualization systems and interactivity.

We decided to compare CGV to four selected systems: ASK-Graph-
View, Tulip, Pajek, and GUESS. All these systems support the visual
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exploration of graphs. However, they are very different in terms of
system architecture (ASK-GraphView and Pajek: monolithic architec-
ture; Tulip: plug-in system; GUESS: scripting language), implemented
views (single view vs. multiple views), and offered interaction.

ASK-GraphView [15] is the direct predecessor of CGV. The system
has been developed with a focus on large graphs and, hence, em-
ploys sophisticated data structures and data handling mechanisms.
A fixed arrangement of several linked views allows for easy graph ex-
ploration. Basic search, navigation, and filtering functions are offered
to the user.

Tulip [40] is an open source visualization system that is capable
of showing different representations of graphs. The system is com-
prehensive in terms of provided layout and analysis algorithms. It
is suited for experts to compare research results or to test new algo-
rithms. Extensions can be easily integrated thanks to Tulip’s plug-in
mechanism. Tulip is not restricted to exploration tasks, but can also
be used to edit a graph (i.e., add/remove nodes and edges).

Pajek [93] is similar to Tulip in that it provides several different
layout algorithms. From the number of algorithms implemented in
Pajek it is apparent that the system has a clear focus on graph anal-
ysis, including clustering and graph partitioning. The visualization
facilities include node-link diagrams and simple view navigation.

The GUESS system [18] in its basic version provides a single node-
link view of a graph and a command prompt to allow users to ma-
nipulate the visual representation in manifold ways. Behind the com-
mand prompt, GUESS employs a scripting language called Gython
to drive the interaction. The embedded language is the core innova-
tion of the system as it provides a very flexible and capable means to
interact with the graph and its representation.

Since visual interaction is the major subject of our work, we will
compare the aforemention systems to CGV from that perspective.
To that end, we consider a list of interactions, which we derived
from [385]:

1. Select: Mark something as interesting.

2. Explore: Show me something else.

3. Encode/Reconfigure: Show me a different representation/arrange-
ment.

4. Abstract/Elaborate: Show me more or less detail.

5. Filter: Show me something conditionally.

6. Connect: Show me related items.

7. Undo/Redo: Let me go where I have been already.

8. Change configuration: Let me adjust the interface.
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These interactions are supported differently by the systems Pajek,
Tulip, ASK-GraphView, GUESS, and CGV, as we will see next.

1 . select All systems provide means for selection of nodes and
edges, which are basically implemented as point-and-click interac-
tions.

2 . explore Pajek, Tulip, ASK-GraphView, and GUESS offer ex-
ploration in terms of navigation of the presentation space. Standard
zoom and pan interaction are offered. In addition, CGV enhances
view space navigation and, additionally, supports navigation in the
data space. The pan-wheel in conjunction with the radar view or the
locate interaction are useful for exploring the view space, whereas
CGV’s edge-based traveling is a novel way of navigating the data
space, which is not possible in the other systems.

3 . encode/reconfigure Pajek offers different layouts and al-
lows for linking of data attributes to visual variables. As mentioned
before, Tulip is comprehensive with regard to layouts and graphi-
cal encoding. Similarly powerful is GUESS, whose users can flexibly
script the visual encoding by using the embedded language. A list
of different layout algorithms is offered as well. ASK-GraphView and
CGV are not that flexible. They only allow users to choose the node
attribute to be visualized via color coding. Nonetheless, alternative
arrangements of the graph are offered in the different views of both
systems, but CGV provides more choices than ASK-GraphView.

4 . abstract/elaborate The GUESS systems allows users to
cluster nodes based on different metrics. Clusters can then be made
distinguishable by applying different visual encodings (incl. convex
hulls). The concept of super nodes that can be expanded or collapsed
is not available. It is available in Pajek and Tulip. However, expand
and collapse cannot be conducted in the main view by means of di-
rect interaction, but must be performed in separate views. Nodes are
not literally expanded or collapsed, but are rather made visible or
invisible. In contrast to that, ASK-GraphView and CGV are based on
the philosophy of expanding and collapsing nodes on demand. Ex-
pand/collapse are visually augmented in both systems by means of
animation. Moreover, any view provided by CGV can be used to per-
form this type of interaction, which is a usability plus compared to
the other systems.

5 . filter Interestingly, neither Pajek nor Tulip offer filtering fa-
cilities. ASK-GraphView offers a basic filter slider to focus on nodes
with specific properties. GUESS allows for filtering via its scripting
language. A programming language allows for very complex filtering
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conditions and manifold visual encodings of the filter results, which,
however, must be typed at the command prompt. Yet, by extending
the system, helpful user interface elements (e.g., sliders) can be incor-
porated. CGV provides an advanced filter mechanism that is based
on logical AND and OR combinations of basic filters and an intuitive
user interface. Filtered data elements are dimmed or omitted auto-
matically.

6 . connect The connect interaction, which shows the user related
items, is more difficult to grasp. Basically, all systems allow users to
relate items via their clustering and filtering facilities. Tulip, ASK-
GraphView, and CGV have multiple views that, through appropriate
linking, can show related views of the same data. CGV provides ad-
ditional methods: The layout lens is suited to bring related nodes to
the viewport and edge-based traveling supports navigation between
topologically neighboring nodes that appear distant in the layout.

7 . undo/redo Tulip, and ASK-GraphView do not provide a his-
tory mechanism. Pajek’s log files and GUESS’s command prompt of-
fer a way to reuse or edit previously issued commands, which how-
ever are not history mechanisms in terms of undoing or redoing in-
teraction. CGV is the only system that offers undo/redo in the classic
sense.

8 . change configuration The views of Pajek, ASK-GraphView,
and GUESS are subject to basic reconfiguration such as expand or
resize. Tulip uses a mix of docking and freely adjustable windows.
The docking framework applied in CGV is more flexible as it allows
for arbitrary arrangements, including grouping of views (within the
constraint of the docking paradigm) or task-based arrangements of
views, which can be stored.

The previously made statements are summarized in Table 6.1. It is
worth mentioning that Pajek, Tulip, and GUESS support an additional
aspect of interaction, namely graph editing. In this sense, they are not
only graph visualization systems, but visual graph editors. This is an
aspect that would be interesting to pursue in the future development
of CGV. In general, we found that other systems and tools described
in the literature do not focus on interaction as much as CGV does. In
particular, advanced navigation methods, history mechanisms, view
arrangements (e.g., via docking), or combinations of 2D and 3D views
are scarce. Moreover, the lack of web-accessibility is a limiting factor
of some of the existing software.
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Pajek Tulip ASK-Gr.V. GUESS CGV

Select + + + + +

Explore ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ +

Encode/Reconfigure ◦ + ◦ + ◦
Abstract/Elaborate + ◦ + ◦ +

Filter − − ◦ + +

Connect − ◦ ◦ ◦ +

Undo/Redo − − − − +

Change configuration − ◦ ◦ ◦ +

Edit ◦ ◦ − ◦ −

Table 6.1: Comparison of different graph visualization systems with respect
to offered interaction facilities (+, ◦, and − stand for advanced,
basic, and limited/no support).

6.7 evaluation desiderata

Evaluation of visualization and interaction techniques in information
visualization is a challenging task [29, 105]. For systems that incor-
porate many different visualization and interaction techniques, the
challenge is even bigger. This is due to the multitude of parameters
that influence the evaluation, a fact that raises questions like: Which
parameterization should be tested for which visualization?, Which
combinations of visual and interaction methods should be evaluated?,
Which tasks and user groups should be addressed?, and so forth.
These are questions that we are not ready to address in this writing.

Our current approach is very rudimentary, i.e., “Deploy the sys-
tem and get feedback”. For the continuous evaluation of CGV we are
employing a three-fold strategy. (1) Early focus on users, empirical
measurements, and iterative design [142]. (2) Expert interviews are
conducted to evaluate CGV in the context of real world application
scenarios [340]. (3) We provide access to CGV over the Internet and
are preparing to collect feedback from a broader audience. This type
of evaluation can yield valuable results [209].

6.7.1 Users Feedback

Next, we discuss feedback collected from early adopters of CGV main-
ly concerning the user interface and interaction techniques. The dif-
ferent visualizations were not a major issue since they are mainly
well-accepted approaches from the literature. The feedback of users
influenced the development of the system in several aspects.
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views arrangement In the early stages, users complained about
the fixed arrangement of views. Even though they were able to resize
the views independently, instant maximization of a view or rearrange-
ments were not possible. To overcome these difficulties we incorpo-
rated the docking framework as described in Section 6.5.7.

parameter settings Another aspect was the setting of visual-
ization parameters. As the views in CGV became more and more
complex, the number of visualization parameters increased and the
panel to set the parameters grew. Users found it difficult to locate im-
portant parameters and demanded easy access. This prompted us to
incorporate tool bars to allow instant adjustment of the most impor-
tant parameters on a per view basis (see Section 6.5.7).

zoom direction and center Some design flaws were noticed
regarding some of the interaction mechanisms offered by CGV. An
example is the zoom operation performed via the mouse wheel in
the graph view. The direction of zooming was opposite to the intu-
ition of some users. Interestingly, other users had no problems with
the zoom function. Only recently, we found evidence that both direc-
tions of zooming are appropriate, depending on the mental model of
the user [143]. So we added a parameter that allows users to control
the direction of zooming operations. Moreover, when zooming in, we
considered the current location of the mouse cursor as the center of
the zoom operation. Since this was counterintuitive for some users,
we introduced a zooming mode that takes the center of the viewport
as the center for the zoom operation, rather than the mouse cursor. In
the textual tree view, initially we used the mouse wheel for zooming
as in the graph view. However, this differs from the standard behav-
ior in classic tree views. Now, users can scroll this view via the mouse
wheel, while for zooming the ctrl key has to be held down in addi-
tion to rotating the wheel.

Further users feedback led to the implementation of the infinitive
grid, the pan wheel and the radar view, the preview mode for edge-
based traveling, the search box, and the history mechanism men-
tioned earlier (see Section 6.5). In summary, user feedback has been
incorporated continuously during CGV’s development. This supports
the thesis that formative testing is indeed: “a valuable technique dur-
ing the development of an information visualization to gain design
feedback and fix bugs.” [29].

6.7.2 Expert Interviews

On a second evaluation stage, we provided CGV to domain experts
and asked for their criticism. Besides the general feedback, two spe-
cific needs were raised by the experts.
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“dIEM oSiRiS” is a joint effort of several disciplines to investigate
regenerative systems with the goal to assist the research for a cure
of Parkinson’s disease and other neuronal defects [345]. The need
to store complex filters for later re-use was pointed out to us by re-
searchers from this group. As we described earlier, such functionality
is now available in CGV.

Investigators who conduct research related to neuro-mapping and
development atlases of neuronal systems [296] pointed out that filter-
ing based on node and edge attributes is not enough in their domain.
They need methods to filter their data according to structural graph
properties. These suggestions motivated us to start a project to intro-
duce new tools in CGV for graph motifs finding. Though we were
able to generate some initial results, this project is still in its early
stage, and we hope to report this in the future.

6.7.3 Web-Based Evaluation

The third stage in our evaluation strategy is to deploy CGV on the
Web and to collect feedback from a broader audience. Currently, we
provide access to CGV and a medium size data set for experimenta-
tion [326]. We encourage the readers to go to the web site, test our
tools, and send us their general feedback. The flexibility of CGV also
allows for more controlled experiments. For that purpose we have be-
gun to identify specific aspects of CGV for user testing. We derived,
for instance, an applet that focuses on the use of lenses and an ap-
plet that solely consists of the Magic eye view. One could also think
of two applets that employ the same visual and interaction concepts,
but use different parameterizations. We plan to embed these applets
in web pages that automatically collect timings and/or success rates
and provide an interface to rate user satisfaction. Even though we are
aware of the risks of web-based questionnaires, we hope that the feed-
back collected over the internet reveals hidden issues that otherwise
would have remained undiscovered.

6.8 conclusions and future work

We presented the interactive graph visualization system CGV. We
described its views and how they support the visual exploration of
graph hierarchies. A particular focus of this work is on interaction. We
introduced several novel interaction techniques. They include filter
composition, graph lenses, a pan wheel, edge-driven navigation, ad-
justable parameter settings, and a flexible docking framework. Novel
visual cues are used to augment the provided interaction techniques
(i.e., the infinite grid and the radar view). A history mechanism is
available to allow for undoing and redoing of interaction, which is
usually not available in current graph visualization systems.
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CGV is a general modular system that is applicable in a variety of
scenarios. First real world applications have been in the context of
evaluating graph clustering algorithms (see Figure 6.2) and the explo-
ration of topological structures of neuronal systems (see Section 6.9
and Figure 6.12). We are currently experimenting with CGV’s filter-
ing and history mechanisms to explore time evolving graph data. The
flexibility of CGV has paid off significantly during adaptation to dif-
ferent application scenarios.

When interactivity is the focus of system development, the sepa-
ration of visual interface and backing computations becomes a ne-
cessity. Interaction techniques and their visual augmentation require
tight integration with the visualization. Well designed models for co-
ordination and history are required to keep the system consistent.

General questions we want to address in future research are: Is it
possible to come up with common interaction patterns? Can user in-
terfaces for visualization parameters be generated automatically from
a proper description of the main parameter characteristics? How can
the flexible docking mechanism be used to achieve task-based adap-
tation of the system?

A more specific future objective is the integration of motif detection
as indicated in Section 6.7.2. This requires investigation of aspects
related to the specification of motif patterns, the detection of motif
patterns in the graph hierarchy, and the visualization and interaction
with detected pattern matches.

Improving the history mechanism to support more complex inter-
actions is another aim for future work. An approach is to keep track
of parameter adjustments performed via the settings panel (asynchro-
nous parameterization) and interactive changes applied to the dy-
namic filtering mechanism. To accomplish this we have to extend our
implementation in two aspects. First, we need composite commands
to encapsulate multiple basic commands. Secondly, we have to face
continuous interactions. CGV’s current history mechanism reaches its
limits when users apply continuous parameter adjustments via slid-
ers or continuous browsing in the view space via the pan-wheel. In
these cases, continuous interaction is mapped to a series of discrete
commands, all being tracked in the history, which is rather imprac-
tical. One possibility to overcome this shortcoming is to aggregate
a series of related commands into a single command based on well-
chosen timing. In other words, during continuous interaction com-
mands are aggregated. Only if the user pauses for a certain time pe-
riod during interaction (e.g., to check an intermediate result more
closely), we do issue a separate command to the history and begin
aggregating anew.

Finally, extension of the proposed interaction mechanisms to navi-
gate large directed graphs requires major breakthroughs in hierarchy
generation. This is due to the fact that current methods for undirected
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graphs are hindered by their inability to handle a sense of topological
direction.

6.9 case study : topology of neuronal systems

CGV has been used to explore the topological structure of neuronal
systems. In particular, the researchers goal is to create atlases of rat
brains. For that purpose, rat brains are dissected and mapped, for
instance with the help of computer vision methods [296]. The atlases
are organized in a hierarchical fashion, starting with the whole brain,
splitting into its left and right parts, and going further down to more
and more specific areas of the neuronal system. This hierarchy is con-
stantly updated according to new findings published in medicine arti-
cles. Additionally, this hierarchical structure of rat brains is manually
annotated with knowledge about functional dependencies between
regions of the brain. That is, if an experiment reveals a relationship
between regions A and B, then an edge (A,B) is inserted. These edges
can be directed or undirected, depending on the experimental results.
It is also possible that an edge connects a rather coarse brain region
(in upper parts of the hierarchy) with a quite specific one (in lower
parts in the hierarchy). Such edges give researchers hints as to where
further experiments could reveal more interesting and more specific
results. Patterns of functional dependency play also a role. The re-
searchers are mainly interested in motifs of 3 to 5 nodes, where triads
are particularly important.

Next, we describe how CGV can be used to explore the afore-
mentioned data. Currently the data contains about 3000 nodes and
roughly the same number of edges, but these numbers will increase
in the future as more medical results are entered in the database. Fig-
ure 6.12 (a) shows an initial representation of the data. The user has
folded away most views because he is mostly interested in the data’s
hierarchical structure. The symmetry of the left part and the right
part can be seen from the hierarchy view. The colors are pre-defined
and have a specific meaning to the researcher. He can use the search
box to find a node whose label contains the term Unclassified. Af-
ter typing three letters and performing a single click, the hierarchy
view updates itself automatically to focus on the node with the label
Unclassified_cell_group_L (Figure 6.12 (b)). Since this might iden-
tify a part of the brain that needs further research, the user decides to
fold the hierarchy view and switch to the graph view to see the node’s
relations to other parts of the brain. The graph view has already per-
formed layout computations and set the focus on the corresponding
cluster automatically. By looking at the edges, the user can see that
the node is related to other parts of the same cluster and to nodes
in other clusters, which however are off-screen (Figure 6.12 (c)). In
Figure 6.12 (d), he then uses the composite lens to create a local over-
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Figure 6.12: Exploration of the topological structure of rat brain.

view of the nodes connectivity. From this local overview he decides
that the node labeled Cerebral_cortex_L is worth further investiga-
tion. In order to navigate to that node, the user releases the lens and
uses edge-traveling. The navigation to the selected node is augmented
with an animation, which also slightly zooms out to create a better
overview (Figure 6.12 (e)). During zooming, the infinite grid serves
as a spatial reference to help the user judge the distance traveled. Af-
ter the node has been reached, the researcher expands it to see details
(Figure 6.12 (f)). However, at this point, the connection to the “Unclas-
sified” node is no longer apparent. To really focus on that connection,
nodes can be selected as shown in Figure 6.12 (g). To shortcut the
navigation back to the “Unclassified” node, the researcher performs
the selection in the textual tree view (left part of Figure 6.12 (h)). By
zooming out, a full screen overview of the connectivity of the selected
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nodes has been created. The researcher can now decide whether it is
worth to experimentally investigate this connectivity in more detail
or can continue his exploration.

6.10 case study : exploration of “wordnet” data

In a second usage example, we explore the well-known “WordNet”
data [120]. This data has about 100k nodes and 150k edges. CGV
automatically computes a hierarchy tree from the big graph. The user
can then use the hierarchy for interactive information drill down. We
exemplify this procedure in the following.

Figure 6.13 (a) shows an initial macro-view of the underlying “Word-
Net” data. The textual tree view represents the hierarchical structure

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.13: Exploration of “WordNet” data.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.14: Exploration of “WordNet” data continued.

and the splat view gives a coarse overview. Since the main graph view
is cluttered with many nodes and edges, the user performs a filter op-
eration with the slider to reduce the number of nodes. Figures 6.13

(b) and (c) show the effects of dimming filtered nodes and of omit-
ting them, respectively. Based on the filtered view the user decides
to start his exploration with the node selected in Figure 6.13 (a). He
disposes off the filter to have more screen space for the main graph
view. After a series of expand operations, the user reaches a node
labeled academic, degree/degree, which draws his attention. There
are several related nodes in the proximity. To get a better overview,
the user applies the layout lens to attract the related nodes as shown
in Figure 6.14 (a). As he moves the lens he recognizes that the neigh-
bors accumulate in the lens center and a yellow node appears at the
lens boundary (Figure 6.14 (b)). Because the nodes accumulate even
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when applying the composite lens, which should spread them, the
yellow node must be very far away in the layout. The user decides to
explore this distant node in more detail. In order to get an impression
of where the node is located, the preview mode of edge-based travel-
ing is used. As shown in the sequence in Figure 6.14 (c), several zoom
levels are passed before the preview is reached and the traveled edge
is centered on the screen. At this point, the user can decided to click
the edge again, to actually move to the yellow node.
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S TA C K I N G - B A S E D V I S U A L I Z AT I O N O F
T R A J E C T O RY AT T R I B U T E D ATA

contribution This chapter contributes a novel interactive visual-
ization approach for the exploration of trajectory attribute data. The
integrated interaction techniques are specifically designed to match
the requirements imposed by the characteristics of the data and the
associated tasks. The novel 2D/3D navigation techniques and the in-
troduced time lens promote fluidity at the level of intermediate inter-
action and seamless transitions between different data facets.

abstract Visualizing trajectory attribute data is challenging be-
cause it involves showing the trajectories in their spatio-temporal
context as well as the attribute values associated with the individ-
ual points of trajectories. Previous work on trajectory visualization
addresses selected aspects of this problem, but not all of them. We
present a novel approach to visualizing trajectory attribute data. Our
solution covers space, time, and attribute values. Based on an analy-
sis of relevant visualization tasks, we designed the visualization so-
lution around the principle of stacking trajectory bands. The core
of our approach is a hybrid 2D/3D display. A 2D map serves as a
reference for the spatial context, and the trajectories are visualized
as stacked 3D trajectory bands along which attribute values are en-
coded by color. Time is integrated through appropriate ordering of
bands and through a dynamic query mechanism that feeds tempo-
rally aggregated information to a circular time display. An additional
2D time graph shows temporal information in full detail by stacking
2D trajectory bands. Our solution is equipped with analytical and in-
teractive mechanisms for selecting and ordering of trajectories, and
adjusting the color mapping, as well as coordinated highlighting and
dedicated 3D navigation. We demonstrate the usefulness of our novel
visualization by three examples related to radiation surveillance, traf-
fic analysis, and maritime navigation. User feedback obtained in a
small experiment indicates that our hybrid 2D/3D solution can be
operated quite well.

original publication [337] — C. Tominski, H. Schumann, G.
Andrienko, and N. Andrienko. Stacking-Based Visualization of Tra-
jectory Attribute Data. IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer
Graphics, 18(12):2565–2574, 2012.
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7.1 introduction

Exploring trajectories of moving objects is relevant to people in a
number of application domains. Examples are traffic planners who
need to find bottlenecks in traffic networks, physicists who seek to
understand particle movements, or sociologists who analyze the be-
havior of human individuals. For these scientists, trajectories are valu-
able sources of information because they encompass spatial and tem-
poral aspects of the movement of objects and additional quantitative
and qualitative attributes about the movement and the environment
or context in which the movement took place.

The three components space, time, and attributes lead to an infor-
mation richness that makes analyzing trajectories a profitable task.
But understanding spatio-temporal trajectory attributes is also dif-
ficult, because it involves a variety of aspects. One needs to assess
spatial and temporal dependencies, which need to be set into rela-
tion to gain insight into the spatio-temporal dynamics of attributes.
Trajectory data might contain interesting facts not only at the level
of individual trajectories, but also at the level of sets of trajectories
(e.g., trajectories that cross specific regions in space and/or that cover
particular spans in time). For larger data sets it is usually unclear
where interesting facts can be found and which trajectories needs to
be looked at in detail.

In consequence of the complex interplay of different data aspects
and analysis tasks, providing appropriate support for interactive ex-
ploration of trajectory attribute data is challenging. Hence, existing
visualization methods usually focus on one or two particular aspects,
but not all of them. According to our research, none of the existing
methods provides sufficient support for investigating individual tra-
jectories and sets of trajectories with regard to space and time and
attributes.

With this work, we develop a novel solution that covers all facets
involved in the analysis of trajectory attribute data. According to the
nature of the data and based on a study of relevant analysis tasks, we
suggest the following general visualization design: Attribute data of
individual trajectories are visualized as color-coded bands and sets of
trajectories are visualized by stacking the bands.

Because showing all data aspects in full detail at all times regard-
less of the analysis task is infeasible, we provide complementary vi-
sual representations. The hybrid 2D/3D trajectory wall visualizes tra-
jectory attribute data by stacking 3D color-coded bands on a 2D map.
The association to time is established through temporal ordering and
through the time lens, a circular time display that is connected to a
dynamic query mechanism. Additionally, the 2D time graph shows
trajectories as horizontal bands along which the time-dependency of
an attribute is encoded by color. All representations are coordinated,
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enabling analysts to link temporal and spatial aspects in order to
make spatio-temporal discoveries.

This basic visualization solution is further equipped with supple-
mental components, including construction of meaningful subsets of
trajectories based on interactive selection and analytical calculations,
interactive adjustment of the color-coding based on statistical proper-
ties of the data, and dedicated navigation mechanisms.

In summary, our contribution is a novel approach that (1) integrates
space, time, and attributes, (2) considers relevant analysis tasks, and
(3) combines visual, analytical, and interactive components to facili-
tate trajectory attribute exploration.

We derive our novel approach and describe its individual compo-
nents in detail in Section 7.3. To demonstrate the usefulness of the
proposed solution, we apply it in Section 7.4 to visualize several in-
teresting data sets, including the radiation around Fukushima Dai-
ichi nuclear power plant, the taxi traffic at San Francisco airport, and
vessel movement in the harbor of Brest. The usability of our solu-
tion has been evaluated in a small experiment. The generally positive
feedback of the participants and their constructive suggestions for im-
provements are briefly discussed in Section 7.5. This article ends in
Section 7.6 with a conclusion and ideas for future work.

7.2 data , tasks , and related work

Next, we start with introductory comments on the data we are con-
cerned with, study the questions that analysts might ask about such
data, and take a look at related work.

7.2.1 Data

The general goal of our work is to explore dynamic attributes along
trajectories in space and time – for individual trajectories as well as
across sets of trajectories. Achieving this goal is becoming increas-
ingly relevant, because new sensors and data collection infrastructures
support the acquisition of contextual attributes of movement better
and better.

For example, GPS devices used by runners annotate position records
with attributes representing physical conditions such as heart rate or
body temperature. Web sites like movebank.org provide the infras-
tructure for enriching trajectories with environmental attributes re-
flecting weather, land cover, and other phenomena.

Moreover, attributes can be derived directly from raw trajectory
data. Examples are speed, direction, acceleration, turn, sinuosity, and
distance to selected places or trajectories. A classification of poten-
tially interesting attributes is provided in [34].

http://movebank.org
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Trajectory dataD that are associated with attributes can be formally
defined as follows. A trajectory d ∈ D is an ordered set of data points
d = 〈d1, . . . ,dld〉. Each data point dk : 1 6 k 6 ld is of the form dk ∈
(Sn × T ×A1 × · · · ×Am), where Sn defines the spatial coordinates
of the point (e.g., geographical latitude and longitude if n = 2, plus
elevation if n = 3), T defines time, and Ai : 1 6 i 6 m are the value
ranges of quantitative or qualitative attributes. This definition shows
the complexity of the problem we face: The data encompass spatial
and temporal aspects as well as numerical and/or categorical data.

Here we consider trajectories in 2D space with a moderate number
of attributes. The number of trajectories and the number of points
per trajectory varies between a few dozens and several thousands, re-
sulting in data sets with about a million individual measurements.
Furthermore, we consider domains with hard-constrained (e.g., road
traffic or indoor movement of people) or soft-constrained (e.g., sea-
sonal migration of animals or traffic lanes in sea or sky) trajectories.
An essential aspect of such constrained trajectory data is that there
are large subsets of trajectories with similar geometry. This similar
geometry is crucial for our approach.

7.2.2 Tasks

In exploratory trajectory analysis the analyst aims at understand-
ing the interrelations between the data components, in particular, be-
tween the spatial (S), temporal (T ), and attributive (A) components in
trajectories of moving objects. Based on distinguishing between inde-
pendent dimensions and dependent attributes, exploratory data analy-
sis can be viewed as analogous to the investigation of the behavior of a
mathematical function, i.e., the way in which the values of the depen-
dent variable(s) vary with respect to the independent variable(s) [36].
For trajectory data, the main goal is to understand the functional de-
pendency S× T → A, i.e., the behavior of the attributes with respect to
space and time.

Depending on the focus of the investigation, the analyst may pur-
sue the following behavior-related objectives:

behavior characterization Observe the value distribution of
A over the whole S and T or selected parts of S and T and charac-
terize, mentally or explicitly, the behavior of A. It can be charac-
terized as constant or piecewise constant in regions in space or
periods in time or as having gradual or abrupt changes, tempo-
ral or spatial trends, repetitions in space and time, periodicities
in time, local or global outliers, and so forth. An example is to
characterize the behavior of the vehicle speed along a highway
over a day.
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behavior search Detect occurrences of a particular behavior of
interest and locate them in S and T . An example is to find out in
which parts of the highway and during which times of the day
traffic congestions occurred, i.e., low speeds of multiple cars.

behavior comparison Compare the behaviors of A in different
regions of S or in different intervals of T or in different subsets
of the trajectory data D. Examples are to compare the behaviors
of the vehicle speeds on different highway segments, or on dif-
ferent days (e.g., work days vs. weekend), or in the subsets of
trajectories going in opposite directions.

Since the investigation of the overall behavior S× T → A is a com-
plex task, the analyst may decompose it into simpler subtasks. One
type of subtask is to focus on selected places s ∈ S and consider the
corresponding behavior of A over T : T → A for s = const. An ex-
ample is to consider the temporal variation of the speed over the day
at a selected crossing. This kind of behavior can be called local with
respect to space.

Another subtask type is to focus on selected times t ∈ T and con-
sider the corresponding behavior of A over S: S → A for t = const.
An example is to consider the variation of the speed along the high-
way at around 8AM. This kind of behavior may be called local with
respect to time. In both cases, one of the dimensions T or S is handled
at an elementary level.

After exploring the local behaviors in different places and times, the
analysis is lifted to a synoptic level, where the goal is to understand
the overall behavior S × T → A. The term synoptic level combines
Bertin’s [56] overall and intermediate reading levels (as opposed to
the elementary reading level).

Hence, visualization tools for exploring trajectory attribute data
should provide appropriate support for the characterization, search,
and comparison of local behaviors T → A and S → A and overall
behaviors S× T → A for the whole S, T , and D and subsets thereof.

7.2.3 Related Work

A recent review [31] indicates that the analysis of movement data in
general is still one of the most important topics in many fields of
research, including data mining, GIScience, and visual analytics (see
for example [136, 32, 145]). The majority of the existing works con-
centrate on (1) analyzing spatial and temporal aspects of trajectory
shapes (in 2D for space and 3D for space-time), (2) detecting stops,
interactions between trajectories, and other types of events, or (3) ag-
gregating trajectories in space and time. However, only little has been
done so far on analyzing trajectory attributes.
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Among the first attempts to visualize attributes of trajectory data
are Charles Minard’s maps (see [285] for a review of Minard’s work).
A classic example is his famous map of Napoleon’s Russian Cam-
paign. The map depicts the size of the French army by the width of
a band on the map, and air temperature by a visually connected time
graph.

At present, trajectories are often represented in a space-time cube,
which combines time and space in a single display [213, 198]. In prin-
ciple, it is possible to show also attributes in this display, but this
approach is quite limited in respect to the number of trajectories.

Contemporary works on visualizing trajectory attributes confirm
that plotting attributes in geographic space (2D or 3D) is beneficial for
their analysis. For instance, Ware et al. [368] developed the GeoZui4D
system to display multiple attributes along 3D trajectories of under-
water movement of whales using color, texture, and glyphs.

Kraak and Huisman [214] use a combination of time graphs for
two attributes (speed and heart rate), a map, and a space-time cube
(representing a selected attribute by coloring trajectory segments) for
identifying interesting events. However, this approach considers only
single trajectories and not sets of them.

Spretke et al. [315] apply color-coding to the segments of multiple
trajectories on a 2D map for showing different classes of segments
based on multiple attributes. This facilitates separating day flights of
migratory birds from night flights and from stops, as well as show-
ing footprints of different classes on the map. However, overplotting
hinders detecting spatial behavior along individual trajectories.

Crnovrsanin et al. [89] use a time graph together with a trajectory
map for displaying the dynamics of distances to selected places (e.g.,
forest roads or exits from a building). To compensate for overplotting
on the map, the authors transformed the geography using so-called
proximity PCA. This approach works for multiple trajectories, but
overplotting on maps and in time graphs remains a critical issue.

[33] also use a combination of a time graph display with a map for
multiple trajectories. To resolve overplotting in the time graph, they
use a so-called time band display (similar to [206, 247]) with coloring
based on class intervals.

The reviewed approaches work well for basic tasks. Depending on
the focus of the visualization design, S → A and T → A tasks can be
accomplished. Arguably, some approaches (e.g., those based on the
space-time cube) can be useful to support S× T → A tasks, but as
described earlier such tasks remain complicated anyway. The idea of
splitting this complex analysis task into more focused and easier to
accomplish subtasks is not explicitly supported by existing solutions,
neither at an elementary level nor at a synoptic level.

As a result of the review of the related work, we can summarize
that the distribution and the dynamics of attribute values in space
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and time remain difficult to analyze, especially, when analysts are
interested not only in individual trajectories, but also in collections of
trajectories.

7.3 trajectory attribute visualization

In order to support analysts in exploring trajectory attribute data,
we have to address the complex data characteristics and the tasks as
described in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. We propose a novel approach
that deals with these challenges by combining visual, analytical, and
interactive means.

7.3.1 Solution Overview

Inspired by Dang et al.’s [92] stacking of graphic elements, our solu-
tion visualizes attribute values along stacked trajectory bands. Indi-
vidual color-coded bands support elementary ∗ → A tasks and the
stack of the bands as a whole supports synoptic ∗ → A tasks. The
utility of this approach depends on appropriate color-coding, and ap-
propriate grouping, selection, and stacking of trajectories, which will
be discussed in Section 7.3.2.

Because time and space differ in their intrinsic properties and also
in terms of how humans perceive them and reason about them, the
general visualization design needs to be adapted to space and time.
The flexibility of trajectory bands and the generality of the stacking
concept enables such an adaptation. As a result, we provide two com-
plementary displays:

• The hybrid 2D/3D trajectory wall focuses on the spatial behav-
ior S → A by embedding 3D bands into a virtual map space.
The temporal information cannot be displayed in full detail in
this view. A part of the temporal information, namely, temporal
ordering, can be conveyed through ordering of the bands. Addi-
tionally, an integrated dynamic query tool, called the time lens,
allows the analyst to access temporally aggregated information.

• The 2D time graph focuses on the temporal behavior T → A by
showing attribute values along horizontal 2D bands.

Understanding the spatio-temporal behavior S× T → A for indi-
vidual trajectories and across sets of trajectories requires switching
frequently between space and time, and between elementary and syn-
optic tasks. The full potential of our approach lies in applying the pro-
vided visual representations, interactive mechanisms, and analytical
tools in a linked and coordinated way.
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7.3.2 General Visualization Issues

As indicated before, our approach requires an appropriate color-co-
ding of attribute values and an appropriate selection and ordering of
the trajectories to be visualized as stacked trajectory bands.

color-coding of attribute values Because we use the spa-
tial coordinates on the screen for showing the dimensions of time and
space, attribute values must be encoded using another visual variable.
We rely on color because it is a widely accepted approach, it fits well
with the trajectory band design, and it is both selective and associa-
tive [56] and therefore can support very well elementary and synoptic
tasks.

To make ∗ → A behavior of attribute values easily detectable and
interpretable, an appropriate mapping of the values to colors is re-
quired. There is a long standing discourse in the visualization com-
munity about whether to use isomorphic vs. segmented color scales
[55]. In cartography, this topic corresponds to the discussion about
unclassified vs. classified thematic maps. According to cartographers,
classified thematic maps (i.e., maps using segmented color scales) can
represent behavior better [242]. However, this requires not only an
appropriate color scale, but also an appropriate definition of class
intervals used for the mapping of data values to colors.

In terms of the color scale, we rely on the ColorBrewer [152], which
provides evaluated color scales for different numbers of classes. We
give the user the freedom to choose one of the ColorBrewer scales
according to his/her preferences or domain-specific conventions.

The definition of appropriate class intervals is intricate because
there is no perfect method that produces a single “best” partition
of an attribute’s value range into classes [242]. The partitioning can
be based on different criteria [307]. The cartographic literature recom-
mends choosing class breaks according to the statistical distribution
of the values so that similar data values are placed in the same class
and dissimilar in different classes [307].

Our tools support this recommended strategy in two ways. First,
the division can be done fully automatically using the algorithm for
statistically optimal classification [191, 307]. Second, the user can in-
teractively set class breaks according to “natural breaks” in the data,
which can be detected visually by means of a dot plot or a cumu-
lative curve display [36]. The classification tools also support the di-
visions into equal intervals and by quantiles, which also have cer-
tain advantages [307]. Furthermore, the user can arbitrarily set the
breaks according to his/her understanding of the data or according
to domain-specific standards or conventions.

Irrespectively of the criteria and strategy used for defining class in-
tervals, it is reasonable to test the sensitivity of the observed patterns
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Figure 7.1: Alternatives for color-coding attribute values along trajectory
bands. Top: plain color-coding requires less space; middle: two-
tone pseudo-coloring [290] increases precision; bottom: color fil-
tering reduces visual load.

to the class break setting. To do such a testing, the user can move the
class breaks interactively by means of sliders, which results in imme-
diate updating of all displays where these classes are represented.

Data values can be discerned more precisely when applying two-
tone pseudo-coloring [290] (see middle bands in Figure 7.1). This tech-
nique (a.k.a. Horizon Graphs) requires sufficient height of the bands
to achieve higher precision [163]. As we have found empirically, the
two-tone coloring is visible when the height is at least seven pixels,
whereas just two or three pixels are enough for plain class-based col-
oring (see top bands in Figure 7.1). This may have implications when
large numbers of trajectories need to be visualized.

To facilitate focusing on value ranges of interest, which may be
particularly useful for behavior search and behavior comparison, we
allow the user to decrease the visual prominence of selected value in-
tervals (see bottom bands in Figure 7.1). This color filtering is activated
by clicking on the corresponding rectangles in the color legend. The
operation affects the bands in the trajectory wall and the time graph.

grouping and selecting trajectories Grouping is useful
for dividing a large set of trajectories into manageable portions, which
can be analyzed one by one, or for focusing on interesting subsets of
trajectories (with respect to the analysis goals) and disregarding un-
interesting ones.

For analyzing trajectory attributes in respect to space S → A, we
start with identifying groups of trajectories that have similar geome-
tries. The analyst can do this by means of spatial queries (e.g., tra-
jectories passing a series of user-selected regions), or by means of
clustering trajectories by similar origins, destinations, or route simi-
larity [284]. When analyzing the temporal behavior T → A, it makes
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sense to construct groups based on temporal queries, e.g., selecting
evening or weekend trajectories. The results of the spatial and/or
temporal grouping can be further refined by attribute queries (e.g.,
selecting trajectories with median speed higher than 70 km/h).

stacking trajectories In order to enable analysts to carry out
tasks at the synoptic level, an appropriate stacking of trajectory bands
is needed. As mentioned earlier, chronological ordering of the tra-
jectory bands brings a part of temporal information into the trajec-
tory wall display. The ordering can be done according to the absolute
times of the starts or ends of the trajectories (i.e., using the linear
time model) or according to their positions within one of the tempo-
ral cycles, such as daily, weekly, or seasonal (i.e., using the cyclic time
model).

The temporal ordering of trajectories is important for supporting
synoptic S× T → A tasks. With a temporally ordered stack of trajecto-
ries, vertical neighborhood of band segments corresponds to temporal
neighborhood of the trajectory points. Similarly, horizontal neighbor-
hood of band segments corresponds to spatial neighborhood of the
trajectory points.

Due to the associative property of color, neighboring band seg-
ments with the same or close colors (representing similar attribute
values) are perceptually united into larger spots. Hence, relatively ho-
mogeneously colored spots (perceived by human vision as unities)
correspond to spatio-temporal regions of constant behavior.

Furthermore, like gradual changes of the color along the horizontal
dimension signify a spatial trend, gradual changes along the vertical
dimension signify a temporal trend, and changes in a diagonal di-
rection correspond to a spatio-temporal trend. Hence, owing to the
temporal ordering of the trajectory bands, the user can perceive local
behaviors S→ A and T → A and overall behavior S× T → A.

Additionally, it can be useful to stack trajectory bands according to
other criteria. For example, ordering by the average speed supports
comparison of faster and slower trajectories and detecting places of
major speed differences between them, which may signify re-occurring
traffic problems. We allow the user to arrange trajectories based on
any attribute or sequence of attributes referring to the whole trajec-
tories, while the temporal ordering is used as default. The generated
trajectory sequences are then fetched to the visualization components
described next.

7.3.3 Design of the Visualization Components

To facilitate the decomposition of the analysis into local S → A and
T → A subtasks, we need to define complementary views that focus
on each subtask’s specific character. One view focuses on the spa-
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tial aspect S → A and another one on the temporal aspect T → A.
Moreover, each view must be equipped with facilities to establish a
connection to the dimension it is not focusing on.

Because the concept of trajectory bands and their stacking is simple
yet flexible by design, it can be easily adapted to the aforementioned
requirements. We propose two instantiations: the trajectory wall with
focus on space (see next section) and the time graph with focus on
time (see Section 7.3.3.2).

7.3.3.1 Visualizing Spatial Attribute Behavior

In order to support S → A tasks, it is necessary to show trajectory
attribute values in their spatial context. As we consider 2D trajecto-
ries, it appears as if a 2D solution would be fully sufficient. However,
this is not true. A 2D solution would quickly suffer from severe over-
plotting because we deal with trajectories with very similar geometry.
It would be difficult to separate individual trajectories and discern
attribute values along trajectory paths. A 2D solution would also fall
short in terms of maintaining an order of trajectories, which is re-
quired for detecting behavior at the synoptic level. Utilizing the third
dimension for a 3D stacking of trajectory bands will help us resolve
these concerns.

On the other hand, stacking trajectories along the third dimension
means detaching them from their 2D reference space. This can make
it more difficult for the analyst to understand the trajectory paths
through space. Therefore, we need to integrate mechanisms that re-
tain the basic 2D character of trajectories.

According to this thinking, we designed the trajectory wall as a
hybrid 2D/3D approach. The spatial context is visualized by a 2D
map that resides in a virtual 3D viewing space. The map is construc-
ted in a straight-forward way by tiling the bounding box of the tra-
jectories with appropriately scaled bitmaps from the OpenStreetMap
project [7] (or any other tile server).

The virtual 3D viewing space serves as the spatial reference contin-
uum into which the visualization of trajectories and attribute values
needs to be embedded. For this purpose, we have to construct tra-
jectory paths whose individual segments can be colored using the
mechanisms described in Section 7.3.2.

constructing trajectory paths Given a trajectory d one can
connect its individual points 〈d1, . . . ,dld〉 to form a path through
space. Then each path segment can be color-coded according to the
associated attribute value. There is a subtle detail that needs to be be
taken care of: A trajectory d has ld points, but there are only ld − 1

path segments to be colored. Unfortunately, we cannot simply ap-
pend an artificial segment to the path, because it would inappropri-
ately alter the spatial characteristics of d. Neither can we rely on color
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interpolation along the path, because we are using segmented color
scales.

Our solution is to insert split points midway between any two con-
secutive original trajectory points. Instead of connecting the original
points directly, we create segments between the split points and the
original points. The color of a segment is chosen so as to correspond
to the attribute value of the original trajectory point incident to the
segment. Figure 7.2 illustrates the mapping for 2D paths. Note that
our solution requires rendering 2ld segments, whereas simply ap-
pending an artificial line segment results in paths of length ld. So,
for trajectories with very many points one might need to trade off
correctness of the mapping against performance of the rendering.

Append segment ?

Split segments

Trajectory points

Split points

Figure 7.2: Mapping trajectory points to form a colored path.

visualizing trajectories and attribute values The de-
scribed trajectory paths to are used to construct color-coded 3D tra-
jectory bands as illustrated in Figure 7.3. The bands are stacked along
the z-axis perpendicular to the map. This 3D approach provides each
trajectory with an exclusive layer on the z-axis. Going into 3D also en-
ables us to indicate the directions of trajectories by means of arrows
embedded into the bands.

Although our solution allows for ordering by any attribute, order-
ing by time is the most appropriate for the trajectory wall, because
it brings a part of the temporal information (relative order) to the
display. In this way the vertical dimension also represents time, but
relative time rather than absolute time.

To better preserve the trajectories relation to the 2D map, they are
additionally visualized as color-coded 2D paths. The 3D bands and
2D paths are used in a smoothly blended fashion. When the display
is rotated to a bird’s eye view, the bands fade out, whereas the paths
fade in. When approaching a horizontal perspective, paths fade back
out and the bands reappear. The angles at which the fading occurs
can be adjusted, including the possibility to allow for an overlap
where paths and bands are visible at the same time.

To further facilitate understanding the trajectory bands in connec-
tion to the map, we add a highlighting plane for the focused trajectory
and project the focused trajectory point onto the map. Optionally, the
highlighting plane can show a locally confined duplicate of the map,
which is useful when the base map is outside of the current view.
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Figure 7.3: Visualization of trajectories as colored 3D bands and 2D paths.

Our hybrid 2D/3D design allows analysts to switch seamlessly be-
tween a 2D overview of all trajectory paths and the detailed investiga-
tion of attribute behavior in the 3D bands. Figure 7.3 illustrates that
the 2D paths are useful to assess the spatial characteristics of trajec-
tories and the overall spatial distribution of attribute values, but as
already mentioned, overplotting hinders detailed analysis of individ-
ual attribute values along trajectories. The 3D bands make attribute
values of individual trajectories and of groups of trajectories easier to
explore thus facilitating elementary and synoptic tasks.

dealing with the implications of 3d We carefully analyzed
the implications of our 3D environment. In particular, we need to
address the problems of 3D navigation and occlusion [306, 207, 108].

Our goal is to make zoom, pan, and rotation functions in 3D simple
and convenient. One way to achieve this is to consider the fact that
the analyst is usually focused on something in particular when carry-
ing out these operations. By adapting the 3D navigation to this focus
point, we can reduce the complexity of the interaction. The zoom fol-
lows the point under the mouse cursor (e.g., zoom toward a specific
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segment of a trajectory), and the pan grabs exactly that point allow-
ing the analyst to drag it closer. Rotation in 3D is realized as orbiting
around the focus, where a virtual compass is provided to maintain
user orientation. A specific requirement of our design is to enable
the navigation along the stacking order of the trajectories. Therefore,
we give analysts the opportunity to use the so-called elevator, which
corresponds to a smooth navigation along the z-axis. User feedback
obtained in a small study (see Section 7.5) indicates that the focused
zoom, pan, and orbit and the elevator are practical in our scenario.

Occlusion can be addressed by two means. One option is to make
the wall transparent allowing the user to look through it. Apparently,
this option should be used only on demand due to the adverse ef-
fects of unintended color blending. An alternative is to use the color
filtering (see Section 7.3.2) to narrow the trajectory bands in places
where irrelevant data is shown. The analyst could for example focus
on extreme values and narrow the bands for mean values. The filter-
ing has two benefits: occlusion is reduced where bands are narrow
and relevant data stand out where bands are of regular width.

To further reduce possible interference of the map display and the
trajectory visualization, the user can temporarily switch off the map
or dim it to retain the spatial context.

The ensemble of visual and interactive components described so far
facilitates the exploration of the spatial behavior of attributes S → A.
In order to better support S × T → A tasks, a more direct link to
time has to be established, in addition to the temporal ordering of
trajectories.

maintaining the connection to time Integrating time in
full detail is hardly possible, because the trajectory wall is already
visually rich with two dimensions showing the spatial frame of refer-
ence and the third dimension being utilized for the stacking. In order
to limit the time-related information to a displayable amount, we de-
veloped the time lens (see Figure 7.4), which shows temporally aggre-
gated information for an interactively defined spatial query area. The
time lens is a circular display (similar to the trip view in [236]) that
consists of two basic components: (1) the lens interior for showing
spatial aspects and (2) the lens ring for visualizing temporal aspects.

The interior of the lens shows those trajectory points that match a
circular spatial query area. The spatial query is interactively specified
directly within the trajectory wall display by means of a query circle
(see Section 7.7 for details). Moving the query circle allows the user to
determine which trajectory points are displayed in the time lens, and
resizing the query circle controls how many of them. Optionally, the
user can extend the 2D query circle to a 3D query cylinder to further
refine the query to specific trajectories from the stack of trajectories.
Trajectory points that match the query are represented as dots whose
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specific hours of the day. In order to make such pattern discernible,
the overplotting in the lens interior can be resolved interactively by
alpha-blending the time links and rotating the outer ring of the lens.

The tight integration of the time lens into the trajectory wall facili-
tates S× T → A tasks. Figure 7.6 on page 139 illustrates the time lens
for the count of trajectories and the temporal resolution of months ap-
plied to trajectories of mobile sensors that measured radiation along
the Tokio-Fukushima highway. In the particular example from Fig-
ure 7.6 we can see that the proportion of the medium radiation values
(yellowish color in the July and August bins) significantly decreased
in September where lower radiation values (greenish colors in the
September bin) became more frequent. Given the query area high-
lighted in the center of the figure, we can conclude that the situation
improved in this part of the road. Further discoveries that can be
made in the radiation data set will be described in Section 7.4.

Because the time lens depends on restricting the displayed tempo-
ral information via dynamic query mechanisms and aggregation, an
additional display is needed that focuses entirely on the time aspect.

7.3.3.2 Focusing on the Temporal Behavior

To explore the temporal dimension in full detail (T → A tasks), we
propose the complementary time graph display as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.5. Following our principal visualization design, this display
shows individual trajectories as stacked horizontal bands. Designed
in this way, the time graph provides a synoptic view in respect to time,
as overall temporal behavior can be characterized and be searched
for. By sorting the trajectories in the vertical dimension according to
different criteria, analysts can conveniently compare the temporal be-
haviors in individual trajectories and in groups of trajectories.

The number of trajectory bands that can be simultaneously seen in
the time graph is limited by the available screen height. Larger sets of
trajectories can be explored by means of scrolling or by grouping tra-
jectories as discussed in Section 7.3.2. To enable analysis of long time

Figure 7.5: The time graph shows the dynamics of attribute values within
trajectories by two-tone pseudo-coloring. The alignment of the
trajectories has a significant impact on what can be seen in the
display (left: alignment by time of the day, right: alignment by
start time).
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intervals, the display allows temporal zooming and panning, which
can be done either fully interactively or through automated anima-
tion. To facilitate comparisons between trajectories that are far apart
in time, the display supports two kinds of time transformation [30]:
(1) in relation to the individual life times of the trajectories (start
and/or end times) and (2) in relation to temporal cycles: daily, weekly,
monthly, seasonal, or annual. The latter kind of transformation also
supports the exploration of how the trajectories and attribute values
are distributed with respect to the chosen time cycle, i.e., synoptic
T → A tasks where T stands for a time cycle.

Figure 7.5 shows the impact of time transformation by aligning
the start times of the trajectories. This transformation allows us to see
that all trajectories have similar patterns of speed dynamics over time:
very low - low - very low values in the beginning, followed by rather
high speed later, and ending with rather low speed. The display also
supports the color filtering introduced in Section 7.3.2, which enables
the user to focus the behavior analysis on particular value ranges (see
bottom bands in Figure 7.1).

To facilitate S× T → A tasks, the time graph is dynamically linked
to the map in the trajectory wall. This means that highlighting a tra-
jectory segment in the time graph will highlight the same segment,
and hence its spatial position, in the trajectory wall. The linking is
bi-directional and enables elementary support in respect to S.

Note that a direct integration of spatial aspects into the time graph
(similar to the lens tool of the trajectory wall) is hardly possible for the
following reasons. First, space has no natural ordering which could
be reflected by ordering of the trajectory bands. The bands may be or-
dered by the average or minimal distance to a selected point or object
in space, but this is only a very limited part of the spatial context. Sec-
ond, adequate representation of positions in the geographical space
requires providing a recognizable cartographic background for refer-
ence, and this needs sufficient space. Hence, there is no good way to
aggregate the space into a small display element directly integrated
in the time graph display. Nonetheless, the coordination mechanisms
between the spatial and temporal displays are fully sufficient for es-
tablishing connections between space and time.

7.3.4 Approach Summary

With the trajectory wall and the time graph, we have described two
complementary visualizations that focus on S → A and T → A

tasks, respectively. In order to support the analyst in making spatio-
temporal findings with regard to S× T → A at the elementary and
synoptic level, time and space must be linked appropriately.

Therefore, both visualizations are integrated into an infrastructure
that provides additional user controls and bi-directional coordination
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between spatial and temporal displays. Our infrastructure enables an-
alysts to select trajectories (by clusters or by spatial, temporal, and/or
attributive queries) and to order them according to space, time, and
attributes, and the visualizations react to these operations dynami-
cally. The class intervals and colors are coordinated as well to keep
them consistent throughout all displays.

To further facilitate understanding, we provide direct access to at-
tribute values and additional textual information by mouse over. An
interactive legend highlights the class of the currently focused trajec-
tory point, which makes it easier to associate colors with class inter-
vals. By clicking the legend the analyst can filter out classes that are
less relevant to the task at hand.

So far we have not yet discussed the aspect of multi-attribute analy-
sis. To deal with multiple attributes, two approaches are possible. One
approach is to visualize and explore each attribute separately. Our in-
frastructure allows for multiple instances of the visual displays, each
with a distinct spatio-temporal attribute. This way, a few attributes
can be investigated simultaneously, for example to compare them.

The other approach to explore the spatio-temporal behavior of multi-
attribute value combinations is to cluster these combinations by sim-
ilarity and represent the cluster membership of the trajectory points
again by color-coding. Our infrastructure provides a variety of cluster-
ing methods for this purpose, and includes tools to establish the cor-
respondence between the clusters and the attribute values (e.g., with
color-coded parallel coordinates plots, frequency histograms, maps,
or space-time cubes).

Overall, our solution provides a comprehensive set of tools to facil-
itate the exploration and analysis of attribute data of several hundred
trajectories. The usefulness of our approach will be demonstrated by
several examples in the next section.

7.4 examples

In this section we demonstrate how the stacking based visualization
approach can be used to gain insight into trajectory attribute data
related to radiation surveillance, traffic analysis, and maritime navi-
gation.

7.4.1 Data Set 1: Radiation Measurements in Japan

The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster is a series of equipment fail-
ures, nuclear meltdowns, and releases of radioactive materials at the
Fukushima-I Nuclear Power Plant, following the earthquake and tsu-
nami on 11 March 2011. A community of volunteers created a sensor
network for collecting and sharing radiation measurements to em-
power people with data about their environment (see [8]).
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Figure 7.6: Visualization of radiation (CPM values) along the Tokio-
Fukushima highway.

While the situation in major cities and around the station is care-
fully controlled by the authorities, it is also important to understand
how radiation is developing on the neighboring roads. Data for the
roads are collected by mobile sensors installed in the cars of the vol-
unteers. The result is trajectories with radiation values attached to
the position records. A publicly available data set consists of 1,014

trajectories including 1,936,261 measurements of so-called counts per
minute (CPM).

The available data allow, in particular, the characterization of the
radiation behavior along the major highway connecting Tokyo and
Fukushima. After selecting trajectories along the highway using a spa-
tial query, the CPM values have been shown in the trajectory wall (see
Figure 7.6) using the class intervals and color scale suggested by ex-
perts. The bands are chronologically ordered from bottom to top. The
time lens is organized by months, from April 2011 till January 2012.
The view has been rotated for maximum visibility of the trajectory
wall.

The following behaviors can be observed. There is a spatial trend
of the values increasing as the distance to the station decreases (S →
A), which is observed at all times. The values in different places at
medium distances from the station (from 25 to 75km) tend to decrease
over time (T → A). Closer to the station this temporal trend is less
prominent (T → A). In the places that are farther from the station the
values are constantly low (T → A). Hence, the overall spatio-temporal
behavior (S× T → A) is that the radiation increases with approaching
the station and decreases over time at medium distances from the
station while being constantly low at farther distances and constantly
high closely to the station.

7.4.2 Data Set 2: Traffic Jams in San Francisco

This example demonstrates behavior search. The goal is to detect traf-
fic jams on a highway connecting San Francisco downtown with the
international airport and locate them in space and time. We use a
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Figure 7.7: The development of a traffic jam in San Francisco.

publicly available data set [270] consisting of tracks of 535 taxi cabs
during 4 weeks from 2008-05-17 till 2008-06-10 with 10,564,877 posi-
tion records in total.

Using the controls provided by our infrastructure, the analyst has
filtered the trajectories by visited regions (entrance to the highway
and airport area) thus extracting 14,646 trajectories. The speed along
these trajectories has been displayed in time graph and trajectory wall
displays with class breaks at 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 90, and 130km/h.

Next, the analyst searches for a particular behavior of interest (S×
T → A) corresponding to a traffic jam: the speed decreasing to very
low values in some part of the highway in multiple temporally close
trajectories but not over the whole time. To facilitate the detection
of this behavior, the analyst filters out the high speeds (more than
60km/h). Using temporal focusing, the analyst sequentially checks
weekly portions of the data. Low speeds are observed in the area close
to the airport but they occur all the time; hence, this is not the behav-
ior of interest. The analyst also detects temporally limited "spots" of
low speeds in other parts of the road, which signify the traffic jam
behavior. Such spots occur once or twice per working day. The most
prominent traffic jam happened around 16:00 on Friday, 2008-06-06.
Figure 7.7 shows 92 trajectories that passed the highway from 2PM
till 5PM. The traffic jam began between South San Francisco and San
Bruno. Later the situation has improved in the southern part, but the
traffic jam has extended northward towards Brisbane.
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The time lens shows that the cars in the selected query area (see
circle around the mouse pointer in the center of the figure) used on
average 5 minutes to cross the area of about 2km diameter. In a similar
way, the other occurrences of the traffic jam behavior can be detected,
located in space and time, and characterized in more detail.

Further investigation supported by navigation in the trajectory wall
reveals how some taxi drivers tried to bypass traffic jams by taking
alternative routes. Most of these attempts had no success. However,
one of the drivers (highlighted under the mouse pointer) successfully
used an alternative road in South San Francisco.

7.4.3 Data Set 3: Vessel Traffic in the Harbor of Brest

This example is meant to demonstrate behavior comparison. The data
set with vessel trajectories in the harbor of Brest (France) has been col-
lected and kindly provided by Dr. C. Ray, Naval Academy Research
Institute. There are 4,137 trajectories (see Figure 7.8) consisting of
782,404 position records for the period from 2009-02-11 till 2009-12-20.
The analyst is interested in the spatio-temporal behavior of the move-
ment tortuosity. The tortuosity values are computed from the position
data using a sliding window of 1 minute. High tortuosity means fre-
quent change of the vessel heading. Such situations are unpleasant
for the passengers and may indicate dangerous situations.

By observing the trajectory wall for all trajectories, the analyst no-
tices that the tortuosity is usually low on the lanes between the ports
and high values mostly occur near the ports in small segments of tra-
jectories (S → A). However, there are outliers, i.e., trajectories with
long segments of high tortuosity. One such trajectory is highlighted
on the map (in black in Figure 7.8 right). The zigzagged character of
the movement is well visible. Possibly, the vessel had some technical
problems.

The analyst then focuses separately on each port to investigate the
tortuosity in its vicinity and, more specifically, to compare the tor-

Figure 7.8: Traffic in the Brest harbor (left) and in its south-west part (right).
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of the tortuosity of incoming (left) and outgoing
(right) vessels at the Ile Longue peninsula in the Brest harbor.

tuosity behavior in the subsets of incoming and outgoing trajecto-
ries. We show the analysis by example of the port on the Ile Longue
peninsula (southwest). By filtering the trajectories using a spatial di-
rectional query, the analyst selects two subsets: 1,433 incoming and
1,413 outgoing trajectories. These subsets are visualized in two differ-
ent instances of the trajectory wall display in Figure 7.9.

Since high tortuosity values are of primary interest, the analyst de-
creases the visual prominence of the segments with low values by
means of color filtering in the legend. The displays clearly show how
the spatial behaviors of the tortuosity (S → A) differ for the incom-
ing and outgoing vessels. For the incoming vessels (see Figure 7.9
left), high values usually occur closely to the destination point. For
the outgoing vessels (see Figure 7.9 right), high values occur at about
1km distance from the port. The segmented time lenses show us that
both patterns are stable in time. However, at some time periods (6AM-
8AM, 2PM-4PM) the traffic is more intensive and, respectively, the
high tortuosity values are more frequent, especially in the afternoon.
We can also see that the connecting lines accumulate at specific min-
utes at the time scale, which indicates that vessels follow a defined
time table.

The examples demonstrate that our visualization design is useful
for gaining insight into spatio-temporal behaviors of various kinds
of attributes associated with trajectory positions. The interaction ca-
pabilities support the analyst in exploring the data with respect to
different subsets of space, time, and attributes.

Unfortunately, in the available data sets we could not find interest-
ing behaviors of combinations of multiple attributes. However, this
does not cancel the principal possibility of doing multi-attribute anal-
ysis using multiple views or clustering.
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7.5 user feedback

In order to evaluate the usability of our solution, we conducted a
small study. Our main intention was to investigate how easily and
conveniently users can explore the hybrid 2D/3D trajectory wall given
the implication of 3D as discussed in Section 7.3.3.1. Because the other
parts of our solution are based on accepted designs we did not inte-
grate them in the study as well.

For the study, we recruited 15 participants (2 female, ages 32 and 35;
13 male, ages 27–47) from the computer science department. 5 partic-
ipants considered themselves experienced in visualization, the others
had little or no exposure to this field. All participants were confident
with mouse and keyboard interaction, 11 participants were familiar
with 3D software (mostly from 3D games). None of the participants
had used our techniques before.

Each session of the study started with an explanation of the trajec-
tory wall and a demonstration of our focused zoom, pan, and orbit
interaction as well as the elevator interaction, which were also sum-
marized on a reference handout. Then the participants were asked to
apply the interaction techniques to freely navigate around a trajectory
wall showing “speed” of 250 clustered GPS-tracks of daily commut-
ing. During the study, one experimenter encouraged the participants
to “think-aloud” about what they were doing, why they were doing it,
and how they would like to do it. The experimenter took notes of the
participants feedback and provided assistance when it was needed.
The participants were explicitly asked to include any negative com-
ments they might have. At the end of each session, the participants
had to answer additional Likert-type questions regarding the ease of
use, helpfulness, smoothness, and learnability of the interaction. Indi-
vidual sessions took between 15 and 20 minutes.

The feedback of the participants was mostly positive. 13 out of the
15 participants agreed that our focused zoom, pan, and orbit interac-
tions made it easy to explore the trajectory wall. The idea of using
a focus point for the interaction was immediately clear to the partic-
ipants. Several participants highlighted the particular importance of
the elevator navigation along the stacked trajectories. Although we
had many participants who were used to classic 3D fly-through navi-
gation, none of them had difficulties using our solution.

13 participants agreed that the switch between 3D trajectory bands
and 2D paths on the map is easy to understand. All acknowledged
the usefulness of the highlighting plane with the projection of the
focused trajectory point onto the map. When being presented with
the option of showing a map duplicate (as shown in Figure 7.3), some
participants saw this as a useful approach, others were concerned
about the occlusion of the wall caused by the additional map.
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All participants answered that the interaction was easy to learn;
some participant spontaneously said that the interaction “is intuitive
and works very much as expected”. The implementation was posi-
tively rated by all participants as being smooth and fluid.

The participants also made constructive suggestions for improve-
ments. 4 participants commented that the orbit was too sensitive to
mouse movement, among them were the two participants who rated
the interaction as not being easy. This problem can be corrected by
providing user-adjustable interaction speeds. One participant men-
tioned that the 3D stacking elevator would be even more useful if
it had a design similar to scroll bars. This would make navigation
across larger distances easier. As a solution, we could enhance the
elevator with an in-situ scrolling widget.

Four participants noted the absence of the possibility to temporar-
ily lock the focus of the highlighting. A particularly interesting sug-
gestion was made by one participant who felt it difficult to use the
mouse to follow a trajectory precisely. His idea was to lock the trajec-
tory highlighted in the wall, and to project all further mouse move-
ment to this locked trajectory. This way he could traverse a path with-
out accidentally switching to another trajectory.

Overall we can conclude from the user feedback that the 2D/3D
approach can be operated quite well using the provided interaction
techniques. Several participants made impromptu comments about
the visualization as well, including “I can easily compare the trajecto-
ries in the wall.” or “This looks like stop-and-go traffic, maybe there
is a traffic light or a construction site.”. We take these comments as
an additional indication that our solution is useful when analyzing
trajectory attribute data, as already demonstrated in the previous sec-
tion.

7.6 conclusion and future work

We presented a novel visualization approach that facilitates gaining
insight into trajectory attribute data. By integrating spatial and tempo-
ral displays, we support exploratory spatio-temporal analysis. Our vi-
sualization design is based on color-coded trajectory bands, by which
we address elementary tasks, and on stacking the bands, by which
we address synoptic tasks. The usefulness of our solution has been
demonstrated by several examples and usability has been tested in a
small experiment. We can conclude that the novel approach is indeed
useful and usable.

Yet there is potential for improvement and future research. Our cur-
rent solution works well with hard- and soft-constrained trajectories
with similar geometry. As soon as the tracked movements become
less and less constrained or even chaotic (e.g., for particle movements
at the cellular level), clustering methods and so our visualization ap-
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proach will produce worse results. More research is needed to find
ways to cope with such data.

An interesting aspect in terms of the visual representation is to in-
vestigate further the combination of time and space. So far we use
spatially separated views for full-detail time and space. We plan to
integrate both views into a single display and use temporal separa-
tion instead (i.e., show one after the other). To this end, we could
use dynamic transitions to deform bands smoothly between a spatial
layout and a temporal one.

Additional interaction mechanism can be considered to better han-
dle larger data sets. We imagine tools that allow analysts to interac-
tively collapse and expand groups of trajectories (user-specified or
computed), similar to collapsing and expanding nodes in a regular
tree view. This idea requires enhancing the data model from a linear
stack to an ordered hierarchy of groups, and enhancing the design of
bands, because a single band must then be capable of showing the
paths of multiple grouped trajectories.

Furthermore, the exploration process deserves more research. So
far our solution leaves the decision which parts of the data to analyze
with which visualization entirely to the analyst. To ease the decision
making it is worth investigating guiding principles based on a more
detailed study of analysis tasks and characteristics of the trajectory
data. In combination with the previously mentioned ideas, we could
then compute and present “grand tours” through space and time.

Finally, we encourage geo-science researchers and usability experts
to use and evaluate our approach to identify and quantify its strengths
and weak spots. An interactive prototype is readily available [338].

7.7 some details on the dynamic spatial query

The dynamic query area is defined by two mandatory parameters
related to the spatial domain S and two optional parameters related
to the stacking order. The mandatory parameters position and radius
define a query circle S ′ ⊂ S. The optional parameters z-index and
height define a query cylinder to select only specific trajectories from
the stack.

Outside

Inside

Intersect

Query Circle

Trajectory Path

Figure 7.10: Cases of path-segment-circle intersections.
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Testing a trajectory d against S ′ is based computing line-circle-
intersections for the 2ld path segments of the trajectory. Fig. 7.10 il-
lustrates the three different cases that need to be handled. For the
case outside, nothing needs to be done. For the case inside, the corre-
sponding trajectory segment is passed to the temporal aggregation.
The intersect case requires cutting off the part of the path segment
that is outside, where the precise intersection point (incl. coordinates,
time, and attribute values) is computed by interpolation. Then the
situation is a regular inside case. Optionally, the number of required
line-circle-intersection calculations can be reduced by first checking if
the index of d in the stacking order falls in a range z-index ± height/2,
as defined by the query cylinder.
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I N T E R A C T I O N S U P P O RT F O R V I S U A L
C O M PA R I S O N I N S P I R E D B Y N AT U R A L B E H AV I O R

contribution The contribution of this chapter is a general inter-
action design to support higher-level visual comparison tasks. Three
methods, side-by-side, shine-through, and folding are combined in
an comprehensive interaction approach that is broadly applicable for
various types of data. The individual interaction techniques are vir-
tual replications of natural comparison behavior. This makes them
easy and intuitive, as documented by the results of a user study.

abstract Visual comparison is an intrinsic part of interactive data
exploration and analysis. The literature provides a large body of ex-
isting solutions that help users accomplish comparison tasks. These
solutions are mostly of visual nature and custom-made for specific
data. We ask the question if a more general support is possible by
focusing on the interaction aspect of comparison tasks. As an an-
swer to this question, we propose a novel interaction concept that
is inspired by real-world behavior of people comparing information
printed on paper. In line with real-world interaction, our approach
supports users (1) in interactively specifying pieces of graphical infor-
mation to be compared, (2) in flexibly arranging these pieces on the
screen, and (3) in performing the actual comparison of side-by-side
and overlapping arrangements of the graphical information. Comple-
mentary visual cues and add-ons further assist users in carrying out
comparison tasks. Our concept and the integrated interaction tech-
niques are generally applicable and can be coupled with different
visualization techniques. We implemented an interactive prototype
and conducted a qualitative user study to assess the concept’s use-
fulness in the context of three different visualization techniques. The
obtained feedback indicates that our interaction techniques mimic the
natural behavior quite well, can be learned quickly, and are easy to
apply to visual comparison tasks.

original publication [336] — C. Tominski, C. Forsell, and J. Jo-
hansson. Interaction Support for Visual Comparison Inspired by Nat-
ural Behavior. IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics,
18(12):2719–2728, 2012.
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8.1 introduction

Visual comparison tasks take a central role in visual data exploration
and analysis. By comparing and relating different parts of the data
in detail, users may formulate, confirm, fine-tune, or reject initial hy-
potheses, and thus can gain a better understanding of the data.

Gleicher et al. [140] argue that appropriate support is needed to
facilitate visual comparison in information visualization. Existing so-
lutions support comparison tasks mainly by visual means, including
special visual encodings (e.g., visualization of differences) and special
visual layouts (e.g., side-by-side views). Because visual exploration is
a dynamic process where users repeatedly identify parts of the data
to be compared, it is also necessary to provide dedicated interaction
support.

With this work, we contribute a novel interaction concept and sup-
plementary visual cues and add-ons to support visual comparison.
Our concept has been designed so as to facilitate three phases com-
mon to most comparison tasks: (1) selection of pieces of information
to be compared, (2) arrangement of the pieces to suit the comparison,
and (3) carrying out the actual comparison.

The approach we present here is inspired by real world interaction
as people may perform it when comparing information printed on
paper [181]. In an initial step, people usually pick from a pool of pa-
pers a few sheets to be studied in detail. Common ways of comparing
the selected sheets are illustrated in Figure 8.1. One approach is to lay
out the sheets side by side and look at them alternately. Additionally,
when comparing graphical depictions such as line drawings or sim-
ple charts, people may stack a few sheets of paper and hold them
against the light to let the information hidden on the back sheets
shine through and merge with the information on the front page. Al-
ternatively, when comparing such overlapping, but in other respects
well-arranged prints, people often fold pages back and forth in quick
succession without otherwise disturbing the arrangement to reveal
and relate the information shown on the different sheets. These be-
haviors can be observed in a multitude of scenarios, for example

Side-by-side Shine-through Folding

Figure 8.1: Natural behaviors observed when people compare information
printed on paper: side-by-side arrangement, shine-through, and
folding.
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when friends compare photographs, when decision makers contrast
figures and tables in reports, or when artists draw the frames of car-
toon animations. Our goal was to design interaction techniques for
visual comparison that resemble these natural behaviors as closely as
possible.

The proposed solution enables users to dynamically specify pieces
of graphical representations as the visual objects to be compared. We
call these visual objects views. Depending on the data and the task,
users can arrange views freely on the screen, for example to put them
side by side or to let one view lie on top of another, if this better suits
the comparison. To support users in comparing overlapping views
we provide the shine-through and the folding interaction techniques.
Supplementary tools help users manage the views and indicate com-
puted differences to assist in the data analysis where possible. Our
approach is generally applicable and can be combined with existing
visualization solutions. Design requirements and goals, and the cor-
responding solutions integrated in our approach will be described in
detail in Section 8.3.

We expected that our novel interaction techniques are intuitive
thanks to their real-world origin. The anticipated benefit for the users
is that comparison tasks feel natural and hence are easy to accom-
plish. In Section 8.4, we present the results of a user study indicating
that the developed solution meets our expectations. In the first part
of the study, the participants were able to quickly learn how to use
the new interaction techniques. In the second part, we studied the
developed techniques for selected visualization scenarios and found
that they indeed facilitate the addressed tasks.

In the next section, we will first introduce the general background
of our work and briefly review related approaches from the literature.

8.2 problem description and related work

Let us begin with a motivating example that dates back to a collab-
oration with scientists from the bio-informatics department. The sci-
entists visualized clustered multivariate data in a table lens, which
enabled them to spot local trends and patterns [193]. For comparing
the local phenomena, the scientists extensively used manual scrolling
and had to rely on their short-term memory. First they scrolled to a
pattern and memorized it and then they navigated to another pattern
and compared that to the stored mental image of the first one. The
scientists experienced this procedure as inefficient because it requires
to scroll over and over again, and as error-prone because the actual
comparison is carried out based on a mental image.

So, our goal was to come up with a concept that would allow the
scientists to conduct the comparison more efficiently. This specific
goal of supporting the comparison of local phenomena in a table lens
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can be translated into the more general goal of providing interaction
support for visual comparison for a wider range of visualization tech-
niques.

8.2.1 Problem Description

What precisely do we mean when speaking of visual comparison?
Andrienko and Andrienko [36] provide formal definitions of several
variants of this visualization task. In a most general interpretation,
comparison can be understood as the task of formulating a relationship
that holds for particular subsets of the data. On the other hand, rela-
tion seeking is the task of searching for subsets in the data that match
with a predefined relationship. According to this thinking, the only
difference between comparison and relation seeking lies in what is
given and what is sought (relationship or data subsets). Hence, many
practical solutions do not make this distinction between comparison
and relation seeking, but subsume both tasks under the common term
visual comparison. So do we in this work.

For exploratory data analysis, the distinction between comparison
and relation seeking is further blurred, because there are usually no
a-priory assumptions neither about the data subsets to be compared
nor about the specific relations to be tested. In such a setting, users
may at all times identify interesting data subsets to be studied in
detail (e.g., individual data values or clusters of values) or potential
relations to be tested (e.g., comparison of outliers, comparison of the
slopes of trends, or comparison of the shapes of clusters). The actual
comparison can mean that users formulate a relation based on the
data (e.g., a set of values exceed a threshold) or that they confirm or
reject a supposed relation (e.g., the cluster shapes are indeed identi-
cal).

This multitude of aspects makes developing general support for vi-
sual comparison a challenging endeavor. Therefore, we simplify the
problem by abstracting from the specific details of the data to be com-
pared, be it tuples in a table, nodes in a graph, sequences of genomes,
or whatsoever. Our assumption is that suitable visualization tech-
niques are available to generate appropriate visual representations
of the data. Under this assumption we can resort to pieces of graphical
information as the visual objects to be compared. Delegating the task
of dealing with the specific semantics of the data to the visualization
allows us to focus on the design of the interaction.

8.2.2 Related Work

As previously described, we aim to develop interaction techniques
that support users in visually comparing pieces of graphical informa-
tion. Work that is related to this goal will be briefly surveyed next.
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interaction in visualization Spence [310] describes visual-
ization as a tool to support people in forming mental models of other-
wise difficult-to-grasp complex data. The fact that people form mental
models implies that interacting with the visual output and with the
data is a vital aspect. The importance of interaction has been advo-
cated by several researchers, including Thomas and Cook [325], Pike
et al. [269], and Fekete [118]. We understand our work as a contribu-
tion to the interaction side of visualization.

There are a variety of reasons why users want to and need to in-
teract. Yi et al. [385] categorize seven key user intents for interaction.
These intents are supported by a large number of available interaction
techniques, where direct manipulation [303] appears to be the pre-
ferred underlying design. Among the available techniques are classic
brushing and linking to mark interesting parts in the data (e.g., [52,
155]), navigation techniques to assist users in exploring larger infor-
mation spaces (e.g., [109, 256]), techniques to manipulate the layout
and adapt the encoding of visual representations (e.g., [252]), or in-
teractive lenses to provide locally adapted information where it is
needed (e.g., [177, 111]).

support for comparison tasks Due to its central role, visual
comparison is addressed by a number of approaches. Here we can
list only a few examples. Munzner et al. [258] focus on guaranteed
visibility to support the comparison of hierarchically organized data.
Holten and van Wijk [172] use bundled edges to explicitly link simi-
lar regions in the data. Tominski et al. [331] support the comparison
of multivariate data in general by specifically designed color-scales.
Jiang et al. [192] support comparison across application boundaries
by integrating multiple views in a single shared display.

Far more examples are given by Gleicher et al. [140], who list over
110 references in a survey on visual comparison for information vi-
sualization. To establish a meta view of this immense solution space,
Gleicher et al. propose a general taxonomy of visual designs for com-
parison (which also abstracts from the concrete data being compared).
The three fundamental categories in this taxonomy are juxtaposition,
superposition, and explicit encoding, which can further be combined to
form hybrid approaches.

Although Gleicher et al. focus on visual techniques, they also men-
tion interaction as invaluable tool to assist in the comparison. Two
general examples of commonly provided functionality are given: (1)
techniques to make connections between related objects (e.g., interac-
tive highlighting) and (2) techniques to reorder and rearrange objects.
These two examples correspond to the connect and the reconfigure cat-
egories of Yi et al.’s [385] taxonomy of interaction intents.

Interestingly, Yi et al.’s work does not contain a separate category
for interaction techniques for visual comparison. The authors argue
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that to compare something can mean so many different things, mak-
ing it difficult to uniquely distinguish comparison tasks from other in-
teraction intents. We could not single out interaction techniques that
are explicitly designed to support visual comparison either. Often the
interaction techniques are tightly integrated as part of the visualiza-
tion. Our approach is different in that we aim to abstract from the
particular type of a visualization and focus on a general interaction
concept, thus filling a gap in the literature.

Yi et al.’s argumentation is also an indicator that a single technique
alone will not suffice to support visual comparison. Instead, multi-
ple interaction techniques need to work in concert to support all the
aspects of visual comparison. Our solution accounts for this require-
ment by combining interaction techniques inspired by natural behav-
ior and supplementary visual cues and add-ons.

naturally inspired interaction One can find different
themes in the literature that address naturalness as a key to efficient
interaction between the human and the computer. A classic and still
relevant theme is direct manipulation [303], that is, the direct interac-
tion with the graphical representation on the screen. Tanglible interac-
tion [184] is based on more natural interaction with tangible objects
in the real world. Instrumental interaction [50] conceptualizes the idea
of naturally using interaction instruments to manipulate domain ob-
jects.

Reality-based interaction [187] and natural interaction [348] are the
next steps in a line of recent developments that include aspects of
greater awareness of the user and the environment in which the in-
teraction takes place. Typically such interactions are applied in sce-
narios with large or multiple displays, where awareness is achieved
through detection and tracking approaches (e.g., detection of hand
gestures [359] or tracking of position and viewing direction of the
user [230]).

Also notable is the recent progress in utilizing interactive surfaces
to facilitate visualization [182]. The advantage of multi-touch surfaces
is that the interaction is intuitive because it is much like working with
objects on a table. One particularly related instance is Isenberg and
Carpendale’s [179] work on collaborative comparison of trees.

Although the inspiration for our solution comes from natural be-
havior, we should clearly distinguish our work from other areas that
strive for naturalness in interaction. The bulk of visualization applica-
tions still resides in the realm of desktop computers, where expensive
tracking systems and multi-touch devices are not yet commonplace.

Therefore, we aim to develop a general interaction concept. We
think that being independent of the underlying technology is bene-
ficial, as it allows for later implementation of the concept in different
contexts using the technology that is most suitable, be it natural inter-
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action, multi-touch interaction, or classic mouse and keyboard inter-
action. Nonetheless, we hope that the novel approach presented next
contributes to more naturalness of interaction in visualization.

8.3 interaction support for visual comparison

In the following, we elaborate on our concept of interaction support
for visual comparison tasks. Starting with a set of design goals, we de-
velop the basic environment into which to embed our new techniques.
Then each individual technique will be explained in more detail.

8.3.1 Design Goals

As mentioned before, visual comparison tasks are usually carried out
in three phases: (1) selection of pieces of information, (2) arrangement
of the pieces, and (3) actual comparison. Theses phases are to be sup-
ported by interaction techniques that borrow ideas from natural com-
parison of information printed on paper. According to this thinking,
our approach has to fulfill three specific requirements R1-R3:

R1 Interactive specification of comparison objects: During ex-
ploratory analysis of unknown data there are usually no a pri-
ori restrictions on what may constitute interesting candidates
for the comparison. Therefore, users must be enabled to flexibly
specify what they want to compare. While we can assume that a
good visualization already helps the user in spotting interesting
candidates for the comparison, it makes sense to provide addi-
tional support to aid in the search (e.g., by showing aggregated
differences).

R2 Interactive relocation to suit comparison: It may very well
be that the candidates selected for comparison are located in
different parts of the display or are even not visible at the same
time (e.g., when comparing the first and the last rows of a scrol-
lable table visualization). This can severely impede the compari-
son because the eyes have to travel larger distances and because
the user has to temporally memorize parts of a possibly com-
plex visual representation (see Lind et al. [234] and Alvarez and
Cavanagh [23]). Therefore, the selected parts of the visualiza-
tion must be relocatable dynamically to make the comparison
easy to carry out.

R3 Interactive resolving of occlusion to facilitate compari-
son: Even with a side-by-side layout the comparison might be
demanding because the eyes still have to move from one part
to the other part. To minimize the eye movement, the objects
being compared ideally would have to be superimposed one
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on the other. But in this case, the occlusion of possibly relevant
graphical information can be disadvantageous. Therefore, ap-
propriate interaction techniques are needed to dynamically un-
hide occluded parts. Fulfilling this requirement will enable the
user to balance the comparison process in between the extremes:
much eye movement vs. no eye movement and no occlusion vs.
full occlusion.

While the requirements R1-R3 are specific to our work, there are
also some general interaction goals G1-G4 we should strive to achieve:

G1 Mimic natural behavior: Our major goal is to mimic real
world behavior observed when people compare information
printed on paper. We expect that building upon a natural ori-
gin is beneficial for interaction support for visual comparison
tasks. Achieving this goal requires developing a realistic look
& feel. The major challenge will be to design the approach so
that it bridges the gap between the natural interaction and the
interaction modalities available on computer machinery.

G2 Foster fluid interaction: A second goal is to design the ap-
proach so that it is easy and enjoyable to use, where “easy” and
“enjoyable” can be associated with usability and user experi-
ence, respectively. A related aspect is what Elmqvist et al. [112]
recently coined “fluid interaction for information visualization”,
which comprises aspects of promoting flow, direct manipula-
tion, and smooth interaction-feedback cycles.

G3 Provide computed assistance: Third, we strive to go beyond
what is possible in the real world and provide “computed” as-
sistance. Our solution is to be complemented with appropriate
tools that help users in accomplishing comparison tasks. How-
ever, the augmentation should be balanced and must not inter-
fere with the aims for naturalness and fluidity, which forbids
integrating computationally complex calculations.

G4 Promote generality: Finally, we aim to develop an approach
that is general in terms of applicability. We do not seek a solu-
tion for a particular visualization technique, but one that can
be combined with many of the exiting visualization methods.
Generality should also be achieved with regard to the techni-
cal realization. That is, our approach should be implementable
for different interaction modalities such as mouse and keyboard
interaction or multi-touch interaction.

With the specific requirements R1-R3 and the general goals G1-G4

in mind we designed the basic setup for our solution.
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Figure 8.2: Illustration of the zoomable visualization space in which views
show graphical representations of data.

8.3.2 Basic Setup

As our inspiration originates from natural work with sheets of paper,
we need a corresponding virtual paper representative on the com-
puter. For the sake of simplicity we define such representatives as 2D
views that show a graphical representation of data, where we do not
impose any particular restrictions on the type of graphical represen-
tation.

Much like in the real world, we need a work space in which views
can be compared or analyzed for relations. In accordance with our
design goals, we decided to build upon the notion of zoomable user
interfaces (ZUIs). In addition to being engaging, visually rich, and
simple, ZUIs facilitate overview and detail exploration of the infor-
mation displayed in the views (see Bederson [53]). In this work, we
define the visualization space as a virtual zoomable 2D space. This
space can hold an arbitrary number of views. In a sense, we combine
the advantages of ZUIs and multiple views (see Wang Baldonado et al.
[363]) in a way similar to what was suggested by Plumlee and Ware
[275]. Figure 8.2 shows an example of the visualization space with
five views. For the purpose of illustration, the figure shows different
and not necessarily related visual representations.

The classic way of navigating in such a visualization space is to
apply zoom and pan operations. However, when multiple views are
scattered across the space at different locations and zoom levels, man-
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ual navigation can be time consuming and cumbersome [53]. There-
fore, we integrate automatic navigation methods that enable the user
to quickly travel between views without having to approach them
manually. Our solution uses the smooth and efficient zoom and pan
animation by van Wijk and Nuij [355] and the infinite grid by Tomin-
ski et al. [332] to help maintain user orientation when larger distances
need to be covered.

This setup of views residing in a zoomable and animated visualiza-
tion space is the basis upon which we develop the interaction tech-
niques to facilitate visual comparison.

8.3.3 Flexible Specification

According to requirement R1, users must be enabled to specify which
pieces of information they want to compare in detail. In the real
world, people simply pick sheets of papers, notes, or photos depend-
ing on the task at hand [181]. In a regular visualization, the user has to
identify and shape regions of interest mentally and keep the extracted
information in mind throughout the course of the comparison, which
can be quite difficult [23].

Our solution relieves the user from keeping too many things in
mind: At any time during the exploration of the data, if the user
spots something interesting it can be marked and the system creates
a new view (a sub-view so to say) corresponding to the selection. Once
created, a view is detached from its base view and shown as a full-
fledged view in the visualization space. All views are collected in a
view hierarchy, which stores the parent-child relationships of the views.
This hierarchy enables us to keep track of created views, to maintain
data integrity when views are removed, and to keep views visible on
top of their parents.

The actual specification of a new view is based on drawing a selec-
tion shape (e.g., an elastic selection rectangle for our case of rectan-
gular views) on top of an existing view. The selection shape is used
to determine what to display in the new view. The selection can take
effect in image space or in data space. For image-based view creation,
the new view simply shows a copy of the graphical content within
the selection shape. For data-based view creation, the selection shape
is projected into the data space, where it is used to filter out all data
that do not correspond to the selection. Only the selected data are
then set as the input to be visualized in the new view.

Figure 8.3 on the next page shows rectangular views extracted from
a node-link diagram. Because the selection was made in image space,
we still can see edges that connect to nodes outside of the view. If
we had used a data-based selection instead, the induced subgraph
corresponding to the selection would not contain these edges.
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Figure 8.3: Folding interaction to reveal and relate information shown in
overlapping node-link diagrams.

Our flexible specification mechanisms contribute to fulfill require-
ment R1. They have a clear advantage over natural paper comparison,
where extracting and duplicating information is usually more compli-
cated (e.g., create a hard copy and cut out pieces of interest). Next we
provide the details on three interaction techniques that address the
requirements R2 and R3.

8.3.4 Interactive Arrangement

Traditionally, visual comparison is supported by showing the infor-
mation to be compared in a fixed layout (i.e., juxtaposition or super-
position in [140]). Our solution is different in that we allow users to
flexibly create layouts that best suit the comparison at hand. By simple
drag and drop interaction users can arrange views in the visualization
space as if they were shifting paper on a table.

In addition to translation, which is mandatory for side-by-side com-
parison, rotation and scaling can be useful, depending on the appli-
cation scenario. For example, collaborative comparison on interactive
surfaces requires rotation [179]. If comparison on different scales of
the data is semantically meaningful, it can be useful to scale views
independent of the already available zooming of the visualization
space.

While fully flexible arrangement can be advantageous, it can also
be tedious to control. In the real world, people use edges of papers
or patterns on the table surface to guide the arrangement. In the vir-
tual world, so-called snapping assists in the alignment of views to
be compared. Depending on the data and the applied visualization
technique, a number of alignments make sense, including grid-based,
axis-based, object-based, and image-based alignment.

Grid-based alignment constrains the horizontal and vertical trans-
lation to multiples of a grid width and a grid height. This is useful
for visualizations that construct regular arrangements of the data. Ex-
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amples are matrix representations of graph data or table-based repre-
sentations of multivariate data, where the matrix or table cells define
the grid.

Axis-based alignment is useful for the many visualization tech-
niques that display data along axes, where fixed (e.g., Kiviat graph
[210]) or flexible layouts (e.g., FLINA [81]) are possible.

Object alignment is useful when comparing visual representations
that contain visually distinguishable objects, such as glyphs, or clus-
ters of nodes in a node-link diagram. If sufficient information (e.g.,
coordinates, object geometry, or bounding shapes) is available, one
can employ the techniques by Bier [57] to compute a variety of guides
to drive the snapping.

Where this is not the case, and in all other situations where plain
image data is the only source for the snapping, image-based methods
can be applied. Line detection, feature point detection, or difference
images are simple examples. More complex mechanisms such as the
gradient-based snapping by Gleicher [139] can provide better align-
ment assistance.

By providing the mechanisms for interactive arrangement we fulfill
requirement R2. Users can place views side-by-side if it suits the data
and tasks at hand. As with natural comparison of paper, it is also
possible to let views overlap partially or to position views exactly on
top of each other. However, the resulting occlusion renders any com-
parison impossible. Therefore, requirements R3 demands that users
are provided with tools to look “through” or “behind” views.

8.3.5 Shine-Through Interaction

In the real world, it is quite common to purposely stack papers on
top of each other and to resolve the occlusion by holding the papers
against the light. The degree to which information shines through is
controlled by altering the viewing direction with respect to the light
source or by controlling the luminance of the light.

A common approach to momentarily reveal otherwise occluded
information on a computer display is to apply see-through techniques
(see Bier et al. [59]). We allow the user to temporally fade out views
by alpha-blending with a variable level of transparency.

There are two ways to steer this process: the user can control the
transparency manually or the fading animates automatically between
fully visible and invisible. The former solution offers more control,
but is more expensive in terms of interaction costs [221] as it requires
entering a concrete alpha value. The animation is less expensive as
it only requires triggering the animation (e.g., press button to fade
out and release button to fade back in), but this also means less con-
trol. The time costs involved when rendering the animation can be
restricted by choosing different animation speeds.
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Designed in this way, the shine-through interaction fulfills require-
ment R3 and it corresponds to natural comparison behavior G1. In
line with our experience from the real world, we found the shine-
through quite useful, especially when comparing visualizations that
employ the visual variables size, length, position, and orientation to
encode data.

But there are also some issues related to alpha-blending. The first
thing that comes to mind is the unfavorable blending of colors when
comparing color-coded visual representations. An alternative solu-
tion would be to use weaving as suggested by Hagh-Shenas et al.
[148] or Luboschik et al. [241]. However, with both blending and
weaving another problem persists: it is difficult for the user to figure
out which of the views being compared contributes to a particular
feature in the blended or weaved image. This is only natural, because
blending and weaving favor a merged view on the data at the cost of
loosing separability of individual data items. The folding interaction
described next addresses this aspect.

8.3.6 Folding Interaction

Folding back and forth to reveal information shown on different pages
is a natural behavior when comparing overlapping pieces of informa-
tion. This inspired us to develop an alternative interaction technique
for comparing subjects that are superimposed one on the other. To
uncover occluded information we allow the user to temporarily fold
away or peel off views as if they were virtual paper.

Folding has been applied successfully for other purposes related to
coping with occlusion (requirement R3). Beaudouin-Lafon [51] sug-
gests using folding to assist in window management. Dragicevic [102]
and Chapuis and Roussel [75] extend the basic folding to support
drag and drop as well as copy and paste operations between overlap-
ping windows. Furthermore, many online brochures allow users to
flip pages, mainly for the purpose of being an engaging and fun-to-
use website, which is related to our goal G2.

According to our research, the application of folding to support
visual comparison in the realm of visualization is novel. Therefore,
we describe it in a bit more detail in the next paragraphs.

The advantage of using folding for comparison is that the occlud-
ing view can be folded away temporarily, while otherwise keeping
the views in place to preserve the arrangement initially created for
the comparison. We designed the folding so that it occurs where the
focus of the user is, usually determined by a primary pointer (e.g.,
mouse cursor or touch by index finger). To resolve the occlusion at
that location (i.e., the folding point P), the user simply presses a trig-
ger to initiate the folding interaction.
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Information-rich
Natural

Occlusion-free

Figure 8.5: Different folding styles enable users to balance information-
richness, naturalness, and the degree of occlusion.

rendering the folding effect The goal of the folding is to
unhide the information that would otherwise lie underneath vfold. To
this end, when rendering a folded view, the visualization is cropped
at the edges of vfix, effectively leaving vfold blank. To generate ap-
propriate visual feedback for the folding interaction, it is necessary to
display the folded backside v ′fold instead. The visual effect of folded
virtual paper can be achieved by rendering a white backside and at-
taching a shading gradient to the folding axis, which gives the fold a
more realistic appearance.

However, this basic approach, although being quite natural (goal
G1), is not very efficient, because it leads to self-occlusion (and possi-
bly to occlusion beyond the folded view) without utilizing the screen
space occupied for the backside for any additional gains. Therefore,
we designed alternative rendering styles that aim to either use space
more efficiently or reduce the occupied space.

The first alternative style enhances the visualization by utilizing
v ′fold to display additional information (e.g., a reflected copy of the
front side, an alternative visual encoding of the data, or an explicit
representation of differences). The second style, shows v ′fold as semi-
transparent shape to mitigate occlusion, while still indicating the fold-
ing. The third style shows only the shading gradient mentioned be-
fore and thus requires minimal screen space.

Figure 8.5 illustrates the different rendering styles for the folding ef-
fect. We can see that the styles vary in their naturalness, information-
richness, and in the degree to which they account for occlusion con-
cerns. By offering the different styles, we allow users choosing the
one that best suits their preferences and balances the advantages and
difficulties of the folding (e.g., some users might favor naturalness
over information-richness, others might prefer sacrificing naturalness
in favor of a minimalistic style).

animating the folding interaction Using the computed
folding geometry and the chosen style, we display the folding effect.
But applying the folding in an instant once the user triggers the in-
teraction would be unnatural. Depending on the size of vfold, the
folding could affect a rather large part of the display, which is con-
trary to smoothness of interaction and might confuse the user.
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Using a force-based animation will give the folding a realistic ap-
pearance and make the interaction easy to grasp and fluid to apply
(goals G1 and G2). We model a simple spring-mass system, based on
a point S, which describes the point where the spring is fixed, and a
second point M, which defines a displaced mass that is attached to
the spring. For each frame of the animation, we evaluate the forces
affecting M and derive its new position, which we use in turn to
construct the folding axis.

When the user triggers the folding, we set S = P and M = O which
results in a smooth folding from the folding origin O to the folding
point P. To smoothly unfold the view when the folding operation has
ended, we do the inverse and set S = O and M = P. During the
folding, when the user moves the folding point, S is simply updated
to S = P to account for the movement.

The user can choose from three predefined animation speeds, which
have been obtained by varying the spring constant, the damping fac-
tor, and the mass of M used for the spring-mass system. Note that
the duration of the animation cannot be set directly, because the time
required to reach equilibrium depends among other factors on the
displacement. Therefore, bigger foldings take longer, but the anima-
tion is fluid and smooth at all times as demanded by goal G2.

The folding as described before is a helpful alternative to resolve
occlusion (requirement R3) in situations where the shine-through in-
teraction leads to unintended blending of information. In contrast to
the shine-through, which affects a view globally, the folding interac-
tion is focused and of localized nature. As our concept aims to be
generally applicable (goal G4), both shine-through and folding will
have their merits depending on the concrete application scenario.

8.3.7 Visual Cues and Add-Ons

With the tools introduced so far, we provide the essential interaction
techniques required to support comparison tasks in information vi-
sualization. To increase the utility of our approach, we integrate sup-
plementary visual cues and add-ons. The enhancements help users
maintain overview and context, reduce interaction costs, and visual-
ize computed differences.

view hierarchy overview To relieve users of keeping track of
the created views and the information displayed in them, it makes
sense to show an overview of the view hierarchy in a separate win-
dow (e.g., as a regular tree view as depicted in Figure 8.6). This dis-
play serves as an overview in which views can be annotated with
captions to characterize them. According to Plumlee and Ware [275]
(p. 183), making annotations is related to offloading cognitive costs
from the visual memory to the verbal memory.
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View hierarchy overview Ghost of origin Difference LEDs

Focused view

Disabled LEDs

Active LEDs
Ghost border

Annotations

Shortcuts

Figure 8.6: Additional tools provide further support to maintain overview
and context, to simplify costly interactions, and to display com-
puted differences.

The overview is also the place where the user can pick a view and
trigger interaction shortcuts for otherwise costly interaction tasks. We
provide two useful shortcuts. The go-to shortcut applies the smooth
and efficient zoom and pan animation to center the visualization
space’s camera on the picked view. The bring-in shortcut does the
inverse: it smoothly moves the picked view towards the center of the
display. By using the shortcuts users can avoid repeated zoom and
pan and drag and drop operations when exploring larger datasets.

ghost of origin Defining and arranging views freely (require-
ments R1 and R2) implicate that data are separated from their im-
mediate context. In the real world, this is related to removing the
documents to be compared from their trays. Unless documents and
trays are appropriately labeled, it can be difficult to maintain their
connection.

To better preserve the data context in our visualization space, we
support interactive highlighting of the location where a view has orig-
inally been detached from its parent. To this end, we embed ghost
borders into the display to mark a view’s origin in a dimmed fashion
(see Figure 8.6). To avoid excessive overplotting, we show only the
ghost borders for the currently focused view. This visual cue helps
users reestablish the connection between the data shown in the fo-
cused view and the data’s original context.

difference leds To assist users in spotting interesting candi-
dates for detailed comparison, additional support is desirable (re-
quirement R1). Where feasible we provide such support by visual-
izing computed differences on demand.

Computing differences between views is possible, for instance, for
visualizations that show data in regular cell arrangements (e.g., tabu-
lar visualization of multivariate data or matrix visualization of graph
data). Where two such visualizations overlap, each cell in one view
has a corresponding cell in the other view. For each such pair of over-
lapping cells, we compute the individual difference of their data val-
ues. These individual differences are then averaged along columns
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Tasks Provided solutions

Navigate • Smoothly animated zoom, pan, and scroll
• Go-to shortcut

Select • Dynamic specification of views
• Annotatable view hierarchy display
• Indication of view origins via ghost borders
• Assistance via difference LEDs

Arrange • Flexible view arrangement
• Alignment via snapping methods
• Bring-in shortcut

Compare
• View juxtaposition or superposition
• Interpolated and fine-tunable shine-through
• Plausible view folding (via simple heuristic)
• Balanced set of folding styles
• Force-based folding animation

Table 8.1: Summary of interaction tasks and provided solutions.

and rows to obtain a single aggregated difference value per column
and row.

To visualize the column-wise and row-wise differences in an unob-
trusive fashion, we embed so-called difference LEDs into the borders
of views. As illustrated in Figure 8.6, the differences are color-coded
using a suitable color scheme. Gray color indicates that no differences
were computed due to the particular overlap configuration.

When users move a view, the differences are dynamically updated
depending on the current overlap situation. During data exploration,
the difference LEDs provide aggregated information about the simi-
larity of the overlapping views. Based on this information, users can
decide if it makes sense to compare the underlying data in more de-
tail using the shine-through or folding interaction; otherwise they can
continue the exploration.

8.3.8 Approach Summary

In this section, we developed an ensemble of interaction techniques
and supplementary tools to support visual comparison. Table 8.1 pro-
vides an overview of the interaction tasks that we address and the
corresponding concepts and methods integrated in our approach. Fig-
ure 8.7 provides a summarizing overview of the key interactions side-
by-side arrangement, shine-through, and folding.
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24–39) who judged themselves as experienced (if not experts) in vi-
sualization and 12 participants (four female, ages 19–35, eight male,
ages 19–35) with no or little experience in this field. All participants
were familiar with (if not experts) in using interactive software, but
none had used our interaction techniques prior to the study. Except
for refreshments, the participants received no compensation for tak-
ing part.

8.4.2 Stimuli, Tasks, and Devices

For the first part of the study, we embedded photographs and the
pages of a research article into the zoomable visualization space. The
task for the participants was to familiarize with the interface and
its navigation methods, and to apply the developed interaction tech-
niques to compare the photographs and browse the article much like
in the real world.

In the second part, two common and one advanced visualization
techniques were used: a table visualization, a matrix visualization,
and the NodeTrix technique [165].

The table visualization displayed bars whose lengths were propor-
tional to the underlying data values. Each table column was shown
in a saturated color that was different from the color in adjacent col-
umns. We used random data with 12 columns and 200 rows into
which we embedded 6 artificial patterns: two ideal linear trends, two
noisy trends, and two correlation patterns. The single column trends
spanned between 10 and 15 rows and the correlation patterns cov-
ered 4 columns and 10 rows. The participants were pointed to these
patterns and the task was to compare the lengths and the slopes of
the trends, and the strengths of the correlation.

For the matrix visualization, we constructed two random 100×100
matrices. We further used three random 15×15 pattern matrices, each
of which contained either a square (7×7), a plus (8×8), or a slash
(10×10) as artificial pattern. The three pattern matrices were embed-
ded into each of the random matrices at varying positions to generate
two test matrices. The participants were presented with the test ma-
trices, where one matrix used a color-coding and the other a different
size+color encoding. The task was to pick a pair of patterns (e.g., the
plus in both matrices) and to compare the vicinity of the patterns.

For the third test, we used a more complex NodeTrix represen-
tation of a co-author network. A NodeTrix is a hybrid design that
shows communities in the network as matrices and embeds them into
a node-link diagram to preserve the overall network structure. In the
study, the participants were presented with Figure 7 from the origi-
nal NodeTrix article [165], and were asked to freely compare anything
they find interesting in the visualized co-authors network.
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While the introductory part and the NodeTrix part were more of
exploratory nature, the parts with the table visualization and the
matrix visualization were designed to assess our techniques’ useful-
ness when comparing length-coded and color-coded visual represen-
tations.

The study was performed using a regular desktop computer with
a 24 inch monitor and mouse+keyboard interaction. A large reference
sheet with the interaction techniques was pinned to the wall so that
the participants could refer to them when they needed to recall a
particular mouse or key mapping.

8.4.3 Procedure

Each individual session started with obtaining background informa-
tion, including age, visualization expertise, and interaction experi-
ence (classic mouse and keyboard and modern multi-touch). Then an
introduction and a demonstration was given, providing an overview
of the program and a step-by-step walkthrough.

Thereafter the actual study began. First, the participants were asked
to explore the program freely trying out the interaction techniques
working on the photographs and the pages of the research article de-
scribed earlier. Second, they were asked to carry out comparison tasks
using the table, matrix, and NodeTrix visualizations. Before each task,
the participants were given oral instructions about the particular vi-
sualization. In order to stimulate as much feedback as possible, the
participants were encouraged to use all interaction techniques. The
next visualization was presented when the participants had agreed
of being finished with the current task. The order of presentation of
the three visualizations was not assumed to be a factor that could
have any negative impact on the outcome of this evaluation.

While the participants were carrying out the tasks, the experimenter
instructed them to “think aloud” meaning that they should describe
what they were doing, why they were doing it, and also what they
would like to do. Notes were taken to document each participant’s
session. During the study, a prepared interview guide was used which
included a set of predefined questions that covered various aspects
of the design goals and requirements from Section 8.3.1. The experi-
menter engaged in the conversation and made sure that all questions
were covered. Most questions were discussed while the participants
were working with the program, although some were reviewed af-
terwards. At all times, the participants could ask questions and ask
for assistance. Total participation time lasted approximately 60 min-
utes, about 15 minutes each for the introductory part and the three
visualizations.
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8.4.4 Results

The feedback from the participants was mostly positive. There were
also useful comments on the negative side, which have already helped
us to improve our solution. The evaluation of our approach according
to the goals G1-G4 led to the following results.

goal g1 All 18 participants said that the provided interaction tech-
niques resemble natural comparison well. 6 participants commented
that the interaction is “better than natural comparison”, because the tech-
niques provide more degrees of freedom and because things are eas-
ier than in the real world (e.g., cutting out and duplicating pieces
of information). 12 participants commented that the folding is too
flexible. They wished for constrained folding along the horizontal
or vertical axes of a view. On the other hand, they recognized that
constraining the folding should be optional depending on the under-
lying visual representation. One participant realized only then that
he could create an exactly diagonal fold to compare the symmetric
matrices in the NodeTrix much easier.

goal g2 All participants experienced the interaction techniques to
be fluid and smooth, and enjoyed using them. Several participants
expressed their excitement in comments like “Oh, this looks great.”,
“The folding feels realistic because it follows the pointer smoothly.” or ”The
software is nicely implemented, everything is very harmonic.”. The partici-
pants’ feedback also confirms that using a zoomable interface as the
basis for engaging and simple interaction was an appropriate deci-
sion.

goal g3 Although the complementary visual cues and add-ons
were not in the focus of the user study, most participants considered
them useful. In particular, the highlighting of a view’s origin and the
shortcuts were appreciated. The similarity LEDs were only rarely ap-
plied due to the nature of the tasks: The clearly described patterns to
be compared made a search for comparison candidates unnecessary.
4 participants commented that an integrated overview would ease
activating the short cuts.

goal g4 We also asked the participants if they could imagine ap-
plying the interaction techniques with different interaction modalities.
From the 18 participants of the study, 6 considered themselves as in-
termediates or experts in multi-touch interaction. All 6 of them said
that the interaction would work on a touch device as well; 3 thought
that it would work even better on such devices due to the natural
paper-on-table metaphor. One of the participants was experienced in
alternative interaction modalities. She commented that applying the
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techniques using Wii-controllers or depth cameras in front of a large
high-resolution display could work as well, but the utility of the tech-
niques might depend on the distance of the user to the display.

Given the feedback from the users, we can conclude that our ap-
proach fulfills all four goals G1-G4. The user study also yielded in-
sight with regard to the requirements R1-R3.

requirements r1-r3 When the participants carried out the com-
parison tasks for the three different visualization techniques, we ob-
served that the assumed general procedure of (1) selecting, (2) arrang-
ing, and (3) comparing pieces of information was indeed followed by
the participants. Depending on the task, all participants created jux-
tapositions or superpositions of the views and compared them after-
wards. For superposition, the participants applied the shine-through
and folding interactions to fine-tune the arrangement. When being
asked if anything was essentially missing the participants answered
in the negative. All participants answered that the interaction tools
and visual cues supported them in accomplishing the comparison
tasks easily, quickly, and with confidence (although there was no
ground truth to be found). Hence, we can infer that the requirements
R1-R3 are valid for interaction support for visual comparison and that
our approach fulfills them.

observations The way how participants applied the techniques
suggests that side-by-side arrangement are useful when comparing
smaller views (e.g., the linear trend patterns) and that superposition
is beneficial for larger views (e.g., the pattern matrices). We can fur-
ther infer that using shine-through is good for getting an overview of
the compared views, while the folding facilitates making direct com-
parison of more focused regions (e.g., individual rows) in the display.

When working with the different visualization techniques, some
participants noticed that the color blending of the shine-through can
be a disadvantage. They compensated this by using the folding inter-
action. With regard to the occlusion caused by the folding, we could
argue that it is not a severe problem, because we can assume that the
user’s attention rests where the folding uncovers hidden information
and not where information is possibly about to be occluded. Yet, this
argument needs to be proven experimentally.

Until then it is good to have the different styles (see Figure 8.5). We
asked the participants which style they found useful: the information-
rich backside, the transparent backside, and the minimal backside
received 15, 13, and 14 votes respectively. The blank backside received
only 3 votes, although one participants explicitly acknowledged this
style’s naturalness.
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additional improvements The participants made a number
of suggestions for additional improvements. 3 participants commented
that the mouse wheel zooming works opposite to what they expected.
Detailed inquiry confirmed that these participants had experience
with other zoomable tools to which they were adapted. As described
by Grew [143], there are competing models behind the wheel inter-
action, so it makes sense to allow users to choose the wheel zoom
direction.

The grid-based snapping of our table visualization was critiqued as
well. 9 participants said that they could not compensate for a certain
offset in the value ranges when comparing the slope of trends in de-
tail. Therefore, the suggestion was to make the snapping an optional
feature, active only when a particular key is held down. Interestingly,
when comparing the NodeTrix, for which we do not provide snap-
ping, some participants commented that snapping would be needed,
whereas others said that the shine-through and manual arrangement
work so well that snapping is not a must.

One participant suggested that it should be possible to fix a view
in place so that it can not be moved unintentionally, another recom-
mended that dragging a view beyond the window borders should
automatically activate scrolling. We consider these suggestions to be
mostly details of the implementation, which can be easily fixed.

summary Overall, we can conclude that most participants are gen-
erally satisfied with the interaction techniques and acknowledged
their usefulness in comparing visual representations.

8.5 conclusion and future work

Inspired by real world behavior, we developed a general interaction
concept and an implementation thereof to support comparison tasks
in visualization. Our approach covers all categories of Gleicher et al.’s
taxonomy [140]: the interaction techniques facilitate juxtaposition and
superposition, while explicit encoding is realized by visual cues. In this
sense we can argue that our solution is a first step to complete the
interaction support for visual comparison.

A qualitative study with 18 participants confirmed that the pro-
vided interaction techniques resemble natural behavior and that they
are easy to apply and understand. The study indicates that the inter-
action works well for different visualization techniques.

Yet, we think that users should be better supported (beyond visual
indication) in finding interesting candidates for detailed comparison.
One idea for future work is to design viscosity-based interaction so
that moving a view across other views is dependent on the similarity
of the overlapping data. A view can be moved fluidly where the data
are dissimilar anyway, but the movement is more viscose where it
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would be worth taking a detailed look due to the stronger similarity
of the underlying data.

We also plan to implement our concept on a multi-touch surface
and for interaction in front of a large display wall. The new imple-
mentations should consider the specifics of these environments as
well as the suggestions of the participants of our user study.

A limitation of our work is that it is not entirely clear which inter-
action to apply under which circumstances. In the real world, shine-
through and folding are usually applied with line graphics or simple
shapes (e.g., the flipping technique used by artists when creating ani-
mated comics), but not with dense graphical contents such as photos.
We may conjecture that applying shine-through and folding for visual
comparison in information visualization is more suitable for abstract
graphical depictions than for very dense displays. However, this has
to be confirmed by additional experimental studies. Therefore, we
encourage controlled studies to investigate the usefulness of the in-
teraction techniques for different classes of visualization techniques
and visualization tasks beyond comparison. To this end, we will make
our software available to other researchers and interested users.
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S E M I - A U T O M AT I C E D I T I N G O F C U S T O M I Z E D
G R A P H L AY O U T S

contribution This chapter contributes a novel approach to edit-
ing graphs with customized layouts. The proposed EditLens combines
interactive and computing methods to support insert, update, and
delete operations. The key idea to ease these typically complex tasks
is to relax point-wise interaction to region-wise interaction, shifting
the problem of accuracy from the user to the computer. Modern touch
technology is employed to make the editing operations easy and in-
tuitive to carry out.

abstract Usually visualization is applied to gain insight into data.
Yet consuming the data in form of visual representation is not always
enough. Instead, users need to edit the data, preferably through the
same means used to visualize them. In this work, we present a semi-
automatic approach to visual editing of graphs. The key idea is to
use an interactive EditLens that defines where an edit operation af-
fects an already customized and established graph layout. Locally
optimal node positions within the lens and edge routes to connected
nodes are calculated according to different criteria. This spares the
user much manual work, but still provides sufficient freedom to ac-
commodate application-dependent layout constraints. Our approach
utilizes the advantages of multi-touch gestures, and is also compat-
ible with classic mouse and keyboard interaction. Preliminary user
tests have been conducted with researchers from bio-informatics who
need to manually maintain a slowly, but constantly growing molecu-
lar network. As the user feedback indicates, our solution significantly
improves the editing procedure applied so far.

original publication [138] — S. Gladisch, H. Schumann, M.
Ernst, G. Füllen, and C. Tominski. Semi-Automatic Editing of Graphs
with Customized Layouts. Computer Graphics Forum, 33(3):381–390,
2014.
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9.1 introduction

Visualization has become a widely accepted means to facilitate data
intensive work. Many excellent approaches exist to support explora-
tory or confirmatory analysis as well as the visual communication of
analysis results. In these scenarios, the data on the machine are trans-
ferred via a visual representation to insight or understanding on the
side of the user [353].

Often there is also the need to go the opposite direction, meaning
that user knowledge needs to be fed back to the data by manipulating
or editing them. This can be necessary, for instance, to correct obvi-
ously erroneous data entries, to add missing values, or to incorporate
new knowledge into an existing database. Hence, there is a need to
develop solutions, where methods to visualize data work hand in
hand with methods to edit data [48].

As we will see in Section 9.2, the literature is rich of interaction tech-
niques allowing users to control the visualization. Computer science
in general provides powerful means to manipulate data. Yet there are
two serious problems. First, manual data manipulation is often time-
consuming business and lacks user support [197]. Second, and more
importantly, visualization and editing are usually carried out sepa-
rately, which hinders a smooth data analysis and data manipulation
cycle. Therefore, our work advocates an integrated data visualization
and editing process.

We aim to support the visual editing of graphs with established
customized layouts. Users working with such graphs over a longer
period of time develop a mental map of the data. Care has to be
taken to maintain the integrity of the mental map on incremental up-
dates to the graph. Moreover, customized graph layouts often obey
application-dependent constraints (e.g, certain nodes may appear only
in specific regions). Such constraints are usually incompatible with ex-
isting automatic graph layout methods. Hence, users have to resort to
diagram editors to carry out manipulations manually, which is cum-
bersome especially when working with an already complex layout of
nodes and edges.

Our approach to editing graphs with customized layouts is semi-
automatic, combining the strengths of interaction and computation.
We address the editing of the graph’s structure, more specifically, the
insertion of new nodes and edges as well as the update of existing ele-
ments to improve the layout. The key idea is to use an interactive lens,
the EditLens, to define a local region where edit operations are to take
effect. Node positions and edge routes of the entities being edited are
automatically computed based on different optimization criteria. As
we do so within the confines of the EditLens, the computational costs
are kept at a manageable level and the mental map is maintained. By
moving the lens or switching between optimization criteria, the user
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can on-the-fly explore different solutions and customize the sugges-
tions made by the lens before an edit operation is finally committed.
In Section 9.3, we introduce our approach in more detail.

An interactive tool for visualizing and editing graphs has been im-
plemented, combining established visualization concepts with the ad-
vantages of the EditLens and standard manual editing facilities. As
described further in Section 9.4, we take advantage of novel multi-
touch gestures, but still support classic mouse and keyboard interac-
tion. In Section 9.5, we apply our solution to a concrete problem from
bio-informatics where researchers collect and maintain a network
of molecular interactions in mouse, the so-called PluriNetWork [308]
with several hundred nodes and edges. With our tool, the maintain-
ers of the PluriNetWork can now conduct the necessary steps more
easily as can be seen from the user feedback described in Section 9.6.
Discussion and conclusion will be given in Sections 9.7 and 9.8.

9.2 related work

We structure the review of related work into two parts: aspects of
interaction and algorithmic aspects.

9.2.1 Aspects of Interaction

Interactive manipulation is a key theme of visualization. While in-
teraction is mostly applied to alter the visualization, there are also
approaches to edit the underlying data. Next we take a brief look at
both aspects.

Several techniques have been proposed for interacting with graphs
in particular. Examples for adjusting graph layouts are interactive
sticks and arcs [278], magnet-based attraction [316], or radial menus
and hotboxes [252]. There are also interactive lenses to reduce node
and edge clutter and to create local overviews of subgraphs [330].
Interactive adjustment of edge curvature via bundling, fanning, mag-
nets, and legends is addressed in [166]. Individually, the aforemen-
tioned approaches provide excellent means for interaction with graphs,
but editing of graphs, in particular of graphs with customized layouts,
has received only little attention.

On the other hand, Baudel [48] argues convincingly for manipu-
lation of the data through means of visual representation and di-
rect interaction. Off-the-shelf graph editors provide the functionality
to interactively manipulate graph data represented as node-link di-
agrams. Yet, much work has to be done manually by the user, with
only little or no assistance from the computer. Sketching and multi-
touch approaches strive to ease graph editing by employing more
natural drawing gestures. Examples are works on sketching of UML
diagrams [77] and on beautifying sketches of node-link diagrams on-
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the-fly [38]. Combining overview+detail with constraint-based layout
has been demonstrated to be beneficial [103]. Multi-touch and pen
interaction can help to support the editing of graphs [127].

Usefulness and ease-of-use of existing graph editing approaches
have been demonstrated for moderately-sized graphs being construc-
ted from scratch. However, the existing approaches fall short of ad-
dressing larger graphs with hundreds of nodes and edges forming a
customized and established layout. In such scenarios, accuracy and
efficient use of screen space become important aspects. Addressing
them by manual positioning of nodes and edges is no longer suffi-
cient. Our semi-automatic editing approach tackles these problems
by integrating interactive and algorithmic methods. Related work on
algorithmic aspects of graph drawing are reviewed next.

9.2.2 Algorithmic Aspects

In our work, we consider evolving graphs. Although changes do not
occur automatically, but are the result of editing operations by the
user, there is still a certain analogy to time-varying graphs. Therefore,
we shall indicate some related algorithms for these kinds of graphs.

In general, visualization of time-varying graphs follows two ap-
proaches: either time steps are visualized individually in sequence or
a super graph including all time steps is constructed. Visualizing time
steps individually usually means showing small multiples or an ani-
mation of the evolving graph (e.g., [71] or [322]). Approaches based
on a super graph can optimize the layout according to a holistic view
of the graph (e.g., [342] or [121]). None of these approaches can be
used in our scenario, because they require a finite set of time steps,
which is not given for an open-ended editing procedure.

Such scenarios are dealt with by online graph drawing algorithms.
Examples include online drawing of directed acyclic graphs [264],
approaches based on Baysian networks [64], solutions for clustered
graphs and corresponding quality metrics [128], or approaches based
on simulated annealing [233]. These algorithms aim to achieve sta-
bility and coherence between subsequent drawings, which is also
needed for editing. However, these algorithms are all fully automatic
and do not provide the facilities to adjust the layout according to
application-dependent customizations.

In summary, according to our review of related work, editing cus-
tomized graph layouts remains an under-researched problem to whose
solution we contribute.
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9.3 semi-automatic graph editing

We propose to combine interactive and computing methods to create
a semi-automatic approach to graph editing. Before going into detail,
we take a look at the problem to be solved.

9.3.1 Problem Analysis

In general, data manipulation is one of the following operations: in-
sert, update, or delete. In our specific case of editing the structure
of graphs, nodes and edges are the entities to be manipulated. Edit-
ing data attributes or data values associated with nodes and edges is
beyond the scope of this paper and a concern for future investigation.

Editing graphs with an established customized layout requires main-
taining the mental map that users have already developed of the data.
This is especially true when the layout obeys certain semantic prop-
erties, for example, when specific nodes may only appear in certain
regions of the layout. Therefore, edit operations must not result in a
global change of the graph layout, but the effects must remain local.
Otherwise, we would risk that the graph can no longer be recognized
as the one that it had been before.

When editing graphs with customized layouts, users should be al-
lowed to input their ideas or constraints of the layout into the system
to control the final outcome. Placing single nodes or routing indi-
vidual edges by hand results in local changes and clearly allows for
full customization of the graph layout. However, such manual edit-
ing is infeasible when editing larger graphs. Imagine yourself using
a diagram editor for inserting a node with say a dozen of edges into
an existing graph with hundreds of nodes. Positioning this node and
routing each connected edge by hand is tedious work and would take
a lot of time, especially when certain quality criteria (e.g., shortest
overall length of all connected edges) have to be evaluated mentally.

On the other hand, we could let automatic graph layout algorithms
do the math and compute high quality layouts with respect to general
quality criteria. But these algorithms are usually incompatible with
customized layouts. Furthermore, most graph layout algorithms work
globally, which contradicts our need for only local changes to pre-
serve the mental map. A third difficulty is that computational costs
rise significantly when considering multiple layout criteria for larger
graphs, which hinders interactivity of edit operations.

In summary, fully manual editing techniques are not sufficient for
larger graphs with customized layouts due to the immense effort
required from the user and fully automatic layout algorithms dis-
miss custom application-dependent layout constraints and lack mech-
anisms for controlling the desired editing outcome. Our idea is to
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combine the power of interaction (yet without intensive labor) with
the power of computation (yet with local effect and customizable).

9.3.2 General Approach

In the first place, we need to think about what tasks are to be inter-
active and what can be done automatically, and how visual feedback
ties interaction and computation together.

user interaction Interaction gives the user control of what to
edit (e.g., insert node) and of what the editing outcome will be,
including the possibility for customization. However, we do not
want to burden the user with placing nodes at exact positions
or defining exact routes of edges. Therefore, we relax point-wise
editing to region-oriented editing. Instead of specifying precise
points, the user interactively defines a local region where an
edit operation is to take effect. This local region acts as a coarse
solution, and finding a precise solution will be the task of auto-
matic computations, effectively reducing the users workload.

automatic computation Algorithmic calculations enhance the
interactive editing by providing suggestions for exact node po-
sitions and edge routes. The underlying algorithms consider a
set of layout criteria to compute “good” results with respect to
the local region as defined by the user. Different heuristic layout
strategies leave space for customization via prioritizing specific
layout criteria. The computational part relieves the user from
evaluating the layout quality mentally and finding optimized
exact solutions by hand.

visual feedback The interplay of interaction and computation also
demands suitable visual feedback. Of primary concern is to ac-
centuate elements being considered for an edit operation and
to dim those that are not affected. Moreover, the local region
acting as a coarse solution plays a special role, while the rest
of the graph layout fades into the background. To ensure a
smooth editing cycle while interactively exploring the space of
“good” solutions, visual feedback about the suggestions of the
automatic computations is continuously provided to the user.

To support the aforementioned functionalities, we developed the
novel concept of an interactive lens for edit operations, which we
describe in detail next.

9.3.3 The EditLens

Magic lenses as introduced by Bier et al. [58] naturally lend them-
selves to our purposes. Magic lenses affect a local region, which is
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defined by the lens’ shape, size, orientation, and position. The actual
effect is defined by a lens function. The lens functions known so far
mostly alter the visual content within the lens, for instance, to mag-
nify focus regions or to de-clutter overcrowded parts of the display.

We propose the EditLens whose function is to edit the underlying
data and the visual representation. According to our research, this is
a novel type of lens function, not yet considered in the literature. With
the EditLens, we incorporate (1) interactive control by adjusting the
lens, (2) locally confined automatic computation of the lens function,
and (3) the presentation of corresponding visual feedback in a single
editing tool.

The EditLens has a rectangular shape, which is suitable for most
edit operations on customized graph layouts. Alternative shapes might
be useful for special applications (which we are still unaware of). The
rectangular lens can be resized and repositioned interactively to de-
fine the local region where the edit operation is to take effect. By
using a larger lens, the user widens the space of possible node posi-
tions and edge routes. Using a rather small lens can be useful when
the user has a strong idea of a suitable solution in mind or to adhere
to application-dependent constraints. As such, the EditLens utilizes
the coarse-positioning skills of humans (as any magic lens does [59]).

Precise positioning is left to exact calculations by the computer.
These calculations suggest “good” node positions and edge routes
within the lens. The calculations are kept local in order to maintain
the integrity of the already existing layout and to keep computational
costs low. Naturally, computations with a local scope rarely lead to
a global optimum. Therefore, the user is free to explore alternative
solutions by adjusting the EditLens or prioritizing a different layout
criterion. Eventually, the user may accept a suggested solution and
commit the edit operation. Finally, there is still the option to manually
refine a suggested solution via standard means of editing altogether.

The EditLens has been designed to support the following edit op-
erations as depicted in Figure 9.1:

• Insertion of nodes and edges into a graph

• Update of node positions and edge routes of the layout

• Deletion of nodes and edges from a graph

We start with describing the insertion of a node, as it best illus-
trates how the EditLens works in general. Additional details for the
remaining operations are given later on.

9.3.3.1 Inserting a node

Once node insertion has been triggered for the local region defined
by the EditLens, two computational steps need to be carried out. First,
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(a)Insert (b)Update (c)Delete
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Figure 9.2: Empty space rectangles (green) under the EditLens (dark frame)
with the node being edited (yellow). Different shades of green
indicate where rectangles overlap.

3. Compute a “good” position pv within R taking into account the
layout criteria indicated before.

A sufficiently fast method to determine R is the dynamic space man-
agement by Bell and Feiner [54]. Their method is based on full and
empty space rectangles, which describe occupied and empty space, re-
spectively. The dynamic space management is initialized by creating
full space rectangles for the bounding boxes of all existing nodes and
edge segments. Note that the bounding boxes are enlarged by a cer-
tain δ to preserve a minimal gap between existing and newly placed
graph elements. The dynamic space management can then be queried
for empty space rectangles inside the EditLens to compile the set R as
illustrated in Figure 9.2.

The next steps are to select an R ∈ R and to compute the exact
position pv in R. For these steps, we have to consider the necessary
conditions formulated in step (2) and the sufficient conditions as im-
posed by the addressed layout criteria. However, it is hard or even
not possible to obtain node positions and edge routes that fulfill all
criteria optimally. For example, orthogonal edge routing depends on
the node position. But the node position for the optimal orthogonal
edge route could be too close or even overlap with an existing node.
To support the search for good positions, the EditLens can prioritize
certain criteria. For this purpose, we have developed three placement
strategies:
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(a) Node space first (b) Edge length first (c) Number of edge bends
first

Figure 9.3: Three placement strategies determine a node’s position based
on prioritizing different layout criteria, including favoring much
free space around nodes, shortening edges to neighbors, and re-
ducing the number of edge bends. The inserted node is shown in
red, its neighbors are yellow, unaffected elements are dimmed.

node space first A node is easily discernible when there is
enough free space around it. Following this thinking, we select R as
the largest empty space rectangle available that falls into the seman-
tic region associated with the node being inserted. Then we compute
pv as the center of R. Figure 9.2 illustrates the available empty space
rectangles, with the largest one selected and the node positioned in
its center. After placing the inserted node this way, the edge routing
is invoked to establish links to the node’s neighbors.

edge length first To easily identify neighbors in a graph, it
makes sense to prioritize short edge lengths. According to this think-
ing, the sum of the lengths of the edges connected to the node being
inserted should be minimized. As this sum depends on the node’s
position, we have to find the position within the EditLens where the
sum of edge lengths is minimal. However, the computation costs for
edge routing prevent testing every possible position within the lens.
Therefore, we developed the following heuristic.

First, select R as the empty space rectangle that falls into the seman-
tic region associated with the node being inserted and whose center
cR has the minimal sum of Manhattan-distances between cR and ev-
ery neighbor of v. Then we define a linear optimization problem. Let
(x,y) be a position in R, and (x1,y1), (x2,y2), . . . , (xn,yn) be the posi-
tions of the n neighbors of v. Further, (l, t) denotes the top-left corner
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of R and (r,b) is R’s bottom-right corner, and dv is the diameter of
the shape of v. Our goal is to optimize:

f(x,y) =

n∑
i=1

|x− xi|+ |y− yi| → min

such that

x > l+ dv/2

x < r− dv/2

y > t+ dv/2

y < b− dv/2

By solving this linear optimization problem with the simplex algo-
rithm, we derive the optimal position pv = (x,y) for v in R. This
heuristic, however, does not account for obstacles along the shortest
routes (according to Manhattan distance) to neighbors of v. The exact
routes around obstacles are finally computed by an orthogonal edge
router.

number of edge bends first When tracing edges, bends along
the way can be disruptive. Therefore, it makes sense to keep the num-
ber of edge bends to a minimum. Again the position at which edge
routes have a minimal number of bends could be determined by in-
voking the edge routing for all possible positions and selecting the
best one. As this is prohibitively expensive, we came up with a sim-
ple heuristic to prioritize the reduction of edge bends.

A key observation is that if the node v being inserted is aligned
horizontally or vertically with one of its neighbors u, the edge (v,u)
does not bend. Further, if two neighbors u1 and u2 are already on a
horizontal or vertical line, inserting v on that line in between u1 and
u2 generates edges (v,u1) and (v,u2) that do not bend either. There-
fore, our heuristic searches exactly for such situations. In a first step,
we determine existing straight horizontal and vertical lines between
all neighbors of v. These lines are intersected with all empty space
rectangles in R. Then we select an R ∈ R as follows.

If an empty space rectangle is intersected by both a horizontal line
and a vertical line, select that rectangle as R, and the intersection of
both lines will be the position pv of the node v. If no such rectangle
exists, we look for a rectangle R that is intersected by at least one
horizontal or one vertical line, and place pv on that line and centered
in R. If we encounter multiple possible solutions during our search,
we can either favor larger rectangles or shorter intersection lines to
drive the final decision for R and pv.

Figure 9.3 compares the results of the three placement strategies.
These strategies together resizing and relocating the EditLens offer
sufficient room for controlling and customizing the outcome of the
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node insertion. At the same time, the automatic calculations reduce
the user’s mental load and manual work significantly.

If no suitable node position can be found by the automatic means
due to insufficient space or due to unsatisfiable constraints (e.g., Ed-
itLens placed in wrong semantic region), the color of the lens border
changes to a signaling color such as red. The user can then either ad-
just the lens parameters or place the node manually, overriding any
quality criteria.

9.3.3.2 Inserting an edge

When inserting an edge (u, v) the idea is to use the EditLens as a
constraint for the edge routing, more precisely as a region through
which the edge has to be routed automatically. Consider two nodes
u and v of the same type (i.e., both nodes are placed in the same
dedicated semantic region) that have to be connected by an edge. It
makes sense that the route of this edge be within the confines of the
dedicated region. However, when using a routing algorithm that is
unaware of the dedicated region and simply calculates a route from
the source u to the target node v, one cannot guarantee that the result
satisfies this specific constraint.

With the EditLens, the user first defines the local area through
which the edge has to be routed. Second, the EditLens automatically
calculates a single point p in the local region through which the edge
has to be routed precisely. For determining p, we again use the afore-
mentioned placement strategies. Third, the automatic edge routing
algorithm calculates a route from the source node u to p and from
p to the target node v. This guarantees that the route will connect u
and v passing through p. As edge routing algorithms usually aim to
minimize edge length, it is also almost certain that the edge overall
remains within the bounding box of u, v, and p.

9.3.3.3 Deleting and updating nodes and edges

Delete operations are straight-forward. When a node is deleted, all
connected edges are deleted as well. If the deleted node was an ob-
stacle for other edges, the edge routes of these edges can now be
improved by update operations. When deleting an edge, nodes that
have been placed near the route of that edge might need further lay-
out improvement to better utilize the screen space made available.

Updating a node or an edge can be reduced to virtual delete and
insert operations in the following way. When updating an existing
node, delete this node first and then re-insert it to a new position.
When updating an edge in the diagram, delete this edge first and the
re-insert it with a new edge route.
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9.3.4 Approach Summary

The EditLens supports insertion, update, delete operations on graphs
with customized layouts. By interacting with the lens, users can ex-
plore different placement or routing suggestions for different regions
and different layout strategies. We see this as a key advantage of the
EditLens. Such an exploration of solutions is not possible with either
manual editing techniques or automatic layout algorithms alone.

Yet, as the EditLens computes heuristic-driven suggestions only,
minor refinements might be necessary to fully satisfy the user. Such
refinements of node positions or edge routes can be done using classic
means of editing (e.g., dragging a node or the bends of an edge to
slightly adjusted positions). As the coarse solution is already “good”,
the effort for manual refinement will remain at a reasonable level.

9.4 implementation and interaction

We implemented a prototype that combines classic means for explor-
ing graphs with our novel techniques for editing graphs. The graph
is shown as a node-link representation. Nodes are represented as cir-
cles whose size and color are set according to data attributes. Textual
labels for nodes are placed via a dedicated labeling algorithm [240].
Edges are represented by orthogonal polylines as computed by the
edge routing algorithm. The node-link diagram is embedded into a
zoomable space [53].

While the visualization part follows well-known ideas, the editing
part brings in our new ideas. We implemented a dual-interaction pro-
totype to take advantage of the efficiency of familiar mouse+keyboard
interaction and the potential of novel multi-touch gestures. This gives
users the chance to choose the modality they deem best for the task
at hand.

Standard GUI elements such as buttons, scroll bars, and menus
are operated identically with mouse+keyboard and touch interaction.
Interaction differs, however, when editing in the zoomable node-link
diagram. Our design has been inspired by previous work on touch
interaction for graphs [127, 295]. Figure 9.4 summarizes the gestures
we employ. Next we indicate how users actually carry out navigation
and selection as well as manipulation tasks.

Figure 9.4: Touch gestures used in the EditLens prototype.

Navigation and Selection Pan-navigation works via mouse drag in
empty space or by two finger touch-slide in empty space. Zoom-
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navigation is activated via the mouse wheel or by using a pinch ges-
ture, which is very common for this task. Individual nodes or edges
can be either selected by single mouse clicks or by a single tap with
a finger. Selected elements are highlighted and detailed textual infor-
mation about them is shown. For selecting multiple graph elements,
the user can also use a lasso-selection gesture.

Manipulation The lens is our main interaction element. It can be
spawned for node insertion with a long tap or press in empty space
or for node editing with a long tap or press on an existing node. The
lens can be enlarged in x-direction, y-direction, or both combined by
using pinch gestures. Resizing is also possible via the keyboard or the
mouse. Translation of the lens is done via single finger slide or reg-
ular mouse drag. To move the lens over large distances, the user can
use a double tap or click as a shortcut, which triggers a smooth tran-
sition of the lens to the desired location. Adjusting the lens initiates
an automatic re-computation of the suggested position and routes of
the elements being edited. Users can accept the placement suggestion
by a single finger tap or mouse click. Elements can be deleted using
a flick gesture or by pressing the Del key.

As fall-back solutions, we also support fully manual editing of node
positions and edge bends. This is done through classic drag and drop
gestures.

With these interaction techniques and the underlying algorithmic
solutions for node positioning and edge routing, our prototype is
capable of dealing with graphs with several hundreds of nodes and
edges. Next we describe an application of our solution to a real-world
problem from bio-informatics.

9.5 application example : editing the plurinetwork

A use case for our approach is the manual maintenance of networks
discovered in complex systems. An example is the PluriNetWork [308],
a literature-curated network of 365 nodes and 631 edges, where nodes
represent genes and edges describe molecular interactions that are im-
portant for the cellular state of pluripotency in mouse. Bio-informa-
tics scientists have developed the network from scratch using the ed-
itor of the Cytoscape platform [302]. The established layout follows
a circuit-like design motivated by the analogy of the flow of gene
regulation and the flow of electricity. As illustrated in Figure 9.5, the
layout is divided into three distinct regions of semantically related
nodes: signaling on the top (blue), epigenetics on the left (green), and
transcriptional gene regulation in the center (orange). Once new ver-
ified knowledge becomes available in the literature, the network is
edited manually. This manual editing is still carried out using the
Cytoscape editor. However, with the increased size and complexity
of the PluriNetWork, preserving the already existing semantic map
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is a major difficulty. A description of the original editing procedure
makes clear why this is so.

original editing procedure Given a newly reported interac-
tion between two genes (gene1,gene2) as input, the editing workflow
is as follows. First, it has to be determined if gene1 and gene2 are al-
ready present in the graph. If either of the genes does not exist, the
curator has to find a good spot for placing a node for the missing
gene according to its associated semantic region. If one gene already
exists, the new node should be as close as possible to the existing
node, but node overlap has to be avoided.

Then the curator heuristically determines a path from gene1 to
gene2 that (1) is short, (2) has a low number of bends, and (3) is as
far away as possible from existing edges. Finding such a path could
turn into a major challenge, as the optimal solution satisfying the
three listed criteria is very often not at all obvious or even does not
exist. Often, a suboptimal solution was attempted, yielding a displeas-
ing layout and triggering further follow-up adjustments of nodes and
edges that were not affected in the first place.

If both genes exist already, and only their interaction is new, the
genes are usually already close in the network layout, because the
layout reflects biological relatedness, and new interactions tend to
connect related genes. In some cases, however, the nodes of gene1
and/or gene2 need to be moved to accommodate a visually more
pleasing layout according to the mentioned criteria. Manually find-
ing a path between gene1 and gene2 would then pose the same dif-
ficulties as described before. Further complications arise if a node in
question has so many edges that there is insufficient space to start a
new one. In such cases, existing edges are rearranged, and if needed,
the node is enlarged to be able to attach a new edge to it.

The bio-informatics researchers transferred the graph (connectivity
as well as layout) to the WikiPathways platform [203] to enable com-
munity contributions. However, the built-in editor of WikiPathways
turned out to be very cumbersome to use, effectively inhibiting any
public editing of the PluriNetWork.

applying the editlens To help the curators of the PluriNet-
Work in editing their data, we integrated the EditLens into the origi-
nal editing workflow. In the first part, nothing changes. The first step
is to classify a newly reported interaction of two genes (gene1,gene2)
according to whether none, one, or both of the genes already exist in
the layout. If none of the genes exist we first apply the EditLens to in-
sert gene1 (operation: insert node). Then gene2 with the connection
to gene1 is inserted (operation: insert node and edge). The latter op-
eration also applies if only one gene is already present in the layout.
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Figure 9.6: The improved PluriNetWork as visualized by our prototype.
Node size and color visualize node degree. Labels were placed
using a dedicated labeling algorithm.

participants Our primary interest was to receive feedback from
domain experts who edit networks on a regular basis. Therefore, we
invited two of the researchers maintaining the PluriNetWork. In order
to contrast expert feedback against feedback from more casual users,
we recruited two additional non-experts, who had never worked with
the PluriNetWork before. All four participants were male and em-
ployees or students at a university. They all were familiar with using
interactive software, but none had used our EditLens prior to the
study. The participants judged themselves as experienced in using
touch gestures.

tasks and devices For the first part of the study, the partici-
pants’ task was to familiarize themselves with our prototype, espe-
cially with navigation techniques, manual editing techniques, and
with the EditLens. The experimenter first demonstrated the available
functionality and then the participants were prompted to try them
out on their own. The network presented throughout the study was
an updated and improved PluriNetWork as depicted in Figure 9.6.
The introduction lasted approximately 15 minutes.

In the second part, the participants had to solve three tasks on the
PluriNetWork. The first task was to insert a new node along with
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two edges to existing nodes. For the second task, the participants
were asked to insert an edge between two already existing nodes.
Finally, the third task was to improve the network layout by updating
an existing node. All three tasks were motivated by real-world tasks
from the context of the PluriNetWork.

The participants had to carry out all tasks using both the original
manual editing procedure and our novel EditLens. Manual editing
was done with mouse+keyboard interaction, whereas the EditLens
was operable via touch-gestures. Two participants (one expert and
one non-expert) used the EditLens first, the other two participants
used the manual editing procedure first. On every task, the partic-
ipants were instructed to “think aloud” meaning that they should
give any feedback they have in mind. The second part of the study
took between 30 and 40 minutes.

The study was performed using a regular desktop computer with
a 23” touch-enabled monitor, which was arranged in a horizontal po-
sition. A reference sheet with the available multi-touch and mouse
gestures as well as key mappings was presented on another monitor
so that the participants could look them up quickly when needed.

results All participants were able to finish all tasks using the
original editing procedure and the EditLens. Questions regarding the
usefulness of the EditLens were answered positively by all partici-
pants. The different layout strategies were also positively received by
all participants. Ease-of-use of the EditLens was generally acknowl-
edged. When asked which technique they would prefer, both experts
and both non-experts answered in favor of the EditLens, as we ex-
pected. One expert said that “the EditLens is very useful and can
clearly reduce the editing effort”. A non-expert user said that “the
automatic suggestion of node positions and edge routes is obviously
beneficial”.

Additional comments suggest that there is space for improving our
approach. One participant of the study suggested routing inserted
edges along existing edges to create bundles of edges. Another user
would have liked to experiment with alternative lens shapes.

Note that our study did not formally control all influencing factors
(e.g., mouse+keyboard vs. multi-touch, horizontal vs. vertical display,
simple vs. complex editing tasks). Therefore, the results obtained are
to be understood as qualitative indicators to be confirmed in further
formal studies.

9.7 discussion

This section is to discuss the EditLens as one piece of the larger edit-
ing puzzle and to indicate limitations and open questions yet to be
addressed.
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An important point for discussion is the scalability of the EditLens,
in terms of both computation and interaction. Our solution works
well with the hundreds of nodes and edges of the PluriNetWork. As
the computational costs are usually bounded by the size of the Ed-
itLens and the limited number of entities affected by an edit opera-
tion, we expect that even larger graphs are possible to work with. Crit-
ical are update operations that affect high-degree nodes with many
edges. Elaborate connector routing algorithms (e.g., [254] or [380]) are
required to cope with such cases.

In terms of interaction, we have focused on edit operations for sin-
gle graph elements. Scaling to multi-element edit operations is a sen-
sible next step. Such operations could work on groups of elements,
where certainly additional constraints would need to be introduced,
for example, to maintain intra-group ordering and alignment.

An interesting question to be investigated is the long-term effect
of locally optimal edit operations. It is yet to be observed, if the
global layout quality deteriorates after many local edit operations.
The PluriNetWork application would be an ideal candidate to further
study this behavior.

The EditLens has been designed with orthogonal graph layouts in
mind. To overcome this limitation and to be applicable more broadly,
alternative aesthetic criteria (e.g., uniform edge-length, edges in bun-
dles) and corresponding algorithmic solutions need to be considered.
One can also imagine lenses that automatically apply different con-
straints to different regions of a graph layout according to available
meta information or data characteristics. Investigating non-rectangular
or even adaptive lens shapes is another interesting direction for future
work.

Balancing all influencing factors will be a formidable challenge,
which we think requires collaboration of interaction, visualization,
and algorithm experts.

9.8 conclusion

In this work, we presented a semi-automatic approach to editing
graphs with customized layouts. Our novel EditLens combines in-
teractive means with automatic computation. In contrast to existing
point-wise editing, the EditLens follows a region-oriented paradigm.
This significantly eases editing operations, because the user only needs
to define a coarse region interactively, rather than a precise position.
The algorithmic part of the EditLens computes suggestions for pre-
cise solutions, which the user can customize on-the-fly by adjusting
the lens or selecting different heuristic placement strategies. As far as
we know, no such lens has been considered in the literature.

A prototype implementation of our approach has been applied to
a real-world problem in the context of manually curating a larger
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biomedical network. In a small user evaluation we tested the utility
and usefulness of the EditLens. Overall our approach received quite
positive feedback from domain experts as well as casual users. We
are convinced that the EditLens is a valuable addition to the existing
tools for editing data through interactive visual means.
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TA N G I B L E V I E W S F O R I N F O R M AT I O N
V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

contribution This chapter contributes the concept of tangible
views, by which interaction and display blend into a single interac-
tive visual tool. Driven by modern interaction and display technology,
tangible views offer a novel way of interacting with visual representa-
tions of data. Possible applications are manifold and include explor-
ing of multivariate data, browsing graphs at different levels of ab-
straction, comparing graph matrices, and analyzing spatio-temporal
data in a space-time cube.

abstract In information visualization, interaction is commonly
carried out by using traditional input devices, and visual feedback
is usually given on desktop displays. By contrast, recent advances
in interactive surface technology suggest combining interaction and
display functionality in a single device for a more direct interaction.
With our work, we contribute to the seamless integration of interac-
tion and display devices and introduce new ways of visualizing and
directly interacting with information. Rather than restricting the in-
teraction to the display surface alone, we explicitly use the physical
three-dimensional space above it for natural interaction with multi-
ple displays. For this purpose, we introduce tangible views as spatially
aware lightweight displays that can be interacted with by moving
them through the physical space on or above a tabletop display’s sur-
face. Tracking the 3D movement of tangible views allows us to control
various parameters of a visualization with more degrees of freedom.
Tangible views also facilitate making multiple – previously virtual
– views physically “graspable”. In this paper, we introduce a num-
ber of interaction and visualization patterns for tangible views that
constitute the vocabulary for performing a variety of common visual-
ization tasks. Several implemented case studies demonstrate the use-
fulness of tangible views for widely used information visualization
approaches and suggest the high potential of this novel approach to
support interaction with complex visualizations.

original publication [313] — M. Spindler, C. Tominski, H.
Schumann, and R. Dachselt. Tangible Views for Information Visual-
ization. In Proceedings of the International Conference on Interactive Table-
tops and Surfaces (ITS), pages 157–166. ACM Press, 2010.
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10.1 introduction

In visualization science, it is commonly known that encoding all in-
formation in a single image is hardly possible once a data set exceeds
certain size or complexity, or when multiple users have to look at the
data from different perspectives. This problem can be resolved spa-
tially by providing multiple views on the data [363] or by embedding
additional local views in the visualization [58]. It can also be resolved
temporally by changing representations over time. Except for a few
automatic methods, in most cases changing a visualization is a result
of user interaction [385].

Mouse and keyboard are the predominant interaction devices to
adjust the representation according to the data and the task at hand.
Compared to the richness of available visualization methods, the num-
ber of dedicated interaction techniques for information visualization
is moderate. Reasons might be that complex interactivity must be
squeezed through the degrees of freedom offered by mouse and key-
board and that display and interaction device are physically sepa-
rated. Recent research on tabletop displays demonstrates that the in-
tegration of display and interaction device is beneficial for interactive
visualization [179, 180]. In particular multi-touch gestures strive for
naturalness. However, interaction is still mainly based on 2D posi-
tional input generated by pointing or moving fingers on the display’s
surface.

On the other hand, visualizations printed on paper are limited in
terms of interactively altering the graphics. However, it is quite intu-
itive to grab a piece of paper, to move it towards the eyes to see more
detail, and to put it back for an overview. Similarly, it is quite easy
to fold pages in a report or to arrange multiple printouts on a desk
to compare figures side-by-side. Doing so in multiple view environ-
ments on a computer display might involve several steps of reconfig-
uration of the visualization, which may turn out to be cumbersome
when using mouse and keyboard alone. In a sense, an advantage of
hardcopy visualizations is that they serve as a device for direct inter-
action and as a display at the same time.

In our research, we aim to narrow the gap between common in-
teraction performed on the display and the natural manipulation we
perform with paper. To that end, we developed what we call tangible
views. A tangible view is a physical surface, for example a piece of
cardboard, that users can hold in their hands. As long as it is handy,
there is no restriction on a tangible view’s shape and size. A tangible
view serves two purposes – it is used as a local display in conjunc-
tion with a tabletop display, and it is used as an input device. Display
functionality is realized by projecting specific graphical information
onto tangible views. The three-dimensional manipulation of a tangi-
ble view is tracked in space to make more degrees of freedom avail-
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able for interacting with the visualization and the data. While a single
tangible view can already be a promising alternative to classic inter-
action, the true potential of our approach lies in the possibility to use
multiple tangible views at the same time. In the latter case, tangible
views do not only cater for natural interaction, but they also super-
sede virtual multiple views by physical ones, which can be freely
moved in space. In summary, tangible views:

1. Integrate display and interaction device. By holding a display in
your hand, one can interact with it in several gestural ways to
change the displayed view and visualization parameters. The
support of touch and pen interaction directly on the handheld
display allows for additional interactivity.

2. Enhance common 2D interaction with additional 3D interaction. The
usage of a graspable display that can be moved freely in 3D
space implies a very natural way of interaction based on the
metaphor of looking at pictures or documents.

3. Replace virtual views by physical, tangible views. Tangible views
provide additional physical display space that can be utilized
to support multiple coordinated views, overview & detail as
well as for focus + context techniques.

The main contribution of this paper is a conceptual investigation of
tangible views in the context of information visualization. We start by
an analysis of related work, followed by a description of properties
and degrees of freedom of tangible views as a tool of both representa-
tion and interaction. Subsequently, the applicability of tangible views
to a variety of information visualization solutions is illustrated with
several cases studies. Thereby, we demonstrate that tangible views
are an interesting alternative to classic interaction and that they can be
used for novel kinds of interaction that are more natural and intuitive
compared to traditional input and output devices. We continue with
a discussion of early user feedback and possible limitations. Later,
technical aspects of the system are briefly described. Finally, we close
with a reflection of our approach and indicate directions for future
work and potential applications of tangible views.

10.2 related work

10.2.1 Conventional Interactive Visualization

Conventional information visualization solutions address desktop com-
puters with a single virtual desktop (possibly one that spans multiple
stationary displays) and standard input devices (e.g., mouse, track-
ball, keyboard). One or multiple virtual views are shown that provide
different visualizations of the data under investigation. Common use
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cases for multiple views are to provide overview and detail or to com-
pare alternative visual encodings or different parts of the data [363].

To accomplish exploration tasks, the interactive adaptation of the
visualization to the task and data at hand is crucial. Yi et al. [385]
identified several high-level user intents for interaction. Users want
to mark something as interesting, e.g. specific data items by brush-
ing [52]. For exploratory analyses, users also need to alter views. This
can be achieved by navigating the view space [83, 355] or the data
space [333], or by using common user interface controls to adjust the
visual encoding and to rearrange views on the virtual desktop. Par-
ticularly for larger data sets it is necessary to filter the data interac-
tively [19] and to switch between different levels of abstraction [107].
For higher order visualization tasks users often need support for re-
lating and comparing data items [110, 330].

Technically, any interaction can be modeled as adjustments of vi-
sualization parameters [189]. With direct manipulation [303], users
interact directly with the visual representation. Physical movement
of pointing devices is translated into specific interaction semantics,
for instance, to select data items of interest (see [155, 170]) or to trans-
form the view on the data (see [164, 109]). Indirect manipulation uses
control elements, such as sliders, to adjust numeric visualization pa-
rameters or to filter out data items that are irrelevant.

A special class of techniques are virtual lenses [58]. Lenses com-
bine different visualization and interaction concepts in one interactive
tool. Lenses exist that magnify interesting items or regions [293], that
filter represented information [106], that rearrange visualized data
items [330], or that adjust the visual encoding [324]. The diversity
of lens techniques indicates that they are a universal tool to support
most of the user intents identified by Yi et al. [385]. Generally, a lens
is defined as a spatially confined sub-region of the display and a lens-
specific visual mapping. By means of direct manipulation, users can
move the lens to specify the part of the visual representation that is
to be affected by the lens mapping.

10.2.2 Towards More Direct Interaction

Direct manipulation in information visualization can be accomplished
with indirect pointing devices, such as the prevalent mouse, where the
input space does not coincide with the display space. Direct input, by
contrast, unites the interaction and display space and is often per-
formed using a digital pen or finger on touchscreens. An enhance-
ment is multi-touch technology that allows users to execute com-
mands by performing complex gestures with multiple fingers on the
display surface simultaneously. Even though natural direct manipu-
lation concepts lends themselves to the field of information visualiza-
tion, the mouse still dominates the field.
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Approaches that investigate direct or tangible interaction in infor-
mation visualization are scarce. Isenberg and Carpendale explicitly
make use of interactive tabletop displays for the purpose of perform-
ing comparison tasks [179]. Via direct interaction on the tabletop,
users can compare aspects of tree representations. Isenberg and Fisher
apply multi-touch technology to support collaborative visualization
tasks [180]. The iPodLoupe introduced by Voida et al. [360] goes one
step further and adds a physical local display to the visualization en-
vironment. While a large interactive tabletop display shows the visu-
alization context, a small focus display (iPod) is used to show details.
Yet, the interaction remains on the tabletop display; users cannot in-
teract by manipulating the focus display in space.

The traditional visualization methods reviewed above are mostly
using indirect input and are based on virtual views, i.e., windows
on a physical display or local views embedded into the visualization.
Spatially aware displays, which know precisely about their position
and orientation in 3D space, are a promising approach to make vir-
tual views physically touchable and to accomplish direct and natural
interaction.

A pioneer work in making virtual views physically tangible is the
metaDESK system by Ullmer and Ishii [346]. The system consists of a
tabletop display and an LCD panel that is attached to the tabletop via
a mechanical arm. By moving around the LCD panel users can nav-
igate through polygonal 3D models. Yee’s Peephole Displays [384]
support the interaction with a digital desktop environment (calendar,
web browser, street map) that is virtually wrapped around the user. A
prominent example of a paper-based passive display are Paper Win-
dows by Holman et al. [171], which support various ways of interact-
ing with a graphical user interface. Sanneblad and Holmquist used
spatially aware monitors to magnify details of a street map that is dis-
played on a large stationary vertical display [291]. In [255], Molyneaux
et al. present a technical architecture for bi-directional interaction
with tangible objects (input/output), similar as proposed in our work.
However, their discussion is mostly on technical aspects and focuses
only briefly on modalities of interaction. To allow for simultaneous
back-projection of different contents onto a tabletop surface and a
tangible lens, respectively, Kakehi and Naemura use a special projec-
tion foil that changes its translucency depending on the projection
angle [196]. The SecondLight system by Izadi et al. [186] supports
dual projections by using electronically switchable diffusers. The Pa-
perLens [312] is a technically less complex combination of a tabletop
context display and a spatially aware lightweight focus display. The
system allows users to explore spatial information spaces simply by
moving the lightweight display through the physical 3D space above
a tabletop surface.
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10.2.3 Closing the Gap

In summary, we see a twofold gap. On the one hand, information
visualization strives for natural direct manipulation with the visual
representation and the data, but only few approaches utilize the avail-
able technologies to this end. On the other hand, various approaches
have been developed to support direct interaction with lightweight
physical displays, but none of them addresses the specific representa-
tional and interaction aspects of information visualization.

Our aim is to narrow this gap by means of tangible views. The
work we present here builds upon the previous PaperLens system,
where a tabletop display provides the contextual background for the
exploration of spatial information spaces with a spatially aware tangi-
ble magic lens [312]. Four different classes of information spaces were
identified and are supported by the system: layered, zoomable, tempo-
ral, and volumetric information spaces. While horizontal translation
(x-y position on or above the tabletop) is reserved for panning opera-
tions, lifting or lowering the magic lens enables users to choose from
a set of two-dimensional information layers, to perform zooming of a
high-resolution image, to go forward or backward in time in a video,
and to explore the third dimension of a volumetric data set. Thanks
to this explicit mapping of the magic lens’ z-position (height above
the tabletop) to the defining characteristics of each data class, users
experienced the exploration of these information spaces as intuitive
and natural. This motivated us to use PaperLens as the basis for our
work.

In this paper, we technically and conceptually extend this approach
in the following key points: (1) generalization of the interaction vo-
cabulary including novel gestures and support for multiple tangible
views, and (2) mapping of the vocabulary to semantics specific to
information visualization.

10.3 tangible views

In this section, we will systematically investigate tangible views as a
class of devices that serves two purposes at the same time: as a tool
of representation and as a tool of interaction. We begin our discus-
sion by focusing on the general characteristics and illustrate what is
syntactically possible when using tangible views. In the next section,
we will add semantics to these possibilities by mapping them to tasks
that are common in the field of information visualization.

10.3.1 Tool of Representation

In its simplest form, a tangible view is a spatially aware lightweight
display or projection surface onto which arbitrary information can be
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projected. Tangible views usually do not exist on their own, but in-
stead are integrated into an environment of one or more stationary
displays of arbitrary size, shape and orientation. By displaying graph-
ical information, these stationary displays or surfaces both define and
provide the contextual background of a virtual information world in
which a tangible view exists. A basic display configuration will be
used throughout this paper: a horizontal tabletop whose purpose is
to serve as the main context view and tangible views as local views
into the information space. This thinking relates to the focus + context
concept.

One important advantage of tangible views is that they can be used
with other tangible views simultaneously. Thus, they can be under-
stood as a multiple view environment with each tangible view rep-
resenting a unique physical view into a virtual information world.
This characteristic makes them an ideal tool for collaboration or com-
parison tasks and for supporting the overview and detail approach.
Besides that, tangible views usually appear in different shapes and
sizes. Most commonly a tangible view will be of rectangular or cir-
cular shape, but other more sophisticated shapes, like hexagonal or
metaphorical shapes (e.g., “magnifying glass”), are possible and may
play a special role during interaction.

10.3.2 Tool of Interaction

Throughout our investigations of the various aspects of tangible views,
we aimed at as-easy-to-learn and as-natural-as-possible usage that is
inspired by everyday life interaction principles. Interacting with tan-
gible views is basically as simple as grabbing a lightweight physical
object (the tangible view) with one or both hands and then moving it
around in the real-world space, while the tangible view constantly
provides appropriate visual feedback. The actual interaction takes
places within the physical space that is defined by the stationary dis-
play that serves as the contextual background. In our case, the space
above the horizontal tabletop’s surface is used as the three dimen-
sional reference system that we refer to as the interaction space. De-
spite previous research on interacting with non-rigid tangible screens,
such as foldable [229] or bendable [299] approaches, we restricted our
investigations on rigid tangible displays only.

As with all rigid objects in a 3D space, there are six degrees of
freedom (6DOF) available for interaction. More precisely, the basic
degrees of freedom are the position (x, y, and z) with respect to the
interaction space and the local orientation of the tangible view (α,
β, and γ). Corresponding interactions are translation and rotation,
respectively. Both are very easy to learn and simple to execute. Ad-
ditionally, interaction can be enhanced by introducing higher level
interaction gestures (on the basis of basic degrees of freedom). Such
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gestures enrich the interaction vocabulary of users and thus can make
it easier for them to solve particular sets of problems.

It is important to note that the ways of interaction that we dis-
cuss here are similar to those in the field of tangible interaction,
where “graspable” objects represent specialized tools that can be used
to physically interact with a display surface, in particular tabletops.
However, there are three major differences between tangible and tan-
gible view interaction. First, traditional tangible interaction is limited
to the tabletop surface itself, whereas the usage of the space above it
is rarely seen with the Multi Layer Interaction for Digital Tables by
Subramanian et al. [318] being a minor exception. By contrast, with
tangible views we propose a technique that utilizes the space above
a tabletop explicitly for the purpose of interaction. Second, tangibles
usually are characterized by specialized form factors or well-defined
shapes that make them fit perfect for a particular task or set of tasks,
e.g. for adjusting parameters such as in SLAP Widgets by Weiss et al.
[373]. On the contrary and although tangible views can come in vari-
ous shapes too, they provide a much more generic and multipurpose
way of interaction. This is probably due to the third important differ-
ence: tangible views provide a constant visual feedback and thus their
appearance is customizable. This is a feature that traditional tangibles
lack or at least provide very seldom or only in a limited way.

10.3.3 Interaction Vocabulary

The design space for tangible views is more complex and richer than
it looks at a first glance. Therefore, some fundamental principles need
to be found and understood that help both users and system design-
ers. In this respect, many interaction techniques, such as gestures,
have been described and used previously. Our intention was to orga-
nize, combine, and extend these ideas in a meaningful way and with
focus on tailoring them towards the domain of information visualiza-
tion. This was one goal of our research and as a result we identified
the following eight basic usage patterns for tangible views: translation,
rotation, freezing, gestures, direct pointing, the toolbox metaphor as well
as multiple views, and visual feedback. The first six patterns are mainly
motivated by the available degrees of freedom and additional interac-
tion modalities, and thus are features of the “tool of interaction”. In
contrast, the last two patterns (visual feedback, multiple views) are
motivated by properties of the “tool of representation”. In the follow-
ing, we will discuss these eight patterns for tangible views in more
detail.

10.3.3.1 Translation

One way of interacting with a tangible view is to interpret its current
3D position and thus to utilize shifts of movement as a form of inter-
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Figure 10.1: Overview (1 of 3) of the interaction vocabulary of tangible views
(asterisks denote novel techniques).

action [312]. The resulting three degrees of freedom (3DOF) can then
be interpreted either by utilizing all 3DOF at the same time or by re-
stricting them to one or two axes: horizontal translation as movement
in the x-y-plane and vertical translation as movement along the z-axis
(see Figure 10.1a).

10.3.3.2 Rotation

Another way of interacting with a tangible view is to use its local
orientation, i.e., changes of α, β, and γ (3DOF). Without the claim
of completeness, we distinguish between two types of rotation: hor-
izontal rotation [227] around z and vertical rotation [229] as rotations
around x and/or y. This is illustrated in Figure 10.1b.

10.3.3.3 Freezing

In certain situations, it is necessary to move a tangible view with-
out the intention of interacting with the system. This happens, for
example, when users want to study a specific view in more detail or
when they want to keep it for later examination by physically placing
the view on or beside the table surface. For this purpose, we intro-
duce the possibility of freezing a tangible view (see Figure 10.1c). In
terms of degrees of freedoms used for interaction, this means that
the system ignores shifts of movement for all or some principle axes.
We distinguish between three different freezing modes: normal freeze
[311] where x-y-z are locked, vertical freeze where only z is locked,
and horizontal freeze where only x-y are locked. Hereby, the latter two
techniques are new to the field.

10.3.3.4 Gestures

So far, we used the available 6DOF in a very direct manner. But there
is room for more complex types of interactions by using the concept
of gestures. In order to enrich the interaction with tangible views, we
propose the use of following (non-exhaustive) set of simple gestures:
flipping [171], shaking [374], and tilting [91] (see Figure 10.2a). The
principle idea of flipping is to attach different meanings to the front
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10.3.3.7 VtisualFeedback
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Figure 10.3: Overview (3 of 3) of the interaction vocabulary of tangible views
(asterisks denote novel techniques).

gible views, users expect instant visual feedback in correspondence
with the interaction. Such feedback is provided directly on a tangible
view or on the stationary tabletop display. Visual feedback also serves
to illustrate the interplay of views by projecting the tangible view’s
contour lines onto the tabletop surface [312] (see Figure 10.3b).

10.3.3.8 Multiple Views

As depicted in Figure 10.3c, tangible views support the concept of
multiple local views within the reference system of a global view. We
distinguish between non-overlapping and overlapping local views. We
define the term overlapping as whether two or more tangible views
consume the same or partly the same horizontal (x-y) space above the
tabletop (by ignoring the z-axis). In our understanding, overlapping
tangible views can influence each other, i.e., the visual output of one
tangible view may depend on the output of another one. In contrast,
non-overlapping tangible views are independent from each other. In
combination with freezing, multiple views provide the foundation for
several two-handed comparison techniques as described in the next
section. To the best of our knowledge, such tangible comparison tech-
niques have never been presented before.

10.4 case studies

From the previous section we see that tangible views provide a rich
vocabulary that comprises interaction aspects (tangible) and represen-
tation aspects (view). This section will address the question of how
this vocabulary can be applied to information visualization. Our dis-
cussion begins with some general considerations. Then, we explain
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how tangible views can support users in accomplishing common in-
teraction tasks. For this purpose, we have implemented five visualiza-
tion approaches that demonstrate the versatility of tangible views.

10.4.1 General Considerations

Traditional visualization techniques address a two-dimensional pre-
sentation space that is defined by the axes of the display. In contrast,
with tangible views we extend the presentation space by a third axis
– the z-axis that emanates perpendicularly from the tabletop surface.
The motivation for the extension to the third dimension lies in the
data-cube-model with the space above the tabletop display being the
physical equivalent of an otherwise virtual data-cube. This allows us
to project data not only onto the tabletop’s surface, but also into the
space above it. As we will see in the following case studies, there are
various options how to utilize the additional dimension for interac-
tion and visualization purposes.

Here, two fundamental aspects are multiple view visualizations (that
provide different visual representations simultaneously [363]) and
lens techniques (local views with a specific visual encoding embed-
ded into a visualization context). As any tangible view functions as
a physical window into virtuality, multiple views and lenses can eas-
ily be made tangible. Beyond that, direct manipulation is naturally
supported by tangible views as well: users can move a tangible view
around to specify the area or the data items to be affected by the lens.

10.4.2 Case Study: Graph Visualization

Node-link-diagrams and hierarchical abstraction are classic means to
enable users to interactively explore large graphs. Starting at the ab-
straction’s root, users expand or collapse nodes in a series of discrete
interactions until information density suits the task at hand. A contin-

Figure 10.4: A tangible view is used for smoothly exploring a graph at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction.
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uous navigation through the different levels of abstraction has been
introduced by van Ham & van Wijk [351]. We implemented a tangible
variant of such an abstraction lens and applied it to explore relations
in the ACM classification. As demonstrated in Figure 10.4, a rectan-
gular tangible view serves as a local abstraction view for the graph
that is being shown on the tabletop display. Users can naturally pan
the view by using horizontal translation and freely change the degree
of detail by vertical translation. This way it is possible to quickly ex-
plore different parts of the graph and compare relations at different
scales. At all times, the tabletop display provides visual feedback about
the current positions of the local view within the global view.

10.4.3 Case Study: Scatter Plot

Scatter plots visualize correlation in a multivariate data set by map-
ping two variables to x-y position of graphical primitives, where color,
size, and shape of these primitives can be used to encode further
variables. However, graphical primitives could become very tiny and
could overlap or occlude each other, which impedes recognition of
color and shape. To make size, color, and shape of the data items dis-
cernible, our scatter plot implementation is equipped with a graphi-
cal zoom lens and a simple fisheye lens, which temporarily sacrifices
the positional encoding to disentangle dense parts of a scatter plot.
According to the toolbox metaphor, a rectangular tangible view and a
circular tangible view represent the zoom lens and the fisheye lens,
respectively. The tabletop display serves as the visual context show-
ing two data variables (out of four of the well-known IRIS data set)
mapped onto the tabletop’s x and y-axis, respectively. Users can eas-
ily alternate the variables to be visualized by using frontways (x-axis)

(a) Low degree of displacement. (b) Higher degree of displacement.

Figure 10.5: Scatter plot: A circular fisheye lens allows users to control the
parameters lens location and degree of magnification by using
horizontal and vertical translation, respectively. The fisheye-lens’
degree of displacement is adjusted by horizontal rotation.
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and sideways tilting (y-axis). Horizontal translation is again applied to
set the lens location and vertical translation controls the geometric
zooming factor for the zoom lens. The degree of displacement for
the fisheye lens is manipulated with horizontal rotation. During this
latter interaction, a curved slider on the view’s surface provides vi-
sual feedback of the current parameter value (see Figure 10.5).

10.4.4 Case Study: Parallel Coordinates Plot

Classic parallel coordinates encode multiple quantitative variables as
parallel axes and data items as polylines between these axes. This en-
coding is useful when users need to identify correlated variables or
clusters in the data. However, as the number of data items increases,
parallel coordinates suffer from cluttering. Ellis and Dix suggest us-
ing a sampling lens to mitigate the problem [106]. As sampling is
often random, it is not clear in advance, what a good sampling fac-
tor is. We implemented a tangible sampling lens (see Figure 10.6)
that supports users in interactively finding a suitable sampling fac-
tor. While the background visualization shows the whole dataset (11

variables and 1100 records of a health-related dataset), the tangible
lens shows only every i-th data item. Analogous to the previous case
studies, the lens location is set by horizontal translation. By vertical
translation, users can traverse through possible values for i (degree
of sampling). For the purpose of demonstration, our basic prototype
simply uses i ∈ (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 . . .). Beyond that, attribute axes of the
parallel coordinates plot can be reordered with direct pointing by us-
ing digital pens (Anoto). Axes rearrangements can be performed on
both tangible view and tabletop.

(a) Every 32nd polyline of the origi-
nal dataset is displayed.

(b) Every 256th polyline of the origi-
nal dataset is displayed.

Figure 10.6: A tangible sampling lens supports users in finding an appropri-
ate sampling factor by using vertical translation. Projected out-
lines on the tabletop helps users mentally linking local and
global views.
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Figure 10.7: Using multiple tangible views simultaneously facilitates visual
comparison tasks.

10.4.5 Case Study: Matrix Visualization

Yi et al. [385] list visual comparison as an important interaction intent
that involves various steps, as for instance, selecting subjects for the
comparison, filtering the data to compare specific subjects only, or
encoding of additional information to support the comparison. Per-
forming visual comparison with traditional means is usually difficult
due to the numerous heterogeneous interactions participating. On
the other hand, direct interaction on a tabletop can facilitate compar-
ison [179]. How tangible views can be applied for visual comparison
will be illustrated next. For the sake of simplicity, we use rectangu-
lar tangible views and a matrix visualization of a synthetic graph
(42 nodes and 172 edges) that is displayed on the tabletop display
as shown in Figure 10.7. In the first phase of comparison, tangible
views are used to select data subsets. By horizontal and vertical trans-
lation users can determine position and size of a subregion of the
matrix and then freeze the selection. Once frozen, the user can put
the tangible view aside and take another one to select a second data
subset. The two frozen tangible views can now physically be brought
together either by holding each one in a separate hand or by rearrang-
ing them on the tabletop. As additional visual cues, smooth green
and red halos around compared data regions indicate similarity and
dissimilarity, respectively. If a selection is no longer needed it can be
deleted by the shaking gesture.

10.4.6 Case Study: Space-Time-Cube Visualization

Space-time-cubes are an approach to integrate spatial and temporal
aspects of spatio-temporal data in a single visual representation [213].
The analogy between a space-time-cube and the three-dimensional
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Figure 10.8: Tangible views can be used to augment a map display with
additional visual representations.

presentation space used for tangible views motivated this case study:
the tabletop display’s x and y-axis show the spatial context as a geo-
graphic map, and the dimension of time (12 months) is mapped along
the z-axis.

Tangible views are used as physical viewports into the space-time-
cube. Interactive exploration is driven by horizontal and vertical transla-
tion to navigate the map and the time axis, respectively. When held in
a horizontal orientation, a tangible view shows the data for a selected
month, i.e., a horizontal slice through the space-time-cube. To get an
overview for all months (i.e., a vertical slice), users can rotate a tan-
gible view into upright orientation. Then the visual representation
changes to a simple color-coded table that visualizes multiple vari-
ables for all 12 months for the area above which the tangible view is
hovering (see Figure 10.8). Depending on whether the user’s task is to
identify data values or to locate data values, different color schemes
are used to encode data values (see Figure 10.9) [331]. Simply flipping
the tangible view switches between both tasks.

Exploring spatio-temporal data usually involves comparing differ-
ent areas, different time steps, or both in combination. Freezing a tan-
gible view helps users to accomplish these goals more easily. With
vertical freeze, a tangible view can be locked to a certain month, ef-
fectively unlinking vertically translation and navigation in time. When
frozen, the tangible view can even be put down to relocate the entire
interaction to the tabletop surface itself. This can be quite useful for
handling multiple views simultaneously in order to compare attributes
between different areas, or for marking a certain detail for later ex-
amination by simply leaving the tangible view on a particular area.
Horizontal freeze lets users lock a tangible view to a certain area. This
is useful for comparing different months of the same location. To this
end, the user simply locks two tangible views onto the same area. It is
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(a) Before flipping: visualization
supporting the task of identifica-
tion.

(b) After flipping: visualization sup-
porting the task of localization.

Figure 10.9: By flipping a tangible view, users can choose between visualiza-
tions that support different tasks.

then possible to lift or lower the two views independently to compare
two months, while the horizontal freeze guarantees that the focused
area does not change unintentionally (two-handed comparison, see
Figure 10.10).

Figure 10.10: After locking the focus of two tangible views to the same lo-
cation by horizontally freezing, users can visually compare be-
tween the two views by lifting or lowering them simultane-
ously.

10.5 discussion

From designing the case studies and initial user feedback, we crystal-
lized a set of observations that may be useful guidelines for further
more complex applications. We also discuss potential limitations and
critical comments of users.
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10.5.1 Observations

Based on the case studies, we derived following observations:

I. Providing direct visual feedback, such as cast shadows of tangible
views on the tabletop, helps users mentally linking local and
global views.

II. Translation should be reserved for navigation in presentation
space.

III. Freezing is essential to temporarily decouple a tangible view
from one or multiple axes of the interaction space. This is neces-
sary to support tasks that require rearrangement of views, most
prominently, comparison tasks, but also helps switching to tra-
ditional interaction, such as multi-touch.

IV. Direct pointing is essential for interacting within local or global
views (tangible or tabletop). It is a requirement for precise selec-
tion tasks.

V. By favoring orthogonal interaction (e.g., shape for choosing a
tool, translation for navigating the presentation space, horizontal
rotation for navigating the parameter space, and tilting for nav-
igating the data space), users can implicitly communicate their
intent to the system without the need of explicitly changing any
global interaction states.

10.5.2 Limitations

We have shown the case studies to a variety of users and generally re-
ceived positive feedback. Even domain experts, at first reluctant, were
quickly convinced of the techniques after seeing a live demo. Interest-
ingly, before testing the demo and by only knowing the theoretical
concept, some of them suspected that it would be: “too tiring to hold
and move the tangible views through the air” if compared to: “use
a stylus on a tabletop, where users can rest their elbow on the sur-
face”. Although this is true for extensive use, users commented that
the mix of tangible interaction and the use of more traditional pen
or touch input, e.g., after freezing a tangible view and laying it down
on the table, reduced this problem considerably. In general, users did
not have problems with lifting up the tangible views too high, be-
cause we restricted the physical interaction volume to 40 cm above
the table. Thus, users were able to find boundaries of the interac-
tion volume quite easily (no visual feedback above a certain height).
In some cases, we also provided additional navigational aids, such
as height indicators inspired by Spindler et al. [312]. Users felt that
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this was helpful for finding certain layers of information more effi-
ciently. In addition, the system allows to tilt lenses slightly in order
to prevented viewing angle becoming too glancing. Sometimes, users
complained about problems with precise interaction and hand tremor
when moving or rotating tangible views in order to adjust an accurate
position or angle. Here, convincing solutions need to be found and
evaluated, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Also, one user
suggested to provide better support for letting users know which ac-
tions are mapped to what. Similar to traditional GUI widgets, labels
and tooltips could reveal what the widget does or even show that
there is an affordance. The same user remarked that: “each tangible
view has a fixed size and shape, unlike standard windows in a GUI”.
This could be tackled by having a collection of different sized tangible
views or even by future hardware that allows unfolding of displays,
similar to [229]. Despite of these issues, we are very confident that
tangible views are a very powerful and generic technique that paves
the way for an exciting field of research with many challenging ques-
tions.

10.6 technical setup

For the technical setup of tangible views we extended the PaperLens
approach by Spindler et al. [312], particularly in terms of tracking
technology, gesture recognition, and direct input techniques (digital
pens and touch) for both tangible views and the tabletop. The setup
consists of a tabletop display as well as several infrared (IR) cameras
and a top projector that are attached to the ceiling. This setup is en-
riched with various tangible cardboard displays (tangible views) that
can be freely moved through the space on or above the tabletop.

In order to bring such a system alive, several problems need to be
solved: tracking of tangible views to make them spatially-aware, dis-
playing image content, recognizing gestures, support for direct point-
ing, as well as providing application functionality. Many of these
tasks can be tackled independently from each other and thus have
been split up (on a technical basis) between different computers. Here-
by, for the purpose of inter-computer communication, we use public
protocols for streaming device states (VRPN) and remote procedure
calls (XML-RPC).

tracking The problem of determining position and orientation
of tangible views is solved by tracking. Various tracking approaches
have been used in the past, such as mechanical (arm-mounted) [346],
ultrasonic [291], and optical solutions with visible markers [228]. How-
ever, a major design goal of PaperLens [312] is to conceal the techni-
cal aspects from users as much as possible (no cables, no disturbing
markers, etc.). This has been accomplished by sticking small, unob-
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trusive IR-reflective markers (4mm) to the corners/borders of tangi-
ble views. These markers can then be tracked by Optitrack FLEX:
V100R2 cameras. As opposed to the original PaperLens implementa-
tion that only uses one camera and a simple home-made tracking, we
extended the system by using six cameras and a commercially avail-
able tracking solution (Tracking Tools 2.0) that is more accurate and
allows for defining arbitrary marker combinations. These are used to
encode lens IDs (for the toolbox) as well as front and back sides of
lenses.

displaying image content Tangible views are implemented
as a passive display solution, i.e., image content is projected from
a ceiling-mounted projector onto an inexpensive lightweight projec-
tion medium (cardboard or acrylic glass). This allows for a low-cost
production of tangible views in various sizes and shapes (rectangles,
circles, etc.) and also includes control of the visual appearance (color,
material) as well as using the tangible views’ back sides as displays.
Once position and orientation of a tangible view is known, this in-
formation is fed to a computer. Thus, the connected top projector
can project arbitrary image content onto the tangible view. In order
to maintain a perspectively correct depiction of the image content,
OpenGL is used to emulate the physical space above the tabletop in-
cluding all tangible views that reside there. The OpenGL camera is
precisely located at the virtual position of the top projector and the
physical properties of lenses are represented by textured polygons
(shape, position, and orientation). Image content is then rendered in-
dependently into FrameBufferObjects (FBO) that are attached to these
textures. In this way, application code is separated from the more
generic projection code. This will allow us to easily exchange the top-
projected passive displays with lightweight active display handhelds
in the near future.

recognizing gestures In order to support flipping, shaking, and
tilting, a simple gesture recognizer has been implemented. Flipping is
recognized with the help of unique markers that identify front and
back side of a tangible view. For other gestures, we identified charac-
teristic movement patterns that can be detected by the system, i.e., for
shaking a rapid irregular movement with small extent and for tilting a
back-and-forth rotation along an axis in a range of about 20◦.

direct pointing In terms of interacting on tangible views, the
system was augmented with support for direct pointing, in partic-
ular touch and digital pens. Digital pen technology can easily be in-
corporated by gluing Anoto-paper [1] onto a tangible view’s surface.
The Anoto paper shows a unique dot pattern that is scanned by spe-
cial pens with a built-in camera for determining their position on the
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lens’s surface. This 2D position is then transmitted to the application
via Bluetooth in real-time. The system was further enhanced with ba-
sic support for touch input. For this purpose, additional IR-reflective
markers have been affixed to the surface of tangible views. By hiding
these “marker buttons” with their thumbs, users can activate certain
states, such as the freeze mode.

10.7 conclusion

Conventional desktop display solutions and indirect interaction by
means of traditional input devices are notable limitations for infor-
mation visualization. To overcome these limitations, we introduced
tangible views, which integrate display and interaction device. Tan-
gible views provide additional display space and allow for a more
natural and direct interaction. They serve as a viewport into a 3D pre-
sentation space and utilize the additional axis for various interaction
and visualization purposes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that spatially-aware displays were employed in the field of
information visualization.

In this paper, we composed a versatile set of orthogonal interaction
patterns serving as a basic vocabulary for carrying out a number of
important visualization tasks. Users can perform a variety of gestures
directly with a tangible view, or use touch and pen input on a tangible
view. Tangible views provide haptic affordances combined with clear
proprioception by means of body movements. At the same time, we
are employing the well-known metaphors of moving sheets of paper
on a desk as well as lifting photos and other documents to look at
them in detail. As previous studies suggest [312], interaction with
tangible views is perceived as very natural.

We see the true potential of our approach in the possibilitiy to pro-
vide interesting alternatives to classic techniques and to supersede
virtual views by physically tangible ones. With that, fairly direct map-
pings can be achieved for multiple coordinated views, overview & de-
tail techniques, and focus + context techniques, in particular lens
techniques. In addition, bimanual interaction allows for the natural
control of various visualization parameters in parallel, which cannot
be accomplished with traditional desktop interfaces. Here, we con-
tributed two-handed comparison techniques. By means of the toolbox
metaphor, we can utilize tangible views to facilitate task-oriented visu-
alization, which resembles the usage of physical workshop or kitchen
tools.

future work The very positive early user feedback we received
suggests that the application of tangible views for information visu-
alization tasks is a very promising approach. However, further thor-
ough studies of particular combinations of tangible views and visual-
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ization techniques are required. For that, we need to refine the interac-
tion techniques, especially with regard to touch input and parameter
controls. In addition to the already investigated and mentioned ap-
plications of tangible views, there are further visualization challenges
that may benefit from our approach, among them interactive visual
assistance for data fusion with tangible view and collaborative prob-
lem solving supported by tangible views. With tangible views, we hope
to have made a contribution especially to the interaction side of infor-
mation visualization and to stimulate a discussion on more natural
ways of looking at and interacting with data.
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contribution The contribution of this chapter is a study on uti-
lizing new interaction modalities to support the visualization on mod-
ern display devices. Physical navigation and head movement are em-
ployed in novel ways as low-level means of interaction to facilitate
the visual exploration of large graphs on large high-resolution dis-
plays. Based on the user’s position and viewing direction, detailed
information is visualized in the users field of view, while aggregated
information is shown in the periphery.

abstract Large high-resolution displays are potentially useful to
pre-sent complex data at a higher level of detail embedded in the
context of surrounding information. This requires an appropriate vi-
sualization and also suitable interaction techniques.

In this paper, we describe an approach to visualize a graph hi-
erarchy on a large high-resolution display and to interact with the
visualization by physical navigation. The visualization is based on
a node-link diagram with dynamically computed labels. We utilize
head tracking to allow users to explore the graph hierarchy at differ-
ent levels of abstraction. Detailed information is displayed when the
user is closer to the display and aggregate views of higher levels of
abstraction are obtained by stepping back. The head tracking infor-
mation is also utilized for steering the dynamic labeling depending
on the user’s position and orientation.

original publication [230] — A. Lehmann, H. Schumann, O.
Staadt, and C. Tominski. Physical Navigation to Support Graph Ex-
ploration on a Large High-Resolution Display. In G. Bebis et al., edi-
tors, Advances in Visual Computing, pages 496–507. Springer, 2011.
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11.1 introduction

Visualization is challenged by the fact that the available display space
usually cannot keep up with the amount of information to be dis-
played. Commonly this problem is addressed by a kind of overview+
detail technique [84], where users interactively switch between an ab-
stract overview of the entire data and detailed views of smaller parts
of the data. Large high-resolution displays (LHRDs) are an emerging
technology and a promising alternative to the classic overview+detail
approaches. LHRDs combine a large physical display area with high
pixel density for data visualization (see Ni et al. [259]). A unique fea-
ture of LHRDs is that they allow users to perceive the global context
of complex information presented on the display by stepping back,
while enabling them to explore finer detailed data by stepping closer.
This makes LHRDs suitable for visualization applications, such as the
visual exploration of graphs.

However, because classic mouse and keyboard interaction is infea-
sible in LHRD environments, we require new approaches to interact
with the visualization. Ball et al. [45] found that physical navigation
is quite useful in this regard. We utilize this fact for a basic explo-
ration task. In particular, the user’s physical position in front of a
LHRD determines the level of abstraction of the visual representa-
tion of hierarchical graphs. Graph nodes are expanded dynamically
when the user moves closer to the display (i.e., more detail). When
the user steps back, nodes are collapsed, by which a higher level of
abstraction (i.e., less detail) is obtained. This provides a natural way
to get an overview or detailed information similar to virtual zoom in-
teraction via mouse’s scroll wheel. A benefit of our approach is that
the users do not need their hands for the interaction, which opens up
possibilities to use them for other tasks.

Switching between different levels of abstraction also requires adap-
tation of the visual representation. While the operations expand and
collapse correspond to addition and removal of nodes in the graph
layout, respectively, the question remains how to appropriately la-
bel the differently abstracted objects shown on the LHRD. We utilize
an existing labeling algorithm (i) to ensure readability of labels de-
pending on the level of abstraction (determined by the user display
distance) and (ii) to avoid readability problems caused by LCD-panel-
based LHRDs.

In the next section, we will briefly describe basics of graph explo-
ration and related work on interactive visualization on LHRDs. In Sec-
tion 11.3, we will describe details of our approach to support graph
exploration on LHRDs. Section 11.4 will outline the design of our pro-
totype system and preliminary user feedback. We will conclude with
a summary and an outlook on future extensions and applications of
our approach in Section 11.5.
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11.2 related work

Our literature review is structured as follows. We briefly describe
graph exploration in general and then consider visualization on large
displays and shed some light on what modern input concepts beyond
mouse and keyboard input can offer for interactive visualization.

11.2.1 Graph Exploration

Lee et al. [223] identified several tasks that users seek to accomplish
with the help of graph visualization. Lee et al. structure low-level
tasks by means of a taxonomy with three high-level categories: topolo-
gy-based tasks, attribute-based tasks, and browsing-tasks. In each of
these categories, we find tasks of exploratory nature, such as “find
adjacent nodes”, “find edge with largest weight”, “follow a given
path”, or “return to previously visited node”.

In general, interactive graph exploration is supported by appropri-
ate visualization techniques (see Herman et al. [168]) and well-known
overview+detail and focus+context interaction (see Cockburn et al.
[84]). Such techniques enable users to zoom in order to view details
or an overview, and to pan in order to visit different parts of the data.

A common approach to support the exploration of larger graphs
is to structure (e.g., to cluster or aggregate) them hierarchically (see
Herman et al. [168]). Elmqvist and Fekete [107] describe the various
advantages of this approach, including the fact that it allows us to
visualize different abstractions of the underlying data. In order to ac-
cess the level of abstraction that is required for the task at hand, users
interactively expand or collapse individual nodes of the hierarchy or
switch between entire levels of the hierarchy.

Additionally, special lens techniques have been proposed for inter-
acting in locally restricted areas of the visualization. For instance, van
Ham and van Wijk [351] use a virtual lens to automatically adjust the
level of abstraction (i.e., expand/collapse nodes) depending on the
position of the lens. Tominski et al. [332] and Moscovich et al. [256]
describe lenses that create local overviews of the neighborhood of
selected nodes and provide direct navigation along paths through a
graph.

All of these examples demonstrate the usefulness of dedicated in-
teraction techniques for graph exploration. However, most of the ex-
isting techniques have been designed for classic desktop environ-
ments with regular displays and mouse interaction. In this work, we
adapt existing concepts to make them applicable in LHRD environ-
ments. The exploration in terms of different levels of abstraction is
of particular interest to us, because of the inherent overview+detail
capabilities of LHRDs.
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11.2.2 Interactive Visualization on Large Displays

The advantages of LHRDs (i.e., many pixels and natural overview+
detail) make them an interesting alternative to desktop-based visu-
alization scenarios. Next, we review existing approaches that utilize
LHRDs for visualization.

As demonstrated by Keim et al. [202], pixel-based visualization ap-
proaches are a good example of visualization techniques that benefit
from the larger number of pixels available on LHRDs. Another ex-
ample is the visualization of complex spatiotemporal data. Booker
et al. [61] explain that the exploration of spatiotemporal data can sig-
nificantly benefit from LHRDs. They also conjecture major benefits
for other information exploration scenarios. While these examples
focus on the output capabilities of LHRDs, other researchers have
addressed questions of interaction.

While mostly hand-held devices (e.g., wireless mouse, tracked but-
ton device) are used to pan or zoom in a desktop-based visualiza-
tion application, such devices, if at all, are cumbersome to use in
LHRD environments. A commonly accepted means to drive interac-
tion in LHRD is tracking the user’s physical movements. Vogel and
Balakrishnan [358] use head tracking to switch between the display
of ambient, public, or personal information depending on the user’s
distance in front of a large display. Ashdown et al. [39] switch the
mouse pointer between monitors by head tracking to increase mouse
movements in multi-monitor environments. Ball et al. [43, 45] iden-
tify that in LHRDs the performance of simple navigation tasks for
finely detailed data can be increased by using physical navigation.
This knowledge is realized by Peck et al. [267] who adjust the mech-
anisms for interactive selection and navigation based on the user’s
distance to the display. A survey of interaction techniques for LHRDs
is presented by Khan [205].

Although physical interaction has a number of advantages, there
are some limitations. For example, Ball et al. [44] use head rotation as
input for panning navigation in a geospatial visualization application.
However, virtual navigation and head motion were tightly coupled,
which made it difficult for users to pan the map while also scanning
it. Consequently, head tracking is better suited for simple interaction
mechanisms than for fine motor control.

Overall, prior work shows that using physical navigation in LHRD
environments can improve both perception of the visualized data
[43, 45] and interaction with the visualization [267]. Considering these
advantages, we devised an interactive visualization approach to sup-
port the exploration of graphs on LHRDs at different levels of abstrac-
tion.
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11.3 exploring graphs on a large high-resolution dis-
play

In recent years, graphs have gained importance in many application
backgrounds such as social networks, power networks, climate net-
works, biological networks and others. We present an approach that
is suitable to support graph exploration by exploiting the advantages
of LHRDs and physical navigation.

First we will explain the data that we address, which are basically
graph hierarchies. Then we describe the node-link-based visualiza-
tion employed in this work. Finally, we introduce novel interaction
techniques for adjusting the level of abstraction of the displayed data
based on head tracking.

11.3.1 Data

We use a graph hierarchy H as the main data structure to drive the
exploration [168, 107]. H is a rooted tree whose leaves represent infor-
mation on the finest level of granularity. Non-leaves of H are abstrac-
tions of their corresponding child nodes. Any “full cut” through H
defines a view of the data with a specific level of abstraction.

There are two basic means to enable users to choose a suitable
level of abstraction: (i) one can globally switch from one level of the
hierarchy to another or (ii) one can expand and collapse nodes in
order to adjust the level of abstraction locally. Switching the level
globally means replacing all nodes of the current level with the nodes
of another level. On the other hand, expansion of a non-leave node
locally replaces that node with its children, which results in more
information and less abstraction. Collapsing a set of nodes replaces
these nodes with their parent node, which results in less information
and more abstraction.

For the purpose of demonstration, we visualize the hierarchy of the
ACM computing classification system, where nodes correspond to
text labels of the categories and edges between nodes indicate related
categories. With its 1473 nodes and 464 edges this data set is not
too large and the explicitly given labels on the different levels of the
hierarchy are expressive and easy to understand. Both facts make this
data set quite useful for first experiments.

Note that edges have been added by hand, which is the reason
why an edge that exists on a higher level of abstraction may have no
corresponding edges on lower levels. In particular, no edges exist on
the finest granularity of the ACM data set.
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Figure 11.1: Node-link view of the top level of the ACM computing classifi-
cation system.

11.3.2 Visualization

The visualization relies on a basic node-link representation (see Fig-
ure 11.1). The required graph layout has been pre-computed using a
recursive hybrid algorithm: A force-directed mechanism determined
node positions for connected parts of the graph [47] and a variant of
the squarified treemap layout handled unconnected parts [65]. In a
second phase, node positions were adjusted manually to better echo
the semantics of the data (e.g., the ordering of categories). Third, an
automatic local adjustment of the layout is computed to avoid that
nodes are placed behind bezels of our LCD-panel-based LHRD.

In our node-link visualization, nodes are visualized as spheres. To
separate the various hierarchy levels, the spheres are colored depend-
ing on the depth of the node in the graph hierarchy using a sequen-
tial color scheme from ColorBrewer [152]. The links between spheres
are shown as colored lines. Along a line, we interpolate the color of
its two incident spheres. This way, edges between nodes of the same
level in the hierarchy (i.e., no interpolation, because both spheres have
the same color) are clearly distinguishable from edges between nodes
of different levels (i.e. color interpolation, because sphere colors are
different). Although the layout already communicates the hierarchi-
cal structure of the data quite well, we use convex hulls as visual
envelopes for nodes that share the same parent.

Because we work with a graph whose nodes represent category
captions, we have to attend to label placement. This is also relevant
when it comes to showing text labels with associated node properties
(e.g., node degree, node depth, etc.). To ensure label readability, we
have to account for two aspects. First, we have to deal with bezels
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of LCD-panel-based LHRDs. Usually, bezels are handled as part of
the display space and an empty virtual space is placed behind them
in order to make virtual objects (e.g., spheres) drawn across monitors
appear more natural and undistorted. What might be good for virtual
objects is unfavorable for labeling, because we risk loosing important
textual information in the empty virtual space behind the bezels. In
order to avoid this, labels must not overlap the bezels. Secondly, we
have to account for the larger range of distances from which labels
must be readable. This requires adjustment of label sizes depending
on the viewing distance.

Due these requirements we need a dynamic calculation of the la-
beling at real-time. We employ the labeling algorithm by Luboschik
et al. [240], which satisfies our needs. The algorithm allows the place-
ment of so-called conflict particles in those parts of the labeling space
where labels must not appear. We insert such particles exactly where
the bezels are located. Hence, we can guarantee that labels never over-
lap with bezels. However, labels that are larger than the size of a sin-
gle LCD-panel cannot be placed anymore. To mitigate this problem,
we split labels where possible. Once the label positions have been
calculated, we use scalable vector fonts for the text rendering.

Given the number of pixels of LHRDs, we are theoretically able to
visualize the entire data. However, in that case, it might be difficult
for viewers to recognize the multitude of graph elements. Moreover,
as in our example, interesting findings might be revealed on different
levels of a graph hierarchy. Therefore, it is important to enable the
user to explore the data interactively.

11.3.3 Interaction

When visually exploring a graph hierarchy, the adjustment of the
level of abstraction is an essential interaction. We realize this interac-
tion based on head tracking. By using head tracking we obtain infor-
mation about the user’s head position and orientation (6 degrees of
freedom) in front of the display wall. As mentioned in Section 11.2.2,
care must be taken that the interaction be robust against small head
motions. We implemented two alternative methods to utilize the head
tracking information: (1) the zone technique and (2) the lens tech-
nique.

Both techniques allow the user to change the level of abstraction of
the displayed graph hierarchy by moving in front of the LHRD. Tran-
sitions from one level to another are animated to retain the user’s
mental map. The zone technique corresponds to a level-wise global
adjustment, whereas the lens technique realizes a local adjustment in
those parts of the visualization that the user is currently looking at.
This input offers a hands-free interaction method, where the hands
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Ftigure11.2:Illustrattionofzonetechntique(left)andlenstechntique(rtight).
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11.4 prototype and preliminary user feedback

We implemented a prototype to study the visual exploration tech-
nique on our LHRD. Next we describe the technical details and report
on preliminary user feedback.

11.4.1 Technical Details

We use a flat tiled LCD wall consisting of 24 DELL 2709W displays,
where each tile has a resolution of 1920 × 1200 pixels, with a total
resolution of 11520 × 4800 (55 million pixels). The interaction space
in front of the display wall (see Figure 11.4) has an area of approx-
imately 3.7m × 2.0m and a height of about 3.5m. The displays are
connected to a cluster of six render nodes (slaves) and one additional
head node (master). For the rendering, we utilize the graphics frame-
work CGLX [2] and the font rendering library FTGL [3].

Our prototype uses an infrared tracking system (Naturalpoint Opti-
Track) with 12 cameras, which are arranged semicircularly around the
interaction space. The user wears a baseball cap that has attached to
it reflective markers. Tracking these markers enables us to determine
the position and the orientation of the user’s head in the interaction
space.

11.4.2 User Feedback

Using the aforementioned prototype, we collected preliminary user
feedback. We asked computer science students (one female and seven
male students) to test the application with the described interaction
techniques about ten minutes. The users explored the graph (see Sec-
tion 11.3.1) by walking around in the interaction space. They could
switch between the zone technique and the lens technique by flip-
ping the baseball cap during the trial. In the interview afterwards the
participants were asked about readability of labels from any distance,
ease-of-use, and their preferred technique.

All participants indicated that the head tracking was easy to use
and that the labels were readable from any distance. The participants
reported that the zone technique was easier to use because there were
no unintentional level switches during the interaction. This indicates
to us that the threshold regions for the zone technique are effective.
Although the zone technique was easier to control, the subjects found
it less interactive and they felt that there was too much information
in their peripheral visual field.

The lens was named as an eye-catcher and as being more inter-
active than the zone technique. Providing detail information inside
the lens while maintaing the context outside the lens helped users
to cope with the amount of information. On the other hand, the lens
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Figure 11.4: Tiled LCD wall and interaction space indicated with floor
marks.

technique required a head calibration for every user to enable a reli-
able interaction behavior. Moreover, even after careful calibration, the
users experienced unintended interaction caused by small head mo-
tions. This feedback suggests to us that we require improved filter
methods to mitigate the effects of natural head tremor.

11.5 summary and future work

We have introduced an approach to support the exploration of graphs
on large high-resolution displays. The visualization is dynamically
adjusted as the user moves in front of the display. Based on head
tracking input, the labeling of the visual representation is recom-
puted to ensure label readability. Moreover, we implemented two
interaction techniques based on physical navigation. Both the zone
technique and the lens technique utilize the user’s position to de-
termine the displayed level of abstraction. Additionally, the lens tech-
nique considers an approximation of the viewing direction to provide
more details for a selected part of the data while preserving the over-
all context. Preliminary user feedback indicates that users can easily
learn and apply the developed techniques. Our prototype is capable
of showing two thousand nodes and labels at interactive frame rates.

We understand our work as an initial step to be followed by further
research on visualization on LHRDs. The next step is to integrate a
very large data set (e.g., a metabolic pathway from systems biology)
into the LHRD environment and to perform a detailed user study.
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There are a number of general questions to be answered as well as
specific issues to be addressed. In terms of the visualization, we have
to improve our algorithmic solutions for avoiding overlap of impor-
tant visual information with bezels. We already achieved quite good
results for the labeling and are confident that similar solutions can
be found for clusters of nodes and edges of graphs. Further inves-
tigations are necessary to find general solutions for other visualiza-
tion techniques. This also has to include the enhancement of existing
methods to better utilize the available pixels.

The large display space and the interaction space in front of the
display are potentially useful for collaborative work. We have exper-
imented with a setting where two persons collaborate. In such a set-
ting, we have to consider enhanced visual feedback of the participat-
ing users and conflicts in the determination of the level of detail to
be shown – globally as well as locally. However, this work is still in
a very early stage. In future projects, we will investigate ways to en-
able users to explore graphs with physical navigation in a multi-user
scenario.

More specifically, with regard to our prototype, we plan to con-
sider further interaction tasks to be accomplished in the LHRD en-
vironment. For instance, the user should be able to freeze selected
nodes for the purpose of visual comparison. We are also thinking of
manipulation techniques for graphs to allow users to edit the data. It
is also conceivable that visualization parameters (e.g., font size) are
interactively customizable within limits. We conjecture that the so far
unused hands of the user are most suitable for these finer interaction
tasks.
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E V E N T- B A S E D C O N C E P T S F O R U S E R - D R I V E N
V I S U A L I Z AT I O N

contribution This chapter contributes a novel approach to au-
tomatically adjusting visual representations according to user inter-
ests. Event-based methods are applied in an event-reaction scheme
to automate operations that otherwise would have to be carried out
manually. This significantly reduces interaction costs for the benefit
of the human analyst. The developed approach has an impact on all
levels of interaction and the underlying formal model facilitates engi-
neering better interactive visualization systems.

abstract Visualization has become an increasingly important tool
to support exploration and analysis of the large volumes of data we
are facing today. However, interests and needs of users are still not
being considered sufficiently. The goal of this work is to shift the user
into the focus. To that end, we apply the concept of event-based visu-
alization that combines event-based methodology and visualization
technology. Previous approaches that make use of events are mostly
specific to a particular application case, and hence, can not be applied
otherwise.

We introduce a novel general model of event-based visualization
that comprises three fundamental stages. (1) Users are enabled to
specify what their interests are. (2) During visualization, matches of
these interests are sought in the data. (3) It is then possible to automat-
ically adjust visual representations according to the detected matches.
This way, it is possible to generate visual representations that better
reflect what users need for their task at hand.

The model’s generality allows its application in many visualization
contexts. We substantiate the general model with specific data-driven
events that focus on relational data so prevalent in today’s visualiza-
tion scenarios. We show how the developed methods and concepts
can be implemented in an interactive event-based visualization frame-
work, which includes event-enhanced visualizations for temporal and
spatio-temporal data.

original publication [327] — C. Tominski. Event-Based Con-
cepts for User-Driven Visualization. Information Visualization, 10(1):65–
81, 2011.
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12.1 introduction

Visual representations are useful tools to help people understand
larger volumes of data. The visualization community offers a wealth
of techniques for visually exploring and analyzing various kinds of
data as, for instance, multivariate data, geo-referenced data, temporal
data, or network data. Making sense of such data without the help of
visualization would be a tedious task.

Although information visualization is brought to use in many con-
texts, there are still problems to be solved. Visualizing larger volumes
of data without generating overcrowded and visually cluttered dis-
plays is one problem. Even though it has been and still is being ad-
dressed in visualization research, most of today’s visualization tech-
niques reach their limits if a certain volume of data is exceeded. A
second problem concerns the applicability of visualization techniques.
North et al. [263] state that management and storage of data via re-
lational database technology is flexible. In contrast, today’s visualiza-
tion techniques are often tailored to a single visualization task that is
to be solved for one particular data set. As such, most visualizations
are rather inflexible. Lack of relevance in visual representations is a
third critical problem. Amar and Stasko [25] refer to this problem as
the Worldview Gap. Among other gaps, they describe the Worldview
Gap as: “[...] the gap between what is being shown in a visual rep-
resentation and what actually needs to be shown to intuitively draw
representational conclusions.”

These problems aggravate when considering different users who
are all interested in different aspects of a data set. There is no sin-
gle visual representation that suits all possible user interests and all
imaginable data aspects. Therefore, visual representations have to be
flexible so that they can be adjusted either interactively or automati-
cally (by appropriate methods) to meet the users’ specific needs.

The goal of this work is to alleviate the aforementioned problems
by involving the users (in fact, their interests) more tightly in the
visualization process. To that end, an event-based approach to visual-
ization is pursued. Event-based approaches have proved useful in var-
ious application fields like software development, databases, or mod-
eling and simulation. Event-related concepts have also been used in
the context of visualization (see Section 12.2). However, most of them
are tailored to a specific type of data and a particular visualization
problem, and hence, cannot be applied in a general manner.

We address this issue by combining event methodology and visu-
alization technology in a general model of event-based visualization. We
present the idea of the model and its basic components in Section 12.3.
The three main aspects to be investigated in detail are: (1) event speci-
fication (see Section 12.3.2), (2) event detection (see Section 12.3.3), and
(3) event representation (see Section 12.3.4).
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To substantiate our concept, visualization examples for multivari-
ate time-series and for spatio-temporal data are discussed in Sec-
tion 12.4. Appropriate interaction facilities taken for granted, the pre-
sented techniques can also react automatically to events of interest
to create visual representations that are adapted to the user’s task at
hand.

Since the term event is often strongly related to time, we explicitly
underline that the approach developed here is not limited to the visu-
alization of time-dependent data. In fact, we use events in a more gen-
eral manner. In anticipation of the definition of events in Section 12.3,
one can think of an event as a match of an entity in a data set with an
(abstract) data-centric description of user interests.

12.2 related work

An event is a ubiquitous element of life. The term event is stressed
in virtually every field of science with a diversity of meanings. It is
beyond the scope of this work to provide an exhaustive review of
different conceptions of events. We rather try to identify the core of
events in general and review specific applications of events in visual-
ization.

12.2.1 Basic Considerations

The different terms commonly related to events can be categorized
into those that describe static characteristics (facts, state, condition)
and those for dynamic aspects (event, action, process) of some world
or system. Events are usually embedded into an event-action-schema
– in fact, events are the basis for reactive behavior in computer sys-
tems. However, it is not always clear what the cause is in this schema
and what the effect. On the one hand, events are described as oc-
currences identified by some specific action taken (e.g., a button was
pressed) and on the other hand, events are the cause for specific ac-
tions to be taken (e.g., cancelation of a database transaction).

It is generally the case that event types and event instances are
distinguished. A differentiation between these terms is also important
for the research presented here. The role of both terms can be briefly
described as follows:

event type An event type is an abstract description of conditions
or circumstances under which an entity is considered to be of interest.
In other words, event types describe why something is of interest. For
instance, the event type “airplane take-off” can be described by the
condition “altitude > 0”.
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event instance Event instances (or short events) are actual oc-
currences of interest, usually described by a pair consisting of a spe-
cific event type and an entity of some observation space. Depending
on the observation space, different event instances are possible. For
the mentioned event type “airplane take-off”, one can image an event
instance in time (“airplane take-off”, 6:37pm) or an event instance
that considers flights (“airplane take-off”, “Flight CO96”).

The precise meaning of event types and event instance in the con-
text of event-based visualization will be discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 12.3.

12.2.2 Events in Visualization

Many different visualization techniques have been developed in re-
cent years. The focus, however, has mostly been on visualizing data,
rather than on representing events that are somehow related to the
data. We will now briefly review some of the visualization approaches
that are connected to or make use of event-related terminology. It can
be said in advance that events are again used in manifold ways with
very different meanings.

feature visualization and events Reinders et al. [282] fol-
low a feature-based approach combined with events to visualize large
time-dependent flow data. Their approach is divided into four basic
steps: feature extraction, feature tracking, event detection, and visual-
ization. While the feature extraction and tracking steps determine the
evolution of features, the event detection step aims at detecting spe-
cific events in this evolution. Reinders et al. describe events as ...any
development in the evolution of a feature that is significant. This implies
that events are dependent on the application domain, i.e., significant
events have to be figured out for each addressed application. For fea-
tures in time-dependent flow data, several basic events are suggested
(e.g., birth and death or split and merge of features). Interested read-
ers are referred to [281] for details. Once events have been detected
in the data, two visualization techniques are used – a 3D iconic rep-
resentation for features and a graph visualization for events.

The event detection process in Reinders et al.’s approach lifts the
visualization of flow data to a higher level of abstraction. By focusing
on events, the volume of data to be visualized is reduced while signif-
icant changes in the evolution of flow data are still clearly conveyed.
The concentration on significant events allows for a simple, yet expres-
sive representation as a graph that reveals the very characteristics in
the analyzed flow. However, Reinders’ events are strongly tied to the
features derived from time-dependent flow data. An integration of
the user into the specification of events has not been considered.
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events in process visualization Matković et al. [246] de-
scribe a system that combines information visualization with classic
monitoring techniques. Multiple process variables can be monitored
via enhanced virtual instruments, which are arranged on the display
using a focus+context approach. Variables of interest are represented
at higher levels of detail (focus) to convey more information. Other
instruments show lower levels of detail (context). Besides allowing
users to set the focus interactively, there is also the possibility of
automatic adjustment. This is where events come into the picture.
Matković et al. are concerned with undesired system states (prede-
fined). Upon occurrence of the event that the system switches to one
of these undesired states, instruments representing critical variables
are automatically put into the focus to make them visually more
present and to enrich them with additional information. Since this
attracts the user’s attention, necessary actions can be initiated more
quickly.

The event specification, however, is rather limited. Neither are
events described that relate to more than one variable nor are combi-
nations of events considered. It remains unclear if and how users can
actually specify their interests as events. Nonetheless, the approach
presented in [246] is a salient example of how events can be success-
fully applied to improve flexibility of visualizations.

events in clinical visualization Chittaro et al. [80] describe
a system that is dedicated to supporting physicians in the analysis of
clinical data. Well-known 3D bar charts are used as the basis for the
visualization. To display multiple time series, a corresponding num-
ber of 3D bar charts are created and arranged in a rectangular fashion.
A variety of interaction techniques is provided by the system to sup-
port the visual exploration of the data and to alleviate the difficulties
with 3D representations. What is special about the proposed system
is that not only clinical data, but also clinical events are considered.
Such events can be interventions by clinic personnel or unexpected
actions taken by patients. Blue signs are displayed on top of those 3D
bars whose time step and treatment session are connected with an
event. This way they are highlighted among the rest of the visualiza-
tion and the physicians analyzing the data can easily recognize and
identify unexpected situations.

Again, however, events are used in a very basic manner. Events are
not differentiated by some type and are only loosely coupled with the
clinical data by an indication of their occurrence time. Physicians do
not have the option to specify dedicated event types for some special
situations.

network visualization with events In Erbacher et al.’s [114]
idiom, events are network-related messages residing in log files (e.g.,
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successful or rejected login attempts, different types of connections to
a system, or port scans). The visualization is based on a central glyph
that represents a monitored server. Events of different type are shown
as lines of different appearance emanating from the server glyph to
smaller glyphs representing remote hosts. Whereas all drawings are
usually done with a shade of gray, unexpected or suspicious activity
(i.e., particular messages in log files) results in a change of color – red
for critical activity, yellow for suspicious activity. Connections that
have been identified (by an external system) as intrusions are repre-
sented by lines and glyphs of even brighter red. The authors argue
that presenting colored (red or yellow) lines among gray lines attracts
the attention of administrators to suspicious activity and actions to
counter network attacks can be taken more quickly.

However, the considered events are restricted to a mixture of events
defined by the authors and external events as generated by an intru-
sion detection system. Although users can visually recognize suspi-
cious behavior, they cannot specify their insights as new events for
later automatic highlighting.

Xiao et al. [382] go one step further and allow users to interactively
specify patterns of interest. The basic idea is to apply brushing in a
scatter plot diagram and to derive predicate logic formulas from the
brushed data items. To that end, pre-defined network-related predi-
cates are combined using logic operators. Xiao et al. augment the data
space with knowledge captured as patterns (i.e., each data item is an-
notated with its matching patterns) and make use of this knowledge
by changing colors in scatter plots, by adapting the level of detail,
and by supporting enhanced filtering. This leads to more effective
visualization of network traffic.

Even though the predicates used are specific to the network domain
and despite the fact that the visual representations are quite simple,
Xiao et al. see potential that their approach is generalizable to other
visualization contexts.

further approaches More visualization approaches exist that
make use of events. To give an indication of their variety, we briefly
present a non-exhaustive set of examples in the following.

Events often relate to a spatio-temporal context. In the domain of
geo-spatial visualization, [134] utilize a technique known as space-
time cube to represent spatio-temporal event data. Text and docu-
ment visualization are also related to events. Approaches exists that
cluster and visualize events that are given in some text [379]. Other
approaches concentrate on the detection of events from streaming
texts as a preprocess prior to visualization [391]. Software visualiza-
tion and algorithm animation is known to make use of events. A
comparison of data-driven and event-driven software visualization
approaches can be found in [94]. Again, the “[...] precise definition
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of what constitutes an ‘interesting event’ varies between authors.”
[287]. Debugging of distributed software systems benefits from vi-
sual approaches that make use of events [208]. In visual debugging,
events denote “[...] actions without duration that take place at specific
points in time and change the state of a process.” [216]. In general, the
analysis of dynamic systems can gain from event-based methods. A
coupling of active databases and VRML visualization is suggested in
[231] to achieve automatic updates of represented data.

discussion Several event-related visualization approaches are
known in the literature. The diversity of application scenarios sug-
gests that a combination of event-based concepts and visualization
technology is useful. However, only few approaches (e.g., Reinders
et al. [282]) use events as an integral component to improve visual-
ization. Others (e.g., Matković et al. [246]) understand events more
or less as add-ons. In some cases, it even seems that the potential of
integrating events into the visualization is underestimated.

What caught our attention was the fact that users are only rarely
involved in the event specification. Usually, visualization designers
determine what should be of interest and users are restricted to only
viewing the visual representations. This limits not only the expressive-
ness of a visualization approach, but also its applicability to different
or even similar visualization tasks.

As a matter of fact, users know their interests best. Therefore, they
should participate more closely in the creation of visual representa-
tions. User-definable events are one possibility to address this short-
coming (e.g., Xiao et al. [382]). Indeed, users need to be supported
in specifying their interests as events and surely user-defined events
will not be as complex as those specified by visualization designers,
but nonetheless, a higher degree of user involvement bears great po-
tential.

Additionally, event-based visualization can help in coping with
larger volumes of data. Usually, visual representations of large data
sets are cluttered and overcrowded, and thus, difficult to understand.
Besides using approaches like overview+detail and focus+context,
large data sets can be dealt with by visualizing only relevant parts
of the data. Extracting interesting events is one possibility to con-
centrate on relevant things. Among the reviewed event-related ap-
proaches, Reinders et al. [282] and Xiao et al. [382] actually reduce
the amount of information to be represented. However, their descrip-
tions of events are specific to features in flow data and to network
traffic data, respectively, and hence are not generally applicable.

This potential of getting closer towards user-adapted visualization
and the chance to better deal with larger data sets motivated us to
extract a generic theory and to develop a general model of event-
based visualization. The model subsumes previous work in the field,
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but abstracts from domain-specific details. Hence, our model is not re-
stricted to a specific application (as it is the case for all of the reviewed
approaches), but can be applied and adapted in different visualiza-
tion scenarios. A particular focus will be on the event definition by
the user.

12.3 event-based visualization

We will now introduce the general model of event-based visualization.
First, an overview of the model will be given. The main aspects –
event specification, event detection, and event representation – will
be discussed in detail in separate sections.

12.3.1 Overview and Formal Model

The basic idea of event-based visualization comprises three steps. (1)
Let users specify their interests as event types, (2) determine if and
where these interests match with the data (i.e., detect event instances),
and (3) consider detected event instances when generating the visual
representation.

Let’s clarify this general procedure by an example. We assume a
physician who visualizes data that contain the daily numbers of cases
of different diseases. Increases and decreases in the data can be dis-
cerned from a suitable visualization. However, there is a special con-
dition that is of interest to the physician: If the number of new cases
of influenza increases for three successive days and the absolute num-
ber of cases of influenza exceeds 300, then this might be an indication
of a possible wave of influenza. In an event-based visualization ses-
sion, the physician would do the following: He specifies the condition
of interest as an event type. The system tries to find actual instances
of that event type. If no events are detected, the visualization is pre-
sented as usual. But if an event is detected, the visual representation
is adjusted automatically to highlight the special situation. Charts are
enhanced with markers or color scales are altered to emphasize the
data record for which the event has been detected. The physician can
quickly and easily recognize the importance of the current health situ-
ation, which enables him to take steps to prevent a possible epidemic
of influenza.

Figure 12.1 contrasts the classic visualization approach with the
event-based visualization approach. When using the classic approach,
all users are provided with the same visual representation, although
they are interested in different aspects of the data (indicated by dif-
ferent colors). By following the event-based approach, it is possible to
generate individually adjusted visualizations. The integration of the
user into the process of creating visual representations helps increase
the relevance in the resulting images.
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Figure 12.1: Comparison of classic and event-based visualization – The fig-
ure depicts users who are interested in different aspects of the
data (denoted by different colors). Using the classic approach
results in a standard representation. The event-based approach
integrates users more tightly into the visualization process. As
a consequence, the relevance of the generated representation
increases.

To make our model truly general and flexibly applicable we put
it on a formal basis. First, it is necessary to define event types and
event instances as well as their frame of reference on an abstract level.
Then, a visualization transformation can be defined that considers
event instances so as to achieve event-based visualization.

To describe the frame of reference in which events occur, the notion
of event domains is introduced. An event domain

ED

contains entities with respect to which event types can be specified.
Such entities can be, for instance, tuples or attributes of a relational
data set, or simply time points. We define that event instances occur
with regard to entities of an event domain.

A distinction between event types and event instances is generally
required in event-based systems. In our case, an event type

et ∈ ET

is used to express a concrete interest with regard to entities of an
event domain. Here, ET denotes the set of all possible event types.
To differentiate between event types that address different event do-
mains, the notion of abstract event types is introduced. The abstract
event type for an event domain ED is defined as

ÊD ⊆ ET

where ÊD contains only those event types of ET that can be evalu-
ated with respect to the elements of ED. In other words, an abstract
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Figure 12.2: Illustration of the notions event domain, event type, and event
instance.

event type is a notation to associate an event domain with a set of
compatible event types.

Actual event instances can be defined as follows. Assumed et ∈ ÊD
is an event type in some abstract event type ÊD and an entity ed ∈ ED
conforms to the interest expressed as et, then the triple

e = (ed, et,EP) ∈ E

denotes an event instance (or short event) of type et. The set of all
possible event instances is denoted by E. The set EP denotes event
parameters that can be assigned to an event instance. Event instances
establish a connection between interests (i.e., the event type) and con-
crete entities of some event domain. The introduced terms and their
relation are illustrated in Figure 12.2.

Event-based visualization can now be defined formally as follows.
The detection of event instances of some event types in a data set can
be modeled as a mapping from P(ET) and D (the set of data sets) to
P(E) (P denotes powersets)

detect : P(ET)×D→ P(E).

Visualization in general can be modeled as a mapping from D (the
set of data sets) and P (the set of visualization parameters) to V (the
set of visual representations)

vis : D× P → V .

For event-based visualization, the mapping vis is extended so as
to take the event instances detected in the data into account

evis : D× P×P(E)→ V .

This formal description is the basis for our general model of event-
based visualization, which consists of the three steps event specifica-
tion, event detection, and event representation. In order to combine these
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Figure 12.3: General model of event-based visualization – The major compo-
nents of event-based visualization – event specification, event
detection, and event representation – are attached to the classic
visualization pipeline.

event-based concepts with visualization technology, we attached them
to the classic visualization pipeline with the stages data analysis, fil-
tering, mapping, and rendering. Since most visualization approaches
follow this pipeline, virtually any visualization technique can be eas-
ily enhanced by the advantages of events. Figure 12.3 illustrates the
extended visualization pipeline. Next, we will discuss the steps of our
model in detail.

12.3.2 Event Specification

The task of the event specification is to compile event types that are
or might be of interest to visualization users. To translate informal
user interests to the digital language of computers, a formalism is re-
quired that provides suitable expressiveness while still allowing users
to declare their interests as easily as possible. Furthermore, intuitive
tools must be developed to allow users with different experience to
specify their interests as event types. We suggest adapting formulas
known from predicate logic and building upon them a model for
user-centered event specification.

In our approach, event types are defined via so-called event for-
mulas. These formulas make use of elements of predicate logic(PL),
including variables, predicates, functions, aggregate functions, logi-
cal operators, and quantifiers to encapsulate the particular conditions
that users are interested in. Different variants of event formulas can
be used to address different event domains. In our work, we con-
centrate on relational data sets, and therefore, support the following
abstract event types: tuple event types 〈〉T for expressing interest with
respect to tuples of a data set (e.g., values within a tuple exceed cer-
tain thresholds), attribute event types 〈〉A for a data set’s attributes
(e.g., the attribute with the highest value), and sequence event types
〈〉S for sequences of tuples (e.g., sequence of days with rising stocks).
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Figure 12.4: Temporal predicates – (a) Predicates for time points; (b) Predi-
cates for time intervals (inverse predicates are possible).

For sequence event types, event formulas are extended by sequence-
related notations (inspired by Sadri [288]). A combination of event
types to composite event types is also possible. They are realized via
set operators.

Predicates are crucial for event specification. Apparently, the ex-
pressiveness of the available predicates determines the overall ex-
pressiveness of event types. Though basic predicates (e.g., check for
equality or comparison of values) are sufficient for defining a variety
of simple event types, it makes sense to provide more sophisticated
predicates that address the specific semantics of different kinds of
data. Next, we illustrate dedicated temporal and spatial predicates,
which can be used to ease event definition.

Temporal predicates describe relations between time points or be-
tween time intervals [149]. The temporal predicates equals and before,
as well as their inverse predicates not-equal and after are used for
time points. Allen [22] identifies the following predicates for time in-
tervals: equals, before,meets, overlaps, during, starts, and finishes.
Corresponding inverse predicates do also exist. An overview of tem-
poral predicates is depicted in Figure 12.4.

A comprehensive collection of spatial predicates is presented in
[279]. These predicates allow for various statements with regard to
spatial objects (e.g., Are two regions externally connected, are they
internally connected, or are they disconnected?) Spatial predicates
are presented in Figure 12.5. Detailed axiomatizations and further
references can be found in [279] and [115].

Temporal and spatial predicates enable users to specify manifold
event types with respect to time-oriented and geo-referenced data.
These and further advanced predicates can encapsulate complex se-
mantics, and hence, can reduce the efforts for the event specification.

To illustrate the introduced event specification formalism, we
present some examples of event types with regard to relational cli-
mate data that contain among others the attributes date, region, av-
erage temperature (avgtemp), and precipitation (prec). A first, very
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Figure 12.5: Spatial predicates – The figure shows a pairwise disjoint set
of base predicates for spatial regions [279]. The predicates are
eq (equals), po (partially overlaps), ec (is externally connected
with), dc (is disconnected from), tpp (is tangential proper part
of), ntpp (is non-tangential proper part of), tppi (inverse of
tpp), and ntppi (inverse of ntpp).

simple event type detects a tuple with a specific value for an attribute.
In particular, the event type

〈x | x.prec = 0〉T

can be used to detect tuples that describe a day with no precipitation,
where x is a tuple variable and is also called the target of the event
formula. Event types that describe the exceeding of a threshold are
commonly required. An example of an event that will be detected
whenever the average temperature drops below 0 °C could be

〈x | x.avgtemp 6 0〉T .

Tuple event types that relate the target tuple variable to other tuple
variables can be used to state more complex conditions. For instance,
the hottest day in the data set can be described by the event type

〈x | ∀Ty : x.avgtemp > y.avgtemp〉T ,

relating the target variable (x) to all other tuples (∀Ty) in the data
set. Attribute event types are useful when aggregate functions over
attributes are considered. In this example, we use the aggregate func-
tion dev, which can be used to calculate the standard deviation of
an attribute. Then, the attribute with the largest fluctuation can be
detected using the following event type

〈a | ∀Ab : dev(a) > dev(b)〉A.

The temporal predicate equals (see Figure 12.4) and the spatial pred-
icate ec (see Figure 12.5) can be used to detect regions for which all
neighbors show lower average temperatures.

〈x | ∀Ty : (y.date equals x.date∧

y.region ec x.region)→
y.avgtemp < x.avgtemp〉T
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In the next example (inspired by [289]), we define a sequence event
type by using the ∗ notation and the keyword previous. Here, arbitrary
repetition of a variable y is denoted by ∗y and access to the sequence
element that precedes a variable y is denoted by y.previous. Our goal
is to declare our interest in five successive days with increasing tem-
perature and an overall increase in temperature of more than 50%.

〈(x, ∗y, z)regiondate |

y.avgtemp > y.previous.avgtemp ∧

1, 5 · x.avgtemp < z.previous.avgtemp ∧

x.date+ 5 equals z.previous.date〉S

These examples show that different interests can be expressed as
event types. However, the reader can also easily see that relying solely
on textual event specification is likely to stress users. We have to offer
dedicated support, because otherwise the whole approach becomes
questionable. Therefore, we developed a user-centered model of event
specification and a visual event editor. Our goal was to assist users in
specifying event types, in altering already specified event types, and
in selecting event types currently relevant for a particular visualiza-
tion session. To that end, it is necessary to take the expertise of users
into account: Novice visualization users must be provided with tools
different from those provided for expert data analysts. Our three-level
event specification model aims to fulfill these requirements. It consists
of the three stages (1) direct specification, (2) specification by param-
eterization, and (3) specification by selection (see Figure 12.6).

This model uses the proposed event formulas as its basis. The com-
plete functionality of event formulas is made available to expert users

User

Event formula Event type template

Parameters

Event formula

Event type collection

et et

et
ETet

et

et

Direct specification Parametrization Selection

Specification efforts
high low

Expressiveness

Figure 12.6: Model for user-centered event specification – The figure illus-
trates that users can specify their interests by direct definition
of event formulas, by parameterization of event type templates,
or by selection from an event type collection.
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at the first level of the model only. By allowing for direct specification
of event formulas experts can specify any event type they are inter-
ested in. It must be mentioned that direct specification does not mean
that event types can only be entered by typing them on the keyboard.
Quite the opposite, it is important to support even expert users in the
direct specification of events. This support can be achieved by visual
approaches as we will see later in this section.

We suggest providing predefined event type templates that can be
parameterized effortlessly by non-expert users. Event type templates
use event formulas internally, but allow access to them only via easy-
to-set parameters. Since the complexity of event formulas is hidden
from the user, the event specification is significantly simplified by
templates. An example for an event type template is a threshold tem-
plate with parameters for the considered attribute and the particu-
lar threshold. Users need no deep knowledge of the event type for-
malisms, but instead can simply select an attribute and set a concrete
threshold to specify their interest.

The third level of event specification is based on simple selection.
The idea is to provide a collection of predefined event types from
which users can select the most interesting ones for their task at hand.
Evidently, the collection of event types to choose from has to be com-
piled by domain experts or visualization designers. To facilitate easy
selection of relevant event types, it is necessary to provide expressive
identifiers and an expressive verbal descriptions of the conditions in-
tended to be detected by an event type. This third level of event spec-
ification addresses not only novice users, but also users who are in
the position of a decision maker, or any other user who seeks quick
access to relevant information.

Figure 12.6 illustrates the three levels of the user-centered event
specification model. It can be seen that the effort required is high for
direct specification and low for specification by selection; the effort
required for parameterizing event type templates is in between, de-
pending on the parameters that need to be set. Obviously, the model
implies a tradeoff between expressiveness and the level of user ex-
pertise needed for event specification. According to Tang et al. [320],
this is generally the case whenever formal means must be handled by
human operators.

As already indicated, relying on textual input of event formulas
alone will not suffice to achieve user acceptance. Further support on
the level of direct specification is needed. We investigated how the
specification of event types can be supported via visual methods. The
goal is to use visual abstractions not only to show data, but also to
aid in the interactive specification of events. Basically, three visual ap-
proaches are suitable for visual event specification: brushing, dynamic
queries, and visual editors.
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Brushing is usually seen as the process of interactively selecting
data items and highlighting them in all views of the visualization
[76]. Brushing is intuitive as it is performed directly on the visualiza-
tion. In addition to common brushing operations like elastic rectan-
gles and lassos, several dedicated brushing techniques are known in
the literature. Doleisch et al. [99] describe how formal feature descrip-
tions can be specified interactively by brushing. Another example
are Hochheiser’s [169] Timeboxes, which can be used to query time
series or other linear sequences. Timeboxes have later been revised
by Buono et al. [68]. Xiao et al. [382] apply brushing for interactive
pattern specification. Especially the last example gives evidence that
brushing can support interactive event type specification. Depending
on the particular brushing semantics, a variety of conditions can be
captured easily.

Dynamic queries are similar to brushing in that they are used to
select data items of interest [304]. In contrast to brushing, however,
dynamic querying is usually performed via dedicated user interface
elements, and selected data items are not highlighted, but unselected
items are filtered out. Nonetheless, the net effect is the same: data of
interest stand out. The user interface is critical with regard to expres-
siveness and effectiveness of the querying process. An example of a
query interface that supports boolean combinations of query condi-
tions is presented in [332]. The similarity between the formalism used
there and the introduced event types suggests that dynamic query in-
terfaces can be beneficial for event specification.

However, relying on brushing or dynamic queries alone is not suf-
ficient because they are limited to the range of values already con-
tained in the data. By using either method, it is impossible to specify
conditions with respect to values that are not contained in the data,
but might appear in later instances of a data set. As this limits the ex-
pressiveness of event types significantly, further visual methods must
be offered.

Visual editors (or visual languages) can help in this regard. Such
editors aim to exploit the capabilities of the human visual system for
the specification of complex, formally defined structures [63]. Many
applications benefit from visual editors (e.g., Lee et al. [225], Balkir
et al. [42], or Chittaro and Combi [79]). The advantage of using visual
editors for event specification is that any event type can be specified
regardless of whether the particular condition is already present in
the data (as it is required when using brushing) or not. To make use
of this advantage, we implemented an extensible editor framework
for event types. Currently, the framework supports event types that
address tuples of relational data sets. The visual editor provides a
graphical abstraction of the underlying formalism and makes it eas-
ier for users to describe their interests as event types. To illustrate
the editor’s use, three examples of tuple event types are depicted
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Figure 12.7: Examples of visually specified event types – (a) 〈x | x.prec =

0〉T ; (b) 〈x | x.avgtemp 6 0〉T ; (c) 〈x | ∀Ty : x.avgtemp >
y.avgtemp〉T (maximum average temperature).

in Figure 12.7. Figure (a) and (b) show how predicates (“Less” and
“Equal”) are used to connect tuple variables and constants, while (c)
illustrates the connection between a free tuple variable and a tuple
variable bound to a “ForAll” quantifier.

12.3.3 Event Detection

Once users have specified their interests as event types, the next step
is to determine if and where these interests match with the data.
While the event specification has been designed so as to be as general
as possible to allow for a great variety of event types, we certainly
require dedicated methods for the event detection.

The basic task is to evaluate the conditions encapsulated as event
types. To that end, the variables used in event formulas are sub-
stituted with concrete entities of the data (tuples, attributes, or se-
quences of tuples). In a second step, predicates, functions, and logical
connections are evaluated, so that the event formula as a whole can
be evaluated to either true or false. Conducting the event detection
results in a set of event instances E ′ ⊆ E, which mark those entities
of an event domain that comply with user interest.

Since the detection procedure is very costly in terms of computa-
tion time, we make use of sophisticated methods to find event in-
stances. Tuple events can be detected efficiently with the help of rela-
tional database management systems (RDBMS). Such systems employ
optimization methods when evaluating SQL queries to the data. Since
the SQL and our event formulas share a common formal basis – pred-
icate logic – it is possible to map tuple event types to SQL query state-
ments. If event types make use of special predicates, unavailability of
such predicates in RDBMS can be a limiting factor. With the help of
stored procedures (i.e., small custom-made pieces of software that re-
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side within the RDBMS), this limitation can be alleviated. The follow-
ing example illustrates the mapping of a simple event type to an SQL
statement. Assume 〈x | x.avgtemp 6 0〉T is a tuple event type that
detects frosty days in a climate-related data table climate. Executing
the SQL statement SELECT * FROM climate WHERE avgtemp < 0 will
return all the tuples that comply with the event type. By delegating
such SQL statements to an RDBMS, event detection efficiency can
be increased significantly. Attribute event types cannot be mapped
to SQL statements in this one-to-one fashion. But still, the evalua-
tion of aggregate functions in attribute event types can be accelerated.
Sequence event types can not yet be optimized by database manage-
ment systems. Nonetheless, one can make use of the OPS algorithm,
which has proved to be efficient for querying sequenced data [288].
Finding instances of event types that are less general than tuple, at-
tribute, or sequence event types will certainly require development of
dedicated detection methods.

If dynamic data (i.e., data that change over time) are considered, ef-
ficiency becomes even more crucial because events must be detected
on every change of the data. To further improve efficiency, we sug-
gest investigating incremental detection in future work. Such meth-
ods operate on a differential data set, rather than on the whole data.
However, incremental methods are still a current topic in database re-
search and as such are not yet readily available. Moreover, relying on
incremental detection might impose restrictions on what event types
are possible.

The event instances found during event detection can now be hand-
ed over to the event representation step.

12.3.4 Event Representation

The last important step of event-based visualization is the event rep-
resentation. The goal of this step is to incorporate detected event
instances (which reflect the interests of users) into visual represen-
tations. The event representation has major impact on the extend
to which event-based visualization can bridge the Worldview Gap.
For an expressive event representation we (1) have to communicate
the fact that something interesting has been found, (2) must empha-
size events among the rest of the data, and (3) should convey what
makes the events interesting. The most important requirement is that
the visual representation must show that something interesting has
been found in the data. To meet this requirement, easy to perceive
visual cues (e.g., a red frame around the visual representation, ex-
clamation marks, or annotations) are used. Alpha blending can be
applied to fade out past events. The second requirement aims at em-
phasizing those parts of the visual representation that reflect the in-
terests of users. Additionally, the visualization should communicate
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what makes the highlighted parts interesting (i.e., what is the particu-
lar event type). However, facing arbitrarily definable event formulas,
this last requirement is difficult to accomplish.

We suggest two different concepts for representing event instances
– implicit event representation and explicit event representation. Implicit
event representation aims at automatically adjusting given visualiza-
tion techniques. The major challenge in representing events implicitly
is to adequately alter visualization parameters so as to achieve the
previously stated goals. On the other hand, explicit event represen-
tations focus on visualizing events, rather than the underlying data.
Since detaching events from data implies a high degree of abstraction,
explicit event representation is a promising alternative for gaining in-
sight into large data sets.

An interesting question we had to face was who should be in
charge of the event representation. While the human is clearly in
charge of specifying event types and the machine is obviously respon-
sible for detecting event instances, the event representation cannot be
assigned so easily. Quite contrary, it seems to be the best solution
to make the event representation a joint effort of both human and
machine.

implicit event representation By implicit event representa-
tion, the large number of available visualization approaches can be
enhanced with event-based concepts without the need to develop en-
tirely new visualization techniques. A requirement for incorporating
events successfully into known visualization techniques is to find suit-
able parameters of the visualization transformation. Apparently, the
available parameters and their degrees of freedom determine the ex-
pressiveness of implicit event representation.

If a visualization technique provides adequate visualization param-
eters, adjustments can be implemented either as instantaneous or grad-
ual changes. Instantaneous changes of visualization parameters have
immediate effect on the visualization. A simple example is setting a
color parameter from red to blue. Gradual changes, on the other hand,
consume time during the adjustment. An example is the movement
of the focal point in a focus+context visualization toward an interest-
ing data portion that is associated with an event. The distinction be-
tween instantaneous and gradual parameter changes raises the ques-
tion which possibility to use in particular situations. In other words,
does it make sense to switch a parameter immediately to achieve an
emphasis on events, or is it better to apply a gradual change? A defi-
nite answer to this question cannot be given due to the complexity of
human perception and cognition and because the answer depends on
size and complexity of the considered data. Usually a trade-off must
be found between instantaneous changes, which are more suited for
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(a) (b)

Figure 12.8: Local changes in a diagram plot – (a) The original diagram; (b)
Markers and adaptation of color and line thickness introduce
local changes to the diagram.

achieving preattentive effects, and gradual changes, which are more
suited for maintaining the users’ mental map.

Irrespective of whether instantaneous or gradual, adjustments of vi-
sualization parameters result in changes in the visual representation.
Such visual changes have either a local or a global scope. An exam-
ple for a change with local scope is changing the color and width
of those spots in a diagram plot that represent event instances (see
Figure 12.8). When speaking of global changes, we mean that the vi-
sual representation is affected as a whole, that is, it is perceived in
an entirely different way. An example is to move the focal point of a
globally effective fisheye distortion (see Figure 12.9). Again, the dis-
tinction between changes with local and global scope makes it nec-
essary to discuss the question when to use which. Local changes,
on the one hand, are limited in their spatial extent on the screen,
and hence, enable the representation of multiple event instances in
a single view. Furthermore, the locality of the changes leaves space
for conveying the type of event instances. On the other hand, local

(b)(a)

Figure 12.9: Global change of a Magic Eye View visualization – (a) The orig-
inal Magic Eye View; (b) Adjustment of the focal point results
in a global change.
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changes, especially many of them, might be hard to grasp, because
local changes compete with each other for the users’ attention. One
also has to be careful with regard to the question whether a local
change is due to an event or due to variance in the visualized data.
Global changes, on the other hand, do not compete for the users’ at-
tention. Since global changes affect the whole display, rather than just
portions of the screen, they are useful for conveying events that ab-
stract from concrete data items (e.g., composite events). However, the
global scope of the changes also implies that only a few events can be
incorporated into the visualization simultaneously.

From the previous discussion it becomes clear that finding expres-
sive implicit event representations is a challenging task. Particularly
the diversity of application scenarios, which require different ways
of considering events in the visualization, makes this task demand-
ing. As indicated, perceptual issues play an important role. For more
information and references on the cognitive aspects touched in the
previous discussion, the interested reader is referred to [341, 156, 389,
46, 251, 309, 344].

explicit event representation In the previous section we
explained how events can be visualized implicitly by merging their
representation into known visualization techniques. In contrast, ex-
plicit event representation aims for visualizing the event instances
detected in the data, rather than the data. That is, the detected events
are the only input to the visualization transformation. According to
Reinders et al. [282], focusing on relevant events raises the level of
abstraction of the data analysis. Although visualizing only events is
contradictory to Tufte’s [343] claim “Above all else show the data!”,
providing a more abstract event representation (certainly in addition
to a fine-grained data visualization) is useful for achieving more com-
plex visualization tasks like finding correlations between different
interesting aspects of the data (described as event types). It can be
stated that the major goal of representing events explicitly is to facil-
itate higher order visual analysis. Secondly, it is definitely important
to mention that commonly the number of detected event instances is
much smaller than the number of data items |E ′|� |D ′|, where E ′ ⊆ E
and D ′ ⊆ D. This fact can be exploited to alleviate the visualization
of very large data sets.

For explicit event representation, we suggest transforming the event
instances E ′ detected in some data set D ′ into a new data set DE ′

that in turn is subject to visual analysis. Since the event type is a
crucial characteristic, any implementation of such a transformation
should consider the event type as an attribute of the new data set
DE ′ . Further event parameters like event importance as well as se-
lected characteristics of the entity to which an event is bound should
be mapped to attributes in DE ′ . The advantage of this procedure is
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is stored in a database. Data residing in files is scanned for events
using a plain non-optimized implementation of the event detection
formalism. The framework integrates several visualization techniques
that follow the model of a parameterized visualization pipeline. On
the one hand, this allows for interactive visual data exploration, and
on the other hand, all techniques can be subject to automatic adjust-
ments through implicit event representation. Techniques like scatter
plots, parallel coordinates, or the Table Lens can be used for abstract
multivariate data. Temporal data can be explored using dedicated
techniques like stacked charts or the TimeWheel [329]. In addition to
that, we implemented an explicit event representation technique that
visualizes events in time and space.

We will now illustrate four visual examples generated with eVis.
Three examples use implicit event representation for the analysis of
a multivariate time-oriented data set, the fourth example will demon-
strate the explicit representation of event detected in geo-referenced
data.

We assume a user who has to search time-dependent human health
data (1100 data rows and 11 attributes) for uncommonly high num-
bers of cases of influenza. The task at hand is to detect where in time
these situations have occurred. A possible way to accomplish this task
is to use the TimeWheel technique [329], which is a multi-axes repre-
sentation for visualizing multivariate data over time. The TimeWheel
shows a time axis in the center of the display. Multiple axes that en-
code time-dependent attributes are arranged around the central time
axis. For each time point in the data, lines descend from the time axis
to the corresponding points on each of the attribute axes. The Time-
Wheel can be rotated to bring different attributes into the focus. Fur-
thermore, each axis can be equipped with a slider to zoom into value
ranges of interest. Without event integration the user in our example
will be provided with a TimeWheel that uses a standard parameteri-
zation (see Figure 12.11 (a)). The standard view shows influenza on
the upper right axis (light green), time is represented on the central
axis. Alpha-blending has been applied by default to reduce visual
clutter. From the TimeWheel in Figure 12.11 (a) one can only guess
from the labels of the axis showing influenza that higher values are
present; the alpha-blending made the particular lines almost invis-
ible (see question mark). Several interaction steps are necessary to
re-parameterize the TimeWheel to accomplish the task at hand. In
eVis, the user can specify the interest “Find days with a high number
of cases of influenza.” as the event type 〈x | x.flu > 300〉T to be con-
sidered for the current analysis task. The event type can be stored and
may be reused in later visualization sessions or by other users. The
event detection will now determine whether or not the data conform
to the interest expressed by the user and will create event instances for
those data entities that do so. To provide the analyst with an individ-
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In addition to the automatic adjustments illustrated before, users
always have the chance to adjust the visual representation via interac-
tion. This is possible since all our visual techniques implement visual-
ization parameters as first-class objects. Where applicable we display
visualization parameters in a unified user interface, which is automat-
ically constructed from parameter descriptions, including id, caption,
data type, and value range. However, this is not yet possible for all
parameters. Particularly the parameters of complex visual mappings
are hard to transfer to an efficiently usable user interface. This is one
aspect for future work.

For the example of explicit event representation, we consider health
data that were collected in a spatio-temporal frame of reference (ca.
750.000 data rows and 12 attributes). These data represent the num-
bers of cases of different diagnoses for different regions of a map
on different temporal granularities. For this example, the assumed
user interest is extended from a purely temporal context to a spatio-
temporal one: The user wants to know where and when maxima
occurred and how these evolve in time and space. The event type
〈x | ∀Ty : (x.date equals y.date) → (x.flu > y.flu)〉T detects per
time step where in space (i.e., for which region) the maximum num-
ber of cases of influenza occurred. By utilizing efficient RDBMS tech-
nology, we can detect events in less than ten seconds. For the visu-
alization, we use a map to represent the spatial frame of reference
and time axes that emanate perpendicularly from each region of the
map to depict the temporal dimension of the data (see Figure 12.14).
Instances of the maximum event type are shown as small red spheres
attached to the time axes. In contrast to the red spheres, blue spheres
are used to represent instances of the logical negation of the con-
sidered event type (i.e., a maximum did not occur). Red and blue
spheres allow users to see when and where maxima occurred. To en-
able users to track maxima, successive event occurrences are explicitly
connected using a space-time-path [72], which is represented as white
line segments. To help users concentrate on relevant information, the
“not” events (blue spheres) of those regions that do not show at least
one “positive” event are faded out. The result is a visualization that
explicitly represents event instances, visualizes the trajectory of the
event instances through time and space, and that is clean of irrelevant
information. The number of relevant events in the visual representa-
tion is much smaller than the raw data. With respect to the example,
it is now possible to find a potential trace of how influenza has spread
in time and space. Surely, we have to admit that scientists from the
field of epidemiology might have used a different and most likely a
more complex event type for this example. But given the generality
of our approach, they can easily do so.

All examples indicate that integrating events-based concepts into
the visualization process is a promising approach to create visualiza-
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“Maximum” Events

“No Maximum” Events

Space-Time Path

Irrelevant Information

Figure 12.14: Explicit event representation as space-time-path – The figure
shows when in time and where in space the maximum number
of cases of influenza have occurred. Irrelevant information is
faded out so that the user can fully concentrate on relevant
events.

tion that are adapted to user interests. Yet more research is required
to achieve the ambitious goal of fully automated generation of user-
centered visual representations with high relevance. We will discuss
this in the next section.

12.5 discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we presented an event-based approach to user-driven vi-
sualization. We developed a general theory and model that can be ap-
plied irrespective of the specific visualization scenario. We described
in detail how users can specify their interests as event types, how
these interests can be detected in the data, and how one can integrate
detected event instances into visual representations.

The generality and theoretical foundation of the introduced con-
cepts are major benefits. Thanks to this generality, the advantages
of event-based visualization, that is, the focus on user interests and
the reduction of the data to be visualized, can be transferred more
easily to other visualization contexts. The framework eVis, which im-
plements the model’s core functionality, enabled us to illustrate the
visual advantages of event-based visualization for multivariate tem-
poral data and for spatio-temporal data.

With regard to the specification of user interests as event types,
we have concentrated on tuple, attribute, and sequence events in re-
lational data sets. As most data come in or can be transferred into
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relational form, these major event types cover a wide range of ap-
plication scenarios. Since the formalism relies on predicate logic and
set theory, the expressiveness of the introduced event types is limited
to that of these formalisms. The model’s generality, however, allows
for experimentation with different event types. Data nuggets as de-
scribed in [383] or the knowledge-based approach discussed in [382]
are interesting candidates. Another interesting aspect, especially in
the context of graph analysis, are event types that are capable of cap-
turing structural properties (e.g., motifs).

The visual specification of event types via a visual editor, as we
pursue it here, has the advantage that arbitrary event types can be
specified. On the other hand, brushing and dynamic queries allow
for a more direct specification of interests, but are restricted to facts
actually present in the data. Bringing both concepts closer together,
that is, combining the flexibility of editor-based specification with the
intuitiveness of brushing and dynamic queries poses an interesting
research question for future work.

On the event detection stage, we suggested exploiting database
technology to find events in relational data. As an alternative, the
field of data mining offers a wealth of automatic event detection meth-
ods for different kinds of data. The question that arises is how well
do the semantics of such automatically detected events resemble the
interests of users. Or in other words, how can we make sure that the
event detected by some automatic algorithm is really that what the
user intended? An avenue to follow is to break the black box of auto-
matic methods and to integrate them more tightly with interactively
steerable visual analysis tools [325]. This implies that the implemen-
tation of event specification and event detection get closer together.

Since event detection is time-critical, especially for larger data sets,
we highlighted the need for incremental detection methods. As soon
as such methods become available in standard databases, the event
detection should utilize them to increase detection efficiency. How-
ever, further research is required to investigate possible benefits (in-
creased performance) and limitations (restricted expressiveness of
event types) of incremental detection.

In this article, we discussed basic procedures of integrating events
into visual representations. Implicit event representations try to im-
prove relevance in visual representations by automatically adjusting
visualization parameters. The key to success is to perform the right
adjustments. However, it is not yet clear what the right adjustments
are. For the TimeWheel example, we as the visualization designers
implemented parameter changes so as to achieve expressive event
representation. But as interests vary from user to user, so does what
is perceived as expressive. Even though our approach gives users the
opportunity to define their interests, it is not yet possible for users
to specify how they want their interests to be represented on screen.
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We think it is a formidable challenge to make implicit event repre-
sentation as flexible as the event specification, including sufficient
support, as for instance visual editors. This challenge could be tack-
led by breaking a visualization down into its building blocks, both
from the perspective of construction (What visual elements make up
the visualization?) and the perspective of perception (How are the el-
ements perceived?). A possible way to do so is to use – again – formal
descriptions [376]. Similarly, descriptions of basic visual adjustments
and their effect on perception would be needed. Only then can one
find matches of characteristics of events with characteristics of visual
adjustments, which is a requirement for fully automatic adaptation.
The generic building blocks can then be used to assemble domain-
specific visualization solutions, which in turn can be subject to user
evaluation.

For explicit event representation the situation is similar. The key
question here is how to model event instances as a new data set
to be fed into a dedicated visualization technique. Apparently, this
question can only be answered taking the concrete application back-
ground into account. This fact shifts the problem in the general direc-
tion of visualization design, which is an actively investigated research
topic.

Generating user-centered visual representations is a challenging
task that requires joint effort of visualization, perception, human com-
puter interaction, and data mining scientists. It would be false to
claim that our model of event-based visualization provides a solu-
tion to this challenge. We rather see it as a step toward a solution –
an initial answer to the question asked at the beginning “[...] what
actually needs to be shown to intuitively draw representational con-
clusions.” [25].

We approached user-driven visualization more from a technical
point of view. Our model provides a technical platform that assists
in focussing on user interests. However, further in-depth investiga-
tion is required to address questions of perception, user acceptance,
and semantics of user tasks and interests. The model we present here
can provide a basis for such investigations.
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N AV I G AT I O N R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R
E X P L O R I N G H I E R A R C H I C A L G R A P H S

contribution This chapter contributes a novel approach for as-
sisting the human user in interacting with visual representations of
data. The key concern is to narrow the gulf of evaluation by provid-
ing recommendations for intermediate-level navigation in large hier-
archical graphs. Potentially interesting navigation destinations are au-
tomatically derived based on the concept of degree of interest (DOI).
Visual hints point to these interesting destinations, which reduces the
cost for evaluating the current exploration situation and makes trig-
gering the next navigation steps easier.

abstract Navigation is a key interaction when analyzing graphs
by means of interactive visualization. Particularly for unknown graphs,
the user often faces situations where it is not entirely clear where to
go next. For hierarchical graphs, the user may also ponder whether it
is useful to look at the data at a higher or lower level of abstraction.

In this paper, we present a novel approach for recommending places
in a hierarchical graph that are worth visiting next. A flexible defini-
tion of interestingness based on the notion of a degree of interest
(DOI) allows us to recommend horizontal navigation in terms of the
graph layout and also vertical navigation in terms of the level of ab-
straction. The actual recommendation is communicated to the user
through unobtrusive visual cues that are embedded into the visual
representation of the graph. A proof-of-concept implementation has
been integrated into an existing graph visualization system.

original publication [137] — S. Gladisch, H. Schumann, and
C. Tominski. Navigation Recommendations for Exploring Hierarchi-
cal Graphs. In G. Bebis et al., editors, Advances in Visual Computing,
pages 36–47. Springer, 2013.
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13.1 introduction

When exploring unknown graphs, users need to switch between over-
view and detail representations and they need to navigate to different
parts of the graph. These tasks are typically supported by a zoomable
representation of the graph, where the graph is hierarchically struc-
tured to provide different levels of abstraction [168]. The user can
zoom & pan to visit different parts of the graph, and can expand or
collapse nodes to adjust the level of abstraction. There are several ex-
isting systems that implement this strategy [41], [245], [332]. A big
plus of these systems is that users can freely choose the part of the
data they are interested in and the level of abstraction that suits their
needs.

However, a problem is that users may be overwhelmed with the
seemingly infinite number of possibilities for navigation. According
to Spence [310], a key question for the user is: Where should I go now?
Figure 13.1 illustrates this problem. Considering a current position
arrived at during the exploration, the user does not know where in-
teresting data could be located.

In this sense, navigating in an unknown graph to find interesting
data is often a tedious trial-and-error procedure. This prompted us
to investigate some kind of navigational guidance to interesting data.
The aim of such a guidance is to facilitate the user’s navigation deci-
sions (i.e., recommend navigation to interesting targets) and to miti-
gate the trial-and-error character of navigation (i.e., minimize uncon-
scious navigation through regions with uninteresting data).

In the following, we present a novel data-driven approach for nav-
igation recommendations to support the exploration of hierarchical
graphs. In Section 13.2 we describe in more detail the problem we
are dealing with and briefly review existing state-of-the-art solutions.
Section 13.3 introduces our novel approach, including means to de-
fine what the user is interested in, to compute navigation recommen-
dations, and to communicate recommendations visually to the user.

Figure 13.1: The problem of navigation. Given a partial view on a graph
layout (center rectangle) the user does not know where to navi-
gate in order to find “interesting” data (rectangles with question
mark).
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A demonstration of the proof-of-concept implementation is given in
Section 13.4. Section 13.5 concludes our work and indicates directions
for future work.

13.2 problem description and related work

Next we describe the problem addressed by our research, review ex-
isting work that is related to this problem, and identify gaps to be
filled with our approach.

13.2.1 Problem Description

We consider hierarchical graphs as input data. A hierarchical graph
is defined as a rooted tree whose leaves correspond to a graph at
the finest level of granularity. Nodes and edges of the graph may be
associated with data attributes. Inner nodes of the tree correspond
to aggregations or abstractions of their associated child nodes [168].
We assume that a suitable layout of the graph can be computed with
existing methods [15].

To allow users to explore the graph, its layout is visualized as
a node-link diagram that is embedded in a zoomable space. The
zoomable space enables what we call horizontal navigation: The user
can pan to any rectangular partial view of the graph layout. A hi-
erarchical graph allows for additional navigation on its hierarchical
structure: The user can expand or collapse nodes in order to get to a
lower or higher level of abstraction [107]. We call this vertical naviga-
tion. Figure 13.2 illustrates both types of navigation.

One can easily imagine that the number of possible navigation
steps is quite large. Should I pan this direction or the other to find
some high-degree node? Which node should I expand to uncover a
clique? Should I collapse these nodes to catch sight of the maximum-
value node? In fact, the user can derive some more or less vague
answers from the visual representation itself (e.g., navigate to where
many edges connect). But we argue that a dedicated support to as-
sist the user during navigation would be a promising addition to the
user’s analytical toolbox. With this thinking we are not alone, as doc-
umented in the next paragraphs.

13.2.2 Related Work

Looking at the literature one can find two categories of approaches
to assist users in navigating graphs. On the one hand, there are ap-
proaches that focus on providing orientation help to keep users ori-
ented. On the other hand, navigation recommendation approaches aim
to actually suggest navigation steps to the user. In the following, we
briefly review a few important examples.
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general model that determines an initial focus and its context on the
graph based on a textual query. Special icons within a node-link di-
agram recommend to the user where to browse the context in order
to find interesting information. Additionally, the approach computes
and visualizes the shortest path from a focus node to a recommended
node in the context.

open research questions The reviewed examples from the lit-
erature demonstrate quite nicely how useful user assistance can be.
A detailed look into the mechanisms behind the existing solutions
reveals that most of them define a notion of a current focus that is
associated with a context, where focus and context are defined exclu-
sively on the graph structure. However, this implies that navigation
recommendation can be given only for entities being connected to the
focus in terms of the graph’s topology. Interesting but disconnected
nodes (e.g., in graphs with disconnected components) cannot be rec-
ommended, even if they are located close to the focus in the graph’s
layout (which is what users see on the display). Our novel solution ad-
dresses this limitation by utilizing a broader and more general notion
of focus and associated context.

Another aspect common to the reviewed solutions is that they ad-
dress only horizontal navigation in plain graphs. Hierarchical graphs
have not been considered in connection with navigation recommen-
dations so far. Our approach closes this gap by including vertical nav-
igation along the axis of the level of abstraction. In other words, we
address both horizontal navigation and vertical navigation. The next
section will introduce our approach for navigation recommendations
for hierarchical graphs.

13.3 navigation recommendations for hierarchical graphs

As described earlier, the scenario is that users explore an unknown
hierarchical graph by means of a zoomable visualization that shows
a layout of the graph and an encoding of associated data attributes.
Our goal is to support the user in deciding which navigation step to
take next to arrive at interesting data. To this end, we need to address
the following key issues:

determining recommendation candidates Given a hier-
archical
graph and the current state of the visual exploration process
we need to derive a set of recommendation candidates.

selecting interesting recommendations In order to compile
a set of navigation recommendations we need to rank the candi-
dates according to their interestingness and select those that are
worth visiting next.
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communicating recommendations visually The selected nav-
igation recommendations need to be communicated to the user in
an unobtrusive fashion with as little distraction from the actual
visualization as possible.

Following this line of thinking, we will next describe in more detail
how our approach handles these issues. But first of all, we need to
define what the targets for navigation recommendations could be. In
general, one could recommend navigation to any entity related to a
hierarchical graph, for example, nodes, edges, connected components,
cliques, or any other semantically meaningful subset of nodes and
edges. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our considerations to
nodes as the targets for navigation recommendations.

13.3.1 Determining Recommendation Candidates

As commonly accepted, the starting point for determining candidates
is the user’s current focus. Based on the focus we define a context,
which contains the candidates. The context must include a sufficiently
large number of candidates to choose from, and it must be sufficiently
small to stay focused and to avoid computations on a huge search
space. The size of the context and hence the number of candidates is
controlled by means of a distance measure. In summary, we use three
components: (1) a set of focus nodes to start with, (2) a sufficiently
sized set of context nodes – the candidates, and (3) a distance measure
to control the size of the context. Figure 13.3 illustrates how these
components can be realized.

An intuitive and often used definition of these components is based
on the graph structure. A set of focus nodes is selected by the user,
and the context is defined by the k-neighborhood of the focus nodes.
Here k is the parameter to be adjusted to control the size of the con-
text.

As already indicated, we generalize focus and context to a broader
definition. So, as a second facet, we additionally consider the user’s
current view on the graph layout. That is, all nodes that are currently
visible on the display are considered to be the focus. The context is

Graph structure Graph layout Data attributes Focus reflecting the current 
state of the exploration

Context containing
recommendation candidates

Entities not considered
as candidates

k-neighborhood

current view

view neighborhood

value range

Figure 13.3: Different definition of focus and context in terms of the graph
structure, the graph layout, and the data attributes yield differ-
ent candidates for recommendation.
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again defined in terms of a neighborhood, but this time a neighbor-
hood in terms of the view space. The size of the context is again
controllable.

So far we have not yet taken into account the data attributes that
might be associated with the nodes. Consequently, we allow for a
focus in attribute space. This focus can be determined in different
ways, for example by dynamic filtering sliders or by fixing the value
range of what is currently visible on the display. The context can then
be defined as a range of values enclosing the focus, where the range’s
size can be set as needed.

With this general definition we can better capture the different as-
pects being relevant when exploring graphs – the graph structure, the
graph layout, and the data attributes. The broader definition also al-
lows us to circumvent problems that occur when considering either
of the aspects alone. An example are nodes that are close to the focus
in the layout, but that are far away in terms of the graph structure.
In contrast to existing solutions, our approach is able to recommend
navigation to such nodes.

13.3.2 Selecting Interesting Recommendations

Given our definition of candidates in the context, the next step is to as-
sign an interestingness to each candidate. As we want to recommend
interesting nodes to navigate to, we need a concept that describes how
interesting a recommendation candidate is. Given the unpredictabil-
ity of the visual exploration process, the concept must be capable of
handling varying interestingness.

An established and widely-applied concept is the degree of interest
(DOI), a numerical interestingness computed by means of a DOI func-
tion. Originally, Furnas [130] introduced the DOI for trees only. Van
Ham and Perer [350] generalized it for graphs. Their weighted DOI
function considers an a priori interest of the nodes (API), a distance
to a focus (DIST) and a user interest (UI):

DOI(x, F, s) = α ·API(x) +β ·UI(x, s) + γ ·DIST(x, F)

where x is the node to be assigned an interestingness, F is the current
focus, s are search criteria that describe what the user is currently
interested in, and α,β,γ are real-valued weights. With this DOI defi-
nition, we already have a quite flexible mechanism to incorporate the
user’s interest into the recommendation computation.

Additionally, it can be important to know which data elements
have already been visited (i.e., have been visible or have explicitly
been marked as explored) in the course of the exploration. We pro-
pose to use an additional weighted KNOW component for the DOI
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function that considers the interestingness of a node according to its
exploration state:

DOI(x, F, s) = α ·API(x) +β ·UI(x, s) + γ ·DIST(x, F)+δ ·KNOW(x)

By considering the exploration state of a node, we can penalize
already explored data or, on the contrary, favor them. Which option
to use depends on the user’s goal. Visited nodes can be considered
less interesting because they do not provide any new information. On
the other hand, they could be particularly of interest for comparison
tasks.

Given our specification of the DOI function, the question that re-
mains to be answered is how to instantiate it and its components. We
follow the accepted way of previous DOI-related approaches and pro-
vide interactive means for the user to specify and adjust the settings.
To ease the specification procedure, we use template functions that
can be parameterized using classic GUI elements. Which template
functions to apply (i.e., what is interesting?) and how to parameter-
ize them depends on the application domain, the use case, and the
analyzed graph.

Given an appropriate DOI specification, we compute the interest-
ingness of the nodes of a graph. It is worth mentioning that we do so
only for the recommendation candidates in the context of the current
focus. This spares us computing interestingness values for all nodes
of the whole dataset.

For a hierarchical graph, we differentiate between two alternative
ways of computing the interestingness. The first is that we compute
interestingness for the finest level of granularity and aggregate inter-
estingness along the hierarchy. The second alternative is to compute
interestingness explicitly for each candidate irrespective of whether it
is a leave node or an inner node. Again, the application scenario and
the nature of the data decide on which alternative to apply.

Now that every candidate has a DOI value they can be sorted ac-
cording to their interestingness. The result is a ranking of the recom-
mendation candidates. Since we only want to recommend the most
interesting nodes, we choose the first m nodes of the ranking as tar-
gets for the navigation recommendations, where m should be kept
small to avoid overloading the user with too many recommendations.
From our experience with test datasets, we suggest recommending
m < 10 interesting navigation targets.

13.3.3 Communicating Recommendations Visually

The last step is to create an adequate visualization for the navigation
recommendations. Given a potentially already visually rich graph vi-
sualization, how can we enhance it in order to communicate navi-
gation recommendations to the users without interfering too much
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with the ongoing visual exploration? Our answer to this question is
to embed specifically designed visual navigation cues into the exist-
ing node-link visualization. Depending on the type of navigation and
on where the target of a recommendation is located, we use different
visual cues. The type of navigation can be either horizontal or vertical.

recommendation for horizontal navigation For horizon-
tal navigation, we distinguish navigation to nodes that are on-screen
and nodes that are off-screen. Recommendations to on-screen nodes
are visualized via subtle highlighting rings that encode how interest-
ing a node is according to its DOI value.

For recommendations to off-screen nodes, we need a visual en-
coding that communicates at least the target’s direction and better
still, the distance to the target as well. For this purpose, we consider
known techniques for off-screen visualization, such as arrows, ha-
los [49], wedges [146], or proxies [126]. Arrows are easy to interpret, but
communicate navigation direction only. Halos and wedges have the
advantage that they encode direction and distance to a recommended
navigation target. Further, wedges can be arranged to reduced over-
lap [146]. Proxies focus not so much on target distance, but more on
communicating additional information about the target by means of
shape, color, or labels.

Inspired by these approaches, we designed a new solution that com-
bines the advantages of the existing ones. What we call enriched wedge
is a visual cue that encodes direction and distance, and also addi-
tional information about why the recommendation was given. This
is accomplished by embedding a bar chart into a wedge. The wedge
visualizes direction and distance, and each bar visualizes the partial
interestingness of a recommended node according to the individual
components of the DOI function (i.e., API, UI, DIST, KNOW). Using
enriched wedges can positively influence the user in arriving at a
navigation decision (i.e., choosing the “right” navigation target). Fig-
ure 13.4 illustrates the enriched wedge in comparison to existing off-
screen techniques.

Of course, the idea of enriching the navigation recommendations
with a visualization of individual DOI values is not restricted to
wedges pointing to off-screen targets. The highlighting of on-screen
targets can be enhanced in a similar manner to provide information
about interestingness at a glance.

recommendation for vertical navigation A vertical nav-
igation is necessary when the recommended target is not contained
in the currently visualized level of abstraction. As the target is def-
initely not visible, we need to pick a suitable anchor to attach the
navigation recommendation to. We decided to visually highlight the
nodes whose expansion (or collapse) would bring the recommended
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Arrow
Halo Wedge

Proxy
Enriched 
Wedge

Figure 13.4: Techniques for recommending navigation to off-screen nodes.
Green nodes are on-screen, dashed elements are off-screen, and
the red node is the recommend target.

target to the display. For example, if a target is below the current level
of abstraction, we highlight the target’s ancestor that is contained in
the current level of abstraction and whose expansion will uncover
the target. If the ancestor is off-screen we can again apply one of the
off-screen techniques described before.

In order to differentiate the highlighting for vertical navigation
from that for horizontal navigation, and further the one for node
expansion from that of node collapse, we resort to animated rings
around nodes. In accordance with our goal to generate an unobtru-
sive visual embedding, the highlighting is designed as subtly pulsing
animations with a specific direction. The animated rings appear to
shrink when collapse navigation is recommended and to grow for
recommended expansion. Figure 13.5 shows snapshots of an anima-
tion indicating an expand recommendation.

Figure 13.5: Snapshots of the animation that indicates nodes to be expanded
to arrive at a recommended navigation target.

13.3.4 Summary and Additional Concerns

With the aforementioned mechanisms, we can select interesting nodes
and recommend them visually to the user as potentially worthy steps
for navigation. A key issue of our approach is balancing it appropri-
ately. Interests vary and also the visual presence of navigation cues
will be perceived differently by different users in different stages of
the exploration process. Therefore, it is critical to adjust the compu-
tation of recommendations and their visualization to the application
scenario and to the preferences of the user. Our approach provides the
required flexibility to do so. Further, we should recall the on-demand
character of our approach. That is, only if users feel that they need
assistance they will activate the navigation recommendations.

Two additional concerns need to be addressed in the context of
navigational guidance: (1) a good initial view to start with and (2) a
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visual encoding of the exploration state. Both are not trivial question
and we have not dealt with them in depth. Yet we give some ideas
how to address them.

Ideally, a good initial view on the data provides an expressive over-
view of the data and offers a suitable number of options for further ex-
ploration. For determining such an initial view, different criteria can
matter. For example, the number of nodes can be considered. Huang
et al. [174] state that 20 to 100 nodes are suitable for an overview.
Moreover, in specific applications, there may exist data elements be-
ing semantically more relevant than others. In such cases, including
graph elements of higher relevance (e.g., outliers) can lead to a more
appropriate initial view. One could also favor nodes with high de-
gree as they potentially lead to more options for navigation along
the graph structure. Despite these initial suggestions, creating a good
initial view remains a difficult and largely context-dependent task.

The second concern regards the dependency of interestingness on
the exploration state. To make this dependency clear to the user it
makes sense to visualize a node’s exploration state as well, because
it may influence navigation decisions. When exploring hierarchical
graphs the user might want to know which subtrees have already
been explored. Cramming this additional information into the visu-
alization as well is difficult. Therefore, we experimented with on-
demand labeling that classifies nodes into unexplored, partially explored,
and explored. Such on-demand labels can help users to decide where
to explore further and where no further exploration is necessary.

13.4 proof-of-concept implementation

To test our approach, we developed a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion. As the underlying zoomable graph visualization, we use the
CGV system [332]. We implemented a plausible default preset for
the interestingness specification (including maximum attribute values
and attribute outliers), which enables us to give recommendations at
all times, even in cases where the user has not yet made the interests
known to the system. The DOI function and its components can be
altered interactively via a simple graphical user interface. We imple-
mented arrow-based recommendation cues and our enriched wedge.

We tested the system with several hierarchical graphs. Here we il-
lustrate its application with a graph that contains search queries as
nodes and relations between the queries as edges. The graph is of
moderate size with 695 nodes and 4073 edges. Figure 13.6 shows a
partial view on the graph as the user may see it during exploration.
Note that for the purpose of demonstration we use a visual encod-
ing that might not appear as gentle and subtle as one would use it
in a real application. In the figure, we can see recommendations to
investigate on-screen targets, indicated by red circles around some
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Figure 13.6: Navigation recommendation in the proof-of-concept implemen-
tation. Red circles indicate on-screen targets worth investigating
next. Enriched wedges indicate off-screen targets that might be
of interest to the user as well.

nodes. Enriched wedges at the border of the screen recommend nav-
igation to off-screen targets. Once the user has decided on the next
navigation target, it can be visited by following the navigation recom-
mendations manually. For example, the user can pan the view in the
direction of an enriched wedge until the target falls into view. The
target is then highlighted using the red circle for on-screen targets.
As an alternative to manual navigation, we utilize CGV’s animation
facilities to provide automatic animated traveling to the selected tar-
get. To this end, the user simply clicks an enriched wedge to trigger
the animation.

During the exploration, the recommendations are constantly up-
dated according to the current focus and the specification of the
user’s interest. The system also keeps track of which nodes have al-
ready been visited, where we rely on users explicitly marking a node
as explored.

In summary, provided that users are able to express their current
interest, our implementation can help in locating interesting nodes in
the local context quickly.

13.5 conclusion

In this work, we developed a data-driven approach for navigation
recommendations to interesting information. Our solution is based
on three basic steps: (1) collection of a set of recommendation candi-
dates based on a compound focus, (2) selection of navigation recom-
mendation based on user interests, and (3) visualization of navigation
recommendations via visual cues embedded into an existing graph
visualization.

Our solution extends the body of existing work in several aspects.
We addressed hierarchical graphs, which require both horizontal and
vertical navigation, an issue not studied in previous work. In terms of
computing navigation recommendations, we generalized the notion
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of focus and context to incorporate the graph structure, the graph lay-
out, and the data attributes. Further, we extended the widely-accepted
DOI concept by the component KNOW, which captures the explo-
ration state of data elements. For communicating navigation recom-
mendations, we suggest several visual encodings, including the novel
enriched wedge. A proof-of-concept implementation has been devel-
oped.

The mechanisms behind our concept work quite well in the proof-
of-concept implementation. However, in the future, we need to de-
velop a better interface for specifying the users’ interests. Our current
approach with classic GUI elements needs to be revised in order to
make the overall solution more accessible for users. Further it makes
sense to keep a history of what users have already marked as interest-
ing. This would allow us to find better starting points for exploration.

A pressing issue is that the degree to which our solution reduces
the trial-and-error character of visual exploration has not yet been
quantified. And unfortunately we believe that it will be hard to do so
due to the many influencing factors. Therefore, we invite evaluation
experts to contact us and we will gladly collaborate and provide our
implementation for in depth usability studies.





Part III

T H E O U T R O

This final part summarizes the key viewpoints discussed
in this work and presents the overall conclusion. The greater
picture behind this work will be crystallized and based on
that topics for future work on interaction in visualization
will be identified.





14
C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

14.1 concluding remarks

This work started out with the goal to strengthen the interaction side
of visualization research. We looked at fundamentals of interaction in
general and specifically in relation to visualization, and we discussed
the challenges involved when designing and engineering interaction
techniques in the context of visualization.

To actually achieve the aforementioned goal, this work presented
several contributions with a focus on interactivity. The aspect of de-
signing interaction for visualization has been addressed by develop-
ing a number of novel low-level, intermediate-level, and high-level
techniques aligned with a unified view of interaction and its four cor-
nerstones the data, the tasks, the technology, and the human. We con-
sidered the aspect of engineering interactive solutions by introducing
software architectures and infrastructures.

Given the cumulative nature of this work it is clear that the pro-
posed solutions address specific problems in the context of visual-
ization. Still there is a greater picture of this work as a whole. This
picture is to be crystallized in the following paragraphs.

unified view and cornerstones At the core of this work are
the cornerstones of interaction in visualization: the data, the tasks,
the technology, and the human. While we looked at these corner-
stones individually, we also highlighted interrelations among them.
For example, while we focused on the task of comparison in Chap-
ter 8, we also considered the specifics of the data (tabular data in our
case), the characteristics of the interaction technology (hence the espe-
cially designed folding technique), and the needs of the human user
(by drawing inspiration from natural behavior). In a similar sense, all
other chapters in this work indicate how important the cornerstones
are, both individually and as a unified view.

In fact, a key message of this work is that one has to consider all
cornerstones of interaction in order to be successful when designing
and engineering interaction for visualization. Leaving only one of the
cornerstones out of consideration puts us at risk to arrive at inappro-
priate or unusable solutions.

interaction and automatic means Another major point dis-
cussed in this work is that interaction, although powerful and effec-
tive, is not a universal answer to all problems. This points us to think

273
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more carefully about where interaction is indeed helpful and in what
situations the user is better off with less interaction.

This thinking is reflected several times by approaches that combine
interaction with automatic means. Examples were given in Chapter 9,
where fully manual data editing is facilitated by automatic computa-
tions. In Chapter 12, automatic event-triggered adjustments of visual
representation were applied to reduce interaction costs. Analytic DOI-
based concepts are the backbone of the navigation recommendations
presented in Chapter 13. A less obvious example are the interaction
shortcuts from Chapter 8, which take the user or bring a view auto-
matically to a desired position in the visualization space.

The integration of interactive and automatic means has been suc-
cessful in the mentioned examples. Yet, balancing interaction and au-
tomatism is not trivial and, as mentioned before, requires considera-
tion of all cornerstones of interaction in the context of the application
domain.

broad utilization of technology An important contribu-
tion of this work is the development, collection, and illustration of
novel interaction approaches utilizing different kinds of modern tech-
nologies. Looking at the equipment that we employed to drive the
visual interface between the human and the computer, we see a grad-
ual shift from classic desktop settings with mouse and keyboard to
modern display technologies and interaction modalities.

Predominant in Chapters 6–8 was the classic mouse and keyboard
setup. But still the interactive approaches presented there are novel, a
fact that indicates that even in standard settings there is still potential
to be exploited. In Chapter 9, we started to go beyond mouse and key-
board by designing interaction for touch-enabled devices. Advancing
further, Chapter 10 discussed tangible interaction in the space above
a tabletop display. Finally, we also explored physical navigation and
head tracking in front of a large display wall in Chapter 11.

As a conclusion, the approaches presented here suggest that a broad
utilization of display and interaction technologies bears much poten-
tial for visualization applications. In a sense, our work provides some
initial results in reply to recent research agendas [224, 183] that call
for better utilization of modern interaction technology.

lenses as universal tools A recurring pattern throughout
this work is the use of interactive lenses to facilitate visualization
tasks. Thanks to the lightweight and focused nature of lenses, they
are particularly suited for exploratory visualization.

We used lenses to support the exploration of graphs in Chapter 6

and to integrate temporal information into a visual representation
that is otherwise focused on spatial aspects in Chapter 7. In Chap-
ter 11, we tracked the user’s viewing direction in order to project a fo-
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cus+context lens onto a large display wall. While these examples can
be considered virtual lenses, which represent a digitized copy of the
lens metaphor on the display, the tangible views from Chapter 10 are
examples of physical, graspable lenses. Such tangible lenses open up
whole new possibilities for visualization purposes as demonstrated
in several case studies.

A recent survey confirms that many more interactive lenses exist
for various types of data and tasks [339]. From the wide application
of lenses in our work and in the work of others, we can conjecture
that lenses are universally useful tools in interactive visualization.

the challenge of developing interaction So far, we em-
phasized the results of our work, which come as new interaction ap-
proaches and techniques. However, we did not look at the process of
generating the results. Unfortunately, due to the multitude and het-
erogeneity of influencing factors, there is hardly a structured process
one could follow. In fact, the process is more of exploratory character.
Spence [310] explains this quite illustratively:

Many ingredients to support representation, presentation
and interaction are described [...]: like a good chef or skilled
painter, interaction designers must select appropriate in-
gredients from those available and use established con-
cepts to blend them into a pleasing and effective product.
And, as with cooking and painting, good interaction de-
sign can be achieved only with practice and the experience
of both good and not so good results.

— Spence [310]

Spence’s words already indicate that designing and engineering
interaction in visualization is hard. During the development of the
approaches presented here, many hours if not weeks have been spent
on trying out (which essentially means designing and implementing)
and throwing away various interaction solutions until eventually the
final result surfaced. Although the costs involved were significant, it
is worth investing in interaction, because the benefit for the user is a
more productive solution and smooth working experience. The user
feedback reported here testifies to this.

In summary, we see that interaction indeed deserves special atten-
tion in visualization research. By bringing together in one place the as-
pects covered in the individual research papers underlying this work,
we were able to generate a comprehensive picture of interaction in
visualization and derive higher-level insight about the topic. In this
sense, this work as a whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Hence,
we can conclude that our work contributes to strengthening the inter-
action side of visualization.
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14.2 topics for future work

Although we made a number of contributions in this work they are
but pieces in the larger puzzle of the science of interaction in visual-
ization research. This puzzle holds many more unsolved questions
that need to be addressed. This also pertains to the novel approaches
presented in Chapters 5–13 of Part ii.

Of course it is important to resolve the remaining issues of these
approaches in the short run, but it is not the goal of this section to reit-
erate any details about the involved challenges here. Instead, the next
paragraphs provide an agenda of topics for more long-term future
research with a focus on interaction in visualization.

support the engineering of interaction As already indi-
cated, interaction engineering in the context of visualization is a com-
plex endeavor. A key difficulty is the dependency of the interaction
design on the visual design. Because the visual representation serves
as the user interface, interaction can only be implemented efficiently
after the visual design has been finalized. In fact, the problem with
this dependency is that a little change in the visual design can break
the interaction design.

Therefore, new conceptual models and strategies have to be devel-
oped to support the human engineer in experimenting effortlessly
with different visual and interaction designs. To this end, the afore-
mentioned dependency has to be relaxed. The benefit of such a relax-
ation will be a greater flexibility during the development process and
reduced development cost.

In addition to such conceptual considerations, there is room for
improvements on the practical side of interaction engineering. Still
the standard model is to implement interaction via event handler
methods in some programming language. However, this procedure
is cumbersome and error-prone. Alternative methods such as model-
ing interaction via state machines [37] should be investigated for their
applicability in the context of visualization. Ideally, in the future, in-
teraction for visualization will be modeled using a graphical editor,
rather than coded in a programming language.

go beyond mouse and keyboard Although mouse and key-
board are still the predominant interaction devices and the regular
desktop display is still the most frequently used output device, the
future will see a shift toward alternative settings. Direct touch on
high-resolution surfaces will most likely replace the standard work-
place in the near future. Specialized applications will run in large
display environments that track their users and integrate the devices
the users bring with them.
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While the visualization community has begun to recognize this
shift (e.g., [335, 224, 183, 190]), still more research is necessary to
comprehensively integrate modern display and interaction technolo-
gies with visualization approaches. Such research has to tackle sev-
eral challenges. First, technical issues have to be addressed to create
a basis upon which interactive visualization solutions can be built.
Second, investigations are needed to determine how and where new
technologies can be employed most usefully. Third, studies have to
be conducted to evaluate the benefits of the new technologies in com-
parison to established setups. A concrete example could be a com-
parative study on graph exploration on the desktop using the CGV
system from Chapter 6, graph exploration using tangible views from
Chapter 10, and graph exploration using physical navigation as de-
scribed in Chapter 11. One can easily imagine how complex such a
study would be.

provide guidelines and guidance Interaction approaches are
as multi-faceted as the problems they aim to solve. With our unified
view on interaction, we can somewhat structure the space of useful
interaction solutions. Yet, with interaction for different data and dif-
ferent tasks, and maybe even for different technologies, it can become
difficult to develop or choose an appropriate interaction technique for
a given visualization problem.

Therefore, we have to provide guidelines for visualization engi-
neers and guidance for visualization users. By guidelines we mean
a set of established best practices that a visualization engineer can
refer to when developing interactive visualization approaches. Such
guidelines could, for example, suggest how to map interaction in-
tents to appropriate interaction techniques using the most efficient
technology. While guidelines apply in the development phase of vi-
sualization, guidance is to support the user while using interactive vi-
sualization tools. The navigation recommendations from Chapter 13

are an example for guidance during interactive navigation. But guid-
ance in general is much broader and can be provided with respect to
various domains at different degrees [298]. Here we see much poten-
tial for future research on guiding the user in making the most of the
provided interaction functionality.

overcome the interaction-visualization gap The gap be-
tween interaction and visualization needs to be narrowed further. A
still problematic concern is the lack of a consistent model that covers
visual aspects as well as aspects of interaction on equal terms. The
interaction model by Norman [262] describes how the user interacts
with the computer. The various instances of the visualization pipeline
[147, 70, 100] detail on the steps that are performed by the computer
during the generation of a visual representation. In the former case
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the human acts upon the data (in visual form), in the latter case the
computer acts upon the data (in symbolic form). This discrepancy has
to be overcome.

A new integrated model of a visualization–interaction pipeline
would help bridge the gap between interaction and visualization re-
search. One option to build such a model is to compile a conglomer-
ate of the visualization pipeline [147, 70, 100], Norman’s [262] interac-
tion model, and the model of visual exploration by Jankun-Kelly et al.
[188]. Constructing such an integrated model requires a detailed anal-
ysis of where visualization and interaction models differ and what the
key influencing factors behind the models are.

establish an interaction vocabulary With Bertin’s visual
variables there is an established vocabulary of basic building blocks
for the graphics design of visualization approaches. However, there
are no such building blocks for interaction in visualization.

Therefore, an open research question is to define an interaction vo-
cabulary. There have already been first efforts to identify patterns or
primitives of interaction in visualization [300, 286]. These studies de-
scribe how interaction is employed for different tasks. What we are
still missing are constructive building blocks that allow us to flexibly
outfit a graphics design with a suitable interaction design depending
on the characteristics of the underlying problem. Identifying, collect-
ing, and structuring such building blocks in an interaction vocabulary,
will enable us to investigate whole new topics. As one such topic we
envision adaptive interaction, where interaction techniques automati-
cally adapt to the data and the task at hand as well as to the available
technology and the human user operating it. Maybe it is even pos-
sible to extend the interaction vocabulary to a grammar of interaction
analogous to Wilkinson’s [376] grammar of graphics.

As mentioned earlier, our ideas for future work represent larger
research topics to be studied in the long run. On the one hand, the
versatility of the topics suggests that there is still much to do in the
context of a science of interaction. On the other hand, we also indi-
cated that there is much potential in further strengthening the inter-
action side of visualization. The positive results obtained with the
approaches presented in this work let us conclude that it is worth
facing and tackling the challenges ahead of us.
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T H E S E S

1. In visualization research, aspects of interaction are payed less
attention than aspects of the graphical representation. There is
a need to strengthen the interaction side of visualization.

2. Interaction in visualization involves specific requirements and
constraints in addition to general interaction aspects. Therefore,
it deserves special attention and dedicated research.

3. Interaction has to be considered at different levels, including
low-level interaction basics, intermediate-level interaction tech-
niques, and higher-level interactive problem solving.

4. A unified view based on the four cornerstones data, tasks, tech-
nology, and human helps in structuring, understanding, and
discussing interaction in visualization.

5. Designing and engineering interaction in visualization requires
taking into account all four cornerstones. Only then can useful
and usable interaction solutions be obtained.

6. Interactive lenses crystallize as universally useful design across
all cornerstones. Their lightweight and focused character suits
exploratory visualization scenarios in particular.

7. A broad utilization of modern display and interaction technolo-
gies is beneficial. New technologies open up possibilities that
visualization research is still to fully take advantage of.

8. Interaction is a powerful means to support the user in working
with visual representations of data. Yet interaction should not
be understood as a universal cure.

9. Interaction involves costs for executing it and evaluating its out-
come. Automatic methods are a valuable addition to reduce in-
teraction costs and support the human user.

10. Supporting the human engineer is important as well. New con-
cepts and tools are needed to make modeling, implementing,
testing, and evaluating interaction for visualization easier.

11. Bertin’s visual variables are the building blocks of visual rep-
resentations. We lack such building blocks for interaction. An
interaction vocabulary should be established to close this gap.
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